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4982932 HOW TO BECOME A MERCENARY:
The Ultimate Guide to the Weapons, Training,
and Tactics of the Modern Warrior-for-Hire. By
Barry Davies. Learn where and how to find work; how
to understand and apply the most modern tactics;
what languages to master; which weapons are
preferred; how to disappear after you’ve completed
your job; and much more. Illus. in color. 292 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7763948 ARMOURED PERSONNEL CARRIER: M3/M5/M9
Half-Track. By Slawomir Zajaczkowski. The M3 vehicle was a
thirteen-person armored transporter that could be used to
transport mechanized infantry or as an ar t i l lery tractor,
ambulance, communications vehicle, and more. American
factories producing M2 and M3 armored personnel carriers
struggled to keep up with the orders for the army. The Half-Track
Personnel Carrier M5 was almost identical to the M3 version. Fully 
illus., some in color. 15 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

3816583 THE LIBERTY  INCIDENT
REVEALED: The Definitive Account of the
1967 Israeli Attack on the U.S. Navy Spy
Ship. By A Jay Cristol. Cutting through all the
controversy and conspiracy theories about
Israel’s deadly attack on the USS Liberty in June
1967 at the height of the Six-Day War, Cristol
revises his narrative about the event with a
complete, in-depth analysis of all of the sources, 

including recently released tapes from the National Security Agency.
Photos. 392 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95  $5.95

3708659 PATHFINDER PIONEER: The Memoir
of a Lead Bomber Pilot in World War II. By
Raymond E. Brim. A fascinating firsthand account of
frontline air war during the 20th century. Colonel
Brim, one of the first Pathfinder pilots to fly both day
and night missions, details vivid insights into the
genesis of the American air campaign. Told with
humor, attention to detail, and humility, it captures
the heart and soul of our “Greatest Generation.” 16

pages of photos. 265 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  $6.95
1925229 WARRIOR PUPS: True
Stories of America’s K9 Heroes. By Jeff
Kamen with L. Stone-Kamen. This work
takes you behind the scenes into the lives of 
the fiercely dedicated military men and
women and their civilian supporters who
make the U.S. Military Working Dog
program the success that it is. It has been
estimated that during its six year career in

the field, each dog saves the lives of 150 American and coalition soldiers. 
Color photos. 170 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $4.95

7763972 AUSTERLITZ, 1805: The Battle of
the Three Emperors. By Manuel Santiago
Arenas et al. The Battle of Austerlitz is considered
by many as the most brilliant of all of Napoleon’s
victories. The bicentennial commemoration and
re-enactment of the battle took place from the 2nd
to the 4th December 2005. The objective was to
mark the anniversary of this event that brought in
its wake so many political changes to Europe, as

well as remember all those who died in the battle. Fully illus. in color.
64 pages. Andrea Press. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95  $5.95
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7700180 THE FORGOTTEN HIGHLANDER: My
Incredible Story of Survival During the War in
the Far East. By Alistair Urquhart. This is the
extraordinary story of a young man, conscripted at
nineteen and whose father was a Somme Veteran,
survived not just one, but three close encounters
with death–encounters which killed nearly all his
comrades. 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Little,
Brown. Paperbound.  $6.95
*379220X JAPAN’S INFAMOUS UNIT 731:
Firsthand Accounts of Japan’s Wartime Human
Experimentation Program. By Hal Gold. Some of
the cruelest deeds of Japan’s war in Asia did not occur
on the battlefield, but in quiet antiseptic medical wards
in obscure parts of China. Far from front lines and
prying eyes, Japanese doctors and their assistants
subjected human guinea pigs to gruesome medical
experiments in the name of science. Photos.

256 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95
*7780583 JOHN J. PERSHING AND THE
AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCES IN
WORLD WAR I, 1917-1919, VOLUME 2:
October 1-December 31, 1917. Ed. by John T. 
Greenwood. Covers the period of October 1st
through December 31st, 1917. Pershing focused 
his efforts on working with the French Ministry of
War, the General Staff, and the Field Army on
training and equipping the AEF’s few available

combat divisions for front line service. Russia’s defection from the
coalition and the surprising Italian defeat at Caporetto in October
rocked the Allied ranks. 552 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $65.00  $51.95
7764014 BEUTEPANZER: TopColors 41. By M. Jaszczolt & A.
Wrobel. Collects 16 color profiles of tanks from 1940 through
1945. Includes decals that correspond to models that are scaled
to the original tank (1/72, 1/48, and 1/35). 28 pages. Kagero.
10¾x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

2994704 LOST IN TIBET, SECOND EDITION: The
Untold Story of Five American Airmen, a Doomed 
Plane, and the Will to Survive. By R. Starks & M.
Murcutt. Recounts the extraordinary adventure of five
airmen who crash-landed in the heart of Tibet. They
were among the first Americans to enter the Forbidden
City of Lhasa, and among the last to see it before the
Chinese invasion. Photos. 220 pages. Lyons.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95
473548X WHEN THE IRISH INVADED
CANADA: The Incredible True Story of the
Civil War Veterans Who Fought for Ireland’s
Freedom. By Christopher Klein. Presents the
fascinating story of how a band of Union and
Confederate veterans, just after the end of the
Civil War in 1866, fought side by side to
undertake one of the most fantastical missions in
military history: to seize the British province of

Canada and hold it hostage until the independence of Ireland was
secured. Illus. 365 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95  $6.95

7708726 IN THE HEAT OF BATTLE: A History of
Those Who Rose to the Occasion and Those
Who Didn’t. By Donough O’Brien. Sometimes it is
the junior ranks who seize the initiative and save the
day, often with extraordinary acts of heroism. In
contrast, sometimes those who fail are senior ranks
and experienced, making their behavior even more
disgraceful. From hero to anti-hero, these stories
span the history of warfare to entertain and provoke

the reader. Photos. 288 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
7775857 THREE WISE MEN: A Navy SEAL, a Green Beret, and
How Their Marine Brother Became a War’s Sole Survivor. By B.
Wise & T. Sileo. In 2010, Beau and Ben Wise rode together in a limo to
bury their big brother Jeremy. Two years later, Beau traveled down the
same lonely road to bury Ben. No American family has sacrificed more
since 9/11. A moving memoir of family, service, and sacrifice by a Marine 
who lost both his brothers in combat, becoming a “Sole Survivor” of the
war in Afghanistan. 16 pages of color photos. 288 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

1959549 NUKING THE MOON: And Other
Intelligence Schemes and Military Plots Left on
the Drawing Board. By Vince Houghton. In 1958,
the U.S. Air Force nuked the moon. In 1967, the CIA
sent housecats to spy on the Soviet government, and
in 1942, the British built an aircraft carrier out of an
iceberg. Of course these things never happened, but
Houghton proves that abandoned plans can be just as
illuminating as the ones that made it off the drawing

board. 302 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

*4723031 THE COMPLETE MUSASHI: The
Book of Five Rings and Other Works. By Miyamoto
Musashi. Musashi (1582-1645) is the most famous
Samurai who ever lived, and his writings including his
magisterial Book of Five Rings, are widely read by
millions of people today in Japan and around the world.
Like Sun Tzu’s The Art of War, Musashi offers unique
insights not just for warriors but for anyone wishing to
apply the Zen principles to their endeavors. 16 pages of

color illus. 224 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $9.95

CD 7696183 THE REAPER: Autobiography of
One of the Deadliest Special Ops Snipers. By
Nicholas Irving with G. Brozek. Read by Jeff Gurner.
Presents the astonishing memoir of a Special
Operations Direct Action Sniper–the 3rd Ranger
Battalion’s deadliest sniper–with 33 confirmed
kills. Includes a fascinating and extremely rare view

of special operations combat missions during the Global War on
Terror. Seven hour on 6 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

4869729 THE ACCURSED TOWER: The Fall of 
Acre and the End of the Crusades. By Roger
Crowley. Delivers a lively narrative of the lead-up
to the siege and a vivid, blow by blow account of
the climactic battle. Both Muslims and Christians
were acutely aware of the finality of this outcome,
which crystallized a bitter legacy for both Islam
and Christendom that resonated beyond the drama 
of the fighting or the strategic importance of this

one city. Illus. 254 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

370534X THE WAR OF 1812 IN THE
CHESAPEAKE. By Ralph E. Eshelman et al.
Supported by such primary documents as
diaries, journals, and newspaper articles, the
material compiled in this encyclopedia
surpasses any collection thus far brought
together on the subject. Local librarians,
historians, tour guides, history buffs, school
teachers, and genealogists will find this guide 

to be informative and enlightening. Well illus. 410 pages. Johns
Hopkins. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $69.00  $9.95

4984560 SNIPER: SAS and Elite Forces Guide. By Martin J.
Dougherty. Examines what it takes to be a special forces elite sniper.
Dougherty describes the psychological makeup of a sniper, what
training is required to become an expert marksman, and what
weapons are used by special forces snipers today. Illus. 320 pages.
Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $4.95

*6788998 THE FIGHTS ON THE LITTLE
HORN: Unveiling the Mysteries of Custer’s
Last Stand. By Gordon Clinton Harper et al. This
comprehensive study synthesizes a lifetime of
in-depth research into one of America’s most
storied disasters, the defeat of Custer’s 7th
Cavalry at the hands of the Sioux and Cheyenne
Indians, as well as the complete annihilation of
that part of the cavalry led by Custer himself.

Photos. 386 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

4979958 A WASTE OF BLOOD & TREASURE:
The 1799 Anglo-Russian Invasion of the
Netherlands. By Philip Ball. This work examines
the key factors in determining the planning,
realization and failure of the campaign. Uses
firsthand accounts to bring the land and sea battles
of the campaign to life in vivid detail, and tells the
story of the expedition from every angle using
British, French, Dutch, and Russian sources.

Photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

*4886844 AVENGING PEARL HARBOR: The 
Saga of America’s Battleships in the Pacific
War. By Keith Warren Lloyd. Telling the story of the
severe damage dealt to each ship at Pearl Harbor,
and the incredible acts of courage performed by
the sailors of each crew that morning. It continues
with how each ship was raised and repaired and the 
mustering of new commanders, officers, and
crewmen. Continuing as each ship returns to the

battle fleet, and the ultimate triumph at the battle of Surigao Strait. 16
pages of photos. 330 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

7788487 GREAT NAVAL BATTLES OF THE
ANCIENT GREEK WORLD. By Owen Rees.
Naval warfare is the unsung hero of ancient Greek
military history, often overshadowed by the more
glorified land battles. This reference presents a
selection of thirteen naval battles that span a
defining century in ancient Greek history, from the 
Ionian Revolt and Persian Invasion to the rise of
external naval powers in the Mediterranean Sea.

Maps. 218 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95  $11.95
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*7750064 ROMAN PLATE ARMOUR: Elite
247. By M.C. Bishop. This work lifts the veil on the
formidable plate armour used by the legionaries and 
gladiators of Imperial Rome. The earliest finds date
from the late 1st century BC, and discoveries show
that, despite its apparent fragility, it continued in use
into the 4th century AD. Also investigates the
armguards, greaves, cuirasses and horse armour
employed by the Roman Army. Well illus. some in

color. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95
1946692 THE INTERNATIONAL BRIGADES:
Fascism, Freedom and the Spanish Civil War.
By Giles Tremlett. The story of the Spanish Civil
War through all the human drama of a historic
mission to halt fascist expansion in Europe. Over
35,000 volunteers from 61 countries around the
world came to defend democracy against the
troops of Franco, Hitler and Mussolini. It shows
just how far ordinary people will go to save

democracy against overwhelming odds. 16 pages of photos, some in
color. 696 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00  $9.95
1907042 THE ART OF WAR. By Sun Tzu. Essential reading for
strategists in the East since ancient times, it is probably the earliest known
treatise on war and military science. Beautifully bound with gilded edges
and foil embossed cover. Illus. 207 pages. Arcturus.  $8.95

4979761 A NAVAL HISTORY OF THE
PELOPONNESIAN WAR: Ships, Men and
Money in the War at Sea, 431-404 BC. By Marc
G. DeSantis. A fascinating narrative of the naval
dimension of the Peloponnesian War, that explains
how sea power had a decisive impact on the course
of the war but also had its limitations. DeSantis
offers an analyses of the technical, tactical, logistical 
and strategic aspects of ancient naval warfare.

261 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95
*4953215 COL. GEORGE ROGERS CLARK’S SKETCH OF HIS
CAMPAIGN IN THE ILLINOIS IN 1778-1779. In 1778, George
Rogers Clark, at the age of twenty-five, led a secret expedition into the 
Ohio Valley which had far-reaching effects, extending the
westernmost boundary ceded by the British in 1783 to the
Mississippi, laying a clear path for future purchases to unite the east
and west coasts. This journal details his campaign. 119 pages.
Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

4986490 NEVER WARS: The US War Plans
to Invade the World. By Blaine L. Pardoe. In the
early part of the last century the U.S. government
prepared a number of war contingency plans for
invading a number of nations. This volume
explores and provides details on a number of
these key military invasion plans: their triggers,
units involved, and more. 192 pages. Fonthill.
Pub. at $29.95  $7.95
*7741103 GREAT BATTLES OF ALL TIME. Ed. by 
Jeremy Black. An international team of historians
reconstruct and analyze 70 key clashes from 490 BC to
the 21st century and appraises their impact on the
world order. They show how technology and tactics
advance in tandem, as battlefield commanders
respond to advances in mobility, communications and
firepower, how certain principles endure, and how
victory in battle may not win the war. 70 colored maps.

384 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95
*1939998 THE GENERALS HAVE NO CLOTHES: The Untold Story 
of Our Endless Wars. By William M. Arkin with E.D. Cauchi. The author
traces how we got where we are, bombing ten countries, killing terrorists in
dozens more, all without congressional approval and little public
knowledge. Starting after the 9/11 attacks, the government put forth a
singular idea that perpetual war was the only way to keep the American
people safe. 260 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $9.95

1922785 T-54/55: Soviet Cold War Main
Battle Tank–TankCraft 16. By Robert Jackson. As
well as tracing the history of the T-54/55, this text is
an excellent source of reference for the modeler,
providing details of available kits and photographs
of specially commissioned models, together with
artworks showing the color schemes applied to
these tanks. Each section of this title is supported by 
a wealth of archive photographs. 64 pages. Pen &

Sword. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $6.95
*1928961 SU-152/ISU-152 VS TIGER: Duel 120. By David
Greentree. This is the account of machines of war pitted against each
other and the combatants who operated them. Step on to the battlefield
and immerse yourself in the experience of real historic combat. The color
illustrations explore key details of both the SU-152/ISU-152 and Eastern
Front Tigers. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

*1991817 PANZER ACES II: More Battle
Stories of German Tank Commanders in
WWII. By Franz Kurowski. Relates the combat
careers of six more decorated German Panzer
officers. Extensively researched, these gripping
accounts follow the men and their tanks across
three continents into some of World War II’s
bloodiest engagements. Photos. 492 pages.
Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

4871642 ROMAN WARFARE.  By Adrian
Goldsworthy. The author leads readers through more
than a thousand years of Roman military history,
tracing both the Roman Empire’s dramatic rise and its
eventual fall. Concise yet comprehensive, this
account is the indispensable history of the most
professional fighting force in ancient history, an army
that forged an empire and changed the world.
255 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

7708645  3 PARA MOUNT LONGDON: The
Bloodiest Battle. By Jon Cooksey. This is the story of
3 Para and the struggle for Mount Longdon. It was a
battle which tested the discipline, comradeship and
professionalism of the Paras to the limit; it was a battle
which witnessed another posthumous VC; it turned out 
to be the bloodiest battle of the entire Falklands
Campaign. Well illus., many in color. 112 pages. Pen
& Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

*3758788 JOSEPHUS’S THE JEWISH WAR: A Biography. By
Martin Goodman. Josephus’ The Jewish War is his superbly evocative
account of the Jewish revolt against Rome, which was crushed in 70 AD
with the siege of Jerusalem and destruction of the Temple. Goodman
provides a concise biography of one of the greatest war narratives ever
written, explaining why Josephus’ account continues to hold such
fascination today. Illus. 186 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95

*1949233 SIEGE OF BUDAPEST 1944-45:
Campaign 377. By Balazs Mihalyi. The 52 day
long siege of Budapest witnessed some of the
most destructive urban fighting of the war. This
work includes specia l ly commissioned
battle-scene artworks and period photographs
that depicts the combat environment and
opposing forces in superb detail, and presents a
concise yet informative overview of the siege.

96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*771047X EASTERN INFERNO: The Journals
of a German Panzerjager on the Eastern Front,
1941-1943. Ed. by C. Alexander & M. Kunze.
Participating in every key campaign on the Eastern
Front, a young German soldier keeps a private
uncensored diary as he battles the Red Army to
conquer Russia. Hans Roth was a member of the
anti-tank battalion. His three journals were
discovered many years after his disappearance.

Photos. 185 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

1972693 BEYOND DUTY: The Reasons Some Soldiers Commit
Atrocities. By Walter S. Zapotoczny Jr. Zapotoczny identifies the
factors that led to some of the most horrific cruelty in history through
examining the collective behavior of six military groups, and aims to
predict the actions of future groups given similar circumstances. 16
pages of photos. 269 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $40.00  $9.95

*1958593 CRECY: Battle of Five Kings. By
Michael Livingston. A story of past and present. It is a
new history of one of the most important battles of the 
Middle Ages: a narrative account that still adheres to
the highest scholarly standards in it detail. It is also an 
account that incorporates the most cutting-edge
revelations and the personal story of how those
discoveries were made. 16 pages of photos, many in
color. 303 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*4839765 RANGER SCHOOL: Discipline,
Direction, Determination. By Jimmy Blackmon.
Ever wonder what it takes to become a U.S. Army
Ranger? Blackmon recounts his journey to earn the
coveted black and gold ranger tab in the winter of
1992-1993. Through gripping storytelling,
Blackmon shares pain, exhaustion, hunger and even
humor as he takes you though an unforgettable
journey. 223 pages. Knox. Pub. at $27.00  $20.95

*5761743 HIGH TIDE IN THE KOREAN WAR: How an
Outnumbered American Regiment Defeated the Chinese at the
Battle of Chipyong-ni. By Leo Barron. February, 1951. The 23rd Infantry
Division was ordered to hold the town of Chipyong-ni, a vital hub road east
of Seoul, against several Chinese divisions totaling nearly 25,000 men. The 
23rd was outnumbered five to one. Barron retells the battle from the point of
view of the commanders faced with a do-or-die defense and the soldiers
fighting in the foxholes, outnumbered in unfamiliar territory in winter.
Photos. 302 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95
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4907221 ROLLS-ROYCE ARMOURED CAR, 1915-44 (ALL
MODELS): Owners’ Workshop Manual. By David Fletcher.
Describes the development and service of these vehicles, lifting the
bonnet to reveal how they were operated and maintained. More than
260 photographs and illustrations offer a meticulous look at two
working examples of the 1920s-pattern Rolls-Royce armored car: the
Tank Museum’s H3830 and the Irish Army’s Sliabh na mBan.
156 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $36.95  $14.95

4906772 CHIEFTAIN MAIN BATTLE TANK
1966 TO PRESENT: Owners’ Workshop
Manual. By Dick Taylor. A look into the design, 
construction, operation and maintenance of
the British Army’s cold War-era Main Battle
Tank. Taylor gives an inside “warts and all”
insight into this heavyweight Cold War warrior.
Fully illus., most in color. 156 pages. Haynes.
8½x10¾. Pub. at $36.95  $12.95

*773364X THE GREATEST MILITARY MISSION
STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Tom McCarthy. Ten
powerful stories of American soldiers and sailors that
span more than 200 years of action with one common
theme. From Marines taking Iwo Jima’s Mount
Suribachi or defending Khe Sanh to be an
outnumbered American regiment in Korea defeating
the Chinese at the Battle of Chipyong-ni, courage was
the common watchword, death the common

consequence. 244 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95
*4845900 STALINGRAD 1942-43 (2:) The
Fight for the City. By Robert Forczyk. On September
13th a direct German assault was launched against
the city on the Volga and a protracted urban battle
followed amid the ruins, already devastated by
Luftwaffe raids. Although hit hard by the initial
German offensive, a ruthless and obstinate Red Army
was able to hold onto the city. Includes full color
battlescenes, illustrations, 3 dimensional birds-eye

views and maps. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95
*7694431 CARRHAE 53 BC: Campaign 382.
By Nic Fields. A fascinating tale of treachery, tactics,
and topography, Rome experienced one of its most
humiliating defeats at the hands of the Parthians, not
far from a trade-route town on the fringes of the arid
wastes of northern Mesopotamia, sending shock
waves through the Roman power structure. Fully
illus., many in color. 95 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $24.00  $17.95
*1984233 CARRIER KILLER: Asia @ War No. 
29. By G. Doyle & B. Herzinger. Discusses how the
idea of an anti-ship ballistic missile has taken root in
China’s military planning. The country is not only
building more of its first version of such a weapon,
the DF-21D, but has developed an anti-ship warhead 
for another such missile. Written concisely with
insightful text and unique color artworks, examines
conflict throughout Asia. 70 pages. Helion &

Company. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95
*4845862 THE FINNISH-SOVIET WINTER
WAR 1939-40: Campaign 367. By David
Murphy. On August 23, 1939, a secret protocol was
appended to the German-Soviet Non-Aggression
Pact; as part of this, Finland was assigned to the
Soviet sphere of influence. Accompanied by
detailed maps, stunning photographs and specially
commissioned artwork, Murphy studies the key
points that lead to success and failure for both sides,

and how these influenced the campaigns that followed. Fully illus.
96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95
*4963091 THE BATTLE FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN: Allied
and Axis Campaigns from North Africa to the Italian Peninsula, 
1940-45. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. While Adolf Hitler was the
architect of World War II, the immense military conflict that
consumed the Mediterranean between 1940-1945 was Mussolini’s
war. Tucker-Jones gives the background to these battles and many
more, as well as profiling the generals who made their names there.
Photos. 256 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

4979893 SOVIET COLD WAR WEAPONRY:
Modern Warfare. By Anthony Tucker-Jones.
Between the 1950s and 1980s Soviet and
Warsaw Pact countries produced thousands of
tanks and armored vehicles ready for the Third
World War. They embarked on a technological
arms race with the NATO allies in attempt to
counter each new piece of equipment as it
appeared in service, as recounted here.

159 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

*1963716 THE LAST OF THE 357TH
INFANTRY: Harold Frank’s WWII Story of
Faith and Courage. By Mark Hager. Normandy
1944: twenty year old Private First Class Harold
Frank, a crack shot, had landed with his battalion
on Utah Beach, pushing into France to cut off the
Nazi-occupied deep-water port of Cherbourg.
Taken prisoner, a bullet lodged under one arm,
Frank was shipped to a grueling work camp. This

is his story. Photos. 296 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $25.99  $14.95

4941527 THE PERSIAN WAR: In Herodotus
and Other Ancient Voices. By William
Shepherd. Brings together Herodotus’ entire
narrative and interweaves it with other ancient
voices alongside detailed commentary to present 
and clarify the original texts. The extracts from
other ancient writers add value to Herodotus’
narrative and some offer fresh analysis and
credible extra detail. All are woven into a

compelling narrative tapestry that brings this clash of arms to life. 32
pages of color illus. 511 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00  $12.95

*7774265 ZITADELLE: The SS-Panzer-Korps
on the Attack, July 1943. By Massimiliano Afiero.
The battle of Kursk was the greatest tank battle of
World War II. The narrative is based directly on
German war diaries and from Otto Weidinger’s
previous historical researches on the division. The
hundreds of photographs, taken by German war
correspondents following the SS units, allow an
intimate view of those tragic and terrible events.

96 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95  $27.95

*7694423 BRITISH CAVALRYMAN VERSUS
GERMAN CAVALRYMAN: Combat 66. By Alan
Steele. An assessment of each side’s doctrine,
organization, equipment and training, followed by a
detailed analysis of their actual performance in three 
key actions of 1914: Casteau (22 August),
Cerizy-Moy (28 August) and Le Montcel (7
September). Photos, some in color. 80 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

*4897382 ARMIES OF THE GERMANIC PEOPLES 200 BC-AD
500: History, Organization & Equipment. By Gabriele Esposito. An
overview of the military history of the Germanic peoples of this period and
describes in detail the weapons and tactics they employed on the
battlefield. Color photos. 168 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*7737718 ARMIES OF THE FIRST
SINO- JAPANESE WAR 1894-95:
Men-at-Arms 548. By Gabriele Esposito.
Describe how newly modernized Japan waged
war against China in its first overseas campaign,
marking its rapid transition into Asia’s leading
military power only 30 years after emerging from
centuries of feudalism. Using illustrations, rare
prints and photos, this explores the combatant

forces of Japan, China, Korea and Formosa (Taiwan), and their
campaigns. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95

1922068 ARMIES OF CELTIC EUROPE, 700 BC-AD 106:
History, Organization & Equipment. By Gabriele Esposito. A study
of the fascinating Celtic warrior culture, their armies, strategy, tactics
and equipment. Esposito features dozens of color photographs of
reenactors to help bring these magnificent warriors back to life.
172 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

*492343X CUZCO 1536-37: Campaign
372. By Si Sheppard. This fascinating work bring
the 10-month siege of Cuzco to life, analyzing the 
opposing commanders, their fighting men,
tactics, and military technologies; and exploring
the key clashes from Sacsayhuaman to
Ollantaytambo and how the outcome has shaped
our world today. Fully illus. 96 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $14.95

1922882 WITH WELLINGTON’S HUSSARS IN
THE PENINSULA AND WATERLOO. Ed. by G.
Glover & C. Yorke. George Woodberry’s lively, detailed 
and entertaining journal–his account of his time in
Wellington’s army–is matched by the unusual story of
its history. Originally published in 1898, the French
edition has now been translated back into English by a
renowned Napoleonic historian. Color illus.
382 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95

*4931602 TANKS IN THE BATTLE OF GERMANY 1945: New
Vanguard 302. By Steven J. Zaloga. The crossing of the Rhine marked the
beginning of the end of the Third Reich, but the Wehrmacht would fight
ferociously on home soil. The Battle of Germany saw the most advanced
tanks on the Allies pitted against the remnants of the once-formidable
Panzerwaffe. Focuses on tank combat in Germany in 1945. Fully illus.,
some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95
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*4890981 TANKS AT THE IRON CURTAIN
1946-60: New Vanguard 301. By Steven J.
Zaloga. With a prime focus on technology, Zalago 
analyzes the most important trends during this
era, such as the development of shaped-charge
HEAT warheads, night-fighting equipment, and
the introduction of NBC protection. This guide
looks at the influence of postwar doctrine and
tactics on tank technology. Fully illus., many in

color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $11.95
*3959198 WARSAW 1920: Campaign 349.
By Steven J. Zaloga. In this highly detailed and
illustrated study, Zaloga examines the roots and
outcomes of this conflict in Europe’s Eastern
Borderlands, and documents how and why the Red
Army was defeated by “the miracle on the Vistula.”
The issues at the heart of the Russo-Polish War of
1919-1921 were never satisfactorily resolved and
were a critical ingredient in the 1939-1940 conflicts 

in the region. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95
*4931610 TIGER VS CHURCHILL: Duel 118. By Neil Grant. The
Tiger and the Churchill are two of the most recognizable heavy tanks
of WWII. Both were designed hastily in the early years of the war.
Despite their heavy weight, both tanks had surprisingly good tactical
mobility. This explores the design and development of these famous
tanks and its influence on their encounters. Well illus., some in color.
80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

*7745621 VAMPIR: From Teenage Flak
Auxiliary to Night-Fighting Machine Gunner in
WWII. By Rolf Fischer. This is not a dry compilation
of dates and figures; rather, it is an intense personal
account of combat and comradeship in the deadly
final acts of the Second World War. Fischer’s
narrative is constructed mostly through dialogue,
providing an unusually immersive, cinematic feel.
16 pages of photos. 187 pages. Schiffer.  $21.95
*4820622 THE NETHERLANDS EAST
INDIES CAMPAIGN 1941-42: Campaign
364. By Marc Lohnstein. The operational plans,
weaponry and forces, and conduct of the fighting 
by the opposing sides up to late March 1942 are
covered in depth, bringing an often overlooked
campaign of WWII vividly to life. Well illus.,
most in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

7684150 BATTLES: Map by Map. By Tony
Allan et al. From the ancient world to the 21st
century, step onto the battlefields of history with
more than 100 specially created and original
historic maps. Historic paintings, contemporary
photographs, fascinating artifacts, and
groundbreaking weapons take you right to the
heart of the action. 288 pages. Dorling
Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $40.00  $19.95
*1949160 BARENTS SEA 1942: Campaign
376. By Angus Konstam. This fully illustrated study
explores the David and Goliath struggle between the
Allied ships defending the convoy and the powerful
German force, until the arrival of two British cruisers
tipped the balance of power. The Battle of the Barents 
Sea would prove to be a turning point in the
hard-fought war in northern waters. 96 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*4897412 CATACLYSM 90 BC: The Forgotten War That Almost
Destroyed Rome. By Philip Matyszak. Tells the story of the revolt of
Rome’s Italian allies. Because these Italian allies had the arms, training and
military systems of the Roman army which they usually fought alongside,
all Rome’s usual military advantages were nullified. 176 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

1980009 CHALLENGER 1 MAIN BATTLE TANK,
VOLUME II: Photosniper 11. By Robert Griffin.
Outlines the service career of the Challenger 1 and
Challenger Repair and Recovery Vehicle. Includes
numerous period photographs in color and black and 
white, ten color plates and vehicle plans of the
Challenger 1 Mk. 3 as deployed into combat during
Operation Granby, and more. 72 pages. Kagero.
8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $3.95

*7694571 THE RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR, 1918-1921: An
Operational-Strategic Sketch of the Red Army’s Combat
Operations. Ed. by Richard W. Harrison et al. An in-depth
description and analysis of the major operations of the civil war along
the numerous fronts: the North Caucasus, the Don and Volga rivers,
the White Sea area, the Baltic States and Ukraine, as well as Siberia
and Poland. Maps. 563 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $65.00  $44.95

*1986961 FOUR DAYS IN SEPTEMBER,
SECOND EDITION: The Battle of Teutoburg. By
Jason R. Abdale. Thoroughly examines the ancient
sources and challenges the hypotheses of modern
scholars to present a clear picture of the prelude to
the battle, the fighting itself, and its aftermath.
244  pages.  Pen  & Sword .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

*1915894 THE DEATH RAILWAY: The
Personal Account of Lieutenant Colonel Kappe
on the Thai-Burma Railroad. By Charles Kappe.
The author was among the 5,000 British and
Australian POWs who were offered relief from the
squalor of Changi prison with a transfer to better
conditions. But this promise was a lie, and the POWs 
soon found that Changi was nothing compared to the 
horror and brutality of the Thai-Burma railroad.

Photos. 183 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95  $24.95

*4895886 ANCIENT GREEKS AT WAR:
Warfare in the Classical World from
Agamemnon to Alexander. By Simon
Elliott. Covers every aspect of warfare in the
Ancient Greek world from the beginnings of
Greek civilization through to its Assimilation
into the expanding world of Rome. With
artwork, photographs, diagrams and maps,
this illustrated guide offers both an engaging

narrative and ground-breaking insights into the warfare. 288 pages.
Casemate. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95

*1988611 D-DAY 1944: Air Campaign 28. By
Stephen A. Bourque. Explains how air power was
meant to knock out German defenses before Allied
troops hit the beaches. But on an otherwise
successful day, these raids were a disaster. Most of
the bombs fell behind their targets, leaving the
German defenses intact and ready to wreak havoc on
Allied troops. Photos, some in color. 96 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*7792530 THE SECRET POW DIARY OF
WALTER J. HINKLE: Life in Japanese Captivity
During WWII. Ed. by J. Forrest Pollard. The diary
begins in the spring of 1941 as Hinkle prepared for
an assignment in the Philippines. After Japan
attacked in early December, he was wounded and
taken to a hospital for surgery. When the Philippines
fell in May 1942, he became a prisoner of war at the
Davao Penal Colony where his right leg was

amputated below the knee. Well illus. 328 pages. Schiffer.  $29.95

*7729502 EAGLES OVER THE ALPS:
Suvorov in Italy and Switzerland, 1799. By
Christopher Duffy. Much more than strategy and
tactics, this is a story of adventure as a Russian army
fights to escape through mountain passes in the
night. Suvorov’s marches and battles can be traced
on the maps, photographs, and original artwork
recreates the appearance of the troops. 304 pages.
Helion & Company. Pub. at $49.95  $37.95

*497834X LIMITS OF EMPIRE: Rome’s
Borders. By Simon & Jonathan Forty. The
borders of the Roman Empire were hugely
important because the Romans wanted to control
the movement of people and goods into and out
of their territories, collect taxes, and protect their
empire from military threats. This guide not only
offers an introduction to the borders of the Roman
Empire, but also it is a guide to what local border

defenses were developed around the empire. Fully illus. in color.
200 pages. Casemate. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $34.95  $21.95

*4952723 THE LANDMARK XENOPHON’S 
ANABASIS. Ed. by Shane Brennan et al. One of
the greatest true-life adventure stories ever
recorded, this ancient classic–also known as The
March of the Ten Thousand or The March Up
Country–is a fascinating tale of fraught and
dangerous journey. The narrative tells of 10,000
Greek soldiers stranded deep in hostile Persia.
Xenophon was appointed as one of their leaders

and he chronicled the harrowing journey. Illus. 585 pages. Pantheon.
Pub. at $50.00  $37.95

*4935179 THE GREEK HOPLITE PHALANX: The Iconic Heavy
Infantry of Classical Greece. By Richard Taylor. Provides an overview
of the current state of play in the hoplite debate in all its aspects, that’s
accessible for the general reader and military enthusiast. It also offers a
new perspective in the hoplite phalanx by putting it in the context of other
military developments in the Mediterranean world in the middle of the
first millennium BC. 532 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $52.95  $39.95
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*7749449 REMEMBER THE RAMRODS: An
Army Brotherhood in War and Peace. By
David Bellavia. In 2004, Bellavia’s U.S. Army unit 
fought and helped win the Battle of Fallujah, the
bloodiest episode of the Iraq War. On November
10th, he single-handedly cleared a fortified
enemy position that had pinned down a squad
from his platoon. Fourteen years later, he got a
call from the President saying he would be

awarded a Medal of Honor for his actions. 16 pages of photos.
358 pages. Mariner Books. Pub. at $29.99  $22.95

*4923545 THE ART OF WAR: The Definitive
Interpretation of Sun Tzu’s Classic Book of
Strategy. By Stephen F. Kaufman. Unlike
contemporary translations that have focused too
heavily on applying this military classic to
corporate conflicts, this interpretation maintains the 
impact of the original. Each section presents vital
information on military strategy ranging from
assessing opposing armies and the proper

treatment of troops to the use of spies. 16 pages of color photos.
110 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*496151X US MARINE VERSUS NORTH
KOREAN SOLDIER: Combat 64. By Bob
Cashner. Using first-hand accounts and specially 
commissioned artwork, this study assesses the
North Korean and U.S. Marine Corps troops
participating in three crucial battles–Hill 342.
The Obong-ni Ridge and the Second Battle of
Seoul–to cast light on the tactics, weapons, and
combat offensives by both sides. 80 pages.

Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
7716591 VOLUNTEERS: Growing Up in the Forever War. By Jerad
W. Alexander. The memoir of a young man from a long line of enlisted men
and women, raised on military bases and shaped from a young age to
idolize and glorify war and the people who fight it. After he joins the Marines 
and serves in Iraq, he must begin to reckon with the troubled and
complicated truths about the American war machine. 307 pages.
Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95

4986342 HOW ARMIES GROW: The Expansion 
of Military Forces in the Age of Total War
1789-1945. Ed. by Matthias Strohn. This anthology
developed out of a research project covers seven
case studies about the expansion of a European or
American armed force during the age of total war,
from the French Revolution to the end of World War II, 
which provides the intellectual framework for the
challenges that armies face today. 196 pages.

Casemate. Pub. at $65.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*4952162 SYRIA AND LEBANON 1941: Campaign 373. By
David Sutton. In June 1941, Australian, British, Indian and Free
French forces invaded the Vichy French-controlled mandate of Syria
and Lebanon. This guide examines the high military and political
strategy that lay behind the operations, as well as the experiences and 
hardships endured by the men on the ground. The battles in Syria and
Lebanon were complex actions. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1941178 VOICES OF SNIPERS: Eyewitness 
Accounts from the World Wars. By John Walter.
A unique overview of sniping throughout the First
and Second World Wars. Draws on a breadth of
material, including the first-hand testimonies of
over 50 snipers. Appended with the complete diary
of the celebrated Second World War Russian sniper
Roza Shanina. Photos, some in color. 252 pages.
Greenhill. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95
LIMITED QUANTITY 7758162   THE SNIPER
ENCYCLOPAEDIA: An A-Z Guide to World
Sniping. By John Walter. A beautifully illustrated
and comprehensive volume covering virtually all
aspects of sniping, with personal details of
hundreds of snipers, including not only the
best-known, but also many crack shots whom
history generally  overlooks. 306 pages.
Casemate. Pub. at $37.95  $7.95
*191491X AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO
SAMURAI HISTORY AND CULTURE. By
Gavin Blair. Tells the full story of the Samurai’s
rise and eventual demise with carefully curated
images, both historical and contemporary. It
exposes the many myths and reveals the many
secrets of the Samurai while examining their
enduring influence on global popular culture in 
films, anime, manga, literature, and television.

239 pages. Tuttle. 7¾x10¼. Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*4989090 THE WAR THAT MADE THE ROMAN 
EMPIRE: Antony, Cleopatra, and Octavian at
Actium. By Barry Strauss. The gripping story of one
of history’s most important yet little-known wars,
the campaign that culminated in the Battle of
Actium in 31 BC–whose outcome determined the
future of the Empire. Features three of the greatest
figures of the ancient world. 350 pages. S&S.
Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*1957333 THE BATTLE OF DYRRHACHIUM
(48 BC): Caesar, Pompey, and the Early
Campaigns of the Third Roman Civil War. By
Gareth C. Sampson. In 49 BC the Roman Republic
collapsed once more into bloody civil war. At the
heart of the war lay the two greatest living Roman
commanders, and former allies, Pompey the Great
and Julius Caesar. Sampson outlines the strategic
background, describing the early campaigns of the

civil war and the factions of Caesar and Pompey that fought for control.
Photos. 226 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $21.95

*4952170 TANKS IN THE EASTER
OFFENSIVE 1972: New Vanguard 303. By
William E. Hiestand. The 1972 Easter Offensive saw
the North Vietnamese step beyond guerrilla warfare
and invade the South with conventional infantry
armored artillery tactics. Using after-action reports
from the battlefield and other primary sources, this
guide examines the armor that clashed in this
little-known campaign and analyzes the technical and 

organizational factors that shaped the outcome. Fully illus., some in color.
48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*1957120 WARFIGHTER: The Story of an
American Fighting Man. By Jesse L. Johnson with 
A. Holstein. Recounts the true-life tale of a man who
fought at the crossroads of history. Spanning 40
years of conflict, from the jungles of Vietnam to the
deserts of Iran and Iraq, never has a modern military
memoir covered such a vast landscape of all out
warfare. 12 pages of photos. 225 pages. Lyons.
Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7721412 WHERE WAR BEGAN: A Military
History of the Middle East from the Birth of
Civilization to Alexander the Great and the
Romans. By Arthur Cotterell. Spanning some 4,000
years and drawing anecdotes and quotations from
ancient sources, this volume is a lively narrative of the 
origins of war in a region that is still afflicted by war
and that still shapes global politics. Illus. 278 pages.
Stackpole. Pub. at $32.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*1920855 ANATOMY OF TORTURE. By Ron E.
Hassner. Rather than insist that torture is ineffective,
torture critics should focus their attention on the
morality of torture. If torture is evil, its efficacy is
irrelevant. At the same time, torture defenders cannot
advocate for torture as a counterterrorist “quick fix”:
torture has never located, nor will ever locate, the
hypothetical “ticking bomb” that is frequently
invoked to justify brutality in the name of security.

Photos. 184 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $27.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1949454 WORLD WAR II TANKS:
Western Allies 1939-45. By David Porter.
Illustrated with detailed artworks of American,
British, French, Polish, and other Western
Allied nations tanks and their markings, this
work offers an informative guide to the main
armored fighting vehicles used by these
nations during World War II. 192 pages. Amber. 
Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

491547X THE SAMURAI. By Stephen Turnbull. Immerse
yourself in the vibrant and exciting world of the samurai. War, art
and poetry informed the lives of these respected warriors, and this
colorful, lavishly illustrated volume exposes every facet of their
lives. 208 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7740328 THE ART OF WAR. By Sun Tzu. This seven volume
collector’s set contains the most famous military texts of Ancient
China, which have inspired generals for millennia, both in China and
the wider world. 839 pages in seven cloth-bound volumes,
slipcased. Illus. Sirius. Pub. at $59.99  $19.95

4907078 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF MODERN
BATTLES. Ed. by Jon E. Lewis. The 42 accounts of
battle in this unmissable collection give important
insights into the conflicts that shaped the modern
world. Both detailed and hugely readable, they are the
work of top historians and renowned writers and
correspondents such as John Keegan, Alan Clark,
John Strawson, Charles Mey, John Pimlott, and John
Laffin. 589 pages. Robinson. Paperbound.  $6.95
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1972863 A MILITARY HISTORY OF MODERN SOUTH AFRICA.
By Ian van der Waag. The first study of the South African armed forces
as an institution and of the complex roles that these forces played in
the wars, rebellions, uprisings and protests of the period. 16 pages of
photos. 388 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  $6.95
4894391 THE SEVEN MILITARY CLASSICS OF ANCIENT
CHINA. By Ralph D. Sawyer. Essays, written between 500 BC and AD
700, preserve the essential tenets of strategy distilled from the
experience of ancient China’s most brilliant warriors, includes The Art 
of War and T’ai Kung’s Six Secret Teachings. 568 pages. Basic.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

7753748 BUSHIDO: The Soul of Japan. By Inazo
Nitobe. Showing how understanding the seven
ethical codes of the samurai is the key to
understanding the essence of Japan, this little
volume opened up the nation’s culture to the world,
and remains a hugely influential guide to the “way of
the warrior.” 118 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $13.00  $4.95

4986458 MASTERS OF MAYHEM: Lawrence
of Arabia and the British Military Mission to
the Hejaz. By James Stejskal. Explores how
Lawrence and the British Military Mission
supported unconventional warfare in the Hejaz
during the Arab Revolt, with the creation of the
Hedgehog force and formation of armored car
sections and other units. Photos & maps.
184 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  $5.95
4863135 THE GODS OF BATTLE: The
Thracians at War 1500 BC-AD 150. By
Christopher Webber. This volume studies the
warfare and weapons of a nation famed and feared
as warriors throughout the classical world. It details
their weapons, armor, equipment and tactics with
careful attention to tribal variations and changes
across the period. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Pen &
Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $6.95

4986725 WHY SOLDIERS MISS WAR: The
Journey Home. By Nolan Peterson. Peterson
writes of war from the perspective of both a
combatant and a witness, taking the reader from
combat missions over Afghanistan as an Air Force 
special operations pilot to the frontlines against
ISIS in Iraq, and the trench and tank battles of the
war in Ukraine. Interweaving his frontline reports
with a narrative about his own transformation from 

a combat pilot to a war journalist. Photos, most in color. 186 pages.
Casemate. Pub. at $29.95  $2.95

*7748701 THE VIEW FROM MY FOXHOLE:
A Marine Private’s Firsthand World War II
Combat Experience from Guadalcanal to Iwo 
Jima. By William Swanson. Tells Swanson’s
story of fighting in the jungles of Bougainville and 
Guam and the ash heap of Iwo Jima. Through it he 
maintains his sense of humor and thanks his
lucky stars for every day he survives. 164 pages.
Permuted Press. Pub. at $26.00  $18.95

1909398 ARMY WIVES. By Midge Gillies.
Uncovers the hidden stories behind the men who
went to war, from fighting in Crimea to present-day
conflicts, exposing the terrifying experiences faced
by wives who followed their husbands to the front,
struggled to survive in far-flung parts of the Empire,
or waited anxiously at home. 16 pages of photos,
many in color. 392 pages. Aurum. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $2.95
*7739869 THE SAMURAI ENCYCLOPEDIA: A
Comprehensive Guide to Japan’s Elite Warrior
Class. By Constantine Nomikos Vaporis. The
Samurai played a leading role in Japanese society
for centuries, and this is the first encyclopedia to
showcase the fascinating history and culture of
these en igma t ic  wa r r io r s .  Cont a ins  171
alphabetical entries and informative side bars on a
broad variety of fascinating topics. 64 pages of

color photos. 450 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95
1979752 UN-AMERICAN: A Soldier’s Reckoning of Our
Longest War. By Erik Edstrom. A hybrid of social commentary
and memoir that exposes how blind support for war exacerbates
the problems it’s intended to resolve, devastates the people
allegedly being helped, and diverts assets from far larger threats
like climate change. Edstrom offers a blueprint for redressing
America’s relationship with patriotism, the military, and military
spending. Illus. 290 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95

*489099X US NAVY SPECIAL WARFARE
UNITS IN KOREA AND VIETNAM: Elite 242.
By Eugene Liptak. During the Korean War and the
Vietnam War, U.S. Navy Special Warfare units
played a variety of vital combat roles amid two of
the deadliest conflicts of the Cold War. This study 
explores how the U.S. Navy’s specially trained
naval commandos accomplished their missions
in Korea and Vietnam. Fully illus., many in color.

64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $11.95

*1991728 HOLD THE WESTWALL: The History
of Panzer Brigade 105, September 1944. By Timm
Haasler. A dramatic story of Panzer Brigade 105, one of
Germany’s experimental independent armored
brigades, and its formation, deployment, and ultimate
destruction. Relying heavily on primary documents and 
interviews, it also presents American accounts of what
it was like to fight the brigade. Well illus. 581 pages.
Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $14.95

*4820614 LEUCTRA 371 BC: Campaign
363. By Murray Dahm. Explores the rich source
material available for this pivotal battle, highlighting 
key differences between the accounts of Xenophon,
Plutarch, Pausanias, Diodorus, and other sources,
while discussing the composition of forces and
tactical choices made by the opposing sides. Well
illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.00  $11.95

*1984241 A MACHINE GUNNER’S WAR:
From Normandy to Victory with the 1st
Infantry Division in World War II. By Ernest
Albert Andrews, Jr. The vivid account of a young
machine gunner’s war with the Big Red One, from 
D-Day through the Hurtgen Forest, the Battle of
the Bulge, Remagen to the Wehrmacht’s last
stand in the mountains of Germany. The war
shaped Andy’s postwar life in countless ways.

Photos, some in color. 352 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*495291X A STORM OF SPEARS:
Understanding the Greek Hoplite at War. By
Christopher Anthony Matthew. The backbone of the
classical Greek armies was the phalanx of heavily
armored spearmen, or hoplites. These were the
soldiers that defied the might of Persia at Marathon, 
Themophylae and Plataea, and often fought against
each other in countless battles of the Greek
c i t y-s ta te .  Ma t thew’s g roundbreak ing

reassessment combines rigorous analysis of literary and
archaeological evidence. 24 pages of color photos. 314 pages.
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $11.95

*1948334 SOLDIERS: Great Stories of War
and Peace. By Max Hastings. A personal
gathering of sparkling, gripping tales by many
writers, about men and women who have borne
arms, reflecting on Hastings’s lifetime of studying
war. It rings the changes through the centuries,
between the heroic, tragic and comic; the famous
and the humble. Includes nearly 350 stories from
Greek and Roman times through to recent conflicts

in Iraq and Afghanistan. 517 pages. Collins. Pub. at $35.00  $21.95

*4895959 THE DAMBUSTERS: And the Epic Wartime Raids of
617 Squadron. By Michael Craig. On the night of 16/17 May 1943, one of 
the most daring raids in the history of air warfare took place when nineteen
crews of the 617 Squadron successfully attacked the great dams of
Germany. The incredible story is now told through a collection of paintings
and drawings from the archives of the Military Gallery. 128 pages. Griffon.
12x9½. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95

*1949470 ANCIENT BATTLE FORMATIONS. By 
Justin Swanton. The author examines the principal
battle-winning formations of the Ancient world,
determining their composition, function and efficacy.
Focused on massed infantry that reigned supreme in
this era: the heavily armored Greek hoplite phalanx
that was unbeatable against frontal attacks so long as
it kept order, and more. Fully illus. 295 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $17.95

*7708165 ROMAN BRITAIN’S PIRATE KING:
Carausius, Constantius Chlorus and the Fourth
Roman Invasion of Britain. By Simon Elliott. In
286 Carausius usurped imperial authority, creating a
North Sea empire in northern Gaul and Britain which
lasted until 296. Dubbed the pirate king, he intially
thrived, seeing off early attempts by Maximian to
defeat him. In the early 290s Constantius Chlorus
brought northern Gaul back into the imperial fold,

leaving Carausius controlling only Britain. 16 pages of color photos.
174 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $36.95  $27.95
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*1975676 CHINDIT AFFAIR: A Memoir of the War in Burma. By
Frank Baines. The author shares his stories of the events that happened in
Burma throwing new light on the leadership and conduct of Chindit
operations but, above all, it is a soldier’s story. Photos. 242 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4947738 HORSES WORN TO MERE
SHADOWS: The Victorio Campaign 1880. By
Robert N. Watt. The U.S Army’s January to February 
campaign illustrates the operational decoy strategy 
employed by Victorio to protect his own logistic
support whilst simultaneously undermining that of
his opponents. The Hembrillo Canyon operation in
April 1880 saw the largest battle of the Victorio
Campaign. Photos. 475 pages. Helion & Company. 

Paperbound. Pub. at $59.95  PRICE CUT to $29.95

*492424X WINNING WESTEROS: How Game
of Thrones Explains Modern Military Conflict. Ed. 
by Max Brooks et al. Brings together more than 30 of
today’s top military and strategic experts to explain the
strategy and art of war by way of the Game of Thrones
saga. Each chapter provides a relatable way to simplify 
and clarify the complexities of modern military
conflict. 282 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

American Military History
DVD 7765002 AMERICA’S  H ISTORIC
WARS. The Civil War and WWII were two of
the costliest military engagements the U.S.
ever fought. Over a million young men lost
their lives in these historic wars. This
collection covers the 14 battles in each of
these wars that were most responsible for the
decimating number of casualties. Over 12
hours on six DVDs. Questar.  $5.95

1966367 ON THE CORPS: USMC Wisdom
from the Pages of Leatherneck, Marine
Corps Gazette, and Proceedings. Ed. by
Charles P. Neimeyer. Defining the Marine Corps as 
an institution and capturing the essence of what it
means to be a Marine, this unusual anthology is
compiled from articles published in the three
foremost publications on Marine affairs: Marine
Corps Gazette, Leatherneck, and Proceedings.

290 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $26.95  $5.95

2985438     CONGO:  The  Mi serab l e
Expeditions and Dreadful Death of Lt.
Emory Taunt, USN. By Andrew C.A. Jampoler.
Recounts the experiences of a young American
naval officer on a dangerous, solo mission up
the Congo River in May 1885. Taunt was ordered 
to explore as much of the river as possible and
report on opportunities for Americans in the
potentially rich African marketplace. Illus.

256 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $44.95  $6.95

4869834 BOUND BY WAR: How the United
States and the Philippines Built America’s
First Pacific Century.  By Christopher
Capozzola. Since American troops first occupied
the Philippines in 1898, hundreds of thousands
of Filipino soldiers and sailors fought and died
under the American flag in the Pacific during the
twentieth century. Yet the full story of Filipinos in
the U.S. armed forces, and of America’s long

history in the Philippines, has never been told until now. 472 pages.
Basic. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

1986244 A LINE IN THE SAND: The Alamo in
Blood and Memory. By R. Roberts & J.S. Olson.
The full story of the Alamo, from the weeks and
months that led up to the fateful March 6, 1836
encounter to the movies and speeches that
continue to remember it today. Delves anew into the 
final hours of Davy Crockett and the rhetoric of
William Travis. Photos. 356 pages. Touchstone.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

1963279 THE LONG WAR: The Inside Story of
America and Afghanistan Since 9/11. By David 
Loyn. As troops pull out of Afghanistan at the end of 
America’s longest war, Lyon uncovers the failures
at the start that set the scene for this prolonged
conflict. Told by the generals who led it through the 
hardest years of combat as surges of international
troops tried to turn the tide. Color photos.
453 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99  $7.95

4984145 THE DEVIL’S PLAYGROUND: Inside
America’s Defense of the Deadly Korean DMZ.
By Gary Bloomfield. A timely account of what it is like
to serve along perhaps the most dangerous and
sensitive strip of land in the world. In the past year, two 
bullet-riddled attempted escapes from North Korea to
South Korea brought worldwide headlines. Life here is 
a war of nerves and a game of cat and mouse. Photos.
214 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95  $6.95

7714041 THE KILLING OF OSAMA BIN LADEN.
By Seymour M. Hersh. In 2011, a group of U.S.
Navy SEALs stormed the Pakistani city of
Abbottabad and killed Osama bin Laden. But much
of the story of that night was incomplete, or a lie.
The evidence of what actually went on remains
hidden. Hersh goes on to investigate what else we
do not know. 132 pages. Verso. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

1970275 THE GREATEST FURY: The Battle of
New Orleans and the Rebirth of America. By
William C. Davis. With sharp vivid prose and
thrilling descriptions of combat, Davis reconstructs
the political and military landscape of the Battle of
New Orleans, delivering an astonishing tale of
resilience, bravery, and uncommon heroism. 16
pages of illus. 496 pages. Dutton. Paperbound.
Pub. at $20.00  $5.95

4791835 THE GREATEST FURY: The Battle of
New Orleans and the Rebirth of America. By
William C. Davis. In this rousing blend of
scholarship and vivid storytelling, Davis delves into
one of the most consequential battles ever fought
on American soil to deliver an astonishing tale of
resilience, bravery, and uncommon heroism during
the Battle of New Orleans. 16 pages of illus.
496 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $32.00  $7.95

3790118 WHERE VALOR RESTS: Arlington National Cemetery. By
Rick Atkinson. Offers a breathtaking, compelling portrait of our country’s
national burial ground. Describes the ceremonies held there, the people
whose duty it is to carry them out, and stories of many inhabitants, through
over 200 superb color photographs and a moving text. 192 pages. National
Geographic. 12¼x9½. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

1971409 PRESIDENTS OF WAR: The Epic
Story, from 1807 to Modern Times. By Michael
Beschloss. An irresistibly readable narrative of how
a procession of Chief Executives took the nation into 
major conflicts, mobilized Americans for victory,
and seized greater power for themselves.
Beschloss’s findings in original letters, diaries, and
declassified documents allow him to bring us into
the room and minds of these men. 32 pages of

photos, some in color. 740 pages. Crown. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

4701224 THE 300: The Inside Story of the
Missile Defenders Guarding America Against
Nuclear Attack. By Daniel Wasserbly. With access to 
the highly classified strategic nerve centers of U.S.
Northern Command in Cheyenne Mountain,
Colorado, years of research, and dozens of exclusive
interviews with normally inaccessible missile crews,
Wasserbly reveals the incredible true story behind the
300’s essential defense operations. Color photos.

306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95

1921908 THORNTON’S LUCK: How America Almost Lost the
Mexican-American War. By Lamont Wood. Explores a pivotal
moment in the Mexican-American War and in the shaping of the U.S.
and Mexico. The first book on the Thornton Affair. 209 pages. Lone
Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $3.95

1916653 BEIRUT RULES: The Murder of a CIA 
Station Chief and Hezbollah’s War Against
America. By F. Burton & S.M. Katz. The gripping
account of CIA Station Chief William Buckley’s
abduction, torture, and murder at the hands of
Hezbollah terrorists. Drawing on never before seen 
U.S. government documents, as well as interviews 
with Buckley’s former coworkers, friends, and
family, the authors reveal how the pursuit to find

Buckley ignited a war against terror, shaping the Middle East to this
day. 16 pages of photos. 390 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95SOLD OUT
4862929 BURNING THE SKY: Operation Argus and the Untold
Story of the Cold War Nuclear Tests in Outer Space. By Mark
Wolverton. Tells the unknown and controversial story of Operation
Argus, the most secret and riskiest scientific experiment in history,
the classified details of these nuclear tests having been long
obscured. An engrossing read that will intrigue any lover of scientific
or military history and will remind readers why Operation Argus
remains frighteningly relevant nearly sixty years later. 16 pages of
photos, some color. 272 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $28.95  $9.95
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491077X CAMP COLT TO DESERT STORM:
The History of U.S. Armored Forces. Ed. by
G. Hofmann & D. Starry. The only complete
history of U.S. armed forces from the advent of
the tank in battle during World War I to the
campaign to drive Iraq out of Kuwait in 1991,
this volume traces the development of doctrine
for operations at the tactical and operational
levels of war and translates this fighting doctrine 

into the development of equipment. Photos. 633 pages. UPKy. $9.95
7764073 THE CIA WAR IN KURDISTAN: The
Untold Story of the Northern Front in the Iraq
War. By Sam Faddis. The story of an incredibly
brave and effective team of men and women who
overcame massive odds and helped end the
nightmare of Saddam’s rule in Iraq. It is also the
story of how incompetence, bureaucracy, and
ignorance threw that success away and
condemned Iraq and the surrounding region to

chaos. Photos. 226 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95
4894138 IT SHOULDN’T BE THIS HARD TO
SERVE YOUR COUNTRY: Our Broken
Government and the Plight of Veterans. By
David Shulkin. The former VA secretary describes
his fight to save veterans’ health care from partisan
politics and how his efforts were ultimately derailed
by a small group of unelected officials appointed by
the Trump White House. Color photos. 360 pages.
PublicAffairs. Pub. at $29.00  $4.95

2827638 THE VIETNAM WAR:  An
Intimate History. By Geoffrey C. Ward.
Covers all the major milestones of the war
from the Gulf of Tonkin and the Tet Offensive
to Hamburger Hill and the fall of Saigon,
offering a compelling and fresh account of
the long and brutal conflict that reunited
Vietnam while dividing the U.S. as nothing
else had since the Civil War. Well illus.,

some in color. 612 pages. Knopf. 9½x11. Pub. at $60.00  $14.95
4987616 LINCOLN & CHURCHILL:
Statesmen at War. By Lewis E. Lehrman.
Lehrman finds that Lincoln and Churchill, with
very different upbringings and contrasting
personalities, lead their war efforts, to some
extent, in similar ways. They were guided not
only by principles of honor, duty, freedom, but
also by the practical wisdom to know when,
where, and how to apply these principles.

Photos. 526 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $34.95  $5.95
*1973398 FORT PHIL KEARNY: An American Saga. By Dee Brown. 
The U.S. Army built Fort Phil Kearny in the foothills of Wyoming’s Bighorn
Mountains in 1866 to protect travelers on the Bozeman Trail headed to
Montana’s gold fields. The flood of gold seekers led to direct competition
with the allied tribes for food and supplies, and a series of violent
encounters ended in the Fetterman Fight on December 21, 1866. Photos.
253 pages. Bison. Paperbound.  $18.95

*190633X THE PARTNERSHIP: George
Marshall, Henry Stimson, and the
Extraordinary Collaboration That Won World
War II. By Edward Farley Aldrich. In 1939, the day
World War II broke out in Europe, General George
Marshall was sworn in as chief of staff of the U.S.
Army. Ten months later Henry Stimson was
appointed secretary of war. Over the next five years,
Marshall and Stimson formed the most

consequential collaboration of the 20th century as they worked together
to win the war. 531 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $35.95  $26.95

*1967916 UNCEASING FURY: Texans at the
Battle of Chickamauga, September 18-20,
1863. By S.L. Mingus Sr. & J.L. Owen. Texas
troops fought in almost every major sector of the
sprawling Chickamauga battlefield, from the first
attacks on September 18 on the bridges spanning
the creek to the final attack on Snodgrass Hill on
September 20, the third day of fighting. More than
4,400 Texans participated on foot and on

horseback, and one out of four fell there. This is their story. Photos.
317 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95  $24.95
*4924886 WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION: Specters of
the Nuclear Age. By Martin Miller. An in-depth and comprehensive
tour of a very complex and dangerous period of history. The narrative
and dramatic photographs with informative captions survey the
journey of how we got to where we are and why. A comprehensive
account of America’s acquisition of nuclear and thermonuclear
weapons. 224 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼.  $38.95

1921894 THIS DAY IN U.S. MILITARY
HISTORY. By Paul Brandus. A daily chronicle of
military Americana, from the Revolutionary War to 
today’s conflicts in the Middle East. For each of
the 366 days of the year readers will discover
landmark battles, key strategies, dramatic
anecdotes, legendary leaders, compelling
quotes, founding anniversaries, and more, all
illustrated with more than 50 historic images.

346 pages. Bernan. Pub. at $47.00  $7.95

*4851927 PSI SPIES: The True Story of
America’s Psychic Warfare Program. By Jim
Marrs. Takes you behind the scenes of the U.S.
Army’s formerly top-secret remote viewing unit to
see how the military has used this psychic ability as
a tool and a weapon. Even though remote viewing
was developed by var ious tax-suppor ted
government agencies, including the CIA, most
Americans have never heard of this faculty.

319 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $16.95

4987438 THE DEVIL’S CAUSEWAY. By Matthew 
Westfall. In 1899, a naval officer’s recklessness
triggered a rebel ambush, America’s first prisoners 
of war in the Philippines, and one of the greatest
rescue missions in U.S. history. A sweeping
military epic drawing on international primary
sources, Westfall tells the extraordinary story in its
entirety for the first time. Illus. 418 pages. Lyons.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95

*4923898 THE ALAMO.  By  John  Myer s  Meyers .  A
meticulously-researched work draws on testimonies from
eyewitnesses, diaries, and private archives, as well as official
documents, to bring to life the events of the siege. 240 pages. Bison.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  PRICE CUT to $13.95

7720726 BRINGING IT ALL BACK HOME: An
Oral History of New York City’s Vietnam
Veterans. By Philip F. Napoli. The author strips
away the myths and reveals the complex individuals 
who served in Southeast Asia. Introduces a
remarkable group of young New Yorkers who went
abroad with high hopes only to find a bewildering
conflict. Napoli uncovers the variety and surprising
vibrancy of the ex-soldier’s experiences. Photos.

254 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95

*7718322 CRISIS OF COMMAND: How We Lost Trust and
Confidence in America’s Generals and Politicians. By Stuart Scheller. 
American citizens and military protectors deserve better than the leadership 
they’re getting from the generals and politicians. Scheller’s story illustrates
the failures of the bureaucratic system over the last two decades punctuated 
by the Afghanistan withdrawal at the end of a failed war. 253 pages.
Permuted Press. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*4931599 SEMINOLE WARRIOR VERSUS
US SOLDIER: Second Seminole War 1835-42.
By Ron Field. During the 19th century, U.S. forces
confronted the Seminole people in a series of bitter
wars over the fate of Florida. This study assesses the
forces fighting on both sides, casting light on the
tactics, weaponry, and combat record of the
Seminole warriors and their U.S. opponents during
the Second Seminole War. Fully illus., most in color.

80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4776887 WAR ON THE BORDER: Villa,
Pershing, the Texas Rangers, and an American
Invasion. By Jeff Guinn. The dramatic story of how,
just more than one hundred years ago, the United
States and Mexico went to war over their border–a
conflict that still resonates today. And although the
bloodshed has ended, the U.S.-Mexico border remains 
a vexed and volatile issue. Photos. 350 pages. S&S.
Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

1945947 MODERN WARRIORS: Real Stories
from Real Heroes. By Pete Hegseth. Reveals
vivid battlefield reflections from some of America’s 
greatest heroes: highly decorated Navy SEALs,
Army Rangers, marines, Purple Heart recipients,
combat pilots, a Medal of Honor recipient, and
more. These brave men and women take you inside 
the firefight, sharing the harrowing realities of war.
Wel l  i l lus .  many  in  co lor.  268 pages .

HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

1978586 THE OUTPOST: The Most Heroic Battle of the Afghanistan 
War. By Jake Tapper. Provides the powerful saga of Combat Outpost
Keating, from its establishment to its eventual destruction, introducing us to 
an unforgettable cast of soldiers and their families, and to a place and war
that have remained profoundly distant to most Americans. This account, the 
basis of a major motion picture, makes a savage war and American courage 
real. 683 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95
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2993589 BLACKWATER: The Rise of the
World’s Most Powerful Mercenary Army. By
Jeremy Scahill. Meet Blackwater–the powerful private
army that the U.S. government quietly hired to operate
in international war zones and on American soil. This
study chronicles their rise from out of the military
industrial complex in 1996, to their patrol of the
hurricane ravaged streets of New Orleans. 550 pages.
Nation Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95
4940857 TRINITY: A Graphic History of the
First Atomic Bomb. By Jonathan Fetter-Vorm. In
this sweeping graphic novel narrative, Fetter-Vorm
traces the spark of invention from the laboratories
of nineteenth-century Europe to the massive efforts 
of the Manhattan Project, transporting the reader
into the science of a nuclear reaction and to the
top-secret test site where the first atomic bomb
was detonated. Fully illus. 154 pages. Hill & Wang. 

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $6.95
4910796 THE ENEMY IN OUR HANDS:
America’s Treatment of Prisoners of War from
the Revolution to the War on Terror. By Robert C.
Doyle. Examines every major war and conflict to
provide a comprehensive understanding of
America’s treatment of enemy prisoners of war, or
EPWs. Demonstrates that as the context of modern
warfare continues to be shaped by current events, it
is incumbent upon America to consider its treatment

of EPWs and how that treatment defines national character. Photos.
468 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $2.95

*4845803 THE AFGHANISTAN PAPERS: A
Secret History of the War. By Craig Whitlock.
Distracted by the war in Iraq, the U.S. military
became mired in an unwinnable guerrilla conflict in a 
country it did not understand. This groundbreaking
investigative story by Whitlock, shows how three
successive presidents and their  military
commanders deceived the public year after year
about the longest war in American history. 24 pages

of photos, most in color. 346 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00  $17.95
*4846036 RITCHIE BOY SECRETS: How a
Force of Immigrants and Refugees Helped
Win World War II. By Beverley Driver Eddy. In
June 1942, the U.S. Army began recruiting
immigrants, children of immigrants, refugees,
and others with language skills and knowledge of
enemy lands and cultures for a special military
intelligence group. The Richie Boys’ intelligence
proved vital during the liberation of Paris and the

Battle of the Bulge. If they had been caught, they could have been
executed as spies. 428 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*4812026 MUTINY OF RAGE: The 1917
Camp Logan Riots and Buffalo Soldiers in
Houston. By Jaime Salazar. Thirteen black
soldiers, from the famed Buffalo Soldiers, stood
at attention in front of gallows erected
specifically for their hanging. They had been
convicted of participating in one of America’s
most infamous black uprisings, the Camp Logan
Mutiny in 1917. This is their story. 230 pages.

Prometheus. Pub. at $27.95  $21.95
*4831810 HILL AIR FORCE BASE: Images of
Aviation. By George A. Larson. Hill Air Force Base is
located 30 miles north of Salt Lake City, Utah. In
World War II, the base became a maintenance,
supply, and temporarily surplus aircraft storage
depot. Hill supported US forces in the Korean and
Vietnam conflicts, and it became a maintenance and
support facility for the Air Force’s turboject aircraft
and missiles during the Cold war. Fully illus.

128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $11.95
*1942972 DESERT REDLEG: Artillery Warfare in the First
Gulf War. By L. Scott Lingamfelter. Drawing on original battle
maps, official reports, and personal journals, Lingamfelter
describes the experience of the First Gulf War through a solder’s
eyes and attempts to answer the question of whether the U.S.

“got the job done” in its first sustained Middle Eastern conflict.
16 pages of photos. 330 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at
$27.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95
770996X FIRST PLATOON: A Story of Modern War in the Age
of Identity Dominance. By Annie Jacobsen. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. An urgent investigation into warfare, good, and evil in the
age of biometrics, the technology that would allow the government to
identify anyone, anywhere, at any time. 16 pages of photos.
571 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

American Revolution
4774930 AMERICAN SPRING: Lexington,
Concord, and the Road to Revolution. By Walter
R. Borneman. In a vibrant new look at the American
Revolution’s first months, Borneman takes us from
Paul Revere’s little-known ride of December 1774
and the first shots fired on Lexington Green through
the catastrophic Battle of Bunker Hill, culminating
with a Virginian named George Washington taking
command of colonial forces on July 3rd, 1775. Illus.

470 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00  $5.95
5941520 WITH MUSKET & TOMAHAWK,
VOLUME III. By Michael O. Logusz. Ride along on 
the front lines in this epic study of the Wilderness
War of 1777, as a sizable British military force,
augmented by German and local loyalists, attacks
the Northern Army’s southern front in the hopes of
assisting a much larger British Army being
systematically destroyed far to the north, in the
wilderness region of Saratoga. Illus. 264 pages.

Carrel Books. Pub. at $34.99  $7.95
3752127 VALLEY FORGE. By B. Drury & T.
Clavin. The gripping story of how George
Washington, together with a dedicated coterie of
advisers both foreign and domestic–Marquis de
Lafayette, Baron von Steuben, the impossibly young
Alexander Hamilton, and John Laurens–he set out to 
breathe new life into his military force. Against all
odds they manage to turn a bobtail army of citizen
soldiers into a professional fighting force. 16 pages

of illus. 418 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
7770413 PATRIOTISM & PROFIT: Washington, Hamilton,
Schuyler & the Rivalry for America’s Capital City. By Susan
Nagel. The untold story of how America’s beloved first president
borrowed, and leveraged, and coerced his way into masterminding
the creation of the nation’s capital. Nagel captures the spirit, speech,
sensibility of the era in full and entertaining form. 16 pages of photos, 
most in color. 326 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95  $6.95

4986539 THE QUAKER AND THE GAMECOCK:
Nathanael Greene, Thomas Sumter, and the
Revolutionary War for the Soul of the South. By 
Andrew Waters. Tells the story of these two wildly
divergent leaders against the backdrop of the
American Revolution’s last gasp, the effort to
extricate a British occupation force from the wild and 
lawless South Carolina frontier. Both men needed
the other to defeat the British, yet their forceful

personalities and opposing objectives would clash again and again.
222 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

491449X REVOLUTIONARY: George
Washington at War. By Robert L. O’Connell. A
compelling re-examination of General Washington
and his revolutionary world. The author cuts through
the enigma surrounding Washington to show how
the general made all the difference and became a
new archetype of revolutionary leader in the process.
O’Connell delivers a masterful character study of
America’s founding conflict, with lessons that

resonate today. Maps & illus. 368 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00  $6.95
4931963 THE PATRIOTS: Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson,
John Adams, and the Making of America. By Winston Groom.
Transports readers to the world of the American Revolution, where bold
ideas, improbable events, and three extraordinary characters led to the
remarkable birth of the country we know today. Offering rare insight into
these larger than life characters, Groom draws on extensive
correspondence and more to tell the astonishing story of how three men put 
aside their differences to create a great nation. 16 pages of illus., some in
color. 416 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $30.00  $11.95

3956962 UNSHACKLING AMERICA: How the
War of 1812 Truly Ended the American
Revolution.  By Wil lard Sterne Randall .
Re-examines the half century long struggle and
persistent attempts by the British to stifle American
trade. Throughout this perilous period, the contest
was all about free trade. Randall gives us a fresh look
at the American Revolution that shatters the enduring 
mythology of a swift, clear-cut victory over Britain.

Illus. 452 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95
4868080 THE IMPROBABLE VICTORY: The Campaigns, Battles
and Soldiers of the American Revolution 1775-83. Ed. by Chris
McNab. From the opening skirmishes, through the major pitched battles,
up to the Treaty of Paris in 1783, this revealing and comprehensive guide
covers the conflict that was the American Revolution. Readers are given
invaluable insights into the conflict from the major command decisions
right down to the soldiers on the battlefield. Fully illus., most in color.
260 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95
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American Revolution
*7679432 A MOST GALLANT RESISTANCE:
The Delaware River Campaign,
September-November 1777. By James Mc Intyre.
Maintaining the integrity of the Delaware River defenses
involved a campaign of attribution waged by an intrepid
group of defenders which brought together the efforts of
the Continental Army, the Continental Navy and the
Pennsylvania State Navy. If the Americans could hold
their position until winter they would prevent William

Howe from capitalizing his capture of Philadelphia. Photos. 352 pages.
Winged Hussar. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

CD 7695896 THE FIRST CONSPIRACY: The
Secret Plot to Kill George Washington. By B.
Meltzer & J. Mensch. Read by Scott Brick. In 1776, an
elite group of soldiers were handpicked to serve as
George Washington’s bodyguards. Washington
trusted and relied on them, but unbeknownst to him,
some of the guards were part of a treasonous plan. This 

is the story of the secret plot against Washington, and how it was
revealed. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

*778421X AN EXPLORER’S GUIDE TO
AMERICA’S REVOLUTIONARY WAR. By Robert M.
Dunkerly. Jam-packed with full-color images, detailed
maps, and hundreds of historic sites, this volume is the
ultimate guide to America’s fight for freedom and
democracy. This handbook takes you from colonial
unrest to full-grown war to the creation of a new nation.
Includes detailed information on how to visit each site.
462 pages. Blue and Gray. Paperbound.  $25.95

*4860438 MORRISTOWN: The Darkest
Winter of the Revolutionary War and the Plot
to Kidnap George Washington. By William
Hazelgrove. In the fall of 1779 George Washington 
took his 10,000 men into winter camp at
Morristown, New Jersey, after six long years of
fighting. It would be a brutal winter of suffering,
depression, starvation, betrayal, mutiny, treason,
and an attempt by the British to kidnap George

Washington. Photos. 247 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $31.95  $23.95
*7800142 REVOLUTIONARY ROADS:
Searching for the War That Made America
Independent...and All the Places It Could Have
Gone Terribly Wrong. By Bob Thompson. Revisits
the pivotal figures and key turning points of the
American Revolutionary War. Takes readers on a
time-traveling adventure through the crucial places
American independence was won and might have
been lost. With a reporter’s abiding concern for

getting the story straight, Thompson has written an American Revolution
volume like no other. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 436 pages.
Twelve. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

*7722907 THE CAUSE: The American
Revolution and Its Discontents 1773-1783. By
Joseph J. Ellis. Returning us to the very heart of the
American founding, telling the military and political
story of the war for independence from the ground
up, and from all sides: British and American,
loyalist and patriot, white and Black. 375 pages.
Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $13.95

*7741413 LIBERTY IS SWEET: The Hidden History of the
American Revolution. By Woody Holton. A bottom to top account of 
the American Revolution, integrating for the first time the stories of
the famous Founders and the less recognized patriots who had the
most at stake in the phrase “all men are created equal.” Illus.
779 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99  $17.95

*4860411 LIBERTY: Don Troiani’s
Paintings of the Revolutionary War.
Matthew Skic. Exhibition catalog.
Highlighting some of the most pivotal
events of American’s f ight for
independence and revealing Toriani’s
artistic process. This edition serves as
the catalog for the exhibition of his work

at the Museum of the American Revolution (October 16,
2021-September 5, 2022). Color photos. 131 pages. Stackpole.
11¼x8¾. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95
*4952146 PATRIOT VERSUS LOYALIST: Combat 62. By Si
Sheppard. The American Revolutionary war was America’s first civil war.
As the conflict raged from Canada to the Caribbean and from India to
Gibraltar, it was in American communities that the was war was most
intimate, the most personal, and the most victorious. The coming of war
forced every person to make the choice whether to side with the Patriots
or remain loyal to the British Crown. Well illus., many in color. 80 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7722532 ALEXANDER HAMILTON AND THE 
BATTLE OF YORKTOWN, OCTOBER 1781: The
Winning of American Independence. By Phillip
Thomas Tucker. Discover the little-known role
Alexander Hamilton played in the decisive battle of
the American Revolution: Yorktown. Hamilton led
the assault on strategic Redoubt Number Ten, and
captured the defens ive  bast ion–an
accomplishment that ensured the defeat and

surrender of Cornwallis’s army that won the American Revolution and
changed the course of world history. Photos. 265 pages. Skyhorse.
Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1943782 S A V I N G  W A S H I N G T O N ’ S
ARMY. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. In this work
Tucker recounts the little-known history of the 
Battle of Pell’s Point and the heroism of
Colonel  John Glover  with the care and
attention to detail for which he is known.
Photos, many in color. 409 pages. Skyhorse.
Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
 

CD 7695772 THE BRITISH ARE COMING,
VOLUME ONE. By Rick Atkinson. Read by George
Newbern. Full of riveting details and untold stories this
compendium of American history is a tale of heroes and 
knaves, of sacrifice and blunder, of redemption and
profound suffering. Atkinson has given stirring new life
to the first act of our country’s creation drama. Thirteen

hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95

*1920677 IN THE FOUNDERS’ FOOTSTEPS:
Landmarks of the American Revolution. By
Adam Van Doren. Author and artist Van Doren
traveled from Maine to Georgia on a tour through the
original 13 colonies in search of historical sites and
their stories in America’s founding. He discovered
the many ways in which America’s past brings
greater clarity to our present and to the future we
choose to make as a nation. Fully illus. in color.

240 pages. Godine. Pub. at $38.00  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*1981498 ARMIES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION,
1775-1783, Part 2: Great Britain and Her Allies. By Gabriele Esposito.
This is a pictorial history showing the uniforms, arms and organization of
the British forces that fought in the American Revolution that covers regular
British forces, American Loyalists and foreign auxiliary units. 128 pages.
Winged Hussar. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

7696728 WASHINGTON’S IMMORTALS: The
Untold Story of an Elite Regiment Who
Changed the Course of the Revolution. By
Patrick K. O’Donnell. In August 1776, General
George Washington’s young army faced off against
over 20,000 British and Hessian soldiers at the
Battle of Brooklyn. Thanks to a series of desperate
bayonet charges by a single heroic regiment from
Maryland, known as the “Immortal 400,” the

Continental Army lived to fight another day. These dauntless men
changed the course of the Revolutionary War. 16 pages of color illus.
462 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

*4903730 OUR FIRST CIVIL WAR: Patriots
and Loyalists in the American Revolution. By
H.W. Brands. A dramatic narrative of the American
Revolution that shows it to be more than a fight
against the British: it was also a violent battle
among neighbors forced to choose sides, Loyalist
or Patriot. After the revolution, the Patriots were cast 
as heroes and founding fathers while the Loyalists
were relegated to bit parts best forgotten. Illus.,

some in color. 486 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $32.50  $24.95

*4901304 THE RIFLEMAN. By Oliver North. This is a war story. It’s
about real people and events before and during the American Revolution.
Follows Daniel Morgan and his courageous rifleman who were crucial to
George Washington’s victory in the American Revolution. 269 pages. Post
Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

*4893409 GHOSTS OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION. By Sam Baltrusis. The American
Revolution is stained with blood, and its ghosts are
still lurking in the shadows seeing postmortem
revenge. Using a paranormal lens, Baltrusis
breathes new life into the ghosts of the American
Revolution that include both unknown patriots and
familiar names. Photos. 202 pages. Globe Pequot.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $12.95

*7741286 FEEDING WASHINGTON’S ARMY: Surviving the
Valley Forge Winter of 1778. By Ricardo A. Herrera. Moves far beyond
the oft-told, heroic, and mythical tales of Valley Forge and digs deeply into
its daily reality, revealing how close the Continental Army came to
succumbing to starvation and how strong and resourceful its soldiers and
leaders actually were. Illus. 256 pages. UNCP.  Pub. at $28.00  $22.95
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American Revolution
*773851X GEORGE WASHINGTON’S
REVENGE. By Arthur S. Lefkowitz. The British
tried and failed several times to coax Washington
into decisive battle. Stymied, the British were
forced to attack Philadelphia by sea, and they
would not be able to to seize Philadelphia in time
to support the British invasion of upstate New
York which ended in defeat at Saratoga.
361 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4959477 THE FOUNDERS’ FORTUNES:
How Money Shaped the Birth of America. By
Willard Sterne Randall. Meticulous research
reveals the private financial history of the
Founders, illuminating like never before how and
why the Revolution came about. This landmark
history uncovers how these leaders waged war,
crafted a constitution, and forged a new nation
influenced in part by their own financial interests.

325 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*4953347 THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION, VOL. 1. By David Ramsay. This is a 
comprehensive and exciting narrative of the events
and ideas of the American Revolution (from the
outbreak of turbulence in the 1760s to the onset of
Washington’s administration) and an ardent
Federalist defense of the Constitution of 1787. This
is the first modern edition of the work, based on the
original and authorized 1789 version. 359 pages.

Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95  $17.95

*4953355 THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTION, VOL. 2. By David Ramsay. This is a
comprehensive and exciting second volume
narrative of the events and ideas of the American
Revolution (from the outbreak of turbulence in the
1760s to the onset of Washington’s administration)
and an ardent Federalist defense of the Constitution
of 1787. This is the first modern edition of the work,
based on the original and authorized 1789 version.

360 pages. Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95  $17.95

Civil War
6735525 PICKETT’S CHARGE: A New Look at
Gettysburg’s Final Attack. By Phillip Thomas
Tucker. A detailed analysis of one of the most iconic
and defining events in American history. Tucker
presents a much-needed fresh look, including the
unvarnished truths and ugly realities, about this
unforgettable battle. He reveals the tactical brilliance
of Lee’s master plan and how it went awry. 16 pages of 
photos. 472 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

*495520X PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE CIVIL
WAR, VOLUME 1. By Benson J. Lossing. Originally
published in 1866, this volume covers the period
from the political conventions held in the spring of
1860 to midsummer 1861 and The Battle of Bull Run.
Lossing accompanies his narrative of marches,
battles, and sieges with maps and plans, including
biographical sketches of prominent people from both
sides of the conflict, and illustrates his history. 608

pages. Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*4955218 PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE
CIVIL WAR, VOLUME II. By Benson J. Lossing.
Originally published in 1868, this volume covers
the period from the effect of The Battle of Bull Run in 
midsummer 1861 to the siege and capture of
Vicksburg and Port Hudson in early summer of
1863. Lossing accompanies his narrative of
marches, battles, and sieges with maps and plans,
including biographical sketches of prominent

people from both sides of the conflict, and illustrates his history.
640 pages. Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*4967143 PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR, VOLUME III.
By Benson J. Lossing. First published in 1868, Lossing wrote his
comprehensive history of the Civil War when the facts were still fresh.
Volume Three covers the period from The Battle of Chancellorsville in 1863
to the impeachment of President Johnson. Includes maps, plans, and
hundreds of illustrations by the author and others. 640 pages. Applewood.
Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

7701063 MRS. LEE’S ROSE GARDEN: The True Story of the
Founding of Arlington. By Carlo DeVito. Tells the intensely personal 
story of Arlington National Cemetery’s earliest history as seen
through the lives of three people during the outbreak of the Civil War:
Mary Anna Randolph Custis Lee, Robert E. Lee, and Montgomery C.
Meigs. 160 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $17.95  $5.95

DVD 7735898 THE WAR BETWEEN THE
STATES. Experience the historical and personal
impact of the Civil War in this definitive documentary 
collection, filled with historical photos, masterfully
crafted battlefield re-enactments, and expert
commentary. Includes three documentary sets: Civil
War: America Divided; The Ultimate Civil War Series;
and Up from Slavery. Nearly 18 hours on seven
DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98  $5.95

1985973   ROBERT E. LEE AND ME: A
Southerner’s Reckoning with the Myth of the
Lost Cause. By Ty Seidule. Part history lecture,
part meditation on the Civil War and its fallout, and
part memoir, Seidule challenges the deeply held
legends and myths of the Confederacy and
provides a surprising interpretation of essential
truths that our country still has a difficult time
articulating and accepting. 291 pages. St.

Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

4987918 THE YOUNG LIONS: Confederate
Cadets at War. By James Lee Conrad. The story of
the highly trained young men–from the Virginia
Military Institute, the South Carolina Military
Academy, the Georgia Military Institute, and the
University of Alabama–who rendered valuable service 
from the earliest days of the war through the Battle of
New Market and beyond, and when confronted with
the enemy, they fought as well as veteran troops. 16

pages of illus. 198 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

2989808 A FIERCE GLORY: Antietam–The
Desperate Battle That Saved Lincoln and
Doomed Slavery. By Justin Martin. On
September 17, 1862, the “United States” was on
the brink, facing a permanent split into two
separate nations. America’s very future hung on
the outcome of a single battle, and the result
reverberates to this day. Given the deep divisions
that still rive the nation, given what unites the

country, too, Antietam is more relevant now than ever. 16 pages of
photos. 318 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7773056 I HELD LINCOLN: A Union Sailor’s
Journey Home. By Richard E. Quest. Using Lt.
Benjamin Loring’s (1824-1902) recently
discovered private journal, Quest tells his
astonishing now-recovered story, giving insight
into a little-known Confederate prison camp
during the last days of the Civil War, and providing
much-deserved recognition to a man whose
journey was nearly lost to American history. Illus.

187 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

4857208 LETTERS TO AMANDA: The Civil
War Letters of Marion Hill Fitzpatrick, Army
of Northern Virginia. Ed. by J.C. Lowe & S.
Hodges. Apart from their value in chronicling a
common soldier’s activities and attitudes during
three tumultuous years, these letters offer
memorable vignettes of events and famous
personalities. Photos. 227 pages. Mercer UP.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $4.95

7770642 MANASSAS: A Battlefield Guide. By Ethan S. Rafuse.
Essential guide to the Manassas battlefields, site of two of the Civil
Wars’ critical campaigns. Provides a clearly organized, thorough, and 
insightful account of both campaigns, and with precise directions for
armchair traveler and battlefield visitor alike. Illus. 253 pages. UNeP.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $6.95

7699751 A THOUSAND MAY FALL: Life, Death,
and Survival in the Union Army. By Brian Matthew
Jordan. A pioneering, revelatory history that restores
the common man and the immigrant striver to the
center of the Civil War. In our age of fractured politics
and emboldened nativism, Jordan forces us to
confront the wrenching human realities of the
bloodiest episode in our nation’s history. Illus.
360 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95  $6.95

4740785 THE CIVIL WAR. By Geoffrey Ward et al. Presents the
complete text of the bestselling narrative of the Civil War, based on
the celebrated PBS television series by Ken Burns, “An absorbing
experience, a fine work of scholarship.”–Boston Globe. Maps.
348 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

4986431 MAJOR GENERAL GEORGE H. SHARPE AND THE
CREATION OF AMERICAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN THE CIVIL
WAR. By Peter G. Tsouras. Sharpe is celebrated as one of the most
remarkable Americans of the 19th century. He saw the need to build an
intelligence organization, the Bureau of Military Information. This volume
not only puts Sharpe’s impressive achievements in context but also
provides a unique window into the flow of intelligence reporting during the
Civil War. 32 pages of photos. 582 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95
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Civil War
1987852 HYMNS OF THE REPUBLIC: The Story
of the Final Year of the American Civil War. By S.C. 
Gwynne. As this history shows, the drive to the war’s
end climaxed in a series of monumental and
emotionally devastating events: Sherman’s 285-mile
March to the Sea, meant to terrify Southern civilians
into abandoning the Confederate cause; the shocking
cataclysm of Lincoln’s assassination; the somber
surrender of Robert E. Lee; and the revelations of mass

deaths of Union prisoners at Andersonville. 16 pages of illus. 395 pages.
Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $5.95

1924605 ATLANTA WILL FALL: Sherman, Joe Johnston, and
the Yankee Heavy Battalions. By Stephen Davis. In this work Davis
argues that the fall of Atlanta to Union forces during the American
Civil War was not the fault of John Bell Hood as most historians have
believed, but was the responsibility of Hood’s predecessor as
Confederate commander, Joe Johnson. Illus. 215 pages. Scholarly
Resources. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $5.95

1970089 CONGRESS AT WAR: How
Republican Reformers Fought the Civil War,
Defied Lincoln, Ended Slavery, and Remade
America. By Fergus M. Bordewich. In this
absorbing re-telling of the Civil War, Bordewich
overturns the popular conception that Abraham
Lincoln single-handedly led the Union to victory,
giving us a vivid account of the essential role
Congress played in winning the war. It will change

the way we understand the conflict and its lasting impact. 16 pages of 
photos. 450 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $32.50  $7.95

489734X WHEN IT WAS GRAND: The Radical
Republican History of the Civil War. By LeeAnna
Keith. The full story of the Radical Republicans–the
champions of abolition who helped found a new
political party and turn it toward the eradication of
slavery. Keith shows how in the 1850s and 1860s a
powerful faction of Republicans embraced the
demanding ideal of racial justice and insisted that
their party and their nation live up to it. 16 pages of

illus. 340 pages. Hill & Wang. Pub. at $30.00  $4.95

4986040 ALONG THE LINES OF DEVOTION: The
Bloodstained Field of Gettysburg on July 1, 1863.
By James Smith. Beginning on June 9 and taking the
reader through to July 1, Smith goes through great
lengths to explain the movement of troops, human
interest stories, humorous accounts, and detailed
descriptions of the men present for battle. This account
is a close examination of the harrowing deed taken to
preserve a nation during the Civil War. Illus., some in

color. 158 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $4.95

193676X EVERY DROP OF BLOOD: The
Momentous Second Inauguration of Abraham
Lincoln. By Edward Achorn. On March 4, 1865,
President Abraham Lincoln offered his second
inaugural speech to a country bitterly divided by the
Civil War, a brief 701 words that stunned all who
heard it or read it. Achorn vividly captures the frenzy
in the nation’s capital and offers new understanding
of our great national crisis. 16 pages of illus. 376

pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

*7749821 SIX MILES FROM CHARLESTON, FIVE MINUTES TO
HELL: The Battle of Secessionville, June 16, 1862. By James A.
Morgan. Examines the James Island campaign and its aftermath. By
including several original sources not previously explored, the author takes
a fresh look at this small, but potentially game-changing fight, and shows
that it was of much more than merely local interest at the time. Well illus.
166 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*775454X GREAT AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
STORIES. Ed. by Lamar Underwood. Between the
first shots fired at Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, to
Lee’s surrender at Appomattox Courthouse on April
8, 1865, the nation was irrevocably changed. This is 
a collection of writings about that conflict, bringing
the victories and defeats, the valor and the
heartbreak, alive with personal intensity. 319 pages. 
Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*774983X UNHAPPY CATASTROPHES: The American
Revolution in Central New Jersey, 1776-1782. By Robert M.
Dunkerly. Follows the course of the war through its various phases and
details lesser-known battles, military campsites, raids, espionage, and
more. Also includes historic sites to visit, and markers. This part of New
Jersey saw more action during the Revolution than anywhere else in the
young nation and has been called the Cockpit of the Revolution. To truly
understand the war, look at central New Jersey. Well illus. 176 pages.
Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*7708084 GETTYSBURG FACES: Portraits and 
Personal Accounts. By Ronald S. Coddington. A
collection of 100 rare photographs of identified
soldiers and other participants of the Gettysburg
Campaign, each accompanied by an account of their
unique experiences. The stories describe in vivid
detail the triumphant and tragic events before, during
and after the three-day fight. 362 pages. Gettysburg
Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*7700881 THE BLACK LEGEND: George
Bascom, Cochise, and the Start of the Apache
Wars. By Doug Hocking. When the army left Arizona to 
fight in the Civil War, Cochise undertook something
new to the Apache: a war to control his homeland. This
examination provides a new analysis of the behavior of
Lieutenant George Bascom and the Apache leader
Cochise, putting it in the larger context of the Indian
Wars that followed the American Civil War. Illus.

373 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $16.95

*7710461 THE CORNFIELD: Antietam’s
Bloody Turning Point. By David A. Welker. Tells for
the first time the full story of the exciting struggle to
control “the Cornfield,” the action on which the costly
battle of Antietam turned. Because Federal and
Confederate forces repeatedly traded control of the
spot, the fight for the Cornfield is a story of human
struggle against fearful odds, of men seeking to do
their duty, of simply trying to survive. Illus. 356 pages.

Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

*7741294 THE HEART OF HELL: The Soldiers’ Struggle for
Spotsylvania’s Bloody Angle. By Jeffry D. Wert. The author draws on the
personal narratives of Union and Confederate troops who survived the fight
to offer a gripping story of Civil War combat at its most difficult. This tale
reminds us that the war’s story, often told through its commanders and
campaigns, truly belonged to the common soldier. 16 pages of photos.
288 pages. UNCP.  Pub. at $35.00  $27.95

4871480 CIVIL WAR BARONS. By Jeffry D. Wert.
Utilizing extensive research in manuscript
collections, company records, and contemporary
newspapers, a historian casts a revealing light on the
individuals most responsible for bringing the United
States into the modern age. Their ranks included men 
such as John Deere, Gail Borden, The Studebaker
Brothers, and Robert Parrott. 16 pages of illus.
276 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $30.00  $9.95

4910958 LINCOLN ON TRIAL: Southern
Civilians and the Law of War. By Burrus M.
Carnahan. This account examines the president’s
reactions to the treatment and mistreatment of
Southern civilians by Union forces. The author’s
thorough look at the president’s war policies and
analysis of both historic and modern standards of
behavior offers new insights regarding his wartime
actions and his character. 165 pages. UPKy.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

*7763131 SMALL BUT IMPORTANT RIOTS: The Cavalry Battles
of Aldie, Middleburg, and Upperville. By Robert F. O’Neill. June 1863.
The American Civil war was just two years old, and the U.S. Army in Virginia 
was in chaos. This work is a tactical study of fighting from June 17th to June 
22nd, 1836, at Aldie, Middleberg, and Upperville, placed within the
strategic context of the Gettysburg campaign. 20 pages of photos.
319 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $36.95  $29.95

*4921054 MY CAVE LIFE IN VICKSBURG. By
Mary Ann Webster Loughborough. Loughborough and
her family had just come to Vicksburg when the union
armies began a month and a half siege against the
fortification to gain control of the Mississippi River. As
she took refuge in dugout caves in the hills above
Vicksburg, she recorded her daily life and experiences
of ordinary people. 196 pages. Applewood.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

1927035 VIRGINIANS AT WAR: The American
Crisis #8. By John G. Selby. This is the tale of seven
Virginians who strongly supported the Confederacy from 
beginning to end. Their stories illustrate how devotion to 
the “cause” of independence, religious faith, family and
community, commitment to the struggle, and shared
sacrifices tied these people to the flagging fortunes of
the Confederacy. Photos. 264 pages. Scholarly
Resources. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $4.95

*1990616 RIDERS IN THE STORM: The Triumphs and Tragedies
of a Black Cavalry Regiment in the Civil War. By John D. Warner Jr. In
this account, from recruitment into combat, and covering all the military,
political, and social aspects of this story, Warner recounts the history of the
5th Massachusetts Cavalry Regiment, the only Black cavalry regiment
raised in the North during the war. 20 pages of photos, some in color.
407 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95
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*7729618 “IF WE ARE STRIKING FOR
PENNSYLVANIA,” VOLUME 1: The Army of
Northern Virginia and the Army of the
Potomac March to Gettysburg. By S.L. Mingus
Sr. & E.J. Wittenberg. This study is one of the first to 
integrate the military, media, political, social,
economic, and civilian perspectives with rank and
file accounts from the soldiers of both armies as
they inexorably march toward their destiny at

Gettysburg. Photos. 426 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95
4910826 FOR BROTHERHOOD & DUTY: The Civil War History of
the West Point Class of 1862. By Brian R. McEnany. Follow a group of
cadets through their initiation, coursework, and experiences on the
battlefield. McEnany presents a fascinating chronicle of twelve Union and
four Confederate classmates who became allies and enemies during the
largest conflict ever undertaken on American soil. Photos. 494 pages.
UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00  $7.95

*1920553   THE CIVIL WAR ON THE
MISSISSIPPI: Union Sailors, Gunboat Captains,
and the Campaign to Control the River. By Barbara
Brooks Tomblin. Drawing heavily on the diaries and
letters of officers and sailors, Tomblin not only provides 
readers with a comprehensive and vivid account of the
action on the western rivers, but also offers an
incredible synthesis of first-person accounts from the
front lines. Provides not only fresh insight into major

battles, but also fascinating perspectives on lesser-known aspects of the
conflict. Photos. 370 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $24.95
*770531X ALL ROADS LED TO GETTYSBURG: A New Look at
the Civil War’s Pivotal Campaign. By Troy D. Harman. Harman
argues for a new interpretation: Once Lee invaded Pennsylvania and
the Union army pursued, a battle at Gettysburg was entirely
predictable, perhaps inevitable. Their movements were guided by
strategies of caution and constrained by roads, railroads, mountains
and mountain passes, rivers and creeks, all of which led the armies to
Gettysburg. Maps. 349 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $22.95

*7767080 SOUTH TO FREEDOM: Runaway
Slaves to Mexico and the Road to the Civil War.
By Alice L. Baumgartner. Today, our attention is
fixed on people seeking opportunity by moving
north across our southern border, but this work
reveals what happened when the reverse was true:
when American slaves fled “the land of the free” for
freedom in Mexico. 365 pages. Basic. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7742827 SOUTH TO FREEDOM: Runaway Slaves to Mexico
and the Road to the Civil War. By Alice L. Baumgartner. Today, our
attention is fixed on people seeking opportunity by moving north
across our southern border, but this work reveals what happened
when the reverse was true: when American slaves fled “the land of the 
free” for freedom in Mexico. 365 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00  $9.95

*7681410 THE CIVIL WAR INFANTRYMAN:
In Camp, On the March, and in Battle. By
Gregory A. Coco. Coveys what food they ate, the
uniforms they wore, the equipment and weapons
they carried and used, and much more. The themes 
cover everything from recruitment, training, and
marches, to camp life, combat, and mustering out.
Soldiers discuss wounds, field hospitals, and
burials of friends and foe alike. Photos. 165 pages.

Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95
*7680902 A CONCISE GUIDE TO THE ARTILLERY AT
GETTYSBURG. By Gregory A. Coco. Sets forth the organization of artillery
in both armies and offers a concise narrative about the role playing by the
artillery of each corps in battles. Includes detailed maps of each day’s
action, a chart with numbers of each type of gun, and battle listings.
101 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $7.95

*7680929 GETTYSBURG’S CONFEDERATE
DEAD. By Gregory A. Coco. Divided into two
sections: Part I explains the riveting story of how a
local physician made it his mission to identify as
many of the Southern dead as possible to save
them from oblivion. Part II is an alphabetical roster
of 1,400 identified Confederates, including their
initial and final grave locations, as well as their
units, ages, and date of death. Illus. 126 pages.

Savas Beatie. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95
*1942328 ARMISTEAD AND HANCOCK: Behind the Gettysburg
Legend of Two Friends at the Turning Point of the Civil War. By Tom
McMillan. Hancock and Armistead knew each other well before the Civil
War. They crossed paths at a fort in Indian Territory before the Mexican
War and then served together in California, becoming friends, and they
parted ways when the Civil War broke out. Their lives wouldn’t intersect
again until Gettysburg, when they faced each other during Pickett’s
Charge. Photos. 320 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*4969588 CEDAR MOUNTAIN TO ANTIETAM: 
A Civil War Campaign History of the Union XII
Corps, July-September 1862. By M. Chris Bryan.
A detailed analysis of the Union Twelfth Corps,
examining the corps’ initial campaigns, including the 
battle of Cedar Mountain, the Second Manassas
Campaign, and the battle of Antietam, with thorough
accounts of the corps’ opponents as well as army
and theater wide strategic context. This study fills a

gap of a little studied yet consequential corps. Illus. 394 pages. Savas
Beatie. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*1973673 JAMES LONGSTREET AND THE
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: The Confederate
General Who Fought the Next War. By Harold
M. Knudsen. Many large-scale innovations came
from Longstreet during the Civil War. He
understood early that the tactical defense was
generally dominant over the offense. Other areas
show progressive applications with artillery, staff
work, force projection, and operational-level

thinking. Photos. 276 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95  $24.95

*7694393 WHEN HELL CAME TO SHARPSBURG: The Battle
of Antietam and Its Impact on the Civilians Who Called It
Home. By Steven Cowie. Investigates how Antietam wreaked
emotional, physical, and financial havoc on the people of
Sharpsburg, Maryland. Cowie explores the savage struggle and
explains how soldiers stripped the community of resources and
spread diseases. Also, he examines the civilians’ struggle to recover
from their unexpected and often devastating losses. Photos with
maps. 514 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*1959948 LIEUTENANT GENERAL JAMES
LONGSTREET: Innovative Military Strategist.
By F. Gregory Toretta. This narrative uses
Longstreet’s own writings and other contemporary 
works to examine his strategic and innovative
thinking, demonstrating how the suggestions of
this pragmatic and methodical general could have 
led to a far better outcome for the South. Photos.
241 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4926870 BLACK RECONSTRUCTION. By
W.E.B. Du Bois. Reconstruction remains perhaps the
single most contested era in our nation’s history. This
edition presents the complete text of Du Bois’s
masterpiece along with essays and articles that trace
the evolution of his thinking about Reconstruction and 
its centrality in understanding the embattled course of 
democracy in America. 1085 pages. Library of
America. Pub. at $45.00  $32.95

*7765541 THE LION AND THE FOX: Two
Rival Spies and the Secret Plot to Build a
Confederate Navy. By Alexander Rose. In 1861, 
soon after the outbreak of the Civil War, two
secret agents–one a Confederate, the other his
Union rival–were dispatched to neutral Britain,
each entrusted with a vital mission. The
astonishing, untold tale of two implacable foes
and their twilight struggle for the highest stakes.

Illus. 270 pages. Mariner Books. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

*4959361    MEADE AND LEE AFTER
GETTYSBURG. By Jeffrey William Hunt. This award
winning work exposes what has been hiding in plain
sight for more than 150 years: the Gettysburg
Campaign did not end at the Potomac River on July
14, but deep in central Virginia two weeks later along
the Rappahannock. A landmark contribution to Civil
War literature. Photos. 292 pages. Savas Beatie.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

*1922890 HEARTS TORN ASUNDER: Trauma in the Civil
War’s Final Campaign in North Carolina. By Ernest A. Dollar Jr.
Explores the psychological experience of soldiers and civilians
during the chaotic closing weeks of the war. Their letters, diaries, and
accounts reveal just how deeply the killing, suffering, and loss had
hurt and impacted these people by the spring of 1865. Their reactions 
mirror the symptoms associated with the trauma victims today, all
which combined to shape memory of the war’s end. 233 pages.
Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95  $24.95

*7703104 THE KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN
CIRCLE IN TEXAS: How a Secret Society Helped
Provoke Civil War. By Randolph W. Farmer. The
Knights of the Golden Circle (KGC) played a major
role in starting the Civil War in the U.S. Although it
intended to remain a secret organization of
conspirators, it is perhaps the most well-documented
conspiracy in U.S. history. The goal of the KGC was
the creation of a new society separate from the U.S.

dedicated to the preservation and expansion of slavery into Latin America. 
Photos. 380 pages. Vita Histria. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $24.95
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7715196 FIRST TO FALL: Elijah Lovejoy and
the Fight for a Free Press in the Age of Slavery.
By Ken Ellingwood. In this gripping and rigorously
researched narrative, an award-winning journalist
animates the life and struggles of abolitionist
newspaper editor Elijah Lovejoy, an impassioned
journalist who put his life on the line for the right to
speak out against slavery. 351 pages. Pegasus.
Pub. at $27.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7746296 THE PRESIDENT AND THE FREEDOM FIGHTER:
Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, and Their Battle to Save
America’s Soul. By Brian Kilmeade. Tells of how Lincoln and Douglass as
American heroes, moved from strong disagreement to friendship. Over the
course of the Civil War, they endured bloodthirsty mobs, feverish
conspiracies, and devastating losses on the battlefield–and their principles
and patience not only changed each other, but moved America closer to
being truly free for all. Illus. 301 pages. Sentinel. Paperbound. Pub.
at $18.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*4900405 THE PRESIDENT AND THE
FREEDOM FIGHTER: Abraham Lincoln,
Frederick Douglass, and Their Battle to Save
America’s Soul. By Brian Kilmeade. Over the
course of the Civil War, these two men wouldn’t
always see eye to eye, but ultimately their
commitment to the constitution and their love for
the American experiment would unite them in
friendship–and help America live up to its values.

Photos. 292 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95
1925075 JOHN BROWN SPEAKS: Letters
and Statements from Charlestown. By Louis
DeCaro Jr. This collection of writings by John
Brown in the fateful days after his raid on Harper’s 
Ferry showcased the depth of conviction of his
character. This preserves the first-hand
experience of Brown as he gave his life for the
abolitionist cause. Illus. 211 pages. Rowman &
Littlefield. Pub. at $70.00  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*4979168 THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG
1863 (1): Campaign 374. By Timothy J. Orr.
Confederate General Robert E. Lee’s Army of
Northern Virginia sought to crush George
Meade’s Army of the Potomac in battle at the
Pennsylvania town, and then reap the fruits of that 
victory. Discusses the background to the battle,
the opposing forces and plans, the tactical
decisions made on the first day, and the progress

of the combat. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4936353 “LEE IS TRAPPED AND MUST BE
TAKEN”:  E leven Fateful  Days A f ter
Gettysburg, July 4-14, 1863. By T.J. Ryan & R.R. 
Schaus. Thousands of books and articles examine
nearly every aspect of the Civil War, but the
important retreat of the armies from the Gettysburg
battlefield to the Potomac River has been but little
covered. This is the first critical analysis of the
command decisions made during that fateful time

based upon available intelligence. Photos. 342 pages. Savas Beatie.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

4919297 HEROES FOR ALL TIME:
Connecticut Civil War Soldiers Tell Their
Stories. By D. Longley & B. Zaidel. Presents the 
war straight from the minds and pens of its
participants: rich passages from soldiers’ letters
and diaries complement hundreds of
outstanding period photographs, most
previously unpublished. 324 pages. Wesleyan.
9¼x10¼. Pub. at $40.00 PRICE CUT to $9.95

*4906403 MYTHS OF THE CIVIL WAR: The
Fact, Fiction, and Science Behind the Civil War’s
Most-Told Stories. By Scott Hippensteel. Tackles the 
long cherished myths of Civil War history, and
ultimately shatters them, based on physics and
mathematics. Hippensteel reexamines much that we
hold dear about the Civil War and convincingly argues
that memoirs and histories have gotten it wrong.
Readers will never look at the Civil War the same way

again. Illus. 257 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95
*4848098 ENDS OF WAR: The Unfinished Fight of Lee’s
Army After Appomattox. By Caroline E. Janney. In this dramatic
new history of the weeks and months after Appomattox, Janney
reveals that Lee’s surrender was less an ending than the start of an
interregnum marked by military and political uncertainty, legal and
logistical confusion, and continued outbursts of violence. Photos.
331 pages. UNCP.  Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*7700946 LINCOLN: The Fire of Genius.
By David J. Kent. Learn how science and
technology gradually infiltrated Lincoln’s
r e m a r k a b l e  l i f e  a n d  i n f l u e n c e d  h i s
growing desire to improve the condition of 
all men. Traces this progression from a
s imp le  f a rm boy  to  a  p res iden t  who
changed the world. 322 pages. Lyons.
Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*7713851 THE WILD EAST: Gunfights, Massacres and Race
Riots Far from America’s Frontier. By Ian Hernon. In the era of the
post-Civil War Wild West, it can be argued that the most dangerous place
was to be was in the East. It was the inevitably violent outcome of massive
social upheaval. These were confrontations in which the U.S. government
bombed and marginalized their own citizens, the law was twisted, and “fake 
news” became the norm. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Amberley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

4952634 THE WILD EAST: Gunfights,
Massacres and Race Riots Far from
America’s Frontier. By Ian Hernon. In the era of
the post-Civil War Wild West, it can be argued
that the most dangerous place was to be was in
the East. It was the inevitably violent outcome of
mass ive  soc ia l  upheava l .  These  we re
confrontations in which the U.S. government
bombed and marginalized their own citizens, the

law was twisted, and “fake news” became the norm. 16 pages of
photos. 320 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $32.95  $9.95

*770951X THIRTEEN MONTHS IN DIXIE, OR, THE ADVENTURES
OF A FEDERAL PRISONER IN TEXAS. By W.F. Oscar Federhen. Not
only a gripping true story that would have otherwise been lost to history, but 
a valuable primary source about the lives of Civil War prisoners and
everyday Texans during the conflict. Photos. 170 pages. Savas Beatie.
Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

4984056 WITNESS TO GETTYSBURG: Inside the 
Battle That Changed the Course of the Civil War.
By Richard Wheeler. Combining eyewitness accounts
with dramatic narration, Wheeler relates events as they
unfold, from Lee’s strategic planning to Meade’s failure 
to deliver a deathblow to the battered Rebels. The
result is a startlingly vivid tapestry of war that brings the 
battle of Gettysburg to life. Illus. 273 pages. Stackpole.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

*7681445 WAR STORIES: 150 Little-Known 
Stories from the Campaign and Battle of
Gettysburg. By Gregory A. Coco. Letter collections
and diary entries were used to produce this short but 
fascinating anthology that demonstrates the
humanity of the soldiers who marched to and fought 
through the great campaign and Battle of Gettysburg 
in the summer of 1863. Photos. 71 pages. Savas
Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $7.95

4702042 ULYSSES S. GRANT: A Victor, Not a
Butcher. By Edward H. Bonekemper III. An
illuminating work proving that Grant’s casualty
rates actually compared favorable with those of
other Civil War generals. His perseverance,
decisiveness, moral courage, and political
acumen place him among the greatest generals of
the Civil War. Maps & photos. 452 pages.
Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*4961501 U.S. CIVIL WAR BATTLE
BY BATTLE. By Iain MacGregor.
Illustrated throughout, this work tells the
story of 30 significant engagements,
covering every theater of the war, detailing 
infantry, cavalry, artillery, and seaborne
units from both the Union and

Confederate forces to give a true sense of the scale of the war that tore the
country apart. 128 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $8.95

*1945432 GETTYSBURG: Three Days That
Saved the United States. Ed. by Gretchen
Bacon. From the first shots fired on the morning of 
July 1, 1863 to Robert E. Lee’s losing gamble
known as Pickett’s Charge on July 3 that resulted
in thousands of Confederates being driven back
by Union forces, this account is a snapshot of
three of the most important days in U.S. history.
Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel.

8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

*1981501 THE ATLAS OF THE CIVIL WAR. By James M.
McPherson. Reconstructs the battles of America’s bloodiest war with
unparalleled clarity and precision. Each battle is meticulously plotted on
one of 200 specially commissioned full-color maps. Timelines provide
detailed, play by play maneuvers, and the text highlights the strategic
aims and tactical considerations of the men in charge. Fully illus. some in 
color. 223 pages. Skyhorse. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95
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Civil War
3777189 HALLOWED GROUND: A Walk
at Gettysburg. By James M. McPherson.
One of today’s finest Civil War historians
walks readers through the site of the
bloodiest and perhaps the most significant
battle ever fought on American soil. An
illustrated tour tells the story of that struggle,
enriched with over 100 vibrant images from
those transformative days in July 1863, and

today. 207 pages. Crestline. 9½x11. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95
1908316    INVENTING EQUALITY:
Reconstructing the Constitution in the
Aftermath of the Civil War. By Michael A.
Bellesiles. Traces the evolution of the battle for
true equality–the stories of those fighting to
expand the working definition of what it means to
be an American citizen–from the Revolution
through the late nineteenth century. 325 pages.
St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

*4953371 HOSPITAL SKETCHES. By Louisa May Alcott. This is
Alcott’s account of her experiences as a nurse during the Civil War in
a Washington D.C. hospital. The sketches are taken “from letters
hastily written in the few leisure moments of a very busy life,” and so
maintain the immediacy and force of their author. 96 pages.
Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95  $5.95

*7708068 DEFENDING THE ARTERIES OF
REBELLION: Confederate Naval Operations
in the Mississippi River Valley, 1861-1865.
By Neil P. Chatelain. Analyzes efforts by the
Confederacy to maintain control of its key internal
waterways across the Mississippi River Valley.
Examines how numerous organizations, from the
Confederate Navy, Marines, Revenue Service,
Army River Defense Fleet, state naval forces,

privateers, and civilian craft, struggled to cooperate and defend the
Mississippi River and its many tributaries. Photos. 323 pages. Savas
Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

*4848012     L INCOLN COMES TO
GETTYSBURG: The Creation of the Soldiers’
National Cemetery and Lincoln’s Gettysburg
Address. By Bradley M. & Linda I. Gottfried.
Recounting the events surrounding the creation of
the Soldiers’ National Cemetery, its dedications,
and concentrates on Lincoln’s visit to Gettysburg
on November 18-19, 1863. Photos. 169 pages.
Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95
*772957X CIVIL WAR MONUMENTS AND
MEMORY: Favorite Stories and Fresh
Perspectives from the Historians at Emerging
Civil War. Ed. by J. Tracey & C. Mackowski. This
collection of essays explores some of the ways
people monumented and memorialized the war, and
how those markers have impacted our
understanding of it. Designed to shed new light and
insight on the monuments and memorials that give

us some of our most iconic and powerful connections to the battlefields.
Photos. 306 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*4831705 CIVIL WAR RICHMOND: The Last
Citadel. By J. Trammell & G. Terrell. A city under siege.
Few American cities have experienced the trauma of
wartime destruction. As the capital of the new
Confederate States of America, Richmond was under
constant threat. During the war, the city more than
doubled in population and became the industrial center
of a prolonged and costly war effort. Photos. 204 pages.
History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $7.95
*4920864 THE FASHIONABLE DANCER’S
CASKET, OR, THE BALL-ROOM INSTRUCTOR.
By Charles Durang. A dance manual for the Civil War 
era dancer. This guide includes illustrations and
step by step instructions that are perfect for the
modern reenactor, historian, or anyone who is
interested in the history of dance. Originally
published in 1856. 192 pages. Applewood.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95
*4873785 UNEXPECTED BRAVERY: Women
and Children of the Civil War. By A.J.
Schenkman. During the years of the American Civil 
War, more than two million soldiers served in both
the Union and Confederate Armies. What is little
known is that not only numerous children, some as
young as twelve, enlisted on both sides, but also
women, who disguised themselves as men in an
attempt to make a difference. 191 pages. Globe

Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

*4825179 GENERAL JOHN A. RAWLINS: No 
Ordinary Man. By Allen J. Ottens. No one
succeeds alone, and Ulysses S. Grant was no
exception. From the earliest days of the Civil War
to the height of Grant’s power in the white House,
John A. Rawlins was ever at Grant’s side. Ottens
traces his rise to assistant adjutant general and
ultimately Ulysses S. Grant’s secretary of war.
Photos. 578 pages. InUP.  Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

*4979095 WAYS AND MEANS: Lincoln and
His Cabinet and the Financing of the Civil War.
By Roger Lowenstein. Reveals the largely untold
story of how Lincoln used the urgency of the Civil
War to transform a union of states into a nation.
Through a financial lens, Lowenstein explores how
this second American revolution, led by Lincoln,
his cabinet, and a Congress studded with towering
statesmen, changed the direction of the country

and established a government of the people, by the people, and for the
people. Photos. 432 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00  $17.95

*4943015 A UNION WOMAN IN CIVIL WAR
KENTUCKY: The Diary of Frances Peter. Ed. by J.D.
Smith & W. Cooper Jr. Frances Dallam Peter’s candid
diary chronicles Kentucky’s 1862 invasion by
Confederate General Braxton Bragg, Lexington’s
month-long occupation by General Edmund Kirby
Smith, and the enslaved populations reaction to the
Emancipation Proclamation. Peter articulates many
concerns common to Kentucky Unionists. 222 pages.

UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $9.95

*4961978 A THOUSAND MAY FALL: An Immigrant
Regiment’s Civil War. By Brian Matthew Jordan. An absorbing
chronicle of the 107th Ohio Volunteer Infantry, an ethnically German
regiment whose loyalties were questioned by the Northern Press.
Jordan reminds readers this war was waged in part, by immigrants.
One quarter of the Union army was foreign born, with 200,000 native
Germans alone fighting to prove their patriotism. Photos. 360 pages.
Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $11.95

*4953479 MEMOIRS OF GENERAL WILLIAM
T. SHERMAN, VOLUME ONE. Sherman is one of the
most important and controversial generals in
American history. Just about the only thing everyone
would agree on is his effectiveness. While he’s lauded
as a Union war hero during the Civil War and a
forerunner of modern warfare, the South despised him
for his heavy-handed tactics, particularly the burning
of Columbia and his March to the Sea. 405 pages.

Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  $18.95

*4963881 LINCOLN AND THE FIGHT FOR PEACE. By John Avlon.
Reveals how Lincoln’s character informed his commitment to
unconditional surrender followed by a magnanimous peace. Even during
the Civil War, he refused to back down from his belief that there is more
that unites us than divides us. In Lincoln’s plan to win the peace we find
an anthem that can begin to bridge our divisions today. 16 pages of
photos. 354 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*4924177 STEPHEN A. SWAILS: Black
Freedom Fighter in the Civil War and
Reconstruction. By Gordon C. Rhea. Swails’s
life story is a sage of an indomitable human being
who confronted deep seated racial prejudice in
various institutions but nevertheless reached
significant milestones in the fight for racial
equality, especially within the military. Photos.
189 pages. LaSUP.  Pub. at $29.95  $19.95

1958321 MAKE GOOD THE PROMISES: Reclaiming
Reconstruction and Its Legacies. Ed. by K. Holman Conwill & P.
Gardullo. Exploring five distinct yet intertwined legacies of
Reconstruction–liberation, violence, repair, place and belief–to reveal their
lasting impact on modern society. Fully illus. 224 pages. Amistad.
Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*4831683 CINCINNATI IN THE CIVIL WAR:
The Union’s Queen City. By David L. Mowery.
During the Civil War, Cincinnati played a crucial role in 
persevering the United States. Not only was the city
the North’s most populous in the west, but it was also
the nation’s third-most productive manufacturing
center. Instrumental in the Underground Railroad prior 
to the conflict, the city became a focal point for
curbing Southern incursion in the Union territory.

Photos. 318 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99  $14.95

*4976363 ALL FOR THE UNION: The Saga of One Northern
Family Fighting the Civil War. By John A. Simpson. When the South
bombarded Fort Sumter in April 1861, the Ellithrope family in rural New
York answered President Lincoln’s call to defend the Union. For the next
four years, the two Ellithorpe brothers and two of their brothers in law fought
in some of the Civil War’s most storied regiments, on nearly every major
battlefield in the East. 419 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $34.95  $14.95
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Korean War
4893980 GHOST FLAMES: Life & Death in a
Hidden War, Korea 1950-1953. By Charles J.
Hanley. An intimate, deeper kind of history, whose
meticulous research and rich detail, draws on
recently unearthed materials and eyewitness
accounts, bringing the true face of the Korean War,
and the vastness of its human tragedy, into a sharper
focus than ever before. 16 pages of photos.
504 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95

*1967932 F9F PANTHER VS COMMUNIST AAA: Duel 121. By
Peter E. Davies. This work details the deadly battles between U.S. Navy/U.S. 
Marine Corps F9F Panther jet fighter-bombers and communist anti-aircraft
artillery (AAA) defenses that proliferated in North Korea throughout the
Korean War. Photos, some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
1947419 BROTHERS AT WAR: The Unending Conflict in Korea.
By Sheila Miyoshi Jager. More than 60 years after North Korean
troops crossed the 38th parallel into South Korea, the Korean War is
still not over. Jager combines international events with previously
unknown personal accounts to create a brilliant new history of the
war. Illus. 605 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

1927094 KOREA: Where the American
Century Began. By Michael Pembroke. With
compassion for the people of the North and
South, and understanding for the soldiers caught 
between the bitter winter and an implacable
enemy, Pembroke tells the absorbing story of
Korea. It is essential reading for anyone seeking
to understand why the Korean peninsula has
become the nuclear flashpoint it is today.

346 pages. Oneworld. Pub. at $27.95  $5.95

Vietnam War
7757972 MY VIETNAM WAR: Scarred
Forever. By Dave Morgan. Sharing his personal
experiences of the war in Vietnam, and drawing
from letters and his diary entries, Morgan also
includes seven powerful short stories from other
Vietnam veterans to capture the different
perspectives and the full human impact of this
conflict. This story gives readers a message of
support, hope and understanding. 271 pages.

Big Sky. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95
4986083 AUTOPSY OF AN UNWINNABLE
WAR: Vietnam. By William C. Haponski with
J.J. Burcham. Offering an informed and
nuanced narrative of the entire thirty-year war in 
Vietnam, this comprehensive analysis seeks to
explain why the war was actually lost almost two 
decades before the U.S. fired its first shot. The
authors argue that what happened in Vietnam
ultimately came down to a Vietnamese idea that

would eventually triumph over bullets. Photos. 264 pages.
Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  $7.95
4703944 FIVE FOUR WHISKEY: A Memory of War. By Robert
Sweatmon. Assigned as a rifleman with a mechanized unit after being 
drafted in 1969, at the age of 21, Sweatmon relates in this biography
how ordinary civilian soldiers survived an ordeal set in one of the
most turbulent times in American history. 16 pages of color photos.
228 pages. Westholme. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7800363 THE SECRET WAR
AGAINST HANOI: The Untold Story of Spies,
Saboteurs, and Covert Warriors in North
Vietnam. By Richard H. Shultz, Jr. A definitive and
comprehensive account of the covert paramilitary
and espionage campaign run between 1964 to
1972 by the Pentagon’s Special Operations Group,
taken from recently declassified top-secret
documents, and interviews. Photos. 408 pages.

HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $4.95
3708578 ALPHA ONE SIXTEEN: A Combat
Infantryman’s Year in Vietnam. By Peter Clark.
A visceral memoir of an eventful year spent as an
infantryman in Vietnam, told with vivid immediacy 
as Clark progresses from green recruit to
seasoned soldier. His story is a moving and
perceptive account of a journey shared by many of 
his generation. Photos. 218 pages. Casemate.
Pub. at $29.95  $6.95

*4758943 HILL 488. By R. Hildreth & C.W. Sasser. For some, Hill
488 was just another landmark in the jungles of Vietnam. For the
eighteen men of Charlie Company, it was a last stand. This is the
stirring combat memoir written by one of the unit’s survivors. Photos.
359 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

1912984 ENDURING VIETNAM: An American
Generation and Its War. By James Wright. This
volume recounts the experiences of the young
Americans who fought in Vietnam and then came
home and of the families who grieved those who
did not return. Through substantial interviews with
those who served, this work depicts the cruelty of
this war, and its quiet acts of courage. 446 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

*4759044 THE PROUD BASTARDS. By E. Michael Helms. From
the brutality and endurance-straining ordeals of boot camp to the
endless horror of combat, Helms paints a vivid, unflinchingly realistic 
depiction of the lives of Marines in training and under fire. 273 pages. 
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

DVD 1962876    VIETNAM, 1946-1975:
History Revealed. This premium collection,
comprising the feature length documentary
Vietnam: The Two Wars; the 24-page history
Vietnam: The War That Changed America; and an
assortment of replica memorabilia and battle
maps, pays tribute to the brave soldiers who
fought in a war that was far from straightforward,
far from easy, and far from home. In Color and

B&W. 104 minutes. Go Entertainment.  $5.95

4724275 THEY WERE SOLDIERS: The Sacrifices and
Contributions of Our Vietnam Veterans. By J.L. Galloway & M.J.
Wolf. Over 58,000 active duty men and women lost their lives in Vietnam.
Those who survived returned to a bitterly divided country where hostility
toward the war spilled onto its warriors. This volume presents 48 profiles
of those who bravely served. Photos. 386 pages. Thomas Nelson.
Pub. at $34.99  $8.95

7754035 WAR OF NUMBERS: An Intelligence
Memoir of the Vietnam War’s Uncounted Enemy.
By Sam Adams. In the fall of 1967, political and
military leaders in Washington said the Vietnam War
was approaching “the crossover point”: More
Vietcong soldiers were dying in battle each week than
could be recruited. CIA analyst Adams, was insisting
the good news was an illusion. Adams embarked on a
one-man crusade to expose the truth. 258 pages.

Steerforth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

7764030 BREAK IN THE CHAIN: Intelligence Ignored. By W.R. Baker. 
A riveting combination of war memoir and unique examination of the role of
intelligence during the Easter Offensive 1972 written by an intelligence
analyst who was there. 251 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

7707185 THE U.S. NAVAL INSTITUTE ON
VIETNAM: Coastal and Riverine Warfare. Ed.
by Thomas J. Cutler. Revealed in this collection
from the Naval Institute’s archives are Operations
Market Time, Game Warden, and SEALORDS, as
well as some lesser-known aspects of the navy’s
iconic venture into the green and brown waters of
Southeast Asia. 167 pages. Naval Institute.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $9.95

*3724263 LAND WITH NO SUN: A Year in Vietnam with the
173rd Airborne. By Ted G. Arthurs. From May 1967 through May 1968,
Arthurs was in the thick of it, humping an eighty-pound rucksack through
triple-canopy jungle, chasing down the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese in
the Central Highlands of South Vietnam. This is his “no holds barred”
account of combat in Vietnam. 36 pages of photos. 352 pages. Stackpole.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $16.95

*1965794 EXTRAORDINARY VALOR: The
Fight for Charlie Hill in Vietnam. By William
Reeder, Jr. The true story of American Special
Forces office John Duffy and South Vietnamese
paratrooper Le Van Me, as they fight to defend
Charlie Hill, a key to holding Vietnam’s Central
Highlands during North Vietnam’s 1972 Easter
Offensive. 20 pages of photos. 262 pages.
Lyons. Pub. at $27.95  $19.95

*3695980 MISFIRE: The Tragic Failure of
the M16 in Vietnam. By B. Orkand & L. Duryea.
Re-examines the flawed decision-making at
virtually all levels of the civilian and military chain
of command that resulted in the quagmire in
Vietnam. With the best of intentions, our nation
waged a poorly conceived, misfiring war, of which
the flawed M16 rifle is starkly symbolic. Photos.
251 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

1922025 AIR WAR OVER NORTH VIETNAM: Operation Rolling
Thunder, 1965-1968. By Stephen Emerson. Despite flying some
306,000 combat sorties and dropping nearly 650,000 tons of ordnance on
North Vietnam, Operation Rolling Thunder failed to drive Hanoi decisively
to the negotiating table and end the war. Emerson presents an overview of
this operation against the backdrop of the Cold War and fears of widening
the conflict into a global conflagration. Photos. 128 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $7.95
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Vietnam War
*4897498 U.S.  VEHICLES & HEAVY
WEAPONS OF THE VIETNAM WAR. By David
Doyle. The ground war in Vietnam pitted a myriad 
of American tanks, artillery, APC and trucks
against not only the weapons of Communist
North Vietnam, but also the terrain. A highly
illustrated reference for those wishing to delve
deeper into this conflict. 238 pages. Pen &
Sword. Pub. at $36.95  $27.95

*4926102 THE HUEY IN VIETNAM:
Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle.
F e w  i m p le m e n t s  o f  w a r  a re  a s
representative of the U.S. presence in
Vietnam as the Bell Huey UH-1-series
he l icopte rs .  Through researched
archival documents and photographs,
the history of this iconic helicopter, and
the men who flew it, is told in this

illustrated volume. 112 pages. Schiffer.  $16.95
4986687 VIETNAM WAR PORTRAITS:
The Faces and Voices. By Thomas
Sanders. Bringing together the words, faces,
and voices of veterans, civilians caught up in
the war, and those who stood against the war, 
this stunning volume offers a unique
perspective on the Vietnam War. Inclusion in
this project has served as a form of catharsis
for many of those involved, and it’s purpose

is to honor all those who were in this conflict. Fully illus. in color.
224 pages. Casemate. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95

*7755899 REFLECTIONS ON CAPTIVITY: A
Tapestry of Stories by a Vietnam War POW. By
Porter Alexander Halyburton. A collection of fifty short
stories about this young naval officer’s experiences as
a POW in North Vietnam. Furthers the reader’s
understanding about this nature of captivity, race
relations, human relations, aspects of the air war
against North Vietnam, and highlights the importance
of leadership, ethics, and devotion to duty in different

times. 202 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $21.95  $17.95
*776720X BAIT: The Battle of Kham Duc. By
J.D. McLeroy & G.W. Sanders. This gripping, original,
eyewitness narrative and thoroughly researched
analysis of a widely misinterpreted battle at the height
of the Vietnam War radically contradicts all the other
published accounts of it. In addition to the tactical
details of the combat, the authors consider the grand
strategies and political contexts of the U.S. and North
Vietnamese leaders. 16 pages of photos. 251 pages.

Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95
*7765711 THE GOLDEN BRIGADE: The
Untold Story of the 82nd Airborne in
Vietnam and Beyond. By Robert J. Dvorchak. 
An epic tale of a brotherhood forged by
war–masterfully told by a lifelong journalist,
war correspondent, and U.S. Army veteran. 62
pages of photos, some in color. 473 pages.
Permuted Press. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

*1940066 SIX YEARS IN THE HANOI
HILTON. By Amy Shively Hawk. Air Force fighter
pilot James Shively was shot down over North
Vietnam and captured in 1967. For the next six
years, he endured brutal treatment at the hands of
the enemy in Hanoi prison camps. Based on
extensive audio recordings and Shively’s own
journals, it is a haunting, riveting portrayal of life
as an American prisoner of war. Photos, many in

color. 229 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.99  $17.95
*496666X   VIETNAM WAR ARMY
HELICOPTER NOSE ART, VOL. 2. By John
Brennan. Brings to light over 300 recently
recovered Vietnam War photographs from Army
aviation veterans (many of which have never
been published before), all capturing that
quintessential and unmistakable American war
custom of embellishing one’s assigned aircraft
with personalized markings. 128 pages.

Fonthill. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95
4910672 THE 25-YEAR WAR: America’s Military Role in Vietnam.
By Bruce Palmer Jr. The story of what went wrong there militarily, and why.
America’s most serious error, Palmer believes, was committing its armed
forces to a war in which neither political nor military goals were ever fully
articulated by our civilian leaders. 16 pages of photos. 236 pages. UPKy.
Paperbound.  PRICE CUT to $3.95

DVD 474196X THE VIETNAM WAR: Battles in the Jungle.
Fullscreen. This stunning and detailed collection presents the war as
it was, warts and all. An unflinching look at the horrors of war, it will
leave you wondering if the conflict was worth the cost. Includes the
24-page booklet Fighting Forces Vietnam. In Color and B&W. Over 5
hours on four DVDs. Image. Pub. at $19.98  $5.95SOLD OUT

3967263 THE ODYSSEY OF ECHO COMPANY:
The 1968 Tet Offensive and the Epic Battle to
Survive the Vietnam War. By Doug Stanton. The
harrowing, redemptive, and unforgettable account of 
a U.S. Army platoon’s fight for survival during the
Vietnam War. A powerful work of military history that
will reverberate with millions of American families
today. This volume recounts the wartime service and 
homecoming of ordinary young American men in an

extraordinary time. 16 pages of photos. 312 pages. Scribner. Pub.
at $30.00  $4.95

4986393 JUST ANOTHER DAY IN VIETNAM. By
Keith M. Nightingale. The unique recounting of a
single action that unfolded in June 1967 in the III
Corps sector of South Vietnam, between the 52nd
Vietnamese Ranger Battalion and a main force Viet
Cong regiment. Nightingale’s accomplished careers
in both military and civilian life since his service in
Vietnam lend perspective to this unusual memoir.
Photos. 246 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

4850785 WEAPONS AND FIELD GEAR OF
THE NORTH VIETNAMESE ARMY AND VIET 
CONG. By Edward J. Emering. Overview of the
army’s resources since the late 1950s, provides 
an in-depth look at the often-improvised
equipment supplied by communist allies, such
as light infantry weapons, grenades, gas masks, 
ordnance, mines, and booby traps. 160 pages.
Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $39.95  $14.95

4782828 DRAGON’S JAW: An Epic Story of Courage and Tenacity 
in Vietnam. By S. Coonts & B. Tillman. The Dragon’s Jaw Bridge
became a symbol of the North Vietnamese’s invincibility; for U.S. war
planners, an obsession: for U.S. airmen, a testament to American mettle
and valor. This is the epic Vietnam War story of the multi-year air
campaign to destroy Ho Chi Minh’s “invincible” bridge. 16 pages of
photos. 304 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

*4864018 THE TONKIN GULF YACHT
CLUB: Naval Aviation in the Vietnam War. By
Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. On August 2, 1964,
USS Maddox became embroiled in the infamous
Gulf of Tonkin Incident. Cleaver tells the full story
of the U.S. Navy’s war in the air. Detailed are all
the operations from USS Maddox onward through 
the eventual withdrawal of the fleet following the
collapse of South Vietnam in 1975. 16 pages of

photos, many in color. 400 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*1953303 THE DEVIL’S TRICK: How Canada Fought the Vietnam
War. By John Boyko. In this work Boyko explores Canada’s
often-overlooked involvement in the Vietnam War as peacemaker,
combatant, and provider of weapons and sanctuary. He exposes what he
calls the Devil’s wiliest trick: convincing leaders that war is desirable,
persuading the public that it is acceptable, and telling combatants that the
deeds they carry out and the horrors they experience are normal.
246 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.50  $11.95

*4931637 THE VIETNAM WAR 1956-75:
Essential Histories. By Andrew Wiest. America
entered the conflict certain of its Cold War
doctrines and convinced of its moral mission to
save the world from the advance of communism.
However, the war was not what the U.S. expected.
Outnumbered and outgunned, the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces resulted to a
guerrilla war, while the U.S. responded with

firepower and overwhelming force. Fully illus., most in color.
144 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

4769937 USAF F-4 AND F-105 MIG
KILLERS OF THE VIETNAM WAR,
1965-1973. By Donald J. McCarthy, Jr. An
illustrated history of the fighting planes is
accompanied by extensive captions that detail
missions, crew members, and technical data. An
overview of the American air fighting force brings 
the era to life. 136 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼.
Pub. at $59.95  $18.95

*4905180 YEAR OF THE HAWK: America’s Descent into
Vietnam, 1965. By James A. Warren. A powerful account of the most
pivotal year of the Vietnam War–the cataclysm that forever changed
America. The conflict shook the nation to its foundations, exacerbating the
already deep cleavages in American society. This work is a military and
political history of the war in Vietnam during 1965. Photos. 304 pages.
Scribner. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
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World War I & World War II
LIMITED QUANTITY 7758081 PANZER III: Ausf.
J/L/M/K. By Stefan Draminski. The PzKpfw III
is a German medium tank designed by
Daimler-Benz AG. The first tests of the vehicle
took place in 1936. The construction of the
PzKpfw III consisted of four main modules.
They were armed with 37mm guns and three
MG-34  mach ine  guns .  I nc ludes  sca le
renderings of the tanks. Fully illus., some in

color. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
7770693 SO CLOSE TO FREEDOM: A World
War II Story of Peril and Betrayal in the
Pyrenees. By Jean-Luc E. Cartron. This riveting
story recounts how Jean-Louis Bazerque
(Charbonnier) tried to guide a large group of
fugitives, most of them downed Allied airmen, along
with a French priest, two doctors, a Belgian Olympic
skater, and others to freedom across the Pyrenees. In
this gripping narrative, Carton reveals the account of

what happened, and how and by whom they were betrayed. 16 pages of
photos. 209 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95  $6.95
7758219 STURMGESCHUTZ III: A, B, F, F L43, F/8, G. By Maciej
Noszczak. First prototypes of the German tank destroyer
Sturmgeschutz III were built in 1937 and based on the PzKpfw III Ausf. 
B tank. Vehicles were armed with short barreled 75 mm guns. From
spring 1942, StoG IIIs were equipped with StuK 40 75 mm guns.
Includes scale renderings of the tank. Fully illus., some in color.
Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95SOLD OUT

LIMITED QUANTITY 7753403 GERMAN MEDIUM
TANK PANZERKAMPFWAGEN III FROM AUSF. H 
TO AUSF. N. By Michal Kuchciak. Hitler’s drive to
modernize his armed forces gained new momentum
with the arrival of Col. Heinz Guderian–the future
spiritus movens of German armored warfare doctrine. 
Behind the scenes German design teams were busy
working on prototypes of vehicles that would soon
become the tools of the future war. Fully illus., many

in color. 80 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
4893301 THE LIGHT OF DAYS: The Untold
Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler’s
Ghettos. By Judy Batalion. Reveals the real history of
the incredible women, Polish Jews, whose
courageous yet little-known feats have been eclipsed
by time. Batalion–the granddaughter of Polish
Holocaust survivors–follow these real-life heroines
through the savage destruction of the ghettos, arrest
and internment in Gestapo prisons and concentration

camps, and for a lucky few through the end of the war. 16 pages of photos. 
558 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
DVD 4944941 IMPORTANT MOMENTS IN WWII. Priceless
archival and documentary footage weaves together to tell the story of
World War II as it was fought around the world. This documentary
gives a fascinating timeline of the war form 1939 to 1945. Seven
hours. Topics Entertainment.  $5.95

1957937 THE WESTERN FRONT: Battlefields,
Memorials and Cemeteries of the First World
War. By Marcel Belley. This is one of the rare works
about the First World War that visually explores the
efforts of the major combatants to remember the
fallen along the entire length of the old Western
Front. The chapters of this volume are organized in
such a way as to help the reader to understand the
efforts of the nations involved. Color photos.

192 pages. Unicorn. 8½x10¾. Paperbound.  $7.95
494464X SONS OF FREEDOM: The Forgotten 
American Soldiers Who Defeated Germany
in World War I. By Geoffrey Wawro. As Wawro, a
prize-winning historian, shows in this magisterial
account, the French and British armies were on
the verge of collapse in 1918 and may well have
lost the war without the Doughboys. British
commander Haig judged the Allied victory a

“miracle”–but it was a distinctly American
miracle. Maps & photos. 596 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00  $8.95

4676378 THE VATICAN PIMPERNEL: The World 
War II Exploits of the Monsignor Who Saved
over 6,500 Lives. By Brian Fleming. During the
German occupation of Rome from 1942 to 1944,
Irishman Monsignor Hugh O’Flaherty ran an escape
organization for Allied POWs and civilians, including
Jews. Safe within the Vatican state, he regularly
ventured out in disguise to continue his mission,
which earned him the nickname “the Pimpernel of the 

Vatican.” His fascinating story unfolds here. 16 pages of photos.
212 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

7753284 FINDING YOUR FATHER’S WAR,
REVISED THIRD EDITION. By Jonathan Gawne. A
handbook for anyone seeking greater knowledge of
their relative’s experience during World War II. With
over 470 photos, charts, and an engaging narrative,
this is an invaluable tool for understanding our “citizen
soldiers,” who once rose as a generation to fight the
greatest war in American history. 396 pages.
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95

7744013 THE GREAT ESCAPER: The Life and
Death of Roger Bushell. By Simon Pearson. Very
little was known about Bushell until 2011, when his
family donated his private papers to the Imperial War
Museum. Pearson’s revealing biography is a vivid
account of war and love, triumph and tragedy–and one 
man’s attempt to challenge remorseless tyranny in the 
face of impossible odds. 439 pages. Skyhorse.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $6.95

1957600 AN INCONVENIENT GENOCIDE. By Geoffrey Robertson. Was 
there an Armenian genocide during the First World War? In 2015
Armenians worldwide commemorated the centenary of a mass murder in
which over a million died. Yet Turkey denies it took place, claiming that the
deaths of over half of the Armenian race were justified. Though 20
democratic nations have voted to recognize the genocide, Britain and the
U.S. continue to equivocate. Photos. 300 pages. Biteback. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

1918079 THE HIDDEN ARMY: MI9’s Secret
Force and the Untold Story of D-Day. By M.
Richards & M. Langthorne. Seventy-five years ago,
MI9 dreamt up the most audacious escape and
evasion plan of World War II, subterfuge, concealment
and deception on a scale never seen before. Nobody
thought it would work, but the plan was so brilliantly
executed that over 150 Allied escapees lived within
the forest for three months in the run-up to D-Day.

Photos, some in color. 278 pages. John Blake. Paperbound.  $5.95

4867912 THE ANVIL OF WAR: German
Generalship in Defense of the Eastern Front
During World War II. Ed. by Peter G. Tsouras.
Presents U.S. Army-commissioned reports by two
highly ranked German officers who served on the
disastrous Russian Front. They show how the Germans
adapted techniques to cope with their enemy’s great
numerical superiority and managed to sometimes drive 
back the steamroller Russian forces during the German

retreat. Illus. 302 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

197002X BRITAIN AT BAY: The Epic Story of the Second World
War, 1938-1941. By Alan Allport. A sweeping, groundbreaking epic that
combines military with social history, to illuminate the ways in which Great
Britain and its people were permanently transformed by the Second World
War. 16 pages of photos. 590 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

7716125 THE DAUGHTERS OF YALTA: The
Churchills, Roosevelts, and Harrimans–A Story 
of Love and War. By Catherine Grace Katz.
Uncovers the dramatic story of the three daughters
who were chosen by their fathers to travel with them
to Yalta, each bound by fierce family loyalty, prolitical 
savvy, and intertwined romances that powerfully
colored these crucial days. 16 pages of photos.
400 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

1987895 THE LIBERATION OF PARIS: How
Eisenhower, de Gaulle, and von Choltitz Saved the
City of Light. By Jean Edward Smith. Tells the dramatic
story of the liberation of Paris during World War II–a
triumph that was achieved primarily through the efforts
of three men, American, French, and German, who
saved the city from destruction. A thrilling account of
one of the great events of WWII. Photos. 242 pages.
S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

4829891 A CASTLE IN WARTIME: One
Family, Their Missing Sons, and the Fight to
Defeat the Nazis. By Catherine Bailey. Tells the
unforgettable story of the extraordinary bravery
and fortitude of one family who collectively and
individually sacrificed everything. Bailey’s
unprecedented access to stunning first-hand
family accounts, and surviving SS files, make this 
a dazzling and compulsively readable story,

opening a view on the cost and consequences of resistance. 16 pages 
of photos. 461 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

4971124 WORLD WAR II IN NUMBERS: An Infographic Guide to
the Conflict, Its Conduct, and Its Casualties. By Peter Doyle. Brings
the statistics of the WWII conflict to life in an innovative, visual way, with
graphs, charts, map overlays and high-impact infographics. It illuminates 
the reality of the war, its impact on the individuals involved, its economic
and social costs, and its indelible effects on the landscape of Europe and
beyond. 223 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95
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1955667 THE LAST MILLION: Europe’s
Displaced Persons from World War to Cold
War. By David Nasaw. The gripping and largely
hidden story of postwar displacement and
statelessness. By 1952, the Last Million were
scattered around the world. As they crossed from
their broken past into an unknowable future, they
carried with them their wounds, their fears, their
hopes, and their secrets. For the first time Nasaw

illuminates their incredible history and shows us that it is our history
as well. Photos. 654 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

*6858236 THE FILTHY THIRTEEN: From the
Dustbowl to Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest. By R.
Killblane & J. McNiece. Tells of a brawling bunch of 
men whose only saving grace was that they inflicted 
more damage on the Germans than on MPs, the
English countryside, and their own officers. To this
day the Filthy Thirteen remain a legend within the
ranks of the 101st Airborne. Photos. 226 pages.
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

7708785 MORTARS IN WORLD WAR II. By John Norris.
Highlights the oft neglected role of mortars and covers their use by all 
major and many minor nations in WWII. Norris gives a brief history of
the origins of the weapon and its use in the Great War before moving
on to look in detail at the many types developed in WWII. Illus.
201 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

4983874 THE LOST SOLDIER: The Ordeal of a
World War II GI from the Home Front to the
Hurtgen Forest. By Chris J. Hartley. Weaves
together all the threads–soldier and wife, home
front and army life, combat, love and loss,
individual and army division–into an intimate,
engaging narrative that is at once gripping military
history and engaging social history. Photos. 343
pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $6.95

4913868  1918: How the First World War
Was Won. By Julian Thompson. Gives a detailed 
account of the final year of the war. It examines
each battle in turn, from the German Spring
Offensive on the Western Front, through the Battle 
of Amiens that heralded the start of the Hundred
Days campaign. Illustrated with contemporary
photographs and full color maps. 256 pages.
Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

4714245 THE NUREMBERG TRIALS: Bringing the Leaders of Nazi
Germany to Justice. By Terry Burrows. Drawing extensively on official
transcripts, Burrows charts the fascinating, complex, and frequently
harrowing drama that sought to bring the last champions of the Nazi
dictatorship to justice. Photos. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $6.95

7681801 FIGHTING CHURCHILL, APPEASING
HITLER: How a British Civil Servant Helped
Cause the Second World War. By Adrian Phillips.
Presents a radical new view of appeasement,
highlighting how, in an attempt to placate Hitler, its
proponents even sabotaged Britain’s preparations for 
war. Draws on original sources to outline the
alternative policies that might have prevented it.
Photos. 448 pages. Biteback.  $9.95

777057X ADVOCATING OVERLORD: The D-Day Strategy and
the Atomic Bomb. By Philip Padgett. Provides a detailed analysis of
the Anglo-American disagreements over both European strategy and
atomic sharing during World War II. 18 pages of photos. 379 pages.
UNeP.  Pub. at $39.95  $9.95

1925083 KINGS, QUEENS, AND PAWNS: An
American Woman at the Front. By Mary Roberts
Rinehart. In 1914, journalist and mystery writer
Mary Robert Rinehart traveled to Europe alone to
cover World War I for the Saturday Evening Post.
This collection of her writing encompasses her
observations during her travels. 368 pages. Taylor.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $2.95

1976303 THE SECOND WORLD WAR EXPLAINED. By Michael
O’Kelly. A concise summary covering the main events and
personalities of WWII, that creates a compelling and highly
readable volume which encourages an understanding of this most
tumultuous and tragic period of history. 24 pages of photos.
201 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

7772866 THE BLACK BOOK: The Britons on the Nazi Hitlist. By Sybil 
Oldfield. In 1939, the Gestapo created a list of around 2,600 names: the
Britons whose removal would be the Nazis’ first priority in the event of a
successful invasion. Who were they? Oldfield movingly reveals a network of 
truly exemplary Britons: mavericks, moral visionaries and unsung heroes.
16 pages of photos. 437 pages. Profile.  $9.95

7688237 FALLOUT: The Hiroshima Cover-up
and the Reporter Who Revealed It to the World.
By Lesley M.M. Blume. Reveals how a courageous
American reporter uncovered one of the deadliest
cover ups of the twentieth century, the true effects of
the atom bomb, potentially saving millions of lives. An 
engrossing detective story, as well as an important
piece of hidden history that shows how one heroic
scoop saved, and can still save, the world. 19 pages of 

photos. 276 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

5581532 IF THE ALLIES HAD FALLEN: Sixty
Alternate Scenarios of World War II. Ed. by D.E. 
Showalter & H.C. Deutsch. An exceptional team of
historians suggest what might have happened if key 
events during World War II had gone differently.
They predict realistic scenarios based on the
capabilities and circumstances of the opposing
forces, often with very chilling results. 287 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

4963466 THE BOMBER MAFIA: A Dream, a
Temptation, and the Longest Night of the
Second World War. By Malcolm Gladwell.
Reexamines moments from history and asks whether
we got it right the first time. Gladwell steps back from
the bombing of Tokyo on the deadliest night of WWII
and asks: Was it worth it? The attack was the
brainchild of General Curtis LeMay, whose scorched
earth tactics cost tens of thousands of civilian lives,

but may have spared more by averting a planned U.S. invasion. Photos.
240 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

4846680 DEAD RECKONING: The Story of How 
Johnny Mitchell and His Fighter Pilots Took on
Admiral Yamamoto and Avenged Pearl Harbor.
By Dick Lehr. The epic true story of the high-stakes
mission undertaken sixteen months after the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, to avenge that deadly
strike–a long shot hatched hastily at the U.S. base on
Guadalcanal. It offers a fast-paced recounting of a
crucial turning point in the Pacific War and keenly

drawn portraits of Yamamoto, and Mitchell, the architect of Yamamoto’s
demise. Photos. 399 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99  $9.95

1945807 DEAD RECKONING: The Story of How
Johnny Mitchell and His Fighter Pilots Took on
Admiral Yamamoto and Avenged Pearl Harbor.
By Dick Lehr. Given unprecedented access to
Mitchell’s personal papers and hundreds of private
letters, Lehr reveals for the first time the full story of
Mitchell’s wartime exploits, along with those of key
American pilots chosen for the momentous
mission: Operation Vengeance. Photos. 399 pages.

Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

1922378 HITLER’S HANGMEN: The Secret
German Plot to Kill Churchill, December 1944. By 
Brian Lett. The incredible and disturbing story of how
close British Fascists came to impacting the outcome
of the Second World War. It’s also a comprehensive
investigation of the break-out plot as it unfolded across
Britain: how it came to fruition and how it was quashed, 
its repercussions and the many little-known stories of
escapes and recapture which took place throughout

the country. Illus. 236 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95  $5.95

1922084 ARNHEM AND THE AFTERMATH:
Civilian Experiences in the Netherlands
1940-1945. By Harry Kuiper. Wars have serious
social, economical and human consequences,
and it is communities who often pay the price. This 
volume begins and ends in Arnhem, in 1940 and
1945 respectively. It focuses on the experiences of 
the civilians in those mournful years, against a
backdrop of the airborne operations in the

Netherlands, involving both German and Allied forces. Photos.
207 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $5.95

4906799 CLASSIC STORIES OF WORLD WAR I. Ed. by Sarah
Vaughan. Published to mark the 100th anniversary of the end of the Great
War. From the home front to the western front, in the trenches or behind
enemy lines, on land or at sea, this collection is a unique insight into the
War to End All Wars. 256 pages. Cassell. Paperbound.  $4.95

*7721293 THE FIGHTING CORSAIRS: The Men
of Marine Fighting Squadron 215 in the Pacific
During WWII. By Jeff Dacus. This is the exciting,
personal account of a Marine fighter squadron in the
South Pacific during the critical days of 1943 when the
tide turned against the Japanese. Based on individual
interviews and wartime documents, this is the narrative
of the Marines who lived, and died, during the toughest
battles of the entire war. Photos. 280 pages. Lyons.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95
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*DVD 7745176 THE LONG MARCH TO
FREEDOM. Widescreen. Using interviews,
library footage, and reconstruction, this program
tells the story of the thousands of British,
American, and Commonwealth POWs who were
forced to march from Poland to German in the
winter of 1945, to evade the advancing Soviet
army. Not Rated. 142 minutes. Dreamscape
Media. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

4843525 BLOOD, OIL AND THE AXIS: The Allied Resistance
Against a Fascist State in Iraq and the Levant, 1941. By John
Broich. Taking the reader on a tour of cities and landscapes grimly
familiar to today’s reader, this riveting story of the unlikely coalition of 
individuals who challenged the Axis in Iraq and the Levant, is poised
to become the definitive chronicle of the Axis’s menacing play for
these areas in 1941 and the extraordinary alliance that confronted it.
16 pages of photos. 365 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

4985141 DESTINATION CASABLANCA: Exile,
Espionage, and the Battle for North Africa in
World War II. By Meredith Hindley. Casablanca had
evolved from an exotic travel destination to a key
military target after France’s surrender to Germany.
Jewish refugees poured in looking to obtain visas and
passage, Nazi agents and collaborators came in search 
of power and loyalty. But once in American hands, it
became a crucial logistical hub in the fight against

Germany. Photos. 491 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
4925939 THE SECOND WORLD WARS: How
the First Global Conflict Was Fought and
Won. By Victor Davis Hanson. Examines how
combat unfolded in the air, at sea, and on land to
show how distinct conflicts among disparate
combatants coalesced into one interconnected
global war. An authoritative new history of
astonishing breadth, offering a stunning
reinterpretation of history’s deadliest conflict. 34

pages of photos. 652 pages. Basic. Pub. at $40.00  $9.95
*7722397 LIGHTNING DOWN: A World War II Story of
Survival. By Tom Clavin. On August 13, 1944, Joe Moser set off on
his forty-fourth combat mission over occupied France. Soon he
would join almost 170 other Allied airmen as prisoners in
Buchenwald, one of the most notorious and deadly of Nazi
concentration camps. This an inspiring saga of brave men
confronting great evil and great odds against survival. 16 pages of
photos. 314 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7773277 UNFORTUNATE OCCURRENCES
AND KNAVISH TRICKS: The Last Voyage of the
SS Capira, 24th November 1941 to 31st
August 1942. By John Chuter. SS Capira was an
ordinary ship plying her trade during extraordinary
times. The events she witnessed have been brought
here to render a comprehensive picture of that phase 
of the war at sea when victory was no means certain
and defeat still a possibility. 16 pages of photos,

some in color. 232 pages. Uniform Press. Pub. at $37.95  $9.95
1991329 THE ITALIAN EXECUTIONERS: The Genocide of the Jews
of Italy. By Simon Levis Sullam. A gripping revisionist history that shows
how ordinary Italians played a central role in the genocide of Italian Jews
during the Second World War. 186 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

4872495 CHURCHILL AND TITO: SOE,
Bletchley Park and Supporting the Yugoslav
Communists in World War II. By Christopher
Catherwood. One of Churchill’s most controversial
decisions during WWII was to switch SOE’s
support in Yugoslavia during 1943 from the
Cetniks, to backing Tito and his Communist
Partisan guerrillas. The author demonstrates that
one of Churchill’s most consequential decisions of

WWII was not the terrible mistake that historians have portrayed it to be.
Photos. 196 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $29.95  $5.95

*7691971 DEATH WAS OUR COMPANION: The
Final Days of the Third Reich. By Tony Le Tissier. As
Hitler’s dreams of a Thousand Year Reich crumbled,
lives continued to be funneled into the Nazi war
machine. Gives a German perspective to the mayhem
and bloodshed of the last few months of World War II,
from teenage Flak auxiliaries to insider accounts of
Goebbels’ final machinations. Photos. 218 pages.
History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $18.95

197274X ESCAPE AND LIBERATION, 1940-45. By Alfred John
Evans. The author, who himself fled from Ingolstadt, tells the story of
the brave men who attempted the “Home Run,” the escape from the
grueling German POW camps of WWII, including stories from the
notorious flag IV-C and Colditz Castle. 16 pages of photos.
175 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  $7.95

*7723113 THE GENERAL AND THE GENIUS:
Groves and Oppenheimer–The Unlikely
Partnership That Built the Atom Bomb. By
James Kunetka. Reveals how two extraordinary men 
pulled off the greatest scientific feat of the twentieth
century. While the greatest battles of history raged
around the globe, the most momentous work of
WWII proceeded silently in seclusion. And at the
heart of that story are two extraordinary men, the

iron willed general and the visionary scientist. 16 pages of photos.
482 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7771185 LAFAYETTE, WE
ARE HERE! By Jean-Michel Steg. June 6, 1918 saw
more American soldiers fall on French soil than the
famous 1944 D-Day landings. Why is this fact so little
known? Steg investigates a cataclysmic battle for the
American Marines in a small wood in northern France,
and presents an informative and accessible overview of
the military strategy and geopolitical context. 148 pages. 
Legend. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $13.95

*7787901 DEBORAH AND THE WAR OF THE
TANKS 1917. By John A. Taylor. Deborah is a
British WWI tank that rose from the grave after
taking part in one of the most momentous battles
in history. In November 1917 she played a leading
role in the first successful massed tank attack at
Cambrai. More than 80 years later the tank’s buried 
remains were discovered and excavated and are
now preserved as a memorial to the battle and the

men who fought in it. 24 pages of photos, some in color. 310 pages.
Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*7755708  12TH SS PANZER DIVISION
HITLERJUGEND: Casemate Illustrated. By
Massimiliano Afiero. A fully illustrated account of the 
infamous 12th SS Panzer Division Hitlerjugend, from 
their formation through to the fierce battles for Caen.
Created in 1943 from teenage members of the Hitler
Youth, the infamous division was attached to I SS
Panzer Corps in March 1944. 128 pages. Casemate.
Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

*4926900 IMMORTAL VALOR: The Black
Medal of Honor Winners of World War II. By
Rober t  Child. In  1993 the U.S.
Army-commissioned a study and determined that
seven men had been denied the Army’s highest
award due to racial discrimination. In 1997, more
than 50 years after the war, President Clinton finally
awarded the Medal of Honor to these seven heroes,
sadly, all but one of them posthumously. 16 pages

of photos, some in color. 288 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*2816180 MY HITCH IN HELL: The Bataan Death March. By
Lester I. Tenney. Captured by the Japanese after the fall of Bataan, Lester
Tenney was one of the very few who would survive the legendary Death
March and three and a half years in Japanese prison camps. This is his
inspiring epic about the triumph of human will despite unimaginable
suffering. This edition includes a new epilogue by the author. Photos.
232 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound.  $16.95

*7789157 BAREFOOT GEN, VOLUME 1: A
Cartoon Story of Hiroshima. By Keiji Nakazawa. The 
powerful, tragic, autobiographical story of the bombing 
of Hiroshima and its aftermath, seen through the eyes
of the artist as a young boy growing up in Japan. The
honest portrayal of emotions and experiences speaks
to children and adults everywhere in this graphic novel. 
Fully illus. 284 pages. Last Gasp. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.95  $13.95

*482282X STALIN’S WAR ON JAPAN: The
Red Army’s Manchurian Strategic Offensive
Operation 1945. By Charles Stephenson. Did
Japan surrender in 1945 because of the death and
devastation caused by the atomic bombs–or
because of the crushing defeat inflicted on their
armies by the Soviet Union in Manchukuo, the
puppet state they set up in north-east China?
Stephenson’s engrossing narrative throws new

light on the last act of the Second World War. Maps & photos.
226 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4816595        HITLER’S FATAL
MISCALCULATION: Why Germany Declared
War on the United States. By Klaus H.
Schmider. Hitler’s decision to declare war on the
United States has baffled generations of historians. 
In this revisionist new history of those fateful
months, Schmider seeks to uncover the chain of
events which would incite the German leader to
declare war on the United States in December

1941. Illus. 595 pages. Cambridge. Pub. at $39.99  $29.95
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4855965 OPERATION SWALLOW: American
Soldiers’ Remarkable Escape from Berga
Concentration Camp. By Mark Felton. The true
story of how a small group of American soldiers
tried to save hundreds of fellow servicemen from
a diabolical Nazi plan to turn Allied prisoners of
war into concentration camp slaves. It is a daring
tale of sacrifice, heroism, and escape set during
one of the most appalling chapters of world

history. Photos. 291 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

*390069X MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF THE
EASTERN FRONT: Reassessing the Great
Patriotic War. By Boris Sokolov. As Sokolov
shows in this powerful and thought-provoking
study, the heroic and tragic side of the war is
highlighted while the dark side–the incompetent, 
negligent and even criminal way the war was
run–is overlooked. He demonstrates that many of 
the fabrications put forward by the Soviets during

and immediately after the war persist into the present day. Photos.
381 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*7729642 RED ARMY WEAPONS OF THE SECOND WORLD
WAR. By Michael Green. While the Red Army’s arsenal at the start of
WWII included weapons dating back to the Great War or earlier, the
1930s’ modernization program had introduced the automatic Tokarev
pistol and self-loading Tokare rifle. Photos. 249 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*1977261 SAVING MY ENEMY: How Two
WWII Soldiers Fought Against Each Other and
Later Forged a Friendship That Saved Their
Lives. By Bob Welch. Marlarkey and Engelbert both
were soldiers in WWII, on opposite sides. On the 60th
anniversary of the start of the Battle of the Bulge, these
two survivors met. Both men were still scarred,
haunted, by nightmares of war. And finally, after they
met, they were able to save each other’s lives. Photos.

273 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $11.95

*4947010 STRATEGY AND THE SECOND
WORLD WAR: How the War Was Won, and Lost.
By Jeremy Black. In this timely work, which fills a real
gap, Black engages with the strategic issues of the
time, as they developed chronologically, and
interacted, and relates these to subsequent debates
about the choices made, revealing their continued
political resonances. 302 pages. Robinson.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $16.95

*7795025 DOCTORS AT WAR: The
Clandestine Battle Against the Nazi
Occupation of France. By Ellen Hampton.
Tells the stories of physicians in France working
to impede the German war effort and undermine
French collaborators during the Occupation
from 1940 to 1945. Stands as a dramatic,
character-driven account of physicians’ courage 
and resilience in the face of evil. The doctors

who negotiated the terrifying moral labyrinth that was the German
military’s occupation of France. Illus. 173 pages. LaSUP.  $29.95

*4760379 STALIN’S WAR: A New History of World War II. By
Sean McMeekin. Revolutionizes our understanding of the World War
II conflict by moving its epicenter to the east, showing how the war in
Europe is the one Stalin wanted. McMeekin offers a groundbreaking
reassessment of the Second World War, essential reading for anyone
looking to understand the current world order. 24 pages of photos.
832 pages. Basic. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

*7767498 STALIN’S WAR: A New History of
World War II. By Sean McMeekin. Revolutionizes our
understanding of the World War II conflict by moving its 
epicenter to the east, showing how the war in Europe is
the one Stalin wanted. McMeekin offers a
groundbreaking reassessment of the Second World
War, essential reading for anyone looking to understand 
the current world order. 24 pages of photos. 831 pages. 
Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

*1906577 SCOUTS OUT: A History of
German Armored Reconnaissance Units in
World War II. By Robert Edwards et al. The
definit ive account of German armored
reconnaissance in WWII. Features profiles of the 
armored vehicles that performed vital functions
for the Third Reich’s war machine. Capsule
histories of the reconnaissance elements of
panzer and mechanized infantry divisions,

including those of the Waffen-SS and Luftwaffe. Photos, some in
color. 518 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95

*4801881 THE JUNGLE WAR AGAINST THE
JAPANESE: From the Veterans Fighting in Asia
1941-1945. By Tim Heath. Tells the story of the
jungle war against the Japanese, which was arguably
one of the worst terrors that could be inflicted upon a
soldier, faced with a brutal, sadistic and
uncompromising enemy in an alien environment. 24
pages of photos. 193 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

1922165 CREATING HITLER’S GERMANY: The 
Birth of Extremism. By Tim Heath. Weaving the
stories of three German families from the beginning
of Germany’s territorial aspirations of the First World 
War to the shattered dream of a thousand-year Reich 
in the Second World War, Heath’s rich narrative
explores a multitude of rare and untapped resources
to explore the darkest recesses of German social
and military history. 16 pages of photos. 220 pages. 

Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95

*7708181 U.S. ARMY DIAMOND T
VEHICLES IN WORLD WAR II. By Didier
Andres. This account describes in technical
detail the evolution of the Diamond T design, and
all the Diamond T models produced for the Army
during World War II, including wrecker trucks,
pontoon trucks, dump trucks, halftracks, and
prime mover trucks. Photos. 160 pages.
Casemate. 8x10¼. Pub. at $37.95  $28.95

*4958675 PANZER III. By Thomas Anderson. 
the Panzerkampfwagen was the mainstay of the
German armored force in the early years of World
War II and spearheaded the victories in Poland,
Western Europe and the Balkans. Following these
early triumphs, it was upgraded with improved
armor and a more effective main weapon, and this
later version proved effective during combat
against British tanks in the North African desert

campaign. Photos. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $50.00  $37.95

*4859294 THE TIGER FROM POZNAN. By Richard Siegert. This is
the account of Eastern Front veteran Richard Siegert, the gunner and later
commander of the defenders’ sole Tiger tank. His account details how the
crew fought gallantly against impossible odds, even when the Tiger was
immobilized. Photos. 140 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95  $24.95

*1941046 THE 614TH TANK DESTROYER BATTALION: Fighting
on Both Fronts. By Samuel de Korte. Third Platoon, C Company, 614th
Tank Destroyer Battalion was the first Black Army unit to win the
distinguished unit citation during WWII. Learn about the challenges of the
segregated soldiers who fought for equal rights and representation.
Included are lists of medals awarded to the men during the war, as well as a
list of casualties and those that served in the unit. 16 pages of photos. 227
pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*1957392 WORLD WAR II SNIPERS: The
Men, Their Guns, Their Stories. By Gary Yee.
This comprehensive narrative covers training, the
sniper’s battlefield role in the main theaters, and
details of the specialist weapons and equipment
used by snipers. Drawing on memoirs,
government documents, and interviews, this
incorporates eyewitness accounts to retell the story 
of the WWII sniper from every angel. Fully illus.,

some in color. 352 pages. Casemate. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.95  $37.95

*7724454 PRISONERS OF THE CASTLE: An
Epic Story of Survival and Escape from
Colditz, the Nazis’ Fortress Prison. By Ben
Macintyre. Traces the WWII’s arc from within
Colditz’s stone walls, where the stakes rose as
Hitler’s war machine faltered and the men feared
that liberation would not come soon enough to
spare them a grisly fate. A true story of one of
history’s most notorious prisons and the

remarkable cast of POWs who tried relentlessly to escape their Nazi
captors. 32 pages of photos. 342 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

4832337 ACHTUNG-PANZER! The Development of Tank Warfare.
By Heinz Guderian. A rare, enlightening account by Guderian reveals his
thoughts and theories on armored warfare which he then puts to action to
devastating effect during WWII. His treatise on the importance of tank
development and on modern mechanized technology shows exactly why
the Germans dominated land warfare in the early stage of the fighting. 16
pages of photos. 220 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

4976762 CHECKMATE IN BERLIN: The Cold War Showdown That
Shaped the Modern World. By Giles Milton. Recounts the first battle of
the Cold War–the race to seize Berlin–as we’ve never before seen it. A tale
of intense rivalry and raw power, it is above all a story of flawed individuals
who were determined to win, and Milton does a masterful job of weaving
among all the key players’ motivations and thinking at every turn. 16 pages
of photos. 377 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
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1922173 CROMWELL AND CENTAUR TANKS: TankCraft 9. By
Dennis Oliver. The Cromwell was one of the most successful of the
cruiser tanks produced during WWII. Included in this volume are 12
pages of full color illustrations depicting over 20 tanks. Also histories of
the regiments and battalions that operated the Cromwell and Centaur as
well as technical analysis and a list of modifications. 64 pages. Pen &
Sword. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

1945491 DEATH RIDE OF THE
PANZERS: German Armor and the
Retreat in the West 1944-45. By
Dennis Oliver. From a renowned expert
on WWII armor comes a comprehensive
guide to German vehicles and crews in
the latter days of the conflict. Using
battle logs, officer memoirs, and years

of archival research, Oliver presents an exhaustive and informative record
of armored movements and makeup. Well illus., some color. 205 pages.
Skyhorse. 11x8½. Pub. at $29.99  $5.95

4987810 SAVING THE LIGHT AT CHARTRES.
By Victor A. Pollak. As war engulfed Europe in the
fall of 1939, master glass artisans dismantled the
hundreds of stained glass windows of the Chartres
Cathedral, and soldiers, tradesmen, and laborers
along with local volunteers crated thousands of
glass panels and stowed them in the crypt–and just 
before the German invaders arrived, hauled them
across the country to an underground quarry. Color

photos. 385 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*4900685 SICILY ‘43: The First Assault on
Fortress Europe. By James Holland. A powerful
and dramatic account by a master military historian
based on his own battlefield studies in Sicily and on 
much newer research. In this comprehensive
examination Holland fills a major gap in the
narrative history of World War II. 16 pages of
photos. 598 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at
$20.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95

1918052 THE FIRST WORLD WAR AND ITS AFTERMATH: The
Shaping of the Middle East. Ed. by T.G. Fraser. Gathers together leading
scholars in the field to examine the impact of the First World War on the
Middle East–a field crucial to the understanding of the conflicts unfolding
today. 350 pages. Gingko. Pub. at $80.00  PRICE CUT to $7.95

195783X SECRET ALLIANCES: Special
Operations and Intelligence in Norway
1940-1945. By Tony Insall. Provides insights into
the uniquely close political relationship that afforded
powerful assistance for a successful resistance
movement. An authoritative new perspective on
some of the most remarkable exploits of the Second
World War. Photos. 422 pages. Biteback.
Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*4904664  1939: A People’s History of the Coming of the Second 
World War. By Frederick Taylor. Drawing on contemporary diaries,
memoirs, and newspapers, as well as interviews, this is a narrative account
of what the coming of the Second World War felt like to those who lived
through it. Taylor highlights the day by day experiences of ordinary citizens
as well as those who were at the height of power. 16 pages of photos.
434 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7699689  1939: A People’s History of the
Coming of the Second World War. By Frederick
Taylor. Chronicles the dramatic months from the
Munich Agreement to Hitler’s invasion of Poland
and the beginning of WWII. The day to day
experiences of ordinary citizens as well as those at
the height of power in Germany and Britain are
highlighted in this rich and vivid narrative of
Europe’s slide into the horrors of war. 16 pages of

photos. 434 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95
4870891 W O R L D  W A R  I I
INFOGRAPHICS. By N. Aubin & V. Bernard.
A state of the art approach to understanding
World War II in detail, from mobilization of
troops and production of armaments to
disp lacemen ts of  popu la t ion and the
conflict’s major battles. Fully illus. in color.
192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x11¾.
Pub. at $40.00  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*1949586 THE STRIKE WINGS: Special Anti-Shipping
Squadrons 1942-45. By Roy Conyers Nesbit. In November 1942, the
RAF formed special ‘Strike Wings’ to attack the heavily defended and
seemingly invulnerable convoys that brought Germany’s vital supplies of
iron ore for Scandinavia down the coast of Europe to feed its war machine.
The outcome was a series of sea/air battles engaged at close quarters,
fought with ferocity until the last days of the war. Photos. 288 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1984519 THE WORLD WAR II BOOK:
Big Ideas Simply Explained. By Adrian
Gilbert et al. Cuts through the political and
military jargon, and is packed with pithy
explanations and insightful illustrations
o f  t he  most  impor t an t  even t s  and
milestones during the conflict. Explores
the politics, tactics, and technologies
behind each event. 336 pages. Dorling

Kindersley. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4938283 OVER THE TOP:  Al ternate
Histories of the First World War. Ed. by P.G.
Tsouras & S. Jones. You will find a vast clash of
empires as Germany and Russia decide the fate of
Europe in 1914, an imaginative British scheme to
attack the Ottoman Empire from land and sea in
1915, a desperate battle for survival as French and
American forces fight side by side at Verdun in
1916, a reimagined 1917 where the tank truly

comes of age, and much more. 16 pages of photos. 210 pages. Pen & 
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1932101 THE IMPOSTER’S WAR: The Press, 
Propaganda, and the Newsman who Battled for
the Minds of America. By Mark Arsenault. The
author unearths the truth about John Rathom’s origins 
and revisits a surreal and too little known passage in
American history that reverberates today. It
encompasses the propaganda battle that set America
on the course for war. Arsenault tracks the rise and fall
of Rathom, while providing the rich and fascinating

context of Germany’s acts of subterfuge through the early years of WWI.
Photos. 330 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*4924762 THE NEUTRON’S LONG SHADOW: Legacies of
Nuclear Explosives Production in the Manhattan Project. By
Martin Miller. Miller pulls back the curtain on the production of the
atomic bomb, welcoming readers into the factories of the Manhattan
Project to explore the machinery that made the weapon possible.
Detailed history joins a gallery of haunting photographs, providing a
rare glimpse at the birth of this apocalyptic explosive. 208 pages.
Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $45.00  PRICE CUT to $29.95

DVD 7686102 DUNKIRK. Widescreen. What
happened at Dunkirk in May 1940 must rank as one
of the greatest maritime evacuations in history. A
third of a million British soldiers were facing
annihilation but just days later the majority had
been rescued and Churchill had delivered his most
famous speech. This docudrama gives a true
understanding of what actually happened. English
SDH. Three hours. BBC.  $5.95

DVD 4672828 WWI: 100th Anniversary
Collection. Fullscreen. Discover the courage,
honor, and sacrifices made 100 years ago with
this collection of three compelling documentary
series on WWI–20 programs in all. Includes:
WWI–The War To End All Wars; War Birds Over The 
Trenches; and The Great War. In Color and B&W.
Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek.
Pub. at $29.98  $5.95

1979663 ROME, CITY IN TERROR: The Nazi
Occupation 1943-44. By Victor Failmezger. This is
the compelling story of the Eternal City brought low,
of the terror and hardship of occupation, and of the
disparate army of partisan fighters, international
diplomats, Vatican priests, Allied POW’s and the
ordinary men and women who battled for the
liberation of Rome. 16 pages of photos, some in
color. 496 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

7753411 GERMAN MEDIUM TANK
PANZERKAMPFWAGEN IV AUSF. G/H/J. By
Michal Kuchciak. Until the fall of 1942, this tank was
the heaviest tank in the army of the Third Reich.
Initially, it was armed with a 75 mm short-barreled
cannon, but as a result of the experience gained, it
was rearmed with long-barreled guns. Offers a variety 
of period photos, color profiles, and meticulous plans 
that highlight technical detail. 80 pages. Kagero.

8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

4873009 VEHICLE ART OF WORLD WAR
TWO. By John Norris. This visually stunning
volume presents many fine examples (original
and recreated) of the art that adorned the
military vehicles of both Allied and Axis forces.
Both official unit markings, such as divisional
badges and unit emblems, as well as decidedly 
less official renderings of pin-up girls and
cartoon characters are included. 180 pages.

Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95
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490396X COUNTDOWN 1945: The Extraordinary
Story of the Atomic Bomb and the 116 Days That
Changed the World. By Chris Wallace with M. Weiss.
Takes readers inside the minds of the iconic and elusive
figures who join the quest for the bomb, each for
different reasons. Told with vigor, intelligence, and
humanity, this electrifying behind the scenes narrative
of the 166 days leading up to the American attack on
Hiroshima is the definitive account of one of the most

significant moments in history. Photos. 312 pages. S&S. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  $3.95

7681771 THE FATE OF NATIONS, VOLUME TWO: The Story of the
First World War. By G.J. Meyer. Begins with the Battle of Verdun, the
longest battle to the Great War and one of the most terrible ever fought.
Offers interesting and controversial insights into the motivations of many of
the key participants. Photos. 400 pages. Amberley. Paperbound.  $6.95

4986067 AMERICAN ARMOR IN THE
PACIFIC. By Mike Guardia. Explores the role of
American armor during the Pacific War, exploring
the evolution of both the American and Japanese
armored forces, the development and capabilities
of the different tanks used during the war, and their 
part in the ferocious battles fought in the Pacific
between 1942 and 1945. Fully illus. 128 pages.
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

4920244 LAST MISSION TO TOKYO: The
Extraordinary Story of the Doolittle Raiders and
Their Final Fight for Justice. By Michel Paradis.
Uncovers one of the last untold stories of a seminal
moment in World War II: the trials in Shanghai–one by
the Japanese of the Americans and the other by the
Americans of the Japanese–that determined the future 
of our legal and military history. The result is a
heart-stopping, perspective-shifting courtroom

drama that opens our eyes to a final act in the story of our greatest
generation. Photos. 469 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95

3880192 RESCUE AT LOS BANOS: The Most Daring Prison
Camp Raid of World War II. By Bruce Henderson. The spellbinding 
survival story of more than two thousand American and Allied civilian
prisoners of war–men, women, and children–held in the Philippines
by the Japanese during WWII, and the elite 11th Airborne Division’s
heart-pounding mission in a race against the clock to rescue them
from behind enemy lines. Photos. 366 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

1936794 SICILY ‘43: The First Assault on
Fortress Europe. By James Holland. A powerful
and dramatic account by a master military
historian based on his own battlefield studies in
Sicily and on much new research. In this
comprehensive examination Holland fills a major
gap in the narrative history of World War II. 16
pages of photos. 598 pages. Atlantic Monthly.
Pub. at $30.00  $9.95

1922009  1918: The Decisive Year in Soldiers’
Own Words and Photographs. By Richard van
Emden. Utilizing an unparalleled collection of
memoirs, diaries and letters written by the men who
fought, van Emden tells the riveting story of 1918,
when decisive victory was grasped from near
catastrophe. The Germans gambled with their best,
battle-hardened men in one desperate offensive after
another, searching for a decisive breakthrough that

never came. Well illus. 373 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $7.95

4986164 CHURCHILL’S ABANDONED
PRISONERS: The British Soldiers Deceived
in the Russian Civil War. By Rupert Wieloch.
Following the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, and
during the organized evacuation of refugees from
Omsk in November 1919, fifteen British soldiers
were taken prisoners. Here Wieloch reveals how
they became pawns in the conflict between the
Prime Minister, David Lloyd George, and the War

Secretary, Winston Churchill, over Anglo-Russian policy. Photos.
258 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  $3.95

*4719344 USMC M4A2 SHERMAN VS
JAPANESE TYPE 95 HA-GO: Duel 108. By
Romain Cansiere with E. Gilbert. In this detailed,
illustrated volume the authors document the
design, development, technical specifications, and
combat deployments of the M4A2 and the Type 95
tanks. They also discuss how the differing tactics
and approaches to armored warfare of the opposing
sides soon became apparent in these deadly

encounters. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $11.95

4916123 THE ORDER OF THE DAY. By Eric Vuillard. This behind the
scenes account of the Anschluss, tells a story of corporate greed, failed
diplomacy, and shortsightedness–all of which helped the Nazis come to
power. 132 pages. Other Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $2.95

*1922939 THE ALL-AMERICAN CREW: A True
Story of a World War II Bomber and the Men Who
Flew It. By Russell N. Low. On January 23, 1943, a
B-24 Liberator bomber and its crew disappeared
without a trace in New Guinea. Their families never
knew what happened to them. Now, 80 years later, their
long-forgotten letters and dusty photographs finally tell
their story. Well illus. 388 pages. Craven Street.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $13.95

*697578X THE TANK KILLERS: A History of
America’s World War II Tank Destroyer Force.
By Harry Yeide. The story of the specialized U.S.
armored force that was designed specifically to kill
enemy tanks in direct combat. It follows the men
who fought in the tank destroyers from the
formation of the force in 1941 until victory over the
Third Reich in 1945. Illus. 292 pages. Casemate.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

*4947711 THE BATTLE FOR TINIAN: Vital Stepping Stone in
America’s War Against Japan. By Nathan N. Prefer. In July 1944, the
island of Tinian had already been bombarded for a month and both and:
both learned their lessons from the previous island-hopping invasions. The
U.S. acted with great skill, nevertheless, the Japanese resisted with
stubbornness, and the already decimated U.S. Marines suffered hundreds
more casualties. The battle saw the first U.S. use of napalm, using it to
facilitate the painstaking work of rooting out strongpoints. Photos.
238 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

*197579X THE ATLAS OF WORLD WAR II.
By John Pimlott. Traces the course of the conflict
chronologically by showing each major
campaign as a full-color map, further illustrated
by archive action pictures. Presents the political
and strategic conditions that led to the war,
offering a unique insight into military operations
and tactics. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

*1931067 BLOOD AND RUINS: The Last
Imperial War, 1931-1945. By Richard Overy. In this
volume Overy pushes us to take a global perspective
on the war, one that looks more broadly than the typical 
focus on military conflict between the Allied and Axis
states. Above all he explains the bitter cost for those
involved in fighting, and the exceptional level of crime
and atrocity that marked the war. Photos. 990 pages.
Viking. Pub. at $42.00  $27.95

*4961544 THE COMBAT HISTORY OF
GERMAN HEAVY ANTI-TANK UNIT 653 IN
WORLD WAR II. By Karlheinz Munch. German
Heavy Anti-Tank Unit 653 was equipped with the
heaviest tank destroying vehicles of the German
armed forces. The seventy-five ton, heavily armored
Jadgtiger was the behemoth of the battlefield and
boasted a 128mm gun with a range of more than
thirteen miles. Includes hundreds of photos, many

never seen before, of Germany’s rarely seen tank destroyers. 366 pages.
Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4830806   JAPANESE TANKS AND
ARMOURED WARFARE 1932-45: A Military and
Political History. By David McCormack. Looks
beyond widely held misconceptions to create a new
narrative in which Japan’s rightful place as a leading
innovator in tank design is restored. The author’s
research provides the reader with an objective
appraisal of both the successes and failures of the
Empire of the Sun’s tank force. 16 pages of photos,

some in color. 160 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*4828887 THE JAPANESE HOME FRONT 1937-45: Elite 240. By
Philip Jowett. Reveals the many military and civil defense organizations
active in wartime Japan, while specially commissioned artwork and
carefully chosen archive photographs depict the appearance of men,
women, and children involved in the Japanese war effort in the home
islands throughout World War II. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $20.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*4962125 THE HIDDEN PLACES OF WORLD
WAR II: The Extraordinary Sites Where History
Was Made During the War That Saved
Civilization. By Jerome M. O’Connor. Takes you to
overlooked places and describes unknown events
where World War II history was made. With a
journalist’s insight for detail, including participant
interviews and never before seen photos, readers of all
generations will be engaged by the same locales that

changed history. 340 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $9.95
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World War I & World War II
*DVD 4703057 ASIA IN THE GREAT WAR. Widescreen.
Nearly two million men from across Asia were recruited to fight in
WWI. They were Indian soldiers from remote communities,
Chinese farmers from rural outposts who worked as laborers,
Vietnamese fishermen participating on behalf of their French
colonial masters and Japanese sailors in service of their emperor.
Few remember them or their sacrifices. CC. Over three hours.
Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4844742     DEFEATING THE
PANZER-STUKA MENACE: British Spigot
Weapons of the Second World War. By David
Lister with T. Anderson. Exploring a large number
of spigot weapons from the Second World War,
many of which were created by the fertile mind of
one of Britain’s great weapon inventors, Latham
Valentine Stewart Blacker. Photos. 249 pages.
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $21.95
*1930583 THE FIRST COUNTERSPY: Larry
Haas, Bell Aircraft, and the FBI’s Attempt to
Capture a Soviet Mole. By K. Haas & W.W.
Pickut. During World War II the FBI discovered that 
Schevchenko was operating a wide-ranging spy
network hidden wtihin a large segment of the
American aviation industry. After nearly two years
of surveillance and delivering incriminating
material to Schevchenko, however, what

Washington did was surprising: it blocked the FBI from apprehending
him. 16 pages of photos. 371 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

*1911422 MORE PRECIOUS THAN PEACE:
A New History of America in World War I. By
Justus D. Doenecke. Covers diplomatic, military,
and ideological aspects of U.S. involvement as a
full-scale participant in World War I. Doenecke
explores the Wilson administration’s quest for
national unity, the Creel Committee, and “patriotic”
crusades. Weaving together these topics and many
others, he creates a lively and comprehensive

narrative. Photos. 515 pages. UNDP.  Pub. at $35.00  $21.95
*1969560 CHECKMATE IN BERLIN: The Cold War Showdown
That Shaped the Modern World. By Giles Milton. Recounts the first
battle of the Cold War–the race to seize Berlin–as we’ve never before
seen it. An exhilarating tale of intense rivalry and raw power, it is above all
a story of flawed individuals who were determined to win, and Milton
does a masterful job of weaving among all the key players’ motivations
and thinking at every turn. 16 pages of photos. 378 pages. Holt.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*4687817 ARTILLERY WARFARE, 1939-1945. By Simon &
Jonathan Forty. This highly illustrated history stresses the importance 
of artillery on every front and analyzes how artillery equipment,
training, and tactical techniques developed during the conflict.
224 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $27.95

*3962253   SOVIET TANK UNITS,
1939-45: Identification Guide. By David
Porter. Featuring more than 250 same scale, full 
color artworks with full specifications detailing
every major armored fighting vehicle used by
the Red Army during World War II, this is a
comprehensive, authoritative guide for both the
military modeler and World War II enthusiast.
192 pages. Amber. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95
*4827929 THE 38M TOLDI LIGHT TANK:
Photosniper 31. By Peter Mujzer. The 38M Toldi
light tank entered into service in 1940. Before that 
time the Army had its WWI style armored trains,
armored cars and the tiny Italian FIAT Ansaldo
tanke t tes .  I t  was  designa ted  for  the
reconnaissance and liaison role. The first armored 
vehicle produced by the Hungarian War Industry
during the war. Fully illus. 120 pages. Kagero.

8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  $19.95
*4928865 BLACKBOARDS AND BOMB SHELTERS: The Perilous 
Journey of Americans in China During World War II. By James P.
Bevill. When three Yale graduates traveled to China in the summer of
1941 to teach English to middle-school students, they routinely taught
classes outside a bomb shelter. This is an engaging story of Americans in 
China, educating civilians, healing the wounded, and supporting Chinese 
military resistance against Japanese imperialism. Photos. 320 pages.
Schiffer. Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*1911643 PARKER HITT: The Father of American Military
Cryptology. By Betsy Rohaly Smoot. Brings Parker Hitt’s legacy to life,
chronicling his upbringing, multiple careers, ingenious mind, and
independent spirit. Drawing from a never before seen cache of Hitt’s
letters, photographs, and diaries, Smoot introduces readers to Hitt’s life
on the front lines, in classrooms and workshops, and at home. 16 pages
of photos. 290 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

7702574 A HOUSE IN THE MOUNTAINS: The
Women Who Liberated Italy from Fascism. By 
Caroline Moorehead. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In
the late summer of 1943, when Italy changed sides 
in the war and the Germans, now their enemies,
occupied the north of the country, an Italian
Resistance was born. For partisan women, it was a
time of camaraderie and equality, pride and
optimism. They proved to themselves and the

world, what resolve, tenacity, and exceptional courage could achieve. 
Photos. 642 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99  $5.95

*7735510 PRISONERS OF THE CASTLE: An
Epic Story of Survival and Escape from Colditz,
the Nazis’ Fortress Prison. By Ben Macintyre.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Traces the WWII’s arc from
within Colditz’s stone walls, where the stakes rose as
Hitler’s war machine faltered and the men feared that
liberation would not come soon enough to spare them
a grisly fate. A true story of one of history’s most
notorious prisons and the remarkable cast of POWs

who tried relentlessly to escape their Nazi captors. 32 pages of photos.
509 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $23.95

Hitler & the Nazis
771680X THE HIDDEN NAZI: The Untold Story
of America’s Deal with the Devil. By Dean
Reuter et al. The authors have spent decades on the 
trail of the elusive General Hans Kammler,
uncovering documents unseen since the 1940s
and visiting the purported site of Kammler’s death,
now in the Czech Republic. Their astonishing
discovery, that the U.S. actually had him in custody 
after his reported suicide, provides a story more

harrowing and shocking than the most thrilling fiction. Photos.
410 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $6.95

4872584 THE GERMAN ARMY ON THE
EASTERN FRONT: An Inner View of the
Ostheer’s Experiences of War. By J. Rutherford & 
A.E. Wettstein. Histories of the German army tend to
focus on battlefield exploits and tend to neglect
other aspects of the army’s experience. This
groundbreaking text aims to correct this incomplete,
often misleading picture using a selection of
revealing extracts from a wide range of wartime

documents. 228 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $5.95
4933656 HITLER AND THE HABSBURGS: The
Fuhrer’s Vendetta Against the Austrian Royals.
By James Longo. Through a decade of research and
interviews with Habsburg descendants, Longo
explores the roots of Hitler’s determination to
destroy the family of the dead Archduke Franz
Ferdinand, and he uncovers the family members’
courageous fight against the Fuhrer. Photos.
315 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $25.99  $7.95

CD 7695977 HITLER’S LAST DAYS. By Bill
O’Reilly. Read by Robert Petkoff. A thoroughly
researched and thrilling historical account of Hitler’s
last days, and the death of one of the most reviled
villains of the 20th century, whose regime of murder
and terror haunts the world even today. Four hours on 4 
CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

7762038 HITLER’S LAST PLOT: The 139 VIP Hostages
Selected for Death in the Final Days of World War II. By I.
Sayer & J. Dronfield. Revealed now for the first time the shocking
story of how the SS rounded up the Nazis’ most prominent
prisoners to serve as bargaining chips for Hitler in a deadly
endgame during the last days of World War II. 16 pages of photos.
344 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

1956493 THE GESTAPO: The Myth and Reality
of Hitler’s Secret Police. By Frank McDonough.
This is the authoritative account of the Gestapo
derived from previously unpublished case files. It
relates the vivid and disturbing stories of a cross
section of ordinary and extraordinary people who
opposed the Nazi regime, people drawn into the
Gestapo’s web of intrigue, and the cold blooded
methods of the Gestapo officers. Photos. 309 pages.

Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $6.95
1922726 SS SPECIALIST UNITS IN
COMBAT: Images of War. By Bob Carruthers. 
This is the definitive record of the specialist
units whose endeavors enabled the Waffen-SS
to function as an elite fighting force and an
essential reference for any enthusiast’s
collection. Fully illus. 160 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $5.95
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Hitler & the Nazis
1947435 CHASING GOLD: The Incredible
Story of How the Nazis Stole Europe’s Bullion.
By George M. Taber. Reveals the story of the
integral role that gold played in World War II, from
its influences on the Nazi war machine to the
ultimate triumph by the Allies and the fall of Berlin.
16 pages of photos. 527 pages. Pegasus.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $4.95

*7773463 SURVIVORS CLUB: The True Story
of a Very Young Prisoner of Auschwitz. By M.
Bornstein & D.B. Holinstat. Tells the story of how a
father’s courageous wit, a mother’s love, and one
perfectly timed illness saved Michael’s life, and
how others dodged death at the hands of the Nazis.
Shocking, heartbreaking and uplifting. Ages 14 &
up. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 350 pages.
Square Fish. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

4944410 THE DEATH OF HITLER: The Final
Word. By J-C. Brisard & L. Parshina. Hitler
committed suicide in his bunker as the Red Army
closed in on Berlin. But the truth about what the
Russian secret services found was hidden from
history when, three months later, Stalin declared that 
Hitler was still alive. The rumors that spread like
wildfire have not been put to rest–until now. Photos.
329 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $29.00  $7.95

7763921 ARCTIC FRONT: The Advance of
Mountain Corps Norway on Murmansk, 1941.
By Wilhelm Hess. The high point of the war on the
Arctic Front was the assembly and advance of
Germany’s Mountain Corps Norway in the summer
and autumn of 1941. In addition to describing how
the operations conducted by the mountain corps
unfolded, Hess provides insight as to how the terrain,
the flow of supplies, and the war at sea impacted

those operations. Maps. 212 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $45.00  $7.95
1985914 NAZI WIVES: The Women at the Top of Hitler’s Germany.
By James Wyllie. Explores the wives of officers in Hitler’s inner circle in
detail and interweaves their stories through years of struggle, power,
decline, and destruction into the post war twilight of denial and delusion.
Photos. 288 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

3516539 THE GESTAPO: A History of Horror. By
Jacques Delarue. Perhaps the most horrifying
embodiment of a government’s disregard for the value 
of human life, the Gestapo, Nazi Germany’s secret
police force, was a veritable killing machine. This book 
probes the organization’s history, and explains how it
could come into being, who was behind it, what they
did, and why. Photos. 372 pages. Skyhorse.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95
4973828 THE REICH’S ORCHESTRA: The
Berlin Philharmonic 1933-45. By Misha Aster.
With research based entirely on primary sources,
this work draws together documents from the
orchestra and numerous State archives, as well as
unpublished letter and private memoirs from the
musicians themselves, and reflects not only the
experience of a major cultural institution but also
convincingly conveys how German society as a

whole was seduced and corrupted by Nazism’s toxic ideology.
Photos. 276 pages. Mosaic. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95
4973755 WAFFEN-SS: Hitler’s Army at War. By Adrian Gilbert.
In this definitive single-volume history, the author considers the
contribution of foreign troops to the Waffen-SS, examines its
specialist training and ideological outlook, and describes the battles
and campaigns that brought it both fame and notoriety. 16 pages of
photos. 496 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $32.50  $9.95

*1991787 THE NIGHT OF THE LONG KNIVES:
Forty-Eight Hours That Changed the History of the
World. By Paul R. Maracin. Chronicles how an entire
nation could allow Adolf Hitler–a mediocre army
corporal and failed landscape artist–to become the
architect of the most calamitous events of the 20th
century, and the June 30, 1934 event that would come
to be known as “The Night of the Long Knives.”
225 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

4880757 FASTER: How a Jewish Driver, an American Heiress,
and a Legendary Car Beat Hitler’s Best. By Neal Bascomb. As
Nazi Germany launched its campaign of racial terror and pushed the
world toward war, these three misfits banded together to challenge
Hitler’s dominance at the apex of motorsport: the Grand Prix. Their
quest for redemption culminated in a remarkable race that is still
talked about in racing circles to this day. Photos. 344 pages. HMH.
Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

4906748 A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE THIRD
REICH: The Rise and Fall of the Nazis. By Martyn
Whittock. Tells the story of the men who rose to the fore 
in the dangerous days of the Weimar, and soon
became a threat to the whole world. This account also
gives a convincing and personality-driven overview of
how ordinary Germans became seduced by the
dreams of a new world order. 356 pages. Robinson.
Paperbound.  $4.95

*7695667 THE SAUCER AND THE SWASTIKA: The Dark
Myth of Nazi UFOs. By S.D. Tucker. The stories in this work are
bizarre: Nazi saucer-pilots fighting alongside Saddam Hussein in
the first Gulf War; alien boot-prints whose soles bear swastikas
being found in the wake of UFO-landings; and more. Photos.
320 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $29.95  $24.95

1945971 NIGHT OF THE ASSASSINS: The Untold 
Story of Hitler’s Plot to Kill FDR, Churchill, and
Stalin. By Howard Blum. The year is 1943, and Hitler
sees an opportunity when Roosevelt, Churchill and
Stalin meet in Tehran, to turn the tide. So a plan is
devised to assassinate them. A hand-picked team of
Nazi commandos have six days to complete the
mission. Blum offers a suspenseful true-life tale about
an impossible mission, a ticking clock, and one man

who stepped up to the challenge to prevent a catastrophe. Photos.
373 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

4986504 NORMANDY 1944: German Military
Organization, Combat Power and
Organizational Effectiveness. By Niklas Zetterling. 
This reference, the result of a thorough survey and
analysis of all the primary data available on German
forces in Normandy, has been compiled for the
historian and general reader alike. Zetterling provides
a new assessment of German soldiers and panzers
employed in Normandy along with their movements

and casualties. 402 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

7697228 WOLF: U-Boat Commanders in World
War II. By Jordan Vause. Vause examines the lives of
several officers in the U-bootwaffe, some famous, and 
some not so famous. Drawing on primary sources,
interviews, and correspondence with the
commanders and their men, he followed several
individual officers from their youth and early naval
training through their wartime experiences, and into
the often bitter peace that followed. Photos.

249 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $9.95

4986334 HERMANN GOERING: Blumenkrieg,
from Vienna to Prague 1938-39. By Blaine
Taylor. Goering was Hitler’s main acolyte in
achieving the peaceful military occupations of
Austria and the Chech-German Sudetenland in
1938, followed by that of Bohemia and Moravia,
plus Memel in 1939. He also helped achieve
alliances with Fascist Slovakia and Italy. Photos.
319 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $40.00  $5.95

4872665 HITLER VERSUS STALIN: The
Eastern Front 1944-1945–Warsaw to Berlin.
By Nik Cornish. A vivid introduction to the
concluding months of the struggle between the
Wehrmacht and the Red Army. In a selection of over
150 mostly unpublished photographs, it depicts the
terrible consequences of Hitler’s invasion of the
Soviet Union four years before. 148 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $4.95

4941039 NAZI WOMEN OF THE THIRD REICH: Serving the
Swastika. By Paul Roland. Fascinating account of what happened to
women during the time of the Third Reich, from the Nazi women’s
organizations that campaigned for their own exclusion from public life 
to the people who risked their lives to oppose fascism. Photos.
240 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7772955 THE GALLERY OF MIRACLES &
MADNESS: Insanity, Art & Hitler’s First
Mass-Murder Programme. By Charlie English. At
the end of WWI, the German doctor Prinzhorn began
building a collection of paintings, drawings, and
sculpture by psychiatric patients that would change the
course of art. But by the 1930s, his artist-patients and
their delicate creations had begun to attract attention of
a different kind, from Adolf Hitler. 16 pages of photos,

some in color. 304 pages. William Collins. Pub. at $28.00  $9.95

4811445 THE GOOD ASSASSIN: How a Mossad Agent and a Band
of Survivors Hunted Down the Butcher of Latvia. By Stephan Talty. In a 
thrilling undercover operation unrivaled by even the most ambitious spy
novels, Mossad agent Jacob Medad traveled to Brazil in an elaborate
disguise, befriended Nazi criminal Herbert Cukurs, and earned his trust,
while negotiations over the Nazi pardon neared a boiling point. Photos.
304 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
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Hitler & the Nazis
*DVD 7760213 ADOLF HITLER. Widescreen. Delve deep into the
life of Adolf Hitler, the Austrian-born German politician who became the
dictator of Germany from 1933 to 1945. He was closely involved in military
operations throughout World War II and was central to the perpetration of
the Holocaust. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Wiki. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

*4844750 HIMMLER’S DEATH SQUAD:
Images of War. By Ian Baxter. The graphic and
shocking photographs in this volume not only
show the hunt for and rounding up of civilians,
communists, Jews and Romani people but the
active support given to the Einsatzguppen by SS 
and Wehrmacht units. The latter strenuously
denied any collusion but the photographic
evidence here refutes this. 133 pages. Pen &

Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

*7729537 HITLER’S ARMED SS: The
Waffen-SS at War 1939-1945. By Anthony
Tucker-Jones. Traces the development of the
Waffen-SS from its origin as Hitler’s bodyguard
to an armed force of 38 divisions. As well as
describing the fighting record of the Waffen-SS,
it covers the numerous war crimes it committed.
24 pages of photos. 228 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

1922556 PANZER I & II: The Birth of Hitler’s Panzerwaffe. By
Anthony Tucker-Jones. This photographic history of the design,
development and operational service of Panzer I and II–much-neglected
tanks–is an ideal introduction to them and a fascinating record of their
service. 116 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

*4817540 RADIO HITLER: Nazi Airwaves in
the Second World War. By Nathan Morley. With
unlimited access to former Reich radio studios and
transmitter sites in Hamburg, Berlin, and Vienna, as
well as to a vast archive of recordings and transcripts,
Morley’s account is a fascinating and revealing
portrait of propaganda, communication and media in
Nazi Germany. 16 pages of photos, some in color.
287 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $32.95  $14.95

*1906437 THE RATLINE: The Exalted Life and
Mysterious Death of a Nazi Fugitive. By Philippe
Sands. Baron Otto Von Wachter was a lawyer, a family
man, and a war criminal, indicted for the murder of
more than a hundred thousand Poles and Jews.
Although he was given a new life and identity via “the
Ratline” to Argentina, his plans were cut short by his
mysterious, shocking death in Rome. 417 pages.
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

*DVD 7709315    THEY SURVIVED
TOGETHER. The Neiger family was living a peaceful 
life in the Jewish community in Krakow when the
arrival of World War II changed their lives forever.
When the Nazi soldiers forced the family from their
home into Ghetto, they vowed to escape as a family.
But when they were forced to separate, their will to
survive was put to the test. Not Rated. 80 minutes.
Soundview Media. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

*7757700 HITLER’S HENCHMEN: Nazi
Executioners and How They Escaped Justice
After WWII. By Helmut Ortner. Uncovers the full
stories of Reichhart, Strippel, Schwinge and others
like them, Nazi perpetrators who enjoyed post-war
careers as judges, university professors, doctors
and politicians. Also reveals that it was not only their 
Nazi pasts that were forgotten, but how the suffering
of the victims, and their relatives was suppressed

and ignored. 111 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

*7757719 LUCKY HITLER’S BIG MISTAKES.
By Paul Ballard-Whyte. Hitler’s blind ideology,
racist hatred and single-mindedness lead him and
his allies inexorably to devastating defeat. The
author concludes, from 1941 onward, the Fuhrer’s
downfall was entirely attributable to military
misjudgements that he made alone. Exposes the
enigmatic Dictator for what he really was–incredibly 
lucky and militarily incompetent. Photos.

310 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4855795 BARBAROSSA THROUGH GERMAN EYES: The
Biggest Invasion in History. By Jonathan Trigg. On June 22, 1941, in
the most momentous decision of the war, Hitler turned East and flung his
victorious armies into the vastness of the Soviet Union. Having signed a
Non-Aggression Pact with him back in 1939, Stalin was taken completely 
by surprise by the German attack. Hitler would then commence the
biggest mass human extermination program in history. 16 pages of
photos. 320 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $32.95  $26.95

*4989821 HITLER’S NORTHERN UTOPIA:
Building the New Order in Occupied Norway. By
Despina Stratigakos. Between 1940 and 1945,
German occupiers transformed Norway into a vast
construction zone. This building campaign was
designed to extend the Greater German Reich beyond
the Arctic Circle and turn the Scandinavian country into 
a racial utopia. Stratigakos provides the first major
history of Nazi efforts to build a Nordic empire. Photos.

313 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $15.95

*3984877 MARTIN BORMANN: Hitler’s
Executioner. By Volker Koop. After Rudolph Hess
carried out his infamous flight to the United Kingdom
in 1941, Martin Bormann stepped into his shoes, and 
ultimately became the clandestine ruler of Nazi
Germany. Drawing heavily on recently declassified
documents and files, Koop reveals the full story of the 
most faithful member of Hitler’s inner circle.
325 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4623274 RAVENSBRUCK: Life and Death in Hitler’s
Concentration Camp for Women. By Sarah Helm. Provides a masterly
and moving account of the most horrific hidden atrocity of WWII:
Ravensbruck, the only Nazi concentration camp built for women. Far
more than a catalog of atrocities, it is also a compelling account of what
one survivor called “the heroism, superhuman tenacity, and exceptional
willpower to survive.” 16 pages of photos. 743 pages. Anchor.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00  $14.95

*1986996 THE HITLER MYTHS: Exposing
the Truth Behind the Stories About the Fuhrer.
By Sjoerd J. de Boer. The author clinically
dissects many of these myths, often in a highly
amusing fashion, as he exposes the inaccuracies
and impossibilities of the stories. The myths are
discussed chronologically, following the course
of Hitler’s life. 16 pages of photos. 243 pages.
Frontline. Pub. at $42.95  $32.95

*4952766 THE PANZER KILLERS: The Untold Story of a
Fighting General and His Spearhead Tank Division’s Charge
into the Third Reich. By Daniel P. Bolger. Reveals the remarkable
battlefield heroics of Major General Maurice Rose, the World War II
tank commander, whose third armored division struck fear into the
hearts of Hitler’s panzer crews. This is a unique and masterful story of
battlefield leadership, destined to become a classic. 16 pages of
photos. 411 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*1943979 THE PANZER KILLERS: The Untold
Story of a Fighting General and His Spearhead
Tank Division’s Charge into the Third Reich. By
Daniel P. Bolger. Reveals the remarkable battlefield
heroics of Major General Maurice Rose, the World War 
II tank commander, whose third armored division
struck fear into the hearts of Hitler’s panzer crews. This
is a unique and masterful story of battlefield
leadership, destined to become a classic. 16 pages of

photos. 410 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $13.95

*4927214 A JUDGE IN AUSCHWITZ: Konrad
Morgen’s Crusade Against Corruption &
‘Illegal’ Murder. By Kevin Prenger. Reveals an
apparently fearless SS judge who uncovered
corruption at Auschwitz and condemned the
notorious Buchenwald commandant Karl Koch and
his wife Ilse, all while condoning the wider atrocities
of the Holocaust. This work explores the questionable 
motives of a puzzling and contradictory figure.

Photos. 169 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $21.95

4872649 THE HITLER CONSPIRATOR. By Eberhard Schmidt. Having
been involved in the plot to assassinate Hitler, a plan which almost
succeeded, von Plettenberg initially avoided arrest. However, his fate was
sealed when he was betrayed. The author reveals how von Plettenberg
managed to find a way to prevail and how he significantly influenced the
German resistance. 16 pages of photos. 198 pages. Frontline.
Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

195492X DEFENDING THE ROCK: How
Gibraltar Defeated Hitler. By Nicholas Rankin. 
Two months before he shot himself, Adolf Hitler
saw where it had all gone wrong. By failing to
seize Gibraltar in the summer of 1940, he had
lost the war. In 1942, Gibraltar became U.S.
General Eisenhower’s headquarters for the
invasion of North Africa, the campaign that led to 
Allied victory in the Mediterranean. Photos.

660 pages. Faber & Faber.  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7700261 HUNTING HITLER’S NUKES: The Secret Race to Stop the
Nazi Bomb. By Damien Lewis. The story of how Churchill’s secret warriors
waged a brutal war in the shadows, to stop Hitler from building an atom
bomb and conquering mankind. Intent on showering London with
radiological warheads, had Hitler won the race for nuclear supremacy, he
would have won the world. 426 pages. Quercus.  PRICE CUT to $9.95
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Hitler & the Nazis
191829X THE STORY OF THE SS: Hitler’s Infamous Legions of
Death. By Al Cimino. Merciless fanatics in jackboots, the SS
systematically slaughtered, tortured, and enslaved millions. This is the
story of the rise and fall of one of the most evil organizations the world has
ever seen. Photos. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperbound.  PRICE CUT to $4.95

1916963 THE NAZI MENACE: Hitler, Churchill,
Roosevelt, Stalin, and the Road to War. By
Benjamin Carter Hett. Takes us behind the scenes in
Berlin, London, Moscow and Washington, revealing
the unsettled politics within each country in the wake
of the German dictator’s growing provocations. He
reveals the fitful path by which anti-Nazi forces inside
and outside Germany came to understand Hitler’s true
menace to European civilization. 388 pages. St.

Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
4870115 THE S.S. OFFICER’S ARMCHAIR:
Uncovering the Hidden Life of a Nazi. By Daniel
Lee. An enthralling detective story and a
reconsideration of daily life in the Third Reich. It
provides a window into the lives of Hitler’s millions
of nameless followers and into the mechanisms
through which ordinary people enacted history’s
most extraordinary atrocity. Photos. 303 pages.
Hachette. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $7.95

4929527 THE RISE OF THE THIRD REICH: The
Takeover of the Continent in the Words of
Observers. By Robert Lyman. A vivid social history
of Europe, as the Nazi menace casts a shadow over
the continent. A poignant and powerful portrait of the 
years 1939 to 1941, which witness the march
towards the greatest man-made catastrophe the
world has ever experienced. Lyman brings together a 
wide range of encounters, conversations and

memories. Photos. 309 pages. Amberley.  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*4858913 EIGHT DAYS IN MAY: The Final
Collapse of the Third Reich. By Volker Ullrich.
Taking us inside the phantomlike regime of
Hitler’s chosen successor, Admiral Karl Donitz,
revealing how the desperate attempt to impose
order utterly failed, as frontline soldiers deserted
and Nazi Party fanatics called on German
civilians to martyr themselves in a last stand
against encroaching Allied forces. Photos.

322 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95
DVD 1922696 THE SS & THE OCCULT. This new study of Himmler 
and his SS Empire revisits an often overlooked aspect of the Third
Reich. Combining rare footage and photos with visits to the surviving
SS sites, it’s a fascinating look into the role of astrology, ariosophy,
cast horoscopes and more in Himmler’s forging the SS. In B&W. 51
minutes. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*1968122 FAT BOY AND THE CHAMPAGNE
SALESMAN: Goring, Ribbentrop, and the Nazi
Invasion of Poland. By Rush Loving Jr. This work
offers a compelling behind the scenes exploration
of the road to WWII and the invasion of Poland by
Hitler’s Third Reich. Focusing on the personal
power plays within Hitler’s inner circle, Loving
details the struggle for Hitler’s approval, long
before the battle for Poland had begun. Photos.

151 pages. InUP.  Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*486509X THE LAST WINTER OF THE WEIMAR REPUBLIC: The
Rise of the Third Reich. By R. Barth & H. Friederichs. It’s November,
1932, and the German economy is in ruins and street battles are raging
between rival political parties–the Weimar Republic is on its last legs. The
authors have drawn on a wide array of primary sources to produce a
colorful, multi-layered portrait of a period that was by no means
predestined to plunge into the abyss. 406 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*1915924 I SERVED WITH HITLER IN THE
TRENCHES: In the Field, 1914-1918. By Hans
Mend. First published in 1931, this classic account
details the shared experiences of Mend and his
comrade in arms, Adolf Hitler, throughout almost the
whole of World War I. From stories of Hitler’s wartime 
bravery to notes on his personality, this is a
fascinating memoir that takes on chilling
implications in light of Hitler’s later infamy. Photos.

118 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $21.95
*4921178 IN THE EAST: How My Father and a Quarter Million
Polish Jews Survived the Holocaust. By Mikhal Dekel. To reconstruct
her father’s wartime experiences in the East, Dekel delved into never before
consulted files in Russian, Polish, Persian, and Hebrew, in archives on three 
continents. She unearths this surprising and gripping history in order to
reflect on the complex global politics behind the refugee crisis. 433 pages.
Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

4919750 JAGDGESCHWADER 3 “UDET” IN
WORLD WAR II, VOL. 2: II./JG 3 in Action
with the Messerschmitt Bf 109. By J. Prien &
G. Stemmer. Presents the complete history of the 
JG3, from formation to the end of WWII.
Discusses operations in the French campaign,
operations over the Channel and Great Britain,
the Mediterranean Theater, operations in the
defense of the Reich, and more. Well illus.

408 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $69.95  $21.95

*1920863 GHOSTS OF WAR: Nazi
Occupation and Its Aftermath in Soviet
Belarus. By Franziska Exeler. This work analyzes 
the prosecution and punishment of Soviet
citizens accused of wartime collaboration with
the Nazis and shows how individuals sought
justice, revenge, or assistance from neighbors
and courts. The result is a gripping examination
of how efforts at coming to terms with the past

played out within, and at times through, dictatorship. Photos.
334 pages. Cornell. Pub. at $35.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*1944207 THE ASTROLOGER: How British
Intelligence Plotted to Read Hitler’s Mind. By
James Parris. Louis de Wohl, a 36 year old refugee
from German, made an offer to British Intelligence.
Based on the belief that Hitler’s every action was
guided by his horoscope, de Wohl claimed he could
reveal precisely what advice the Fuhrer’s astrologers 
were giving him. Parris reaches remarkable
conclusions about this bizarre aspect of WWII.

Photos. 288 pages. History Press. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95

7697147 STEEL AND ICE: The U-Boat Battle in
the Arctic and Black Sea 1941-45. By Lawrence
Paterson. Explores the tremendous clash between
the Kriegsmarine‘s U-boats and the Red Navy
between 1941 and 1945–a struggle that lasted from
the opening salvos of Operation Barbarossa to the
final chaotic days of Germany’s defeat. 56 pages of
photos, some color. 256 pages. Naval Institute. Pub.
at $36.95  $15.95

1922335 GREECE 1941: The Death Throes of 
Blitzkrieg. By Jeffrey Plowman. An absorbing
new study of the German campaign in Greece in
1941. Plowman offers a fascinating insight into
the weaknesses of the Germans’ all-conquering
method of warfare which became increasingly
apparent during the later stages of the war. 24
pages of photos. 226 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

1925024 HOW THE JEWS DEFEATED HITLER.
By Benjamin Ginsberg. The author convincingly
argues that the Jews not only resisted the Germans
but actually played a major role in the defeat of Nazi
Germany. Many Jews were poorly armed,
outnumbered, and without resources, but Ginsberg
shows persuasively that the myth of passivity is
solely that, a myth. 223 pages. Rowman &
Littlefield. Pub. at $65.00  $7.95

4973631 HITLER’S LAST HOSTAGES: Looted
Art and the Soul of the Third Reich. By Mary M.
Lane. Hitler’s obsession with art not only fueled his
vision of a purified Nazi state, it was the core of his
fascist ideology. Its aftermath lives on to this day.
Lane tells the definitive story of art in the Third Reich
and Germany’s ongoing struggle to right the wrongs
of the past. Illus., some in color. 321 pages.
PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7717776 TEHRAN CHILDREN: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey. By
Mikhal Dekel. Fleeing east from Nazi terror, over a million Polish Jews
traversed the Soviet Union. Many found refuge in Muslim lands. Their
story–the extraordinary saga of two-thirds of Polish Jewish survivors–has
never been fully told, until now. 417 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95  $7.95

4873017 THE WAR WITH HITLER’S NAVY. By
Adrian Stewart. Describes in fascinating detail the
many fronts on which the adversaries faced each
other and analyzes the reasons for the ultimate
outcome. As this well researched work reveals,
Hitler’s handling of the German Navy during WWII
was full of contradictions. 16 pages of photos.
212 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $6.95

4577116 THE DEVILS’ ALLIANCE: Hitler’s Pact with Stalin,
1939-1941. By Roger Moorhouse. Combining comprehensive research
with a gripping narrative, this volume is the authoritative history of the
Nazi-Soviet Pact–and a portrait of the people whose lives were irrevocably
altered by Hitler and Stalin’s nefarious collaboration. Book Club Edition. 16
pages of photos. 382 pages. Basic. Orig. Pub. at $29.99  $5.95
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Hitler & the Nazis
4869974 HITLER’S FIRST HUNDRED DAYS:
When Germans Embraced the Third Reich. By
Peter Fritzsche. After Hitler’s appointment as
chancellor, the Nazis moved with brutality to solidify
a new political order. Fritzsche offers a close
examination of these few decisive months–the
elections and mass arrests, the gunfire and bonfires,
the patriotic rallies and anti-Jewish boycotts–to
understand the terrifying power the National

Socialists exerted over ordinary Germans. 421 pages. Basic. Pub. at
$32.00  $9.95
4883810 THE GERMAN WAR: A Nation Under Arms,
1939-1945. By Nicholas Stargardt. In this engrossing study,
Stargardt draws on a wealth of firsthand testimony including personal
diaries, court records, and military correspondence, to explore how
the German people experienced the Second World War. 24 pages of
photos. 704 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  $6.95

4872703 HITLER’S STORMTROOPERS: The
SA, the Nazis’ Brownshirts, 1922-1945. By
Jean-Denis Lepage. Created in the early 1920s,
the Sturmabteilung der NSDAP, commonly
referred to as the SA, served as the original
paramilitary wing of the Nazi Party. Revealing the
history of this significant organization and its
leader, Ernst Rohm, this meticulous work
answers a variety of important and long-standing

questions. Illus. 297 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95  $8.95
4986245    THE FOURTH REICH AND
OPERATION ECLIPSE. By Patrick Delaforce.
Examines the final weeks of WWII, beyond the Yalta
Conference, when the question to be asked was not
who would win, but how to prevent the war from
dragging on and also how to prevent Hitler from
implementing a scorched earth policy across the
Reichland. 284 pages. Fonthill Media. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $28.95  $3.95

4910885 HITLER’S GENERALS IN AMERICA:
Nazi POWs and Allied Military Intelligence. By
Derek R. Mallett. This work vividly demonstrates
how Americans undertook the complex process of
reconceptualizing Germans, even Nazi generals, as
allies against what they perceived as their new
enemy, the Soviet Union. Mallett illuminates
significant and largely unexplored aspects of
military intelligence, national security, and the U.S.

POW camps. Photos. 254 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $45.00  $7.95
*4851250 MICHAEL WITTMANN & THE WAFFEN SS TIGER
COMMANDERS OF THE LEIBSTANDARTE IN WWII, VOLUME TWO.
By Patrick Agte. Following Wittmann and Waffen-SS armor into Normandy,
where he entered military history legend and became a cult hero in Nazi
propaganda for his ambush of British tanks at Villers Bocage on June 13,
1944. He was killed in combat two months later. Photos. 382 pages.
Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

*4859057 HITLER: Downfall 1939-1945. By
Volker Ullrich. A riveting account of the dictator’s
final years, when he got the war he wanted but his
leadership led to catastrophe for his nation, the
world, and himself. A masterful narrative of a
spectacular downfall and an essential addition to
our understanding of Hitler and the Second World
War. Photos. 838 pages. Vintage. Paperbound.
Pub. at $20.00  $11.95

*DVD 474814X CHICHINETTE: The Accidental Spy. Widescreen.
Tells the story of Marthe Cohn, a woman who joined the French Army
during WWII after Hitler’s rise to power. After keeping silent for almost 60
years, Marthe now shares the story of how she managed to beat the odds
and fight the Nazis as a spy after her family fled. In French with English
subtitles. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95

*4887085 THE LANGUAGE OF THIEVES: My
Family’s Obsession with a Secret Code the Nazis
Tried to Eliminate. By Martin Puchner. Centuries ago
in middle Europe, a coded language appeared,
scrawled in graffiti and spoken only by people who
were in the know. This hybrid language, dubbed
Wotwelsch, was the language of the road, vagabonds,
travelers, Jews and thieves that blended Yiddish,
Hebrew, German, Romani, and other European

languages. Photos. 278 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95
*498899X THE NAZIS KNEW MY NAME: A Remarkable Story of
Survival and Courage in Auschwitz. By Magda Hellinger et al. The
unbelievable story of Auschwitz survivor Magda Hellinger, a
Nazi-appointed block leader who saved an untold number of lives, offering
hope to the hundreds of women in her charge. Magda was among the first
Jews sent to concentration camps. 16 pages of photos, some in color.
312 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*4734955 HITLER’S SPIES: Lena and the
Prelude to Operation Sealion. By Mel Kavanagh.
September 1940: Britain stands alone against the
might of the advancing German Army and the spectre
of invasion looms. This extraordinary story stands as
evidence of the only part of the invasion actually to
arrive and of the abysmal quality of the Germans’
selection and training for one of the most audacious
and least known episodes of the Second World War.

Photos. 304 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*1910787 THE NAZIS KNEW MY NAME: A Remarkable Story of
Survival and Courage in Auschwitz. By Magda Hellinger et al. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. The unbelievable story of Auschwitz survivor Magda
Hellinger, a Nazi-appointed block leader who saved an untold number of
lives, offering hope to the hundreds of women in her charge. Magda was
among the first Jews sent to concentration camps. Photos. 373 pages.
Center Point. Pub. at $38.95  PRICE CUT to $21.95

Holocaust
6858104 A LUCKY CHILD: A Memoir of
Surviving Auschwitz as a Young Boy. By Thomas
Buergenthal. The author was ten years old when he
and his parents were placed on a train bound for
Auschwitz, where he was separated from his family.
This is the account of how he managed by his wits and
some remarkable strokes of luck to survive the camp
and the infamous death march. Illus. 260 pages. Little, 
Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $3.95
7681755 DECEPTION: How the Nazis Tricked
the Last Jews of Europe. By Christopher Hale.
In the spring of 1944, Germany invaded Hungary,
and a group of Hungarian Zionists known as the
Va’ada, began negotiating with the SS to save
lives. Adlolf Eichmann made an astonishing offer:
to ransom a million Jews for 10,000 trucks. But
the negotiations with the Allies failed. Was
Eichmann’s perplexing offer made in good faith?

Hale uncovers a dastardly scheme of murderous deceit. 16 pages of
photos. 448 pages. History Press. Pub. at $32.95  $6.95

1985485 THE RAVINE: A Family, a Photograph, a 
Holocaust Massacre Revealed. By Wendy Lower. A 
single photograph, an exceptionally rare “action shot”
documenting the horrific murder of a Jewish family,
drives a riveting forensic investigation by a gifted
Holocaust scholar. The single image unlocks a new
understanding of the place of the family unit in the
history and aftermath of the Nazi genocide. Photos.
258 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
*7785194 TWO SISTERS: A Journey of
Survival Through Auschwitz. By Livia Szabo
Krancberg. Against all odds, Krancberg emerged from
Auschwitz, a remarkable feat she said she couldn’t
have achieved without the support of her sister Rose.
This is the story of a young girl’s journey from the
depths of hell, and of the sister who gave her the
strength she needed to survive. 230 pages. Library of
the Holocaust. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $17.95
1918095 HOLOCAUST CHILD: Lalechka. By
Amira Keidar. In 1941 in a Polish ghetto, a baby girl
named Rachel is born. Her parents are willing to do
anything to keep her alive. They nickname her
Lalechka. Just before her first birthday her mother
smuggles her outside the boundaries of the ghetto to
her friends, Irena and Sophia. They take on the burden
of caring for Lalechka during the war. 272 pages. Ad
Lib. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $6.95

7773307 WE ARE CHILDREN JUST THE
SAME: Vedem, the Secret Magazine by the
boys of Terezin. Ed. by Marie Rut Krizkova et al.
From 1942 to 1944, a group of 13 to 15 year-old
Jewish boys secretly produced a weekly
magazine called Vedem (In the Lead) at the
model concentration camp, Theresienstadt. The
writers, artists, and editors put together the
issues and copied them by hand behind the

blackout shades of their cellblock, which they called “Republic of
Shkid.” Well illus. some in color. 200 pages. Jewish Publication Soc.
8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

*1911597 MAUS II: A Survivor’s Tale–And
Here My Troubles Began. By Art Spiegelman. This
graphic novel is a haunting tale within a tale, weaving
the author’s account of his tortured relationship with
his aging father into an astonishing retelling of one of
history’s most unspeakable tragedies. It is an
unforgettable story of survival and disarming look at
the legacy of trauma. Fully illus. 136 pages.
Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95
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Holocaust
*3727564 FIVE CHIMNEYS: A Woman
Survivor’s True Story of Auschwitz. By Olga
Lengyel. A survivor of the Holocaust tells frankly
and without compromise, one of the most horrifying 
stories of all time. This true, documented chronicle
is the intimate day to day record of a woman who
survived the nightmare of Auschwitz and Birkenau.
231 pages. Academy Chicago. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

4911326 AND IN THE VIENNA WOODS THE TREES REMAIN.
By Elisabeth Asbrink. The true story of a Jewish boy in 1930s
Sweden and his friendship with the future founder of Ikea, a Nazi
activist. With thorough research, Asbrink illustrates how Swedish
society was infused with antisemitism and how families were
shattered by war and asylum politics. Photos. 421 pages. Other
Press. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

*7734743 THE ESCAPE ARTIST: The Man
Who Broke Out of Auschwitz to Warn the
World. By Jonathan Freedland. Tells the
incredible story of Rudolf Vrba–the first Jew to
break out of Auschwitz, a man determined to
warn the world and pass on a truth too few were
willing to hear–elevating him to his rightful
place in the annals of World War II and casting a
new light on the Holocaust and its aftermath.

Photos. 376 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

*779133X CAPTAIN REIFER: The Battle for
What Was Already Lost. By Alex Iser Reifer. As a
Russian intelligence officer Reifer was able to take part
in the liberation of his fellow Jews. Later he witnessed
its aftermath. He joined the Russian Army, rising in the
ranks and serving until after the defeat of the Nazis. In
Germany, he tried to set up assistance for the survivors. 
Photos. 115 pages. Library of the Holocaust.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $13.95

*4965825 SURVIVORS: Children’s Lives After the Holocaust. By
Rebecca Clifford. Clifford follows the lives of one hundred Jewish children
out of the ruins of conflict and through their adulthood, decade by decade.
This widely acclaimed account helps us understand what it was like living
after, and living with, childhoods marked by rupture and loss. 16 pages of
photos. 325 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $13.95

*DVD 4892712 I  DANCED FOR THE
ANGEL OF DEATH: The Dr. Edith Eva Eger
Story. Widescreen. At the age of sixteen, Edith
Eger was sent to Auchwitz. Hours after her
parents were killed, Nazi officer Dr. Josef
Menge le  fo rced  he r  to  dance  for  h i s
amusement–and this dance turned into her
survival. 57 minutes. Dreamscape Media.
Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

*776992X IMI: A Lifetime in the Days of the
Family Mandel. By Terry Fred Horowitz. The saga
of Manny and the entire Mandel family offers us a
rich detail of the Jewish world before and during the
war, along with its aftermath and how they
overcame many tragedies and obstacles. Finally
their story becomes a chronicle of a quintessential
American life. Photos. 157 pages. Library of the
Holocaust. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $13.95

4951743 THE UNANSWERED LETTER: One Holocaust Family’s
Desperate Plea for Help. By Faris Cassell. In 1939, as the Naziz closed
in, Alfred Berger mailed a desperate letter to an American stranger who
happened to share his last name. He and his wife, Viennese Jews, had
found escape routes for their daughters. Alfred, in his letter, made a
desperate plea for help, it was their last and only hope to freedom. Photos.
449 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95

*CD 7721277 THE U.S. AND THE
HOLOCAUST. This original soundtrack is
from the three part, PBS documentary
directed by Ken Burns, Lynn Novick and
Sarah Botstein, that examines America’s
response to one of the greatest humanitarian
crises of the twentieth century. The

documentury premiered on September 18, 2022 on PBS. Collects 18 
tracks. In a Circle Records. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*4848276 THE AUSCHWITZ PHOTOGRAPHER: The Forgotten
Story of the WWII Prisoner Who Documented Thousands of Lost
Souls. By L. Crippa & M. Onnis. Based on the true story of Wilhelm Brasse, 
this is a stark black and white reminder of the horrors of the Holocaust. This
gripping work of World War II, takes readers behind the barbed wire fences
of the world’s most feared concentration camp, bring Brasse’s story to life
as he clicks the shutter button thousands of times before joining the
Resistance. 16 pages of photos. 334 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7700237 HOLOCAUST HEROES: Resistance to
Hitler’s ‘Final Solution’. By Mark Felton. This
inspiring work examines the often incredible and
nearly always tragic examples of Jewish resistance in 
ghettos and concentration camps during the Hitler’s
‘Final Solution’. Throughout the Nazis extermination
programme Jews and other prisoners fought back
against their murderers, often with stunning results.
174 pages. Pen & Sword.  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7706928 HOLOCAUST HEROES: Resistance to Hitler’s ‘Final
Solution’. By Mark Felton. Examines the little known examples of
Jewish resistance that occurred during Hitler’s “Final Solution.”
Felton covers the numerous attempts of desperate resistance in
ghettos and concentration camps throughout Poland and the Ukraine
including Treblinka, Auschwitz, Syrels and Sobibor. These stories of
human endeavor are both tragic and profoundly moving. Photos.
174 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*4959566 DEATH AND LOVE IN THE
HOLOCAUST: The Story of Sonja and Kurt
Messerschmidt. By Steve Hochstadt. Staggering
true story of a couple who met in Nazi Berlin, married
in the Theresienstadt ghetto, and survived Auschwitz
together. From their early days of persecution to the
horrors of the death camp to their liberation and
reunion, the Messerschmidts’ story is intimately told
in all of its tragedy and humanity. Photos. 97 pages.

Cherry Orchard. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7699891 THE LOST: A Search for Six of Six
Million. By Daniel Mendelsohn. In a work now
considered a classic of Holocaust literature, a
writer’s search for the truth behind his family’s
tragic past in World War II becomes a remarkably
original epic–part memoir, part reporting, part
mystery, and part scholarly detective work–that
explores the nature of time and memory, family and
history. Photos. 659 pages. HarperPerennial.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*771890X OVERTURE OF HOPE: Two Sisters’ 
Daring Plan That Saved Opera’s Jewish Stars
from the Third Reich. By Isabel Vincent. Delves into 
pre-World War II history to recover the amazing story
of two British spinsters who masterminded a plan to
spirit dozens of Jewish stars and personnel of the
German and Austrian opera to England and save them 
from a terrible fate under the Third Reich. 268 pages.
Regnery. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*4927184 HOW THE WORLD ALLOWED HITLER TO
PROCEED WITH THE HOLOCAUST: Tragedy at Evian. By Tony
Matthews. July, 1938. The United States, Great Britain, and thirty
other countries meet at Evian-les-Bains, France to discuss the Nazi
threat against European Jews. Though the option of mass emigration
was discussed, most nations rejected this plan, thus condemning the
Jewish communities to the Holocaust. Photos. 460 pages. Pen &
Sword. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $21.95

*4851161  THE DRESSMAKERS OF
AUSCHWITZ. By Lucy Adlington. At the height of the
Holocaust, twenty five young inmates of the Auschwitz 
concentration camp, mainly Jewish women and girls,
were asked to design, cut and sew beautiful fashions
in a dedicated salon for the elite Nazi women. It was
work that they hoped would spare them from the gas
chambers. Photos. 381 pages. Harper. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

*1920944 THE AUSCHWITZ PROTOCOLS: Ceslav Mordowicz 
and the Race to Save Hungary’s Jews. By Fred R. Bleakley. After
nearly suffocating in an underground bunker, Auschwitz prisoners
Ceslav Mordowicz and Armost Rosin escaped and told Jewish
leaders what they had seen. Their testimony in early June, 1944,
corroborated earlier hard to believe reports of mass killing in
Auschwitz by lethal gas and provided eyewitness accounts of record
daily arrivals of Hungarian Jews meeting the same fate. Photos.
211 pages. Wicked Son. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*DVD 4837843 THE WINDERMERE
CHILDREN. Widescreen. Tells the story of the
pioneering project to rehabilitate 300 young
orphaned Jewish refugees who survived the
Holocaust, and how they began new lives on the
shores of Lake Windermere in England’s Lake
District. Stars Thomas Kretschmann, Romola
Garai, and Iain Glen. English SDH. 145 minutes
on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99  $14.95

*4904737 IN THE SHADOWS OF PARIS: The Nazi Concentration
Camp That Dimmed the City of Light. By Anne Sinclair. A personal
journey into a family’s history gradually becomes a historical investigation
into the lesser known tragedy of the Nazi’s mass arrests of prominent
French Jews and their imprisonment at the “camp of slow death” just fifty
miles from Paris. Photos. 117 pages. Kales Press. Pub. at $21.95  $12.95
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Holocaust
*1906445 SHMUEL’S BRIDGE: Following
the Tracks to Auschwitz with My Survivor
Father. By Jason Sommer. This remarkable
memoir follows Sommer and his father, Jay, as
they retrace his steps from Jay’s birthplace to
Auschwitz, landing at a pivotal bridge where Jay’s 
brother Shmuel was shot and killed by Nazis in a
last bid for freedom. A harrowing examination of
family trauma and a survivor’s burden. Photos.

207 pages. Imagine!. Pub. at $24.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7712693 COME TO THIS COURT & CRY: How the Holocaust
Ends. By Linda Kinstler. Rich with scholarly detective work and personal
reflection, this work is a fearlessly brave examination of how history can
become distorted over time, how easily the innocent are forgotten, and how 
carelessly the guilty are sometimes reprieved. Photos. 282 pages.
PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

WW I & WW II Diaries & Memoirs
LIMITED QUANTITY 7753349 A FOOT SOLDIER
FOR PATTON: The Story of a “Red Diamond”
Infantryman with the U.S. Third Army. By
Michael C. & James G. Bilder. Michael Bilder, a
member of the 5th Infantry Division, was often at the
tip of the spear in the Third Army’s onslaught. A
rifleman foremost, he was also a German-speaker,
called upon for interrogations and special duties.
Assisted by his son, Bilder gives us an intimate look

at the brutal though often exhilarating experience of fighting with
Patton’s vaunted Third Army. 16 pages of photos. 228 pages.
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $6.95

4839005 LIGHTNING SKY: A U.S. Fighter Pilot
Captured During WWII and His Father’s Quest
to Find Him. By R.C. George. A U.S. fighter pilot
captured by the enemy. A father determined to rescue 
his son. One of the most remarkable and moving true
stories of faith and perseverance to come out of World 
War II. An inspiring, harrowing, and unforgettable
chronicle of love of family and love of country.
Photos. 290 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

495162X COFFIN CORNER BOYS: One Bomber, Ten Men, and
Their Harrowing Escape from Nazi-Occupied France. By Carole
Engle Avriett with G.W. Starks. Shot down over Nazi occupied France, 
Lt. George Starks and his nine man crew of the Flying Fortress all
bailed out one by one scattered across the countryside. Facing injury, 
betrayal, captivity, hunger, and depression, it was nothing short of
miraculous that all men came home at the end of the war. Here is their 
heroic story. 266 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $6.95

1922815   THE UNDERCOVER NAZI
HUNTER. By Wolfe Frank. Reproduces Frank’s
series of articles post WWII (as he wrote them);
and a translation of the Confession of the SS
General ranked fourth on the Allies’ most wanted 
list who Frank single-handedly tracked down,
which until now, has never been seen in the
public domain. Photos. 322 pages. Frontline.
Pub. at $39.95  $6.95

1963244 I MARCHED WITH PATTON: A
Firsthand Account of World War II Alongside One
of the U.S. Army’s Greatest Generals. By Frank
Sisson with R.L. Wise. In December 1944, Sisson
deployed to Europe as part of General George S.
Patton’s famed Third Army. Over the next six months,
as the war in Europe raged, Sisson would participate in
many of WWII’s most consequential events, from the
Battle of the Bulge to the liberation of Dachau. He

shares for the first time his remarkable story of life under General Patton. 16
pages of photos. 290 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*4759117 SUBMARINE! The Classic Account
of Undersea Combat in World War II. By Edward
L. Beach. The true story of those brave men who
served and too often died under the ocean surface,
written by a man who was there. Beach masterfully
weaves his gripping experiences aboard the USS
Trigger with those of other boats fighting the war in
the Pacific. 354 pages. Pocket. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7686501 SOARING TO GLORY: A Tuskegee Airman’s Firsthand
Account of World War II. By Philip Handleman with H.T. Stewart Jr.
He had to sit in a segregated rail car on the journey to Army basic
training in Mississippi in 1943. But two years later Harry Stewart Jr, a
twenty year old African American from New York was at the controls of 
a P-51, prowling for Luftwaffe aircraft at five thousand feet over the
Austrian countryside, becoming an American hero by the end of the
war. 272 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

1957449  DILLY: The Man Who Broke
Enigmas. By Mavis Batey. Alfred Dillwyn Knox,
known simply as “Dilly,” was one of the leading
figures in British codebreaking of the two world
wars. Here, one of “Dilly’s girls,” the young female
codebreakers who helped crack various Enigma
cyphers, tells Dilly’s story, revealing the vital part
he played in WWII. 16 pages of photos. 244 pages.
Biteback. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $6.95

1979124 THE PIANIST: The Extraordinary True
Story of One Man’s Survival in Warsaw,
1939-1945. By Wladyslaw Szpilman. On September
23, 1939, Wladyslaw Szpilman played Chopin’s
Nocturne in C-sharp Minor live on the radio as shells
exploded outside. Though he lost his family, Szpilman
survived. In the end, his life was saved by a German
officer who heard him play. Written in the immediate
aftermath of the war, this story is a testament to human

endurance. 222 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $6.95

1985841 INGE’S WAR: A German Woman’s
Story of Family, Secrets, and Survival Under
Hitler. By Svenja O’Donnell. At once a captivating
narrative and a powerful reckoning with German
identity and inherited trauma, O’Donnell rescues an
ordinary woman’s extraordinary World War II story
from the dustbin of history. Photos. 303 pages.
Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $6.95

1922386 HITLER’S HOME FRONT: Memoirs
of a Hitler Youth. By D.A. Gregory & W.R.
Gehlen. These are the memories of Wilhelm
Reinhard Gehlen, a Hitler Youth, a helper at a
20mm quad flak gun installation, and a part-time
gardener during his childhood in Nazi Germany.
His accounts of the trying times at the end of the
war are often tragic. 203 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

4919408 YOUNG LOTHAR: An Underground
Fugitive in Nazi Berlin. By L. Orbach & V.
Orbach-Smith. The harrowing story of the youngest son
of a German-Jewish family, who was just 14 when the
Nazis began rounding up Berlin’s Jews. This singular
coming of age story of life in the Berlin underground
during WWII is a survivor’s story of hope, even
happiness, in the very heart of darkness. 264 pages. I.B. 
Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $3.95

1947451 CROSSING THE BORDERS OF TIME: A
True Story of War, Exile, and Love Reclaimed. By
Leslie Maitland. A former New York Times investigative
reporter recounts her mother Janine’s story of an
escape from the Nazis in Europe and of her star-crossed
love for Roland, a young Catholic Frenchman, from
whom she was separated in 1942, and who she set out
to find 50 years later. Photos. 494 pages. Other Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $4.95

4940539 ALL BUT MY LIFE: A Memoir. By Gerda Weissmann Klein. A
riveting and unforgettable memoir tells the moving story of her three
frightful years as a slave laborer of the Nazis and her miraculous liberation,
revealing poignant acts of decency and mercy amid horror and stark evil.
261 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $7.95

1922599 PRISONER OF THE SWISS: A
World War II Airman’s Story. By D. Culler & R.
Morris. The true and horrifying story of U.S.
Airman Dan Culler’s ordeal in a Swiss prison
camp during World War II. Betrayal dominated
his cruel fate–by American authorities who never
acknowledged the camps existence, by the
Swiss, and in a last twist, during a second
planned escape that turned out to be a trap. 16

pages of photos. 120 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $27.95  $5.95

1972820   LENINGRAD UNDER SIEGE:
First-Hand Accounts of the Ordeal. By A.
Adamovich & D. Granin. Leningrad, now known as St.
Petersburg, was under siege for almost three years.
This is the story of that long, bitter siege in the words
of survivors, both civilian and military, with the
primary focus on three people: a young mother with
two small children, a boy of sixteen at the outbreak of
war, and an elderly academic. 16 pages of photos.

210 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

*7679092 THE RIFLE: Combat Stories from America’s Last
WWII Veterans, Told Through an M1 Garand. By Andrew Biggio. Tales
of American combat and comradery in World War II all connected to the
iconic rifle of the era, the M1 Garand. Biggio puts one such rifle into the
hands of a series of vets, records their stories, and gathers their signatures
on the rifle, in a pilgrimage and homage to heroism. 295 pages. Regnery.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95
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1986309   TALKING UNTIL NIGHTFALL:
Remembering Jewish Salonica 1941-44. By Isaac
Matarasso et al. This newly translated memoir records
in detail the tightening of the screw through the
unsentimental eyes of a scientist horrified at what he
saw but determined to speak the truth. This human and
humane account, by a man of many gifts, including that 
of friendship, bears witness to endurance in the face of
unthinkable suffering and an unshakable faith in

humanity. Photos. 269 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00  $3.95
7682018  VOICES OF THE FLEMISH
WAFFEN-SS: The Final Testament of the
Oostfronters. By Jonathan Trigg. At the beginning 
of WWII, Germany invaded and occupied Belgium.
Yet less than a year later some Belgian citizens
volunteered to join the Waffen-SS and go and fight
on the newly formed Eastern Front against Stalin’s
Soviet Union. This volume is about the war they
fought in their own words. 32 pages of photos.

256 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $30.95  $9.95
4906594 ESCAPE FROM PARIS: A True
Story of Love and Resistance in Wartime
France. By Stephen Harding. A thrilling wartime
adventure story of downed American aviators
rescued by French resistance fighters, taken to
Nazi-occupied Paris, and hidden under the very
noses of the Gestapo. 16 pages of photos.
278 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
 

7686935 LAST TO DIE: A Defeated Empire, a
Forgotten Mission, and the Last American
Killed in World War II. By Stephen Harding. On
August 18, 1945, three days after Japan announced
it would cease hostilities and surrender, U.S. Air
Forces Sergeant Anthony J. Marchione bled to
death in a clear bright sky above Tokyo. Based on
official American and Japanese histories, this is a
rousing tale of air combat, bravery, cowardice,

hubris, and determination, in the war’s final days. 16 pages of photos. 
253 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
*4926838 CRUSADE IN EUROPE. By Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Telling the complete story of the war as Eisenhower planned and
executed it. Through his eyes the enormous scope and drama of the
war, including strategy, battles and moments of great decision,
become fully illuminated in all their fateful glory. Illus. 669 pages.
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*7710100 THE GREATEST ESCAPE: A Gripping
Story of Wartime Courage and Adventure. By Neil
Churches with E. Goldrick. Describes how Ralph
Churches and Leslie Law orchestrated the extraordinary 
escape of 106 men, and takes us with the POWs as the
Partisans lead them on a harrowing 160 mile journey
across the Alps pursued by German soldiers. One
hundred POWs made it to safety. Shines light on a
forgotten piece of wartime history. 16 pages of photos.

356 pages. Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95
*7757697 GAVIN AT WAR: The World War 
II Diary of Lieutenant General James M.
Gavin. Ed. by Lewis Sorley. Lieutenant General
James Gavin, commander of the 82nd Airborne
Division during WWII, is one of the best-known
figures of the war. Throughout his time, he kept a 
wartime diary, starting in April 1943, as the unit
was preparing to go to northern Africa, and
continuing through to his final entry on

September 1st, 1945, during the occupation of Berlin. 16 pages of
photos. 208 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95
*7713738 ALARMSTART SOUTH AND FINAL DEFEAT. By
Patrick G. Eriksson. For many pilots the war would end only in death,
for others in imprisonment. Oberfeldwebel Horst Petzschler endured
forced labor in southern Russia. This gripping account completes
Eriksson’s trilogy on Second World War German fighter pilots,
detailing their experiences in the Mediterranean theater. Photos.
317 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $13.95

*1958666 INFERNO: The True Story of a
B-17 Gunner’s Heroism and the Bloodiest
Military Campaign in Aviation History. By Joe
Pappalardo. The true story of the men who flew the
deadliest missions of World War II, and an unlikely
hero who received the Medal of Honor in the midst
of the bloodiest military campaigns in aviation
history. This is both a thrilling and horrifying story
of the air war over Europe and a fascinating look at

one of America’s forgotten heroes. 16 pages of photos. 344 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*1965042 MARY CHURCHILL’S WAR: The
Wartime Diaries of Churchill’s Youngest
Daughter. Ed. by Emma Soames. In 1939,
seventeen year-old Mary found herself in an
extraordinary position at an extraordinary time: it
was the outbreak of WWII and her father, Winston
Churchill, has been appointed First Lord of the
Admiralty; within months he would become prime
minister. Her wartime diaries are full of color, rich

in historical insight and life with her father. 16 pages of photos.
384 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

*1987097 PANZER LEADER:  Memoirs of an Armoured Car
Commander 1944-1945. By Otto Henning. Henning’s armored car
unit of the elite Panzer-Lehr Division fought throughout the
campaigns in the West in 1944 to 1945, arriving in Normandy a few
weeks before D-Day and finally surrendering to the Ruhr pocket in
mid-April 1945. 16 pages of photos. 189 pages. Frontline.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

*DVD 193886X   APOCALYPSE ‘45.
Widescreen. Recounts the end of World War II.
With never before seen restored footage and the
voices of 24 men who lived through these
events, this timely documentary highlights the
experiences of the last of the Greatest
Generation. Not Rated. In B&W and Color.
English SDH. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber.
Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

*4952855 HALBE 1945: Eyewitness Accounts from Hell’s
Cauldron. By Eberhard Baumgart. This collection of first-hand
accounts tells the story of the battle and its aftermath from the
German perspective. It is an eclectic mix, containing recollections of
ordinary soldiers, men of the German Army and the Waffen-SS, as
well as refugees and local civilians caught up in the carnage. Photos.
192 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*7727267 BRIDGE TO THE SUN: The Secret
Role of the Japanese Americans Who Fought
in the Pacific in World War II. By Bruce
Henderson. The harrowing untold story of the Nisei
and their major contributions in the war of the
Pacific, through six Japanese American soldiers.
After the war, these soldiers became translators and
interrogators for war crime trials, and later helped to
rebuild Japan as a modern democracy and a pivotal

U.S. ally. Photos. 448 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

*4924126 PREVAIL UNTIL THE BITTER END:
Germans in the Waning Years of World War II. By 
Alexandra Lohse. Uncover how Germans experienced
life and death, as Lohse investigates how mounting
emergency conditions affected their understanding of
the nature and purpose of the conflagration, and
shows how these factors influenced the people’s
relationship with the Nazi regime. Photos. 196 pages.
Cornell. Pub. at $29.95  $24.95

*4967364 FOUR SCRAPS OF BREAD. By Magda Hollander-Lafon.
Records a journey through extreme suffering and loss that led to radiant
personal growth and a life of meaning. Hollander-Lafon was deported from
Hungary and sent to Auschwitz-Birkenau. There a dying woman offered her
four pieces of bread as an act of kindness and release. She wrote this work
in loyalty to the memory of those men and women who disappeared before
her eyes. 111 pages. Notre Dame. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

*496649X IN THE SHADOW OF DEATH: The
Story of a Medic on the Burma Railway 1942-45.
By Idris James Barwick. When he was taken prisoner
by the Japanese in early 1942, Idris (Taff) James
Barwick was a driver with the Royal Army Service
Corps in Malaya. So began 1,000 days of
unimaginable deprivation and inhumane treatment at
the hands of captors who placed no value on the lives
of their POWs. 16 pages of photos. 282 pages. Pen &

Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

4979869 SHOT DOWN AND ON THE RUN: True
Stories of RAF and Commonwealth Aircrews of
World War II. By Graham Pitchfork. Thousands of
airmen shot down over enemy soil between 1940
and 1945 miraculously escaped capture. This work
reveals their stories, based on first-hand interviews,
photographs and official documents, featuring
heroes from Britain, Canada, Australia and other
Commonwealth countries. 258 pages. Osprey.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  PRICE CUT to $5.95

1972766 THE GESTAPO’S MOST IMPROBABLE HOSTAGE. By
Hugh Mallory Falconer. The first hand memoirs of a member of the
special operations executive, who was held captive by the Nazis for
over two and a half years. During the course of his imprisonment, he
was held at some of the most infamous concentration camps of the
era, including Sachsenhausen, Buchenwald, and Dachau. 206 pages. 
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95
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*7708106 LUFTWAFFE FIGHTER ACE: From
the Eastern Front to the Defence of the
Homeland. By Norbert Hannig. The story of a teenager 
who was unknowingly prepared for conflict as Hitler
rose to power. A man who lost his brother, his father
and his homeland to WWII and who survived captivity
and lived to tell the extraordinary tale of a life in the
skies during one of the most turbulent times of the 20th 
century. 20 pages of photos. 192 pages. Grub Street.

Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*4822749 NEMOTO’S TRAVELS: The
Illustrated Saga of a Japanese Floatplane Pilot in 
the First Year of the Pacific War. By Michael John
Claringbould. This graphic novel diary of Imperial
Japanese Navy floatplane pilot Warrant Officer Nemoto 
Kumesako, dating from the early months of the Pacific
War, offers an intimate perspective into his life along
with insights into Japanese thinking of the times. Fully
illus. in color. 118 pages. Avonmore Books.

Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*7703163 MY NAME IS SELMA: The
Remarkable Memoir of a Jewish Resistance
Fighter and Ravensbruck Survivor. By Selma van
de Perre. A powerful, heart-wrenching memoir, the
story of Selma, who in an act of defiance in 1943 took
on an assumed identity, dyed her hair blond, joined
the resistance movement, and did what had to be
done. 16 pages of photos. 204 pages. Scribner.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
1925482 MY NAME IS SELMA: The
Remarkable Memoir of a Jewish Resistance
Fighter and Ravensbruck Survivor. By Selma van
de Perre. A powerful, heart-wrenching memoir, the
story of Selma, who in an act of defiance in 1943 took 
on an assumed identity, dyed her hair blond, and
joined the resistance movement, and did what had to
be done. 16 pages of photos. 204 pages. Scribner.
Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
*1957325 AMONG THE FIRSTS: Lieutenant 
Colonel Gerhard L. Bolland’s Unconventional 
War. By Matthew T. Bolland. During WWII, the
U.S .  gove rnment  deve loped  two  new
unconventional methods of fighting. The first was
the development of “paratroop” units. The second 
was the formation of a covert sabotage operations
branch called the Office of Strategic Services
(OSS). Gerhard L. Bollard was involved in both of

these fighting methods. 16 pages of photos, many in color.
366 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

1934007 WHATEVER IT TOOK: An American
Paratrooper’s Extraordinary Memoir of Escape,
Survival & Heroism in the Last Days of World War 
II. By H. Langrehr & J. DeFelice. An extraordinary new
account of World War II: one American paratrooper’s
never before told saga of survival. Langrehr jumped
with the 82nd Airborne on D-Day, was captured and
imprisoned in a Nazi work camp, and then orchestrated
a daring escape. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages.

Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95
7684797 COMMANDANT OF AUSCHWITZ: The 
Autobiography of Rudolf Hoess. After Hoess was 
taken prisoner by the British, he was ordered to write 
his autobiography in the weeks between his trial and 
his execution. In charge of the huge extermination
camp in Poland where the Nazis murdered some
three million Jews, he knew more about Nazi
Germany’s greatest crime than almost anyone.
Photos. 252 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
4701240   82 DAYS ON OKINAWA: One
American’s Unforgettable Firsthand Account 
of the Pacific War’s Greatest Battle. By Art
Shaw with R.L. Wise. He was the first officer
ashore at Okinawa, and it’s taken him a lifetime to
speak about the 82 days that followed. Filled with
extraordinary details, Shaw’s gripping account
gives lasting testimony to the courage and
bravery displayed by so many on the hills of

Okinawa. Maps. 345 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95
4892070 FOUR YEARS ON THE WESTERN FRONT: November
1914-November 1918. By Aubrey Smith. Serving first in the
trenches and then in the transport section, Smith’s wartime
experiences offers readers a vivid insight into an oft overlooked yet
crucial branch of the British Army and the daily perils they faced.
540 pages. Endeavour. Paperbound.  $4.95

1922610 RED ARMY SNIPER: A Memoir of the
Eastern Front in World War II. By Yevgeni
Nikolaev. One of Russia’s leading snipers of WWII,
Nikolaev’s memoir provides an unparalleled account 
of frontline action in the war’s hardest-fought theater.
He brings to life the ferocity of the fighting; explains
his technique; and discusses the qualities needed to
be a successful military sniper. 208 pages. Greenhill. 
Pub. at $32.95  $6.95

192222X AN EAGLE’S ODYSSEY: My Decade
as a Pilot in Hitler’s Luftwaffe. By Johannes
Kaufmann. An ordinary Luftwaffe pilot, Kaufmann
served during peacetime and wartime, and his
memoirs shed light on the pressures of the job
during both. He saw out the war, from the early
beginnings of German expansion right through to
surrender to the British in 1945, and he takes the
reader through the ins and outs and ups and downs

of the whole period. 233 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95  $7.95

485201X BONES OF MY GRANDFATHER:
Reclaiming a Lost Hero of World War II. By Clay
Bonnyman Evans. Explores how Clay Boonnyman
Evans begins his quest to unearth and reclaim the true
history of his grandfather, who was mortally wounded
while leading a successful assault on a critical
Japanese fortification on the Pacific atoll of Tarawa
during World War II. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $3.95

1947621 THE ZOOKEEPER’S WIFE: A War Story. By Diane
Ackerman. Tells the courageous story of Jan and Antonina Zabinski,
zookeepers who risked their own lives in 1939 Poland, when the Nazis
invaded, to save as many as three hundred people from extermination.
Photos. 368 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

498627X FROM WAR TO PEACE:  A
Photographer’s View of British Aviation
During the 1940s. By Richard Riding. A
photographic record of the aviation scene in
Britain between the years 1940-1949. The
photoraphs were taken by E.J. Riding who spent
his entire working life in the aviation industry, but 
was tragically killed in a flying accident. During
his life, he work as an aircraft engineer,

professional photographer, draughtsman and aero-modeller and as
an aviation writer. 240 pages. Fonthill Media. Pub. at $34.95  $5.95

4910621 TIME ON TARGET: The World War II Memoir of
William R. Buster. Ed. by J.S. Suchanek & W.J. Marshall. Buster
graduated from West Point in 1939, just in time to serve through one
of the most crucial periods in national and world history. His story
includes accounts of the expansion, arming, and training of the U.S.
Army, as well as his experience in the great conflict itself. Photos.
165 pages. UPKy. 8¾x11. Pub. at $25.95  $5.95

491080X ESCAPE FROM HITLER’S EUROPE: An
American Airman Behind Enemy Lines. By George
Watt. November 1943: American flyer George Watt
parachutes out of his burning warplane and lands in
rural Nazi-occupied Belgium. This is the incredible
story of his getaway, how villagers spirited him to
Brussels to connect with the Comet Line, a rescue arm
of the Belgian resistance. 16 pages of photos.
158 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $7.95

4910702 ALMANAC OF WORLD WAR I. By D.F.
Burg & L.E. Purcell. This almanac provides an account
of the action on all fronts and of the events surrounding
the conflict, from the guns of August 1914 to the
November 1918 Armistice and its troubled aftermath.
Daily entries, topical descriptions, biographical
sketches, maps, and illustrations combine to give a
succinct account of the events in each of the principal
theaters of war. 320 pages. UPKy. Paperbound.  $7.95

*1911775 IN THE HELL OF THE EASTERN
FRONT: The Fate of a Young Soldier During the
Fighting in Russia in WW2. By Arno Sauer. Based
on Fritz’s own recollections and narrative, this
account of a young soldier’s experiences in the
Second World War was brought together by his son. It 
is a moving and graphic description of one man’s
involvement in the largest military confrontation in
history, the Hell that was the Eastern Front.

170 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $14.95

*4811682 VOICES OF THE FLEMISH WAFFEN-SS: The Final
Testament of the Oostfronters. By Jonathan Trigg. At the beginning of
the Second World War Germany invaded and occupied Belgium.
Thousands of Belgium citizens volunteered to join the Waffen-SS and go
fight on the Eastern Front. Casualties were high, but when the survivors
returned home, they faced condemnation and retribution. This account is
about the war they fought in their own words. 32 pages of photos.
256 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $9.95
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WW I & WW II Diaries & Memoirs
*1980742 THE INDOMITABLE FLORENCE
FINCH: The Untold Story of a War Widow Turned
Resistance Fighter and Savior of American
POWs. By Robert J. Mrazek. With a wealth of original
sources including taped interviews, personal journals, 
and unpublished memoirs, this fascinating account
unfolds against the Bataan death march, the fall of
Corregidor, and the daily struggle to survive a brutal
occupying force. This is the story of the transcendent

bravery of a woman who belongs in America’s pantheon of war heroes.
Photos. 342 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $11.95

*196951X STORM IN THE LAND OF RAIN: A Memoir. By Silvia
Foti. Foti was raised on reverent stories about her hero grandfather. But in
2000 when she traveled to Lithuania for a ceremony honoring her
grandfather, she heard a very different story, a “rumor” that her grandfather
had been a “Jew-killer.” This is her twenty-year quest for the truth. Photos.
372 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*1917285 D-DAY DIARY: Life on the Front Line in the Second
World War. By Carol Harris. Collects firsthand accounts of the Allied
invasion of Normandy. This work brings together remarkable tales of
bravery, survival and sacrifice from what was one of the war’s most
dramatic and pivotal episodes. Photos. 190 pages. History Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7711646 INDESTRUCT IBLE :  The
Unforgettable Memoir of a Marine Hero at
the Battle of Iwo Jima. By Jack H. Lucas with
D.K. Drum. LARGE PRINT EDITION. At 14,
Lucas lied about his age to join the U.S. Marine
Corps; at sixteen, desperate to be in the fight, he
stowed away on a ship bound for Iwo Jima; and
at 17 he performed one of the most astonishing
acts of courage in WWII. Lucas’s memoir tells

the remarkable story of an extraordinary American, the likes of
whom we may never see again. 16 pages of photos. 252 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $16.95

7702418 THE ART OF RESISTANCE: My Four Years in the
French Underground. By Justus Rosenberg. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Here is Professor Rosenberg’s elegant and gripping
chronicle of his youth in Nazi-occupied Europe, when he risked
everything to stand against evil. His memoir is a powerful saga of
bravery and defiance, a true-life spy thriller touched throughout by 
a professor’s wisdom. 16 pages of photos. 339 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7702876 WHATEVER IT TOOK. By H. Langrehr & J. DeFelice.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. An extraordinary new account of World War 
II: one American paratrooper’s never before told saga of survival.
Langrehr jumped with the 82nd Airborne on D-Day, was captured and
imprisoned in a Nazi work camp, and then orchestrated a daring
escape. 16 pages of photos. 348 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

770268X NEVER CALL ME A HERO: A
Legendary American Dive-Bomber Pilot
Remembers the Battle of Midway. By N. Jack
Dusty Kleiss et al. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Lt. Kleiss 
was the last surviving dive-bomber pilot to have
fought at Midway, helping to sink three Japanese
warships and reversing the tide of WWII. This is his
extraordinary and remarkable legacy, providing a
riveting eyewitness account of the Battle of Midway,

and an inspiring testimony to the brave men who fought, died, and
shaped history during the four days in June. 16 pages of photos.
420 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

4954351 NO SURRENDER: A Father, a Son, and
an Extraordinary Act of Heroism That Continues
to Live on Today. By C. Edmonds & D. Century.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Edmonds takes us to the
front lines of this inspiring multi-generational story,
revealing in gripping, novelistic detail Roddie
Edmonds’ previously untold heroism in WWII, and the
lasting effects his bravery had on the lives of
thousands, then and now. This story is a celebration of

faith, family, and service–the very characteristics that define us today.
Photos. 498 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99  $5.95SOLD OUT

WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns
LIMITED QUANTITY 7764081 CATACLYSM: The
War on the Eastern Front 1941-45. By Keith
Cumins. A comprehensive overview of the
uncompromising war between Germany and the
Soviet  Union  in World War  I I ,  f rom the
commencement of Operation Barbarossa to the
last battle in the rubble-strewn streets of Berlin. 44 
pages of maps & photos. 359 pages. Casemate.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7786298 CROSSING THE
RHINE: Breaking into Nazi Germany 1944 and
1945–The Greatest Airborne Battles in History. By
Lloyd Clark. September 1944. Thirty-five thousand U.S.
and British paratroopers are dropped behind enemy lines 
in the Netherlands. They suffered devastating casualties
and after nine days of fighting, were forced to retreat.
Several months later, the Allies orchestrated another
airborne attack of the Rhine, this time successfully.

Photos. 415 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

DVD 1922092 ARNHEM: The Battle for the
Bridges. With the help of experts, the
Battleground History TV team systematically
strips away layers of myth, misunderstanding
and occasionally deliberate obscuration to
reveal the startling facts behind decisions and
events that led to some of the most tenacious
fighting by soldiers on both sides. 130 minutes.
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

7703244 CHURCHILL’S HELLRAISERS: The
Secret Mission to Storm a Forbidden Nazi
Fortress. By Damien Lewis. It is the winter of 1944, and 
Allied forces have succeeded in liberating most of
Axis-occupied Italy–with one crucial exception: the Nazi 
headquarters north of the Gothic Line. Churchill is
determined to drive a dagger into the “soft underbelly of 
Europe,” and the Allied plan is to drop two paratroopers
into the mountains and take the fortress by storm. 16

pages of photos. 398 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

4901134 RESCUE AT LOS BANOS: The Most
Daring Prison Camp Raid of World War II. By
Bruce Henderson. Chronicles the mesmerizing
survival story of more than two thousand prisoners of 
war held in the Philippines by the Japanese in the
twilight days of World War II–and the elite 11th
Airborne Division’s remarkable, heart-pounding
mission to rescue them from deep inside enemy
territory. 366 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

4802004 THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE: Hitler’s Final Gamble in
Western Europe. By Martin King. Written by one of the world’s leading
experts on the subject, this account provides an essential introduction to
the events of winter 1944-1945 and to the many soldiers who risked their
lives in defense of freedom. Drawing on personal interviews and extensive
research, King explores one of the most important battles of WWII. Photos.
256 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

7708882 TURNING THE TIDE: The Battles of Coral Sea and
Midway. By Philip Grove. Details key events of the Pacific War and how the
battles of Coral Sea and Midway allowed the U.S. to be able to counter the
Japanese at Guadalcanal. Specially commissioned commentary by expert
military historians. Illus. 232 pages. UPP.  Paperbound.  $6.95

7764162 DAY OF THE PANZER: A Story of
American Heroism and Sacrifice in Southern
France. By Jeff Danby. This detailed account of WWII
combat describes a brief but bloody tank/infantry
action in August 1944. Based on six years of
research–drawing from interviews, primary
documents, and visits to the battlefield–this narrative
transports the reader into the ranks of L Company,
15th Regiment, Third Infantry Division, and its

supporting M4s of the 756th Tank Battalion. 16 pages of photos.
365 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

1914243 HUMP PILOT: Defying Death Flying the Himalayas
During World War II. By Nedda R. Thomas. In a narrative that flashes
between the life of American pilot Ned Thomas and events of the world at
war, a young man aspires to fly, and confronts a dangerous mission over the 
highest mountains on earth, the vast, mythic, murderous Himalayas, the
Hump. Experience how it felt to train as a pilot, and deploy into conditions
and altitudes unimaginable then for flight. Photos. 192 pages. History
Publishing Co. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $7.95

4791673 THE BATTLE OF ARNHEM: The
Deadliest Airborne Operation of World War II.
By Antony Beevor. In this study, Beevor reconstructs
the terrible reality of fighting what General Kurt
Student, the founder of Nazi Germany’s parachute
forces, called “The Last German Victory.” Operation
Market Garden, the plan to end the war by capturing
bridges leading to the Lower Rhine, was a bold
concept, but would it have ever worked? 32 pages of

photos. 459 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

5941539 HITLER’S ARDENNES OFFENSIVE: The German View of
the Battle of the Bulge. Ed. by Danny S. Parker. The battle at Ardennes, a
German offensive, caught the Allied forces off guard in Belgium, France,
and Luxembourg, with devastating losses on both sides. There are Western
accounts of the battle, but little has been told from the German perspective.
Parker has compiled accounts by German officials, who reveal how they
perceived the battle, how they thought Hitler perceived it, and what went
wrong. Illus. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95
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WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns
4796349 BROTHERS DOWN: Pearl Harbor and 
the Fate of the Many Brothers Aboard the USS
Arizona. By Walter R. Borneman. The author returns
to that critical week of December, masterfully
guiding us on an unforgettable journey of sacrifice
and heroism, all told through the lives of these
brothers and their fateful experiences on the Arizona.
Borneman sheds new light on the day that changed
these families’ lives, and the world, forever. 16 pages 

of photos. 337 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00  $4.95

1932667 BASTOGNE: Ardennes 1944. By S. Smith & S. Forty. Part of 
a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing
contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and
battlefield relics with the events they evoke. The siege of Bastogne was
the largest, bloodiest battle fought by American forces in WWII, in which a 
collection of units defied a German onslaught of 400,000 men. 64 pages. 
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

4894367 RETURN TO VICTORY: MacArthur’s
Epic Liberation of the Philippines. By James P.
Duffy. Covering both the strategic and tactical
aspects of the campaign through the participation
of its soldiers, sailors, and airmen, as well as its
commanders, Duffy leads readers through a vivid
account of the nearly year-long bloody campaign
to defeat over a quarter million determined
Japanese defenders in the Pacific theater. 16

pages of photos. 340 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $31.00  $9.95

4791797 THE FIRST WAVE: The D-Day Warriors Who Led the
Way to Victory in World War II. By Alex Kershaw. An epic of close
combat and extraordinary heroism, built on his close friendships with
D-Day survivors and his intimate understanding of the Normandy
battlefield, this adrenaline-driven account of D-Day is the capstone of 
Kershaw’s remarkable career. For the seventy-fifth anniversary of the
landings, this is a fresh take on WWII’s longest day. 16 pages of
photos. 368 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

1974408 CHASTISE: The Dambusters Story
1943. By Max Hastings. The aircrew’s heroism was
wholly authentic, but what Germans call the
Mohnekatastrophe imposed on the Nazi war machine
only brief disruption, rather than a crippling blow, and
saw some 1,400 civilians perish in the biblical floods,
more than half of them Russian and Polish women,
slave laborers, under Hitler. 24 pages of photos.
364 pages. William Collins. Paperbound.  $5.95

*7731396 POLAND 1939: The Outbreak of World War II. By
Roger Moorhouse. A gripping and human history of the least understood
campaign of World War II, when in September 1939 the Germans
attacked Poland by land and by air, followed later that month by Stalin’s
Red Army–and all of Poland became a battlefield. Morehouse offers the
definitive history of the opening campaign of WWII. Photos. 408 pages.
Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

4986709 THE WAFFEN-SS IN NORMANDY: July
1944, Operations Goodwood and Cobra. By Yves
Buffetaut. This work looks at the divisions one by one
throughout Operations Goodwood and Cobra which
saw large tank battles and the eventual collapse of the
German front in Normandy. It includes over 100
photographs, alongside biographies of the
commanders and color profiles of trucks and tanks
which played a key role in operations as the Allies

succeeded in breaking through the German line of defense. 128 pages.
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

4717481 THE FALAISE POCKET: Normandy, August 1944. By Yves
Buffetaut. This profusely illustrated account examines the battle from the
failed offensive at Mortain, looking at both German and Allied perspectives,
using maps, diagrams and profiles to complete the story. Well illus.
128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

4984064 THE BATTLE OF THE SOMME: The
Story of the Deadliest Battle in WWI. By Alan
Axelrod. Fought during 1916, the Battle of the
Somme was conceived by the French and British
as a great offensive to be waged against Germany
even as France poured incredible numbers of men
into the slaughterhouse that was the desperate
defense of Verdun. The modest advance the British 
made was but the prelude to additional slaughter.

Photos. 283 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95  $6.95

4986512 OPERATION CRUSADER: Tank Warfare in the Desert,
Tobruk 1941. By Hermann Buschleb. The port of Tobruk, Libya, was
besieged by German and Italian forces in April 1941. Following an
abortive attempt to relieve the city in June, the British Eighth Army
launched Operation Crusader in November. Crusader aimed at
destroying the Axis armored force, and then breaking the siege.
Maps. 89 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95  $6.95

4952626 VITEBSK: The Fight and Destruction
of the Third Panzer Army. By Otto Heidkamper.
Written by a former member of the German army
and here published in English for the first time, this
study provides valuable and historically significant
information on the German army’s perspective of
the campaign for control of the strategically critical
city of Vitebsk (in modern day Belarus). 176 pages.
Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  $7.95

4986210 DUNKIRK: German Operations in
France 1940. By Hans-Adolf Jacobsen. The
British narrative of the retreat and evacuation that
prompted perhaps Winston Churchill’s most
famous wartime speech has always been well
known; however only now is Jacobsen’s detailed
account of the battle from the German perspective
available in English. Illus. 234 pages. Casemate.
Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

486994X THE FORTRESS: The Siege of
Przemysl and the Making of Europe’s
Bloodlands. By Alexander Watson. A prizewinning
historian tells the story of the pivotal battle for
Przemysl in September of 1914, showing how it
marked the dawn of total war in Europe and how it laid 
the roots of the bloody century that followed. This is
an intimate account of the key campaign on WWI’s
Eastern Front, in all its horror and human tragedy. 16

pages of photos. 367 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00  $7.95

*1981323 THE BATTLE FOR SHAGGY RIDGE.
By Phillip Bradley. From the killing ground of Kaiapit to 
the treacherous heights of the Finisterre Range, for
four months in 1943-44 the Australian army fought to
drive the Japanese from their mountain strongholds.
The most formidable position was the fortress-like
Shaggy Ridge, its steep sides rising sharply to a
knife-edge crest where battle was joined on a
one-man front. 16 pages of photos, some in color.

318 pages. Allen & Unwin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $15.95

*1958631 HITLER’S WINTER: The German Battle of the
Bulge. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. In this work Tucker-Jones tells the
story of the battle from the German point of view, from the
experiences of the infantrymen and panzer crewmen fighting on the
ground in the Ardennes to the operational decisions of senior
commanders. Drawing on new research, it provides a fresh
perspective on one of the most famous battles of WWII. 16 pages of
photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

4906705 THE BATTLE FOR KHARKOV
1941-1943: Images of War. By Anthony
Tucker-Jones. The four battles fought for
Kharkov during WWII are often overshadowed,
yet were critical stages in the struggle between
the Werhmacht and the Red Army for control of
the southern Soviet Union. This volume offers a
photographic record of the dramatic and bloody 
conflict that took place, providing a graphic

overview of the atrocious conditions the soldiers had to endure.
144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7696949 FIGHTING FOR
MACARTHUR: The Navy and Marine Corps’
Desperate Defense of the Philippines. By John
Gordon. Drawing on a rich collection of both U.S. and
recently discovered Japanese sources as well as
official records and wartime diaries, Gordon chronicles 
the Americans’ desperate defense of the besieged
islands. He also examines why the Navy’s relationship
with General Douglas MacArthur became strained

during this period, and remained so for the rest of the war. Photos &
maps. 370 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $9.95

1907875 UNCONDITIONAL DEFEAT: Japan, America, and
the End of World War II. By Thomas W. Zeiler. Despite the stark
difference between the U.S. and Japan, there was one aspect of
the war that both sides held in common: basic savagery. Those
who were in combat witnessed the sheer hell of war. The human
disaster is a tragic yet essential element to this story, and Zeiler
recounts the brutality and suffering experienced by those who
fought and lived through the conflict. Photos. 207 pages. Rowman 
& Littlefield. Pub. at $116.00  $9.95

*7711921 THE BATTLE OF LEYTE GULF AT 75: 
A Retrospective. By Thomas J. Cutler. A series of
battles in which both sides exhibited courage and
resourcefulness yet suffered from confusion born of
poorly conceived command relationships and
ineffective communications. Marked by awe-inspiring 
heroism, failed intelligence, and brilliant deception,
this battle involved hundreds of ships and spanned
more than 100,000 square miles. Photos. 338 pages.

Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95
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*7750188 ONE DAY IN AUGUST: Ian Fleming,
Enigma and the Deadly Raid on Dieppe. By David
O’Keefe. In less than six hours in August 1942, nearly
1,000 British, Canadian and American commandos
died in the French port of Dieppe. This raid was in fact a
mission set up by Ian Fleming of British Naval
Intelligence to capture material relating to the four-rotor
Enigma Machine–priceless intelligence that would
permit codebreakers to turn the tide of WWII. 16 pages

of photos. 476 pages. Icon. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95
4952421 FROM THE RIVIERA TO THE
RHINE: U.S. Sixth Army Group, August
1944-February 1945. By Simon Forty. This
fully illustrated volume is filled with images of
the Allies’ campaign to liberate France, two
months after D-Day, along with current photos
of some of the locations where the battles took
place. Immaculately planned and effectively
undertaken, the Allies liberated 10,000 square

miles of French territory within three weeks. 192 pages. Casemate.
8½x12. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95
*4876792 JAPANESE SOLDIER VERSUS US SOLDIER: New
Guinea 1942-44. By Gregg Adams. In this study, the role of U.S.
Army National Guard units, and their Japanese opponents in three
important battles are examined. Assessing and comparing the
combat effectiveness of both sides. Photos. 80 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

4913892 D-DAY: From the Invasion to
the Liberation of Paris. By Richard
Holmes. This volume sheds light on the
planning, execution and aftermath of the
most momentous event of the Second World
War. The sheer scale and detail of the
invasion are highlighted by rare documents
and photographs. This is a comprehensive
and fitting commemoration of the historic

operation that marked the beginning of the liberation of northwest
Europe. 224 pages. Andre Deutsch. 10x11½. Pub. at $45.00  $9.95
7726929 D-DAY, 75TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: From the
Invasion to the Liberation of Paris. By Richard Holmes. Sheds
light on the planning, execution and aftermath of the most
momentous event of WWII. The sheer scale and detail of the invasion
are highlighted by photos, rare documents such as maps, diaries,
secret memos, reports and logbooks. This is a fitting commemoration 
of the historic operation that marked the beginning of the European
liberation. 224 pages. Carlton. 9¾x11¼.  $11.95

*4816528 JU 87 STUKA VS ROYAL NAVY
CARRIERS: Mediterranean. By Robert Forsyth.
Featuring contemporary photographs, specially
commissioned artwork, maps, diagrams and
personal accounts, Forsyth details the deadly
attacks mounted by the Stukageschwader on
Illustrious-class carriers during key operations in
the Mediterranean at the height of WWII. 80 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $14.95
*7694415 BATTLE OF MALTA: Campaign
381. By Anthony Rogers. Dependent on naval
supply convoys and reliant for defense on
of ten-outnumbered f ighter  a ircra f t  and
anti-aircraft guns, Malta’s heroic survival
provided the Allies with one of the first significant
tactical and strategic victories of WWII. Photos
with maps, some in color. 96 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95
*4903587 ISLAND INFERNOS: The US
Army’s Pacific War Odyssey, 1944. By John C.
McManus. In this volume, McManus explores the
army’s dogged pursuit of Japanese forces, island
by island, throughout 1944, a year that would bring
America ever closer to victory or defeat. Moving
seamlessly from the highest generals to the lowest
foot soldiers and in between, capturing the true
essence of this horrible conflict. 16 pages of

photos. 637 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95
*1988662 NARVIK 1940: Campaign 380. By David Greentree.
This comprehensive work covers both the naval battles and the
individual Norwegian, British, Polish, French and German units that
fought the land campaign over northern Norway. Photos with color
illus. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95
*7767137 OPERATION GINNY: The Most Significant Commando
Raid of WWII. By Vincent dePaul Lupiano. The story of the two Operation
Ginnys. Both were unsuccessful, although the first was successfully
recalled. The second operation, launched one month later on March 22,
1943, ended with the murder by the Nazis of all 15 American participants.
Photos. 237 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95  $21.95

*4912942 BATTLE FOR HONG KONG,
DECEMBER 1941. By Philip Cracknell. December
25, 1941 was known to the people of Hong Kong as

“Black Christmas.” Forces of the Japanese Empire
attacked the British Crown Colony of Hong Kong
without warning. This battle commenced on
December 8 and lasted for three weeks until the
surrender on Christmas day 1941. The Crown
Colony was gallantly defensed but it was a battle

against overwhelming odds. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 320
pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $14.95

*4978838 ON A KNIFE’S EDGE: The Ukraine, November
1942–March 1943. By Prit Buttar. A masterful analysis of Soviet and
German operations and strategy during the Stalingrad and Kharkov
operations, examining the leadership on both sides and featuring first-hand 
accounts from those fighting on the front line. 24 pages of photos.
456 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00  $15.95

*774966X TAKING BERLIN: The Bloody
Race to Defeat the Third Reich. By Martin
Dugard. A pulse-pounding race into the final,
desperate months of the Second World War and
toward the fiery destruction of the Thousand-Year
Reich, chronicling a moment in history when
allies become adversaries. Photos. 332 pages.
Dutton. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

4852095 CRUCIBLE OF HELL: The Heroism
and Tragedy of Okinawa, 1945. By Saul David.
Drawing on graphic eyewitness accounts and
declassified documents, David delivers a riveting
narrative of the heroic U.S. troops, bonded by the
brotherhood and sacrifice of war, who overcame
enormous casualties to pull off the toughest invasion 
of WWII’s Pacific theater. The battle that changed not 
just the course of WWII, but the course of war

forever. 16 pages of photos. 423 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $9.95

4973607 CRUCIBLE OF HELL: The Heroism
and Tragedy of Okinawa, 1945. By Saul David.
Drawing on graphic eyewitness accounts and
declassified documents from archives on three
continents, David delivers a riveting narrative of the
heroic U.S. troops, bonded by the brotherhood and
sacrifice of war, who overcame enormous
casualties to pull off the toughest invasion of
WWII’s Pacific theater. The battle that changed not

just the course of WWII, but the course of war forever. 16 pages of
photos. 423 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $6.95

*DVD 3657108 THE UNKNOWN WAR:
WWII and the Epic Battles on the Russian
Front. Presents 20 original episodes of this
landmark television documentary series about the
Soviet struggle against–and ultimate victory
over–the Nazi war machine. Hosted by Burt
Lancaster, this sprawling series features rare and
stunning footage recorded by Soviet camera crews
on the front lines. Includes interview with celebrated 

writer, performer, and composer Rod McKuen. In Color and B&W. Over
16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.97  $29.95

*1906518 WHEN THE SHOOTING STOPPED:
August 1945. By Barrett Tillman. This new history
tells the story of the final weeks of the war, detailing
the last brutal air, land and sea battles with evocative
first-hand accounts from pilots and sailors caught up
in those extraordinary events. Retells those dramatic
events of August 1945, drawing on accounts from all
sides to relive the days when the war finally ended
and the world was forever changed. 16 pages of

photos. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

*4966570 PANZERSOLDATEN! Italian
Blackshirt Division of the Eastern Front
1941-1943. By Paolo Morisi. This volume covers
the history of the Blackshirt Division during the
campaign on the Eastern Front, focusing on its
relations with the Italian Army, the history of the
MVSN, its advance into Ukraine, and the First and
Second Battles of the Don River. 38 pages of photos.
288 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $45.00  $33.95

*1941186 THE WAFFEN-SS ARDENNES
OFFENSIVE: Images of War. By Ian Baxter.
This work, with its extensive text tells the story of
the Waffen-SS offensive, known as Wacht am
Rhein. These formidable SS armored units with
supporting Wehrmacht divisions initially
achieved dramatic success making full use of the 
harsh winter conditions and terrain. Gradually
the Allies regained the upper hand. Photos.

128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95
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1979965 THE BATTLE OF BARDIA: Australian
Army Campaigns Series #9. By Craig
Stockings. On the morning of January 3, 1941,
Australians of the 6th Division led an assault
against the Italian colonial fortress village of Bardia 
in Libya. The ensuing battle was the second of the
First Libyan Campaign, but the first battle of WWII
planned and fought predominately by Australians.
Well illus., some in color. 166 pages. Big Sky.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $2.95
1922521 OBJECTIVE FALAISE: 8 August
1944-16 August 1944. By Georges Bernage.
On the night of August 8, 1944, the First Canadian 
Army launched Operation Totalize, with the
intention of breaking through the German
defenses south of Caen. This study provides a day 
by day account of this forgotten battle, while also
acting as a field guide, including maps and both
contemporary and modern photographs.

128 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95
1958429 SOLDIER, SAILOR, FROGMAN, SPY: How the Allies Won
on D-Day. By Giles Milton. Milton’s bold new history narrates the events of
June 6, 1944, through the tales of survivors from all sides–the teenage
Allied conscript, the crack German defender, the French resistance fighter.
From the military architects at Supreme Headquarters to the young
schoolboy in Wehrmacht’s bunkers, this work lays bare the terror of those
trapped on the front line of D-Day. Photos. 486 pages. Picador.
Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

191040X SOLDIER, SAILOR, FROGMAN, SPY,
AIRMAN, GANGSTER, KILL OR DIE: How the
Allies Won on D-Day. By Giles Milton. Milton’s
bold new history narrates the events of June 6, 1944, 
through the tales of survivors from all sides–the
teenage Allied conscript, the crack German
defender, the French resistance fighter. From the
military architects at Supreme Headquarters to the
young schoolboy in Wehrmacht’s bunkers, this work 

lays bare the terror of those trapped on the front line of D-Day. Photos.
486 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95

4979540 THE BEF IN 1917: Arras, Vimy,
Messines, Passchendaele and Cambrai. By
Bob Carruthers. This is the photographic history of
the British army during their struggles in WWI. The
highly controversial offensive in Flanders brought
huge casualties on both sides, leading it to be
referred to by the Germans as “the greatest
martyrdom of the War.” 128 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95
4979664 HITLER’S D-DAY DEFENCES:
Building for Battle. By Philip Kaplan. Revisiting
many of the locations within the five-beach
landing area of the invasion forces, this focused
study examines the German defense against
Operation Overlord: the various aspects of their
fortifications; the types of defensive systems
employed; and the results experienced both by
invaders and defenders. Well illus. 176 pages.

Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95
4872657 HITLER VERSUS STALIN: The
Eastern Front 1942-1943–Stalingrad to
Kharkov. By Nik Cornish. The second year of WWII
on the Eastern Front was dominated by Stalingrad,
the battle for the city on the Volga. This phase of the
war between Germany and the Soviet Union saw
offensives and counteroffensives on a massive scale, 
illustrated in these rare photographs that show the
front-line fighting, and the consequences of war for

the civilians involved. 132 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*1964968 THE D-DAY ATLAS: A Graphical Reconstruction of the
Normandy Campaign. By John Man. This graphical reconstruction
details the momentous events of the Normandy campaign from its
conception through to the destruction of the German 7th and 5th Panzer
Armies at Falaise and the Allied liberation of Paris. Photos with color illus.
143 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1986708 THE DARKEST HOUR, VOLUME
1: Asia @ War No. 31. By Michal A. Piegzik.
Presents the Imperial Japanese Navy offensive in
the Indian Ocean in March-April 1942, the main
goal was of which was to destroy the Royal Navy in 
the Far East and achieve domination on the
western flank of the Pacific War on the eve of the
battle of Midway. Well illus., many in color.
84 pages. Helion & Company. 8¼x11¾.

Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1956981 THE SILVER WATERFALL: How
America Won the War in the Pacific at
Midway. By B. Simms & S. McGregor. In this
work the authors show how the efforts of
America’s peacetime Navy combined with
creative innovations made by designers and
industrialists were largely responsible for the
victory. The Douglas Dauntless Dive Bomber, a
uniquely conceived fighting weapon, delivered a

brutally accurate attack the Japanese quickly came to dread. 292
pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1915886 THE DAY ROMMEL WAS STOPPED: The Battle of
Ruweisat Ridge, 2 July 1942. By Francis Ronald & Chris Jephson.
Though the second battle of El Alamein is often described as decisive, the
first battle of Alamein, or Ruweisat Ridge, was actually the more pivotal of
the two encounters. Argues that the tide was turned on July 2nd, 1942
when Rommel’s tanks withdrew. 238 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub.
at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1958992 RESISTANCE: The Underground
War Against Hitler, 1939-1945. By Halik
Kochanski. This work shows how small bands of
individuals took actions that could lead not
merely to their own deaths, but to the liquidation
of their families and their entire communities.
Most who joined up were not supermen and
superwomen, but ordinary people drawn from all
walks of life who would not have been expected to

become heroes of any kind. 16 pages of photos. 936 pages. Liveright. 
Pub. at $45.00  PRICE CUT to $21.95

*1949489 BADER’S SPITFIRE WING: Tangmere 1941. By
Dilip Sarkar. In this work Sarkar not only explores the full story of the
men and machines of the Tangmere Wing in 1941, as well as the
controversy that surrounds their use, he also fully investigates the
part that they played in the RAF’s efforts to take the offensive to the
Luftwaffe on the opposite side of the English Channel. Photos.
298 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95  PRICE CUT to $24.95

1922076 ARNHEM 1944: The Human Tragedy
of the Bridge Too Far. By Dilip Sarkar. The airborne
battle for the bridges across the Rhine at Arnhem
ranks amongst the Second World War’s most famous 
actions–inspiring innumerable books and the
star-studded 1977 movie. This volume, however, is
unique–deeply moved, the author provides a fresh
narrative and approach–concentrating on the tragic
stories of individual casualties. Well illus. 362 pages. 

Frontline. Pub. at $42.95  $7.95

DVD 1960563 D-DAY:  Last  Words.
Widescreen. In this unflinching World War II
documentary, you’ll get a 360-degree view of
the June 6, 1944, invasion–from the perspective 
of a British sailor who laid underwater charges to
blow up German defenses, to Canadian,
American, and French Resistance fighters and
German defenders. Not Rated. English SDH. 90
minutes. BBC.  $5.95

1980025 GALLIPOLI: The Final Battles and Evacuation of ANZAC.
By David W. Cameron. Provides a detailed narrative of the bloody and tragic 
battle for Hill 60, along with the other engagements that went on until the
very last days of Anzac, viewed from both sides of the trenches. It also
examines in detail the planning and execution of the evacuation of the
troops from Anzac, the most successful part of the whole Gallipoli fiasco.
Photos. 358 pages. Big Sky. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

1922351 HERO ON THE WESTERN FRONT:
Discovering Alvin York’s WWI Battlefield. By
Michael Kelly. Complete with detailed plans and a
rich variety of photographs, Kelly presents not only a
fascinating account of York’s determined courage,
but also a detective story as the team unravels the
evidence to reveal the exact ravine where the most
famous U.S. military action of World War I took place.
343 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95

DVD 4870271 ARNHEM: Battle for the Island
and Evacuation. Widescreen. Covers the
desperate fighting in the Oosterbeek Perimeter by
1st Airborne Division and 43rd Wessex Division
between Nijmegen and the Rhine. Complimented
by detailed maps, original archive and
re-enactment footage, this program brings a new
clarity to what is often a one-sided view of events.
80 minutes. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95  $2.95

4869818 BLOODY OKINAWA: The Last Great Battle of World War
II. By Joseph Wheelan. Utilizing accounts by U.S. combatants and
Japanese sources, Wheelan offers a stirring narrative of World War II’s final
major battle–the Pacific War’s largest, bloodiest, most savagely fought
campaign. When the slugfest ended after 82 days, more than 125,000
enemy soldiers lay dead–along with 7,500 U.S. ground troops. 16 pages of 
photos. 419 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $9.95
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1922432 LAKE ILMEN 1942: The Wehrmacht
Front to the Red Army. By O. Gonzalez & P.
Sagarra. In January 1942, south of Lake Ilmen, the
16th German Army clashed with Morozov’s 11th
Soviet Army for possession of the strategic Russian 
city of Stelaia. In addition to providing a strategic
framework of the battle itself, this account also
looks at the human aspect of the battle by analyzing 
a selection of the volunteers who fought in it. Well

illus., some in color. 130 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95
4872444 ARMOURED WARFARE FROM THE
RIVIERA TO THE RHINE 1944-1945: Images
of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. While the Allies
were deadlocked with the Germans in Normandy
after D-Day, another campaign was being fought
against the Germans in southern France. A
sequence of over 150 wartime photos tell the story,
from the amphibious invasion of the French Riviera
to the entry of Allied forces into southern Germany.

120 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
1972723 DISASTER AT D-DAY: The Germans Defeat the
Allies, June 1944. By Peter Tsouras. The outcome could easily
have been very different, as the author shows in this alternate
account of the epic D-Day campaign in which plans, missions and
landings go horribly wrong. 16 pages of photos. 236 pages.
Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $6.95

4892054 FIRE FROM THE SKY: Surviving
the Kamikaze Threat. By Robert C. Stern.
Looks at the origins of the campaign, at its
strategic goals, the organization of the
Japanese special attack forces, and the
culture that made suicide not just acceptable,
but honorable. Photos. 384 pages. Seaforth.
Pub. at $49.95  $5.95

4863046 FIGHTING IN NORMANDY: The
German Army from D-Day to Villers-Bocage.
Ed. by David C. Isby. These in-depth reports by
German commanders given the task of turning the
tables on the invaders is crucial to a full
understanding of the battle for Normandy. Covering 
German attempts to stem the invasion, dramatic
defensive battles in the Norman countryside and
attempts to implement a series of counterattacks.

16 pages of photos. 256 pages. Frontline. Paperbound.  $5.95
4929594 TO WIN A WAR: 1918 the Year of
Victory. By John Terraine. A classic narrative
history of the last year of the World War I. For the
weary Allies, 1918 was truly a year–and at last, the
final triumph. This work gives honor to the British
army in 1918, through the defensive victories of the
British and the French against the last desperate
offensive launched by the Germans in the spring.
288 pages. Amberley. Paperbound.  $2.95

1972871 MONTY’S RHINE ADVENTURE: War and Peace. By
Patrick Delaforce. Beginning immediately after the Normandy
invasion, this compelling volume ultimately explores the preparation, 
execution, and aftermath of Operation Market Garden, Monty’s bold
plan to cut through the German defenses via the eight bridges which
spanned the Dutch/German border. Photos. 286 pages. Fonthill.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $2.95
4941462 D-DAY: Storming Fortress Europe. By J. Chambers
& E. Hendrix. The D-Day landings are brought to life in this electric 
graphic novel which blends a historically authentic narrative with
masterful illustration to tell the story of that Longest Day, through
the eyes of the men who were there. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub.
at $26.00  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*4963725 OPERATION CHASTISE: The RAF’s
Most Brilliant Attack of World War II. By Max
Hastings. This masterful telling of the infamous British 
military operation, Chastise: the overnight destruction
of the Mohne and Eder dams in northwest Germany by 
Britain’s Royal Air Force 617 Squadron, an epic
wartime maneuver that has become military legend.
24 pages of photos. 364 pages. HarperPerennial.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $9.95

*4822730 THE NAZIS’ WINTER WARFARE ON THE
EASTERN FRONT 1941-1945: Images of War. By Ian Baxter.
The Soviet 1941-42 winter counter offensive changed the odds in
Europe entirely. The Russian winter conditions were a major factor
compounded by the Germans’ woeful lack of preparedness. As
this illustrated account reveals, Wehrmacht and SS units only
began to be issued with winter clothing in late 1941 and many had
to improvise well into 1942. 157 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*4897420 FIRESTORM HAMBURG: The Facts
Surrounding the Destruction of a German City
1943. By Martin Middlebrook. A masterly account of
the most controversial Allied bombing offensive of
the Second World War that can only result in a better
understanding of the background, the conduct of the
operation and its outcome. 24 pages of photos. 424
pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

 PRICE CUT to $17.95
4780825 ARNHEM 1944: The Airborne Battle.
By Martin Middlebrook. Arnhem was meant to end
the war in Europe. Although Montgomery’s plan
was a gamble, it could have meant ending the war
before Christmas in 1944. But then, it all went
wrong. Follow the story of the Battle of Arnhem in
graphic detail from start to finish. 24 pages of
photos. 501 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound.
Pub. at $32.95  $6.95
*478331X BLAZING STAR, SETTING SUN:
The Guadalcanal-Solomons Campaign,
November 1942-March 1943. By Jeffrey R.
Cox. The powerful narrative continues the history 
of the Guadalcanal-Solomons campaign from
Cox’s Morning Star, Midnight Sun, transporting
the reader to the heart of the story, and bringing
vividly to life events on the deep blue of the
Pacific. 16 pages of photos. 512 pages. Osprey.

Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95
*4935268 STUG III BRIGADE 191: The
Buffalo Brigade in Action in the Balkans,
Greece and from Moscow to Kursk and
Sevastopol. By Bruno Bork. Brigade 191, also
known as the “Buffalo Brigade” used the
Sturmgeschutz III as they took part in Operation
Barbarossa in the Ukraine, saw action during the
fight for Greece in 1941 and were deployed to the
areas of heaviest fighting in the campaign against

the Soviet Union. With more than 100 photographs this account is
brought to life. 311 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95  $21.95

*3205436 RED WIND OVER THE BALKANS:
The Soviet Offensive South of the Danube,
September-October 1944. By Kaloyan Matev. A
thorough and scholarly tome which describes two
Soviet offensive operations carried out during
September and October 1944; details the heavy
battles during the Belgrade offensive operation; and 
describes the operations of both ground and air
forces with special attention paid to the soviet tank

and mechanized units which participated in both operations. Well illus.
661 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $89.95  $49.95
*4966562 OPERATION MALLORY MAJOR FROM BELOW:
Women and Men Under a Hailstorm of Bombs. By Paolo A.
Dossena. The Allied Operation Mallory Major aimed at the destruction of
all bridges across the Po River and its tributaries and at isolating the
enemy in the northern Apennine mountains. The Allied Air Forces could
count on the ground support of the guerrillas from the Great Partisan
Pocket and were opposed by the Flak. Photos, some in color. 159 pages.
Fonthill. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95
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7758286 VICTORY WAS BEYOND THEIR
GRASP. By Douglas E. Nash Sr. Often regarded as
second-rate formations, Germany’s Volks-Grenadier
Divisions (VGDs) are revealed here as an elite corps of 
WWII, equipped with the finest ground combat
weapons available. This groundbreaking study
follows the men of 272 VGD’s Fusilier company, from
their first battles in Hurtgen Forest to their final defeat
in the Harz Mountains. 32 pages of photos.

374 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95
7753624 MASTERMIND OF DUNKIRK AND
D-DAY: The Vision of Admiral Sir Bertram
Ramsay. By Brian Izzard. The evacuation of the
British Expeditionary Force from Dunkirk, the
invasions of North Africa in 1942 and Sicily in
1943 and the D-Day landings in northern France in 
1944, were successful in large part because of
Ramsay’s vision. Yet the admiral did not live to see
the ultimate victory that he had helped to shape,

dying in a mysterious plane crash in January 1945. 16 pages of
photos. 280 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95
1922769 THE SNIPER ANTHOLOGY: Snipers of the Second
World War. By Adrian Gilbert et al. These gripping in-depth
narratives go beyond the cursory treatment in existing histories and
will be essential reading for anyone wanting to learn about the role
and technique of the sniper during the Second World War. 24 pages
of photos. 206 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
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*7703074 THE WAFFEN-SS: The Third Reich’s Most Infamous
Military Organization. By Nigel Cawthorne. It was the armed division of
the feared Schutzstaffel, and the private army of Adolf Hitler. Its members
developed a reputation as elite soldiers, willing to face any danger and to
carry out any order, no matter how terrible. Photos. 256 pages. Sirius.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

1918273 SAS BAND OF BROTHERS. By Damien 
Lewis. The SAS parachute deep into France, to
wreak havoc and bloody mayhem. Capture, and
totured terribly by the Gestapo, they faced
execution in a dark French woodland on Hitler’s
very orders. Two would escape, triggering one of
the most-extraordinary Nazi-hunting operations
ever. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 410 pages. 
Quercus. Paperbound.  $7.95
*7767390 THE LOST PARATROOPERS OF
NORMANDY: A Story of Resistance, Courage,
and Solidarity in a French Village. By Stephen
G. Rabe. Tells the inspiring yet heartbreaking story
of ordinary people who did extraordinary things in
defense of liberty and freedom. On D-Day, when
transport planes dropped paratroopers from the
82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions hopelessly
off-target into marshy waters in northwestern

France, the 900 villagers of Graignes welcomed them with open
arms. Illus. 253 pages. Cambridge. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

1922874 WINGATE’S MEN: Images of War.
By Colin Higgs. In this striking collection of
photographs drawn in large part from one man’s
photograph albums, we see the harsh conditions
in which the Chindits had to operate, and the
terrible physical state of many of the men who
survived the jungles, the dry plains, and the
ferocious Japanese enemy. 117 pages. Frontline.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
*4815513 HUNGARIAN SOLDIER VERSUS
SOVIET SOLDIER: Combat 57. By Peter
Mujzer. This fully illustrated study casts new light 
on the role played by the forces of Nazi
Germany’s Allies on the Eastern Front and
explores the tactics and weaponry employed by
the Hungarian and Soviet forces in the
Barbarossa campaign. 80 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $9.95

4850440 GERMAN FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES IN WORLD WAR
II. By Michael Foedrowitz. Presents over 300 photographs of the
German fire fighting vehicles in World War II and includes information 
on the manufacturers and the organization of the German fire fighting
regiments. 208 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95  $9.95

DVD 1983393 WARLORDS: The Generals.
Fullscreen. Provides captivating glimpses into
the extraordinary lives of the greatest military
minds of WWII. Features MacArthur: The Defiant
General, Patton: The Man Behind the Myth, and
Rommel: The Strange Death of the Desert Fox.
Not Rated. CC. In Color and B&W. 90 minutes.
HBO. Pub. at $14.98  $5.95

*1986988 HIMMLER: Hitler’s Henchman.
By Ian Baxter. He built the SS into a million strong
para military force and took control of the Nazi
concentration camps system. Realizing the war was 
lost, he attempted to open peace talks and Hitler
dismissed him of all posts in April 1954. Detained
and arrested, he committed suicide on May 22,
1945. Photos. 119 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

*1987143 THE TANK BATTLES
OF MARSHAL ROKOSSOVSKY,
1943-1945. By Kamen Nevenkin.
One of the most talented commanders
of the Soviet Red Army who fought in
many important battles such as Kursk,
Bobruisk, and East Prussia. This study
examines his main battles in the period 

of 1943-1945 and contains 163 wartime photographs and 10 maps.
124 pages. PeKo. 11¾x8½. Pub. at $41.95  $29.95
*1953362 PATTON’S PAYBACK: The Battle of El Guettar and
General Patton’s Rise to Glory. By Stephen L. Moore. In February
1943, Patton relished the challenge to turn the tide of America’s
fledgling war against Hitler, and the chance to earn a fourth star.
Moore brings to live this pivotal moment of the war, thanks to a trove
of primary sources and his own personal interviews with American
veterans who survived well into the 21st century. 16 pages of photos.
354 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*1945688 MONUMENTS MAN: The
Mission to Save Vermeers, Rembrandts, da
Vincis, and More from the Nazis’ Grasp. By
James J. Rorimer et al. Rorimer became a leading
figure in the art recovery unit known as the
Monuments Men, an elite group of the U.S. Army
who risked their lives to save Europe’s greatest
artworks from Hitler’s grasp. This work traces his
journey with Allied troops across France and

Germany on a trail of Nazi-stolen masterpieces of art with the goal of
locating, seizing, and returning the works to their original holders. Photos, 
some in color. 352 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x10. Pub. at $45.00  $32.95

*7790929 LEADING THE WAY TO VICTORY: 
A History of the 60th Troop Carrier Group
1940-1945. By Mark C. Vlahos. The story of the
men of the 60th Troop Carrier Group–the first U.S.
TCG to deploy to the European Theater of
Operations in WWII. The Group continued its
stringing, flying a combat parachute drop, as well
as a combat glider–both the first in U.S. Army
history–during the invasions of North Africa and

Sicily. Well illus. 474 pages. Permuted Press. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

7708661 THE BEDFORD TRIANGLE:
Undercover Operations from England in the
Second World War. By Martin W. Bowman. Portrays 
the part played by the British Special Operations
Executive (SOE), U.S. Army Air Force (USAAF) and
American Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in
operations behind enemy lines in occupied Europe
during World War II. 16 pages of photos. 228 pages.
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*7711824 THE MEN WHO FLEW THE
HEAVY BOMBERS: USAAF Four-Engine
Heavies in the Second World War. By Martin
W. Bowman. Highly readable and emotional
outpouring of life and death in combat over the
Third Reich as the men of the American air forces
describe in their own words the compelling,
gripping and thought-provoking narrative of the
Combined Bomber Offensive in WWII, which

resulted from the RAF nocturnal onslaught and the American
unescorted precision attacks on targets throughout the Reich. 24
pages of photos. 219 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $32.95

*1937944 MARSHAL ZHUKOV AT THE ODER:
The Decisive Battle for Berlin. By Tony Le Tissier.
Drawing on official sources and the personal
accounts of soldiers from both sides who were
involved, the author has reconstructed the Soviet’s
difficult breakthrough at the River Order, documenting 
the final death throes of Hitler’s Thousand Year Reich.
Illus. 452 pages. History Press. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*7709676 INTO ENEMY WATERS: A World War II Story of the
Demolition Divers Who Became the Navy SEALs. By Andrew
Dubbins. Chronicles the story of George Morgan, one of the last
surviving veterans of the Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT), and
his brethren’s courageous and unsung efforts to clear a path for
invasion forces and help win World War II. 16 pages of photos.
317 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1968343 X TROOP: The Secret Jewish Commandos Who
Helped Defeat the Nazis. By Leah Garrett. In June 1942, Winston
Churchill and his chief of staff formed an unusual plan, a new commando
unit made up of Jewish refugees who had escaped to Britain. Trained in
counter intelligence and advanced combat, this top secret unit became
known as X Troop. Stopping at nothing to defeat the Nazis, the astonishing
story of these secret shock troops is told. Photos. 351 pages. Mariner.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

1986112 X TROOP: The Secret Jewish
Commandos of World War II. By Leah Garrett.
Drawing on extensive original research, including
interviews with the last surviving members, Garrett
follows this unique band of brothers from Germany to
England and back again, with stops at British
internment camps, the beaches of Normandy, the
battlefields of Italy and Holland, and the hellscape of
Terezin concentration camp. Photos. 351 pages.

HMH. Pub. at $28.00  $9.95

*1912046 AGAINST ALL ODDS: A True Story
of Ultimate Courage and Survival in World War 
II. By Alex Kershaw. The author has delivered his
most gripping account yet of American courage,
spanning more than 600 days of increasingly
merciless combat, from the deserts of North Africa
to the dark heart of Nazi Germany. Once the guns fell
silent, these four exceptional warriors would
discover just how heavy the Medal of Honor could

be. 16 pages of photos. 351 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95
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1933426 CONVERSATIONS WITH MAJOR DICK
WINTERS: Life Lessons from the Commander of 
the Band of Brothers. By Cole C. Kingseed. On the
hellish battlefields of WWII Europe, Major Dick
Winters led his Easy Company, the now legendary
Band of Brothers, from the confusion and chaos of the
D-Day invasion to the final capture of Hitler’s Eagle’s
Nest. Kingseed shares the formative experiences that
made Winters such an effective leader and more. 16

pages of photos. 281 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95
7686986 NEVER IN FINER COMPANY: The
Men of the Great War’s Lost Battalion. By
Edward G. Lengel. It was one of the most heroic
events in American military history. Here is a
larger than life story of World War I’s “Lost
Battalion” and the men who survived the ordeal,
triumphed in battle, and fought the demons that
lingered. Uplifting and compelling, it is a deeply
moving and dramatic story on an epic scale.

Photos. 358 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
7716028 BIGGEST BROTHER: The Life of Major Dick
Winters, the Man Who Led the Band of Brothers. By Larry
Alexander. They were Easy Company, 101st Airborne: a fighting
unit whose members became legendary in the annals of WWII
combat for their bravery, their ability to get the job done, and their
unswerving loyalty to one another in the face of death. Their
compelling story, and that of their leader, is told here. Photos.
314 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95

4983920 PATTON’S LAST GAMBLE: The
Disastrous Raid on POW Camp Hammelburg
in World War II. By Duane Schultz. In March
1945 Gen. George Patton created a special task
force to venture more than fifty miles behind
enemy lines and liberate a POW camp. The raid
was a disaster. Out of some three hundred men,
only three dozen returned. Based on memoirs,
diaries, combat reports, and interviews with

survivors. 232 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95
7700318 LONELY COURAGE: The True Story of
the SOE Heroines Who Fought to Free
Nazi-occupied France. By Rick Stroud. The Special
Operations Executive, established by Churchill, began 
recruiting, training and deploying fighters to assist the 
Resistance–39 of these agents were women and they
trained alongside of their men counterparts. Tells their 
story and sheds light on what life was really like for
these brave women who tumbled from the sky.

Photos. 295 pages. S&S. Paperbound.  $5.95
4940997 THE GHOST ARMY: Conning the Third
Reich. By Gerry & Janet Souter. With the help of
first-hand accounts from veterans and newly
declassified records, the authors examine the impact
of deceptive operations including Quicksilver,
Bertram, and Fortitude. They recount amazing tales of
the fakery and wizardry inherited from the artful British
who created everything from faux railway lines, to
sonic warfare in the Mediterranean. Photos. 256

pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
487255X FROM WARSAW TO ROME: General 
Anders’ Exiled Polish Army in the Second
World War. By Martin Williams. Charts the
extraordinary story of the exiled Polish Army in
1939, it’s remarkable evacuation from Soviet
captivity to Iran, and in 1942 their incorporation
into the British Army as the Polish II Corps.
Williams covers their distinguished fighting record 
and their ultimate betrayal by their allies. 16 pages 

of photos. 276 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95  $9.95
*1952064 FACING THE MOUNTAIN: An Inspiring 
Story of Japanese American Patriots in World War
II. By Daniel James Brown. In the day and months after
Pearl Harbor, the lives of Japanese Americans across the
continent and Hawaii were changed forever. This is the
story of Rudy Tokiwa, Fred Shiosaki, and Kats Miho, who
volunteered for the 442nd Regimental Combat Team and 
were deployed to France, Germany, and Italy, where they
were asked to do the near impossible. Photos.

540 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $9.95
4937341 THE ALLIES: Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and the
Unlikely Alliance That Won World War II. By Winston Groom. By the
end of World War II, these three Allied leaders emerged to control the war in
Europe and the Pacific. Their wise, decisive and sometimes combative
leadership contributed to the defeat of the Axis alliance, and their characters 
changed their individual nations forever. 16 pages of photos. 464 pages.
National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95

4876237 FIGHTING SEVENTEEN:  A
Photographic History of VF-17 in World
War II. By Lee Cook. This is the true story, in
photographs, of the famous U.S. Navy Fighting 
Squadron Seventeen. They broke combat
records in the Pacific flying the new F4U
Corsairs, shooting down 152 Japanese aircraft
in aerial combat in only 76 days. The “Skull
and Crossbones Squadron” was one of the

most successful squadrons in the annals of warfare. Fully illus.
284 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $69.99  $21.95

*194276X PANZER COMMANDER HERMANN
BALCK: Germany’s Master Tactician. By Stephen
Robinson. The result of extensive research of primary
and secondary sources, including Balck’s battle
reports, Panzer division war diaries, campaign
assessments and eyewitness accounts written by his
Allied adversaries, this is the dramatic story of Panzer
Commander Hermann Balck, who is regarded as one
of the world’s greatest armored warfare commanders.

Maps & photos. 295 pages. Exisle. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  $14.95

4770145 WILLING PATRIOTS: Men of Color
in the First World War. By Robert J. Dalessandro
et al. Tells the story of black Americans who served 
in the U.S. Army in the First World War. Provides
the reader deeply researched treatment of the
organization, combat history and battle
participation of all black troops including the two
infantry divisions, those of the Services of Supply
group, and the special troops. Well illus.

192 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $69.99  $11.95

4850467 GERMAN WORLD WAR II
REENACTING: The Wehrmacht in Living
History. By Scott Lee Thompson. Across the
globe, reenactors have gone to amazing lengths to 
re-create the Wehrmacht in action, and these
photos capture the results. Everything from tanks
to machine guns to can-openers to cooking
utensils are put to use to capture not only the
battles, but the more mundane aspects of wartime 

life. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $34.99  $11.95

*4894731 A WAR OF EMPIRES: Japan,
India, Burma & Britain 1941-45. By Robert
Lyman. By 1942, the British and Indian armies had
been brutally defeated and Japan reigned supreme
throughout Asia. With new commanders, training
and restructuring, new tactics were developed.
Lyman expertly recounts these coordinated efforts
and describes how a new volunteer Indian Army,
would ferociously fight to turn the tide of war. 16

pages of photos. 560 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

*4893638 MI9: A History of the Secret Service
for Escape and Evasion in World War Two. By
Helen Fry. When Allied fighters were trapped behind
enemy lines, one branch of military intelligence
helped them escape: MI9. The organization set up
clandestine routes across Nazi-occupied Europe,
enabling soldiers and airmen to make their way home.
Fry tells the extraordinary story, including MI9’s
gadget genius and breakouts. 16 pages of photos.

327 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.50  $7.95

*4909429 THE FORCE: The Legendary Special Ops Unit and
WWII’s Mission Impossible. By Saul David. In December of 1943, an
elite group of U.S. and Canadian soldiers were given an impossible task:
capture a Nazi stronghold atop stunningly steep cliffs. Their daring acts of
heroism would set the stage for the Allies’ victory in WWII. Photos.
360 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*7710224 DEVIL DOGS: King Company,
Third Battalion, 5th Marines. By Saul David. The 

“Devil Dogs” of King Company, Third Battalion, 5th 
Marines, part of the legendary 1st Marine Division,
were among the first American troops to take
offense in World War II, and also the last. The
company had a number of talented writers, whose
first hand accounts and memories provide the
color, emotion, and context for this extraordinary

story. 16 pages of photos. 604 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

*194956X SCATTERED UNDER THE RISING SUN: The
Gordon Highlanders in the Far East 1941-1945. By Stewart
Mitchell. This work describes the horrific ordeal at the hands of the 
Japanese of the officers and men of the 2nd Battalion Gordon
Highlanders. When the Japanese invaded Malaya in December
1941, the Gordons fought bravely until the surrender of Singapore
and those who had not been killed became POWs. Of the 1,000
men involved initially, only some 600 lived to be liberated in
summer 1945. 16 pages of photos. 212 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95
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WW I & WW II Commanders & Units
*4966368 COMMANDOS IN EXILE: No. 10
(Inter-Allied) Commando 1942-1945. By
Nick van der Bijl. The story of one of the least
known and most unusual units in the Second
Wor ld  War.  Th is Commando compr ised
members of French, Dutch, Belgian, Norwegian,
Polish and Yugoslav Free Forces who had
escaped from German occupation. All members
had to pass the Green Beret course at Achnacarry 

in Scotland. 16 pages of photos. 226 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*1937227 AGAINST ALL ODDS: A True Story of
Ultimate Courage and Survival in World War II. By
Alex Kershaw. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The author has 
delivered his most gripping account yet of American
courage, spanning more than 600 days of increasingly
merciless combat, from the deserts of North Africa to the 
dark heart of Nazi Germany. Once the guns fell silent,
these four exceptional warriors would discover just how
heavy the Medal of Honor could be. 434 pages.

Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  PRICE CUT to $19.95

WW I & WW II Naval History
7680767 INDIANAPOLIS. By L. Vincent & S.
Vladic. A sweeping saga of survival, sacrifice,
justice, and love–both a groundbreaking naval
history and spellbinding narrative. The authors
bring the ship and her heroic crew back to full,
vivid, unforgettable life in this definitive account
of one of the worst sea disasters in United States
naval history. 16 pages of photos, some color.
578 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

4987705 NEVER TO RETURN: Surviving the
Worst Combat Loss in the History of the US
Coast Guard. By R. Peffer & R. Nersasian. Harrowing 
tale of the torpedoing and sinking of the USS Leopold
and the loss of 171 Coast Guardsmen off the coast of
Iceland during WWII, the worst combat loss of life in
the history of the US Coast Guard. This is the story of
gunner Sparky Nersasian and his shipmates’ struggle 
to survive the Leopold’s sinking. Photos. 238 pages.

Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $5.95

1954938 DER KAPITAN: U-Boat Ace Hans
Rose. By Markus F. & Gertrude J. Robinson. A
carefully researched biography of one of
Germany’s most successful WWI U-boats, and
her most successful ace during the convoy period 
when attacks by U-boats were most difficult and
dangerous. 32 pages of photos, some in color.
320 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $29.95  $9.95

770867X BISMARCK: The Chase and Sinking of Hitler’s Goliath. By 
N.S. Ward & G.H. Bennett. The complete Battle Summary: how Hitler’s
Golaith was located, pursued and attacked, featuring both German and
British first-hand accounts. Maps. 154 pages. UPP.  Paperbound.  $6.95

3852253 THE ELUSIVE ENEMY: U.S. Naval
Intelligence and the Imperial Japanese Fleet.
By Douglas Ford. In this exploration of U.S. naval
operations and intelligence-gathering efforts, Ford 
introduces a new perspective on the clash
between the United States and Japan in the
Pacific. It contains a trove of information obtained
from prisoners, captured weapons, documents,
and firsthand accounts of American naval

personnel. Maps. 297 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95  $5.95

480676X TREACHEROUS PASSAGE: Germany’s Secret Plot
Against the United States in Mexico During World War I. By Bill
Mills. Full of drama and intrigue, Mills tells the true story of the most
audacious of Germany’s schemes and strategies to disrupt American
industry: the planning for submarine bases on the western coast of
Mexico, and the German plot to launch clandestine sea raiders from
the Mexican port of Mazatlan during World War I. 16 pages of photos.
226 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95  $6.95

1980041 HUNT-CLASS DESTROYERS IN
POLISH NAVY SERVICE. By M. Borowiak & W.
Goralski. Brings to light the wartime careers of the
escort destroyers OORP Krakowiak, Kujawiak and
Slazak. Polish escort destroyers of the Hunt II class,
transferred on loan by the British, were among the
busiest warships flying the white and red ensign
during WWII. The text is complemented by photos
and computer generated images of all three Polish

destroyers. 240 pages. Kagero. 8¼x12. Pub. at $37.95  $7.95

4871561 THE IRON SEA: How the Allies Hunted and Destroyed
Hitler’s Warships. By Simon Read. Using official war diaries, combat
reports, eyewitness accounts, and personal letters, Read brings the action
and adventure to vivid life. The result is an enthralling and gripping story of
the Allied heroes who fought on a watery battlefield. Photos. 322 pages.
Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $9.95

7708718 HUNTING TIRPITZ: Royal Naval
Operations Against Bismarck’s Sister Ship. By
G.H. Bennett et al. Newly translated, first-hand
accounts by German survivors and Battle Summaries
which detail: Operation ‘Chariot’, the raid on St.
Nazaire, 1942; Operation ‘Source’, the midget
submarine attack on Tirpitz, 1943; and Operation
‘Tungsten’, the Fleet Air Arm attacks on Tirpitz, 1944.
Photos with illus. 296 pages. UPP.  Paperbound.  $7.95

4854012 TIDAL WAVE: From Leyte Gulf to
Tokyo Bay. By Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. Based
on first-hand accounts, this riveting survey tells the 
action-packed story of the naval campaigns in the
Pacific, from Leyte Gulf to the end of the war–a
period in which the U.S. Navy would need to fight
harder for victory than ever before. 16 pages of
photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub.
at $21.00  $6.95

*196965X LEYTE GULF 1944 (2): Campaign 378. By Mark
Stille. This volume focuses on the forces supporting the main
Japanese thrust. Naval expert Stille reveals how the Japanese Main
Body succeeded in luring the U.S. Third Fleet to the north, but at a
tremendous cost in the ensuing Battle off Cape Engano. Photos.
96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*4938291 SCHNELLBOOTWAFFE: Adolf
Hitler’s Guerrilla War at Sea, S-Boote 1939-45.
By Hrvoje Spajic. The Schnellbootwaffe would
achieve significant victories for the Kriegsmarine at
the beginning of the war by using these vessels in
high-level strategies, including a style of guerrilla
warfare. The Allied invasions plans were not yet
known to the Germans, but Eisenhower learned a
great deal from Lyme Bay and the Schnellbootwaffe

was still potentially dangerous right until the end of the war. Photos.
184 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

*7688938 NAVAL BATTLES OF THE SECOND 
WORLD WAR: Pacific and Far East. By Leo
Marriott. The account of the major naval battles
fought in the Pacific and Far East during WWII. Sets
naval actions in their strategic context and describes
clearly and concisely what happened in each
engagement. Features Pearl Harbor and The Battles
of Coral Sea, Midway and Leyte Gulf. Photos. 159
pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95  $24.95

*198697X GERMAN U-BOAT LOSSES DURING 
WORLD WAR II: Details of Destruction. By Axel
Niestle. Lists by hull number each U-boat’s date of
commissioning, its commanding officer, and the date
and port of departure for its last patrol. It also gives the
date, position, and cause of loss of each submarine,
with details on Allied units involved in the sinking, the
names and ranks of their officers and pilots, and the
number of crew killed or rescued. 16 pages of photos.

303 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

*1906798 VICTORY AT SEA: Naval Power
and the Transformation of the Global Order
in World War II. By Paul Kennedy. A sweeping,
lavishly illustrated history of the rise of American
naval power during World War II. Tracking the
movements of the six major navies of WWII, the
allied navies of Britain, France, and the U.S. and
the Axis navies of Germany, Italy, and Japan,
Kennedy tells a story of naval battles, campaigns,

convoys and more. 521 pages. Yale. Pub. at $37.50  $29.95

1986317 VERY SPECIAL SHIPS: Abdiel
Class Fast Minelayers of World War Two.
By Arthur Nicholson. The most versatile ships to 
serve the Royal Navy in WWII, that operated not
only as offensive mineslayers, dashing into
enemy waters under cover of darkness, but in
many other roles, most famously as blockade
runners to Malta. Photos. 208 pages. Naval
Institute. 8¾x10½. Pub. at $57.95  $16.95

*7740204 A STRANGE WHIM OF THE SEA: The Wreck of the
USS Macaw. By Tim Loughman. On January 16, 1944, the submarine
rescue vessel USS Macaw ran aground at Midway Atoll while attempting to
tow the stranded submarine USS Flier. On Febuary 12, enormous waves
nudged the ship backward into deeper water. As night fell the Macaw slowly 
sank, three of the 22 sailors on board, the captain, his executive officer and
20 enlisted men were swept overboard. 18 pages of photos. 227 pages.
UPKy. Pub. at $29.95  $24.95
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WW I & WW II Naval History
1978098    GERMAN NAVAL
CAMOUFLAGE, VOLUME TWO,
1942-1945. By E. Leon & J. Asmussen. 
More than 110 plates, each depicting in
full color the camouflage and paint
schemes of individual ships, from the
battleship Tirpitz down to fleet torpedo
boats. Each subject is shown in great

detail. 168 pages. Naval Institute. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $79.95  $26.95
*1906496 THE U-BOAT WAR: A Global
History 1939-45. By Lawrence Paterson. The
U-boat war was not confined to the Atlantic.
Fought in the Baltic, the Mediterranean, and in
every other sea save for the Southern Ocean, it
was a truly global conflict. Overstretched and
undersupplied, it was this global nature of the
U-boat role that ultimately doomed this
campaign from the very start. 32 pages of

photos. 336 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95
*1915967 SCHNELLBOOTE: A Complete
Operational History. By Lawrence Paterson.
The Schnellboote, or E-boats to the Allies, were
a devastatingly effective weapon in nearly all the 
Kriegsmarine’s theaters of war, but particular in
the English Channel. This work was the first to
do full justice to their record of success, and
remains the foremost work on their operational
history. Well i l lus. 338 pages. Seafor th.

Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95
*4822862 YAMATO: Flagship of the Japanese Imperial Navy. By
Daniel Knowles. Documents the career of this iconic ship with detailed
analysis of the successes and mistakes that led to the tragic loss of over
3,000 lives in a moment seen as symbolic of the downfall of the Imperial
Japanese Empire. Well illus. 192 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $49.00  $36.95

4863437 ULTRA VERSUS U-BOATS:
Enigma Decrypts in the Nat ional
Archives. By Roy Conyers Nesbit. Using
the previously unpublished decrypts of
U-boat signals, along with historic wartime 
photography, Nesbit tells the stories of the 
individual U-boats and describes their
f a t e .  2 4 8  p a g e s .  Pe n  &  S w o r d .
Pub. at $39.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*1953060 DAYS OF STEEL RAIN: The Epic Story 
of a WWII Vengeance Ship in the Year of the
Kamikaze. By Brent E. Jones. The USS Astoria was
called to respond to challenges that its men never could
have anticipated. From a typhoon where the ocean was
the enemy to daring rescue missions, a gallant turn at
Iwo Jima, and the ultimate crucible against the Kamikaze
at Okinawa, they endured the worst of the final year of the
war at sea. 32 pages of photos. 384 pages. Hachette.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*4831063 BATTLESHIP DUKE OF YORK:
An Anatomy from Building to Breaking. By I.
Buxton & I. Johnston. Includes plans of the ship
and a superb series of over 100 photographs.
While the emphasis may be primarily visual, the
accompanying narrative is as enlightening as the
illustrations. This is a uniquely comprehensive
portrait of a great ship in all its complexity that no
warship enthusiast will want to miss. 264 pages.

Seaforth. 10x11½. Pub. at $80.00  PRICE CUT to $34.95
1966340     BRITISH AND
COMMONWEALTH WARSHIP
CAMOUFLAGE OF WWII, VOLUME
3. By Malcolm Wright. All the paint
schemes that adorned the cruisers,
mine layers and armed merchant
cruisers of the Royal Navy and
Commonwealth are depicted in detail,

along with discussion on changes of armament and electronics that
affected the outward appearance of each ship. With 800 full color
illustrations, this resource provides a detailed reference. 192 pages.
Naval Institute. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $66.95  $19.95

7758022 NEW ORLEANS-CLASS CRUISER
USS ASTORIA: TopDrawings 58. By Witold
Koszela. A cruiser of the New Orleans-class the USS
Astoria was built at the Puget Sound Navy Yard,
Bremerton, Washington. She was commissioned in
the U.S. Navy on April 28, 1934. During the battle of
Savo Island, on August 9, 1942, she succumbed to
the artillery fire of the Japanese warships. Includes
detailed scale renderings of the ship. Kagero.

8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $6.95

4784057 THE ROYAL NAVY’S AIR SERVICE IN THE GREAT WAR.
By David Hobbs. Detailed explanations of operations, the technology that
underpinned them and the people who carried them out bring into sharp
focus a revolutionary period of development that changed naval warfare
forever. Illus. 528 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $44.95  $7.95

*1942913 THE BATTLE OF TARAWA: Naval
History Special Edition. By Daniel Rogers. One
of the most transformative engagements of WWII
and for the future of the U.S. Marine Corps. Fought
on a speck of coral sand in the middle of the Pacific, 
in just three days the battle and associated actions
of Operation Galvanic killed over 1,700 U.S. service 
members and 5,000 Japanese defenders. Photos,
some in color. 80 pages. Naval Institute. 8x10½.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $15.95
*3845869 U-505: The Final
Journey. By James E. Wise Jr. On
June 4, 1944 the German submarine
U-505 became the first man of war
since the War of 1812 to be captured
by the U.S. Navy in battle on the high
seas. These events are vividly
described in the pages of this history

along with the story of how the U-505 became a major attraction at the
world-renowned Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago. Well illus.
204 pages. Naval Institute. 12¼x8¾. Pub. at $36.95  $27.95

*4842456 SEA COBRA: Admiral Halsey’s
Task Force and the Great Pacific Typhoon. By
Buckner F. Melton, Jr. The dramatic story of the
ships and men of the famed Fast Carrier Task Force
as fate lands them squarely in the path of the killer
typhoon, Typhoon Cobra. Melton recounts the
many heroic efforts in the fleet’s struggle to
survive, and he also examines the ensuing court
inquiry ordered by Admiral Chester Nimitz, as

officials sought to make sense of this perilous mission. 318 pages.
Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $11.95

*4973240 FUBUKI-CLASS
DESTROYERS: Legends of Warfare.
By H. Lengerer & L. Ahlberg. Particular
emphasis was placed on ships that were
important for the night battle preceding
the “decisive battle.” The stage was
prepared for the Fubuki class, and it
introduced a new standard for Japanese
destroyers, a standard followed by

almost all Japanese destroyers designed afterward. Presented here is
the history of their design, construction, and combat history. Photos.
128 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

*4895584 USS INDIANAPOLIS
[CA-35:] Legends of Warfare. By David
Doyle. Torpedoed and sunk by a Japanese
submarine, the USS Indianapolis became
the last large warship lost by the U.S. during 
World War II, resulting in the largest loss of
life aboard a single ship in U.S. Naval
history. Fully illus. 128 pages. Schiffer.
Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1958534 THE HUNT FOR THE
STOROZHEVOY: Europe @ War No. 19. By
Michael Fredholm von Essen. In 1975, Captain Third 
Rank Valeriy Sablin led his crew in a mutiny on the
Soviet warship Storozhevoy. After several dramatic
and failed attempts on this vessel the Soviet armed
forces chose to hide any details of the event. But the
Swedish SIGINT reporting was saved and enables a
detailed, blow by blow description of the events.

Photos with illus. some in color. 52 pages. Helion & Company. 8¼x11¾. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*4830814 THE LANCASTRIA TRAGEDY: Sinking and Cover-Up,
June 1940. By Stephen Wynn. The story behind the sinking of the
Lancastria comes in two parts: the sinking of the ship itself and the people
who died, and the aftermath which led to allegations of a government cover
up ordered by Winston Churchill. Photos. 184 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $14.95

WW I & WW II Spies & Espionage
4920066 DEFYING HITLER: The Germans Who 
Resisted Nazi Rule. By G. Thomas & G. Lewis.
Follows the underground network of Germans who
believed standing against the Fuhrer was more
important than their own survival. Their bravery is
astonishing and this remarkable account
illuminates their struggles in an accessible
narrative history that has the pace and excitement of
a thriller. 16 pages of photos. 542 pages. Dutton.

Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $5.95
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WW I & WW II Spies & Espionage
7697651 RETURN TO THE REICH:  A
Holocaust Refugee’s Secret Mission to
Defeat the Nazis. By Eric Lichtblau. Based on
extensive research and interviews with Freddy
Mayer himself, this is an eye-opening account of 
a German-born Jew who escaped Nazi Germany
only to return as an American commando on a
secret mission behind enemy lines. An
unforgettable narrative of World War II heroism.

Photos. 288 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95
498658X SILVER: The Spy Who Fooled the Nazis. By Mihir Bose. 
In February 1941, a young Indian walked into the Italian Embassy in
Kabul, claiming to be a cook. He emerged as a spy, working for the
Italians, Germans, Japanese, Soviets and the British–the only
quintuple spy of the war. Here Bose, who corresponded with Silver
and interviewed his associates, offers a groundbreaking look at this
critical character of WWII espionage, long neglected by historians.
16 pages of photos. 350 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $40.00  $7.95

1970348 THE BOHEMIANS: The Lovers Who
Led Germany’s Resistance Against the Nazis. By
Norman Ohler. By the time Harro Schulze-Boysen and
Libertas Haas-Heye began their whirlwind romance
the two lovers were leading a network of anti-fascists
fighters that stretched across Berlin’s bohemian
underworld. But nothing could prepare Harro and
Libertas for the betrayals they would suffer in which
friend could be indistinguishable from foe. Photos.

293 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $2.95
4811372 THE BOHEMIANS: The Lovers Who
Led Germany’s Resistance Against the Nazis.
By Norman Ohler. The incredible true story of two
idealistic young lovers who led Germany’s largest
anti-Nazi resistance group–right in the darkening
heart of Berlin. Drawing on unpublished diaries,
letters, and Gestapo files, Ohler spins an
unforgettable tale of love, heroism, and sacrifice.
Photos. 293 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95

1935461 THEY FOUGHT ALONE: The True Story
of the Starr Brothers, British Secret Agents in
Nazi-Occupied France. By Charles Glass. A
renowned journalist and war correspondent tells the
story of one of the great clandestine organizations of
WWII, exposing a dramatic tale of spies, sabotage,
and the heroic Starr brothers, whose ordeals would
challenge the accepted myths of Britain’s wartime
resistance in occupied France. 16 pages of photos.

320 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $3.95
4877551 OPERATION COLUMBA–THE SECRET
PIGEON SERVICE: The Untold Story of World
War II Resistance in Europe. By Gordon Corera.
During the bloodiest years of WWII, British
intelligence was determined to defeat the Axis powers
by any means necessary. As part of a spy operation
code-named Columba, the Allied forces amassed
sixteen thousand highly trained homing pigeons and
dropped them in an arc across Nazi-occupied Europe.

Corera opens a fascinating new chapter in the annals of WWII history. 16
pages of photos. 334 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $2.95

*1982508 BLETCHLEY PARK AND D-DAY: The
Untold Story of How the Battle for Normandy Was
Won. By David Kenyon. Drawing on unclassified
documents, recent scholarship and the archives of
Bletchley Park itself, Kenyon explores how information
extracted from enemy signals traffic was collated and the
effect it had on the conduct of the war. By integrating its
own information with that from other sources, Bletchley
was able to supply Allied commanders with vital

knowledge. Photos. 295 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $11.95
4791975 MADAME FOURCADE’S SECRET
WAR. By Lynne Olson. The little-known story of
Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, the woman who headed
the largest spy network in occupied France during
WWII. Strong-willed, independent, and a lifelong
rebel against her country’s conservative, patriarchal
society, she was temperamentally made for the job.
No other French spy network lasted as long or
supplied as much crucial intelligence. This is her

story. Photos. 428 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
*4802799 CODE NAME MADELEINE: A Sufi Spy in
Nazi-Occupied Paris. By Arthur J. Magida. An artistic spirit raised on Sufi
principles of nonviolence, Noor Inayat Khan did not seem destined for
wartime heroism. Yet, faced with Nazi violence and the German occupation
of France, Noor joined the British SOE and was trained in espionage,
sabotage, and reconnaissance–serving in France for crucial months of the
war. Photos. 324 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

1971425 SCHOLARS OF MAYHEM: My Father’s 
Secret War in Nazi-Occupied France. By D.C.
Guiet & T.K. Smith. The author’s father, Jean Claude
was part of a four-person team parachuted deep
behind German lines with orders to stop a Panzer
division from driving north to the D-Day invasion
beaches and forcing the Allies back into the sea. Guiet 
tells the harrowing story of their campaign, in the
serene French countryside, to terrorize the Nazi

occupiers and help turn the tide of war. Illus. 252 pages. Penguin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95

1919261 NAZI SEX SPIES: True Stories of
Seduction, Subterfuge and State Secrets. By Al
Cimino. Contains unforgettable but little-known stories 
of WWII, featuring the likes of Princess Stephanie
Juliane Von Hohenlohe, a close friend of Hitler who
used her relationship with Lord Rothermere to try to
encourage the Daily Mail to support the Nazis; and
fashion designer Coco Chanel’s plans to persuade
Winston Churchill to end the war. Photos. 256 pages.

Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7715773 ACTION LIKELY IN PACIFIC: Secret
Agent Kilsoo Haan, Pearl Harbor and the
Creation of North Korea. By John Koster. A story
of espionage that could have saved thousands of
American and British lives and millions of Asian
lives. The story of American influence in Korea and
dealings with Japan provides a little-known new
perspective on the Pacific War and remains a factor
today in international politics. 16 pages of photos.

286 pages. Amberley.  PRICE CUT to $7.95

1922033 ALLIED INTELLIGENCE AND THE
COVER UP AT POINTE DU HOC. By Gary
Sterne. This puts the reader firmly in the
footsteps of the second and fifth Rangers as they
arrive in England in 1943. The author fills in the
gaps that may have only guessed at concerning
the Rangers’ real missions on D-Day. This work
will change the way historians view the Pointe du
Hoc battle from now on. Fully illus. 492 pages.

Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7736770 WAR OF SHADOWS: Codebreakers, Spies, and
the Secret Struggle to Drive the Nazis from the Middle East. By
Gershom Gorenberg. This is the story of the race for information in the 
North African theater of World War II. It rewrites the popular narrative
of the war–not as an inevitable clash of heroes and villains but as a
spiraling series of accidents and desperate triumphs that decided the
fates of millions. 474 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

4894464 WAR OF SHADOWS: Codebreakers,
Spies, and the Secret Struggle to Drive the
Nazis from the Middle East. By Gershom
Gorenberg. This is the story of the race for
information in the North African theater of World War
II. It rewrites the popular narrative of the war–not as
an inevitable clash of heroes and villains but as a
spiraling series of accidents and desperate triumphs
that decided the fates of millions. 474 pages.

PublicAffairs. Pub. at $34.00  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7711905 NEED TO KNOW: World War II and 
the Rise of American Intelligence. By Nicholas
Reynolds. Explores the birth, infancy, and
adolescence of modern American intelligence.
Combines little-known history and gripping spy
stories to analyze the origins of American
codebreakers and spies as well as their contributions 
to Allied victory, revealing how they laid the
foundation for the Cold War and beyond. 16 pages of 

photos. 488 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $17.95

*4948394 THE CRIMES OF THE GESTAPO:
From the Closed Files of MI14. By Andrew Cook.
MI14 was set up in 1940 as a clearing house for
intelligence from and about Nazi Germany. The
Gestapo was one of the main areas of MI14 interest.
Charged with state security, the Gestapo singled out
opponents and brutally suppressed them. This
volume also reveals that the Gestapo were not as
powerful as it is often assumed. 16 pages of photos.

283 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7703708 THE TRAITOR OF COLDITZ: The Untold World War II
Story of an MI9 Double Agent and Britain’s Unlikeliest Hero. By
Robert Verkaik. In the depths of WW II, the Gestapo plant a double agent
inside the infamous prison, Colditz, to uncover the secrets of the British
prisoners. Captain Julius Green and Sergeant John “Busty” Brown risk
their lives in a bid to save the lives of hundreds of Allied servicemen,
protect the secrets of M19 and expose the traitors. 16 pages of photos.
309 pages. Welbeck. Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95
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WW I & WW II Spies & Espionage
4799771 DARING MISSIONS OF WORLD WAR II. By William B.
Breuer. Chronicles largely unknown stories of behind the scenes bravery
and activities that helped the Allies win crucial victories both on the ground
and in the air. Contains more than seventy tales of espionage, sabotage,
and derring-do. Photos. 237 pages. Castle. Orig. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

4746740 THE BASTARD BRIGADE: The True
Story of the Renegade Scientists and Spies Who
Sabotaged the Nazi Atomic Bomb. By Sam Kean.
The details of the Alsos mission–to spy on, sabotage,
and even assassinate members of Nazi Germany’s
feared Uranium Club–rival the finest spy thriller, but
it’s the incredible characters who make this story sing.
Thrust into the dark world of international espionage,
these scientists and soldiers played a vital role in

turning back one of the darkest tides in human history. 24 pages of photos.
447 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00  $5.95

4854829 DESTINATION CASABLANCA: Exile,
Espionage, and the Battle for North Africa in
World War II. By Meredith Hindley. With the outbreak
of WWII, Casablanca evolved from an exotic travel
destination to a key military target. Jewish refugees
poured in, and the resistance was not far behind, as a
crew of everyone from shopkeepers to celebrities
formed a network of Allied spies. Rife with rogue
soldiers, power grabs, and diplomatic intrigue, is the

riveting untold story of this glamorous city. Photos. 491 pages.
PublicAffairs. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

4952448 I WAS A SPY! The Classic Account of
Behind-the-Lines Espionage in the First World
War. By Marthe McKenna. When the German Army
swept across Belgium in 1914, Marthe McKenna’s
world was changed forever: her medical studies were
cut short, her father was arrested for suspected

“sharp-shooting,” and she was recruited by British
Intelligence. This is her incredible true account of
espionage, sabotage, capture, and survival, lauded by

Winston Churchill as “the greatest war story of all.” 16 pages of photos.
267 pages. Pool of London. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

*1974300 MISSION FRANCE: The True
History of the Women of Soe. By Kate Vigurs. Of the 
400 agents of the Special Operations Executive sent
into France, 39 were women. While some are widely
known, others have been largely overlooked. The
author interweaves their stories for the first time. They
shared a common mission and ultimately deserve
recognition. 12 pages of photos. 301 pages. Yale.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $14.95

*3865568 MI5: British Security Service
Operations 1909-1945. By Nigel West. Traces the
history of MI5 clearly and accurately from its modest
beginnings in 1909 until 1945, with the main apart of
the account focusing upon the important role which
MI5 played in the Second World War. Laced with true
anecdotes as bizarre and readable as any novel, this is 
the fruit of years of painstaking research. Photos.
314 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $49.95  $14.95

*1980750 SISTERS IN RESISTANCE: How a
German Spy, a Banker’s Wife, and Mussolini’s
Daughter Outwitted the Nazis. By Tilar J. Mazzeo. 
News of secret diaries kept by Italy’s foreign
minister, Galeazzo Ciano, had permeated the public
consciousness. What wasn’t reported was how three 
women risked their lives to ensure the diaries would
reach the Allies, who would later use them as
evidence against the Nazis at Nuremberg. Photos.

311 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7712847 COFFEE WITH HITLER: The Untold Story of the
Amateur Spies Who Tried to Civilize the Nazis. By Charles Spicer.
Tells the story of how a handful of amateur British intelligence agents
wined, dined, and befriended the leading National Socialists between the
wars. They hoped to use the recently founded Anglo-German Fellowship
as a vehicle to civilize and enlighten the Nazis. Photos. 392 pages.
Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

Air Combat & Aircraft
7798083 YANKS IN THE RAF. By David Alan
Johnson. This is the story of American volunteer
pilots who risked their lives in defense of Britain
during the earliest days of WWII–more than a year
before Pearl Harbor. Based on interviews, diaries,
personal documents, and more, Johnson has
created a colorful portrait of this small but heroic
group. Photos. 281 pages. Prometheus.
Pub. at $25.00  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7753667 MESSERSCHMITT
BF 109 F: TopDrawings 76. By Mariusz Lukasik.
One of the most important versions of this famous
fighter. Gained a more aerodynamic profile due to
the new engine cowling, a new, rounder propeller
hub and rounded wing tips. Offers a variety of
period photos, profiles, and meticulous plans that
highlight technical detail. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7758227 THE SUKHOI SU-27/SU-33: TopDrawings 83. By
Stanislaw Krzysztof Mokwa. In the late 1960s the Soviet Union
started working on fighters that could be a counterbalance for the
American F-15 Eagle. In 1969, a competition for a new fighter was
announced, but when the parameters to be met were given, the
required performance could not be achieved. Includes scale
renderings of the fighter. Fully illus., some in color. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

7753543 JUNKERS JU 88 C: TopDrawings
78. By Maciej Noszczak. One of the most
universal aircrafts taking part in WWII. It was
designed as a fast bomber and it worked perfectly
well in this role, especially during low-level
airstrikes and shallow diving attacks. Offers a
variety of period photos, profiles, and meticulous
plans that highlight technical detail. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7764049 THE BRITISH FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
S.E. 5A: TopDrawings 89. By Maciej Noszczak. In
1916, the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) needed a fighter
that could successfully oppose the new German
fighter planes. The Royal Aircraft Factory was ordered
to design and build a fighter that would match the
armament, performance and engine power of its
adversaries. The aircraft was designated S.E.5 (Scout 
Experimental). The prototype took off in November

1916. Fully illus. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7753535 JUNKERS JU 87 D, G: TopDrawings
77. By Maciej Noszczak. Despite the weak armor and 
less sufficient performance, the Stukas were still
produced due to the lack of a successor. However,
the plane underwent some modifications that
allowed it to be used for a variety of tasks. Offers a
variety of period photos, profiles, and meticulous
plans that highlight technical detail. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7753675 MESSERSCHMITT BF 109 G: TopDrawings 63. By Maciej
Noszczak. Versatile, tough and well armored, this nimble fighter was one of
the most advanced aircraft of its era. Offers a variety of period photos,
profiles, and meticulous plans that highlight technical detail. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7772890 BOLD VENTURE: The American
Bombing of Japanese-Occupied Hong Kong,
1942-1945. By Steven K. Bailey. Tells the nearly
forgotten story of the American airmen who flew
perilous combat missions over Hong Kong during
the Second World War. In this gripping work Bailey 
describes the complex history of American air
operations in the China theater and paints an
indelible portrait of the American air raids on Hong 

Kong and the airmen who were shot down over the city. Photos.
316 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $34.95  $6.95

4863372 RECONNAISSANCE PLANES SINCE
1945. By Frank Schwede. Features fundamental
knowledge for aviation enthusiasts, covering a vast
number of brands and model history with technical
data, facts and photographs. Includes important
information about reconnaissance aircraft from the
U.S., Europe, Asia and Russia since 1945. 127
pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

 $4.95

7708777 MIG-23 FLOGGER IN THE MIDDLE
EAST: Middle East @ War No. 12. By Tom
Cooper. Following a protracted research and
development phase, Mikoyan Gurevich’s MiG-23
finally entered service with the former Soviet Air
Force in the early 1970s. Almost immediately, a
number of foreign customers pressed Moscow for
deliveries of this long-overdue type, expected to
succeed the popular MiG-21 as a standard

interceptor. Photos with illus., some in color. 72 pages. Helion &
Company. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $6.95

7753446 GLOSTER GLADIATOR: Mk. I, I Trop, II, Meteo, Sea
Gladiator, J-8. By Marek Rys. A British fighter constructed at the
Gloster Aircraft Company. The prototype was created in 1934.
Offers a variety of period photos, color profiles, and meticulous
plans that highlight technical detai l . Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
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Air Combat & Aircraft
7764189 DEWOITINE D.520: D.520C-1,
D.520DC. By Marek Rys. In 1936, the D-513
fighter designed by Emil Dewoitine made its first
flight. It was supposed to be the successor of the
s l igh t ly  ou tda ted  D-500 and  D-510.
Unfortunately, the tests turned out to be very
disappointing. The designer himself did not give
up the further development of the fighter and
developed a new design–designated D-520. Fully 

illus. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
LIMITED QUANTITY 7757956 THE
MESSERSCHMITT ME 163 KOMET:
TopDrawings 117. By Marek Rys. Although the
German Me 163 Komet rocket fighter was created as a
remedy for the mass air raids of the Allied air force on
Germany, its origins date back to 1938. At the
beginning of 1939, the project was handed over to the
Messerschmitt factory where it was developed into the 
Me 163A. Includes scale renderings of the plane. Fully 

illus., some in color. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
DVD 4944852 AIR WARRIORS: Season One.
Widescreen. From winged fighters to attack
helicopters, heavy haulers to drones, and aircraft
that go under the radar–these are America’s
undisputed kings of the sky. Witness their turbulent
journeys, brought to life through rarely seen combat 
footage and the stories of the dedicated teams who
fly and maintain these ultimate air warriors. English
SDH. 150 minutes. Smithsonian.  $5.95

7758189 THE SOVIET LIGHT BOMBER
PETLYAKOV PE-2: TopDrawings 70. By Oleg
Pomoshnikov. The best known twin engine bomber of
Soviet aviation in World War II was the Petlyakov Pe-2.
The plane was susceptible to changes, which allowed
it to be used as a heavy fighter, a dive bomber or a long 
reconnaissance plane. Includes scale renderings of
the fighter. Fully illus., some in color. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
7764154 DAY FIGHTER ACES OF THE
LUFTWAFFE 1939-42. By Neil Page. This first
volume traces the story of the Luftwaffe’s day fighter
arm (the Tagjagd) from its inception to the end of
1942. Organized campaign by campaign, this
chronological account interweaves brief biographical 
details, newly translated personal accounts and key
moments in the careers of a host of notable and
lesser known Luftwaffe aces. Well illus., some in

color. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
4766547 PHANTOM IN THE RIVER: The Flight
of Linfield Two Zero One. By Gary Wayne Foster.
In 1967, a U.S. Navy F-4B Phantom II fighter jet,
flown by Ev Southwick and Jack Rollins, launched
from the USS Kitty Hawk aircraft carrier sailing in
the Gulf of Tonkin. Their Phantom came under
deadly antiaircraft fire, and the two men never
returned to the carrier. This is the detailed account
of the two airmen, their survival, and their plane.

Photos. 218 pages. Hellgate. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95
7764197 DORNIER: The Yugoslav Saga 1926-2007. By D.I.
Nikolic & A.M. Ognjevic. Following WWI, the need arose to renew the
aging air force of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes
(KSHS–Kraljevina Srba, Hrvata, i Slovenaca) which consisted mostly
of obsolete war relics. The Kingdom approached the Dornier factory
having recognized its reputation for quality instead of going
exclusively to its traditional ally, France. Fully illus. 336 pages.
Kagero. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $46.95  $9.95

4951689 THE LAST FIGHTER PILOT: The True
Story of the Final Combat Mission of World
War II. By Don Brown with J. Yellin. On the
morning of August 15, 1945, Captain Jerry Yellin
flew the last combat mission of World War II out of
Iwo Jima. This is his story, as told in his final days
by Captain Yelling himself to Brown. A harrowing
first-person account of war from one of America’s
last World War II veterans. Illus. 220 pages.

Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
4743288 GREAT WAR FIGHTER ACES
1916-1918: Images of War. By Norman
Franks. Explores the many ways in which fighter 
pilots–from the Royal Flying Corps, the French
Air Force, and the opposing German Air
Service–developed tactics in order to outdo the 
opposition in the fight for allied victory during
WWI. Fully illus. 123 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

770884X SOPWITH CAMELS OVER ITALY
1917-1918: Images of War. By Norman
Franks. This study illustrates the Camel
squadron’s efforts to defend against Austro
Hungarian efforts to defeat Italy. Their heroic
efforts led to the ultimate defeat of the airmen of
the Austro Hungarian Empire. Includes
photographs that depict both the men and the
machines that saw action in this conflict.

103 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $5.95

*1915975 SOUTH PACIFIC AIR WAR, VOLUME 5: Crisis in
Papua, September-December 1942. By M. Claringbould & P.
Ingman. Chronicles aerial warfare in the New Guinea theatre toward the
end of 1942, with Allied and Japanese sources matched together for a
truly factual account of the conflict. Can be read alone, or as a
continuation of the previous four volumes which span the first nine
months of the Pacific War. Illus., some in color. 236 pages. Avonmore
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $48.95  PRICE CUT to $29.95

4986415 THE LAFAYETTE ESCADRILLE: A
Photo History of the First American Fighter
Squadron. By Steven A. Ruffin. An all-volunteer
squadron of Americans who flew for France during 
World War I, over one hundred years later, it is still
arguably the best-known fighter squadron ever to
take to the skies. In this work the entire history of
these gallant volunteers is laid out in both text and
p ic to r ia l  fo rm.  194 pages .  Casemate .

Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

1979973 THE BOEING B-17 FLYING
FORTRESS IN FOREIGN SERVICE: White
Series. By Jan Forsgren. A photographic survey of
the Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress as it was deployed in 
foreign service. A small number of these, less than
one hundred in all, were operated by a number of air
arms across the world: Brazil, Canada, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, France, Germany, Japan,
Portugal, Switzerland, Taiwan and Yugoslavia.

112 pages. MMP.  8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00  $9.95

4965051 AIRBORNE IN 1943: The Daring Allied
Air Campaign over the North Sea. By Kevin Wilson.
The year 1943 saw the beginning of an unprecedented
bombing campaign against Germany. Over the next
twelve months, tens of thousands of aircrews flew
across the North Sea to drop bombs on German cities.
This is the story of the everyday heroism of these
crews. Authoritative and gripping, this account brings
these remarkable men and women to life. 16 pages of

photos. 479 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

4863445 VOODOO WARRIORS: The Story of
the McDonnell Voodoo Fast-jets. By Nigel
Walpole. Looks at the evolution of the original design 
and the aircraft’s introduction into service, before
covering its Cold War commitments in the U.S.,
Europe and the Pacific, its dramatic operations
during the Cuban Crisis and the conflict in Vietnam.
Fully illus., many in color. 304 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95  $7.95

1930931 THE KAMIKAZE HUNTERS: Fighting for the Pacific, 1945.
By Will Iredale. At the twilight of WWII, the Japanese unleashed a terrible
new form of warfare: the suicide pilots, or Kamikaze. Here, Iredale charts the 
experience of Allied pilots who came up against enemies who would rather
die than risk their country’s dishonorable defeat. 16 pages of photos, some
color. 386 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $5.95

4986350 HOWARD’S WHIRLYBIRDS: Howard
Hughes’ Amazing Pioneering Helicopter
Exploits. By Donald J. Porter. From the Second
World War to the mid-1980s, discover how many of
the world’s most innovative helicopters were
developed under the leadership of Howard Hughes,
one of the most fascinating characters of the 20th
century. 224 pages. Fonthill.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $29.95  $7.95

*1990470 BENEATH HAUNTED WATERS: The
Tragic Tale of Two B-24s Lost in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains During World War II. By Peter
Stekel. Tale of two B-24 bombers that disappeared in
California’s Sierra Nevada mountain range in 1943.
One aircraft wasn’t found until 1955 and the other in
1960. Very little has been written about the terrible toll
of aviation training accidents during the war. This tells
the unknown and under appreciated story. Illus.

314 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $13.95

7764146 DESSAULT MIRAGE F1S: Monographs No. 69. By
Salvador Mafe Huertas. An illustrated study of the Mirage F1, which
emerged from a series of design studies performed by French aircraft
manufacturer Dassault Aviation. 96 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $6.95
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1980106     MIRAGE III: IAI Nesher/
Dagger–Monographs 68. By Salvador Mafe
Huertas. Israel Aircraft Industries manufactured 51
single and ten two seater Mirage 5s, the IDFAF named
them Nesher; after an outstanding performance in the
Yom Kippur War, most were sold to Argentina in the
late 1970s. This account follows their history. Fully
illus., most in color. 137 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $7.95
*4896149 MITSUBISHI A6M REISEN ZEKE,
VOL. II: Monographs 73. By Dariusz Paduch.
The result of years of experimentation by the
Imperial Japanese Navy, the Mitsubishi A6M
Reisen is perhaps the best known Japanese World
War II fighter type. By 1943 the Zero, or “Zeke,”
was all but obsolete. Despite that, Japanese
factories continued to build and deliver them until
the end of the war. Fully illus. 76 pages. Kagero.

8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $14.95
*7727860 ALLIED CARRIER AIRCRAFT
OF WORLD WAR II, 1939-1945: Technical
Guide. By Edward Ward. Provides a compact
guide to the fighters, bombers, torpedo bombers, 
flying boats and seaplanes that served with Allied 
naval forces from 1939 to 1945. Each separate
type is accompanied by exhaustive
specifications. Photos with color illus.
128 pages. Amber. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95
*7727887 MODERN RUSSIAN
MILITARY AIRCRAFT: Technical Guide. By 
Ryan Cunningham. Provides a compact guide 
to  the  mul t i ro le  f igh te rs ,  bombers ,
reconnaissance aircraft, helicopters and
transports that have served with the Russian
Armed Forces from the 1990s to the present
day. Each separate type is accompanied by
exhaustive specifications. Color photos with

color illus. 128 pages. Amber. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95
7763913 AN-26: TopShots 30. By
K. Barcz & D. Warszawski. The
Antonov An-26 is a twin-engined light
turboprop military transport aircraft,
designed and produced in the USSR
from 12 March 1968. After successful
operations of the An-24T tactical
transport in austere locations, interest

in a version with a retractable cargo ramp increased. Fully illus. in color.
42 pages. Kagero. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $5.95

7758170 THE SOVIET FIGHTER YAKOVLEV
YAK-3: TopDrawings 106. By Anirudh Rao.
Considered one of the best World War II fighters, the
Yakovlev Yak-3 was praised by those who flew it in
combat for its remarkable performance. It
outperformed other planes in speed, maneuverability 
and rate of climb. Includes scale renderings of the
fighter. Fully illus., some in color. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
LIMITED QUANTITY 7757980 NAKAJIMA B5N
KATE: B5N1, B5N2. By Anirudh Rao. The
Nakajima B5N prototype, designated B5N1 was
flown in January 1937. The first serial aircraft
carried the designation Model 98 Model 11. They
were tested in Chinese combat and in December
1939, another serial version entered production
marked as the B5N2 Model 12. Includes scale
renderings of the fighter. Fully illus., some in

color. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95
7764243 FAIREY SWORDFISH: Mk. I, II, III, IV,
Floatplane. By Anirudh Rao. The Fairey Swordfish
was a British biplane torpedo-bomber and
reconnaissance aircraft designed to operate from
aircraft carriers or as a reconnaissance seaplane
operating from catapult launchers. The prototype was
built in 1933 at the Fairey Aviation Co. Ltd and the
aircraft had its first flight in the same year. Fully illus.
Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
*7729588   CONSOLIDATED B-24
LIBERATOR. By Graham M. Simons. Almost
certainly the most versatile WWII Bomber. Apart
from its bombing role in all theaters of operation,
the B-24 hauled fuel to France during the push
towards Germany, carried troops, fought U-boats in
the Atlantic and made a vital contribution towards
winning the war in the Pacific. Photos. 256 pages.
Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

*7761031 OPERATION TIDAL WAVE: The
Bloodiest Air Battle in the History of War. By
Vincent dePaul Lupiano. Tells the story of the
bloodiest air battle in the history of war. It is about
1,700 American airmen who set out to bomb the oil
refineries surrounding the city of Ploiesti, Romania,
on August 1st, 1943. Success was extremely
limited and 500 airmen were killed, wounded,
captured,or interned. 16 pages of photos.

240 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $16.95

4876199 CORSAIR: The Saga of the Legendary Bent-Wing
Fighter-Bomber. By Walter A. Musciano. Describes the development of
the legendary F4U Corsair and follows it into battle from Guadalcanal to the
Indian Ocean, Central Pacific Ocean, Korea, Africa, Central America, and
throughout its lengthy military career. Also includes the most decorated
Corsair pilots, surviving examples of various models, detailed appendices,
and the author’s own detailed line schemes and maps. Well illus.
343 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $79.99  $24.95

*495209X DESERT STORM 1991: Air
Campaign 25. By Richard P. Hallion. Operation
Desert Storm took just over six weeks to destroy
Saddam Hussein’s war machine. Hallion explains 
why Desert Storm was a revolutionary victory and 
a victory that came thanks largely to a rigorously
planned air campaign. Desert Storm lead to
widespread military reform as the world saw the
capabilities of precision air power. Well illus. in

color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*4845870    HOLLAND 1940: The
Luftwaffe’s First Setback in the West. By
Ryan K. Noppen. The German invasion of the
Netherlands was meant to be a lightening-fast
surgical strike, aimed at shoring up the left flank
of the assault on France and Belgium. But the
Netherlands possessed Europe’s first fully
integrated anti-aircraft network, as well as
modern and competitive aircraft. Includes: battle

scenes, birds-eye views, maps and diagrams, and expert analysis.
Fully illus. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*4845854 DORNIER DO 217 UNITS OF WORLD WAR 2: Combat 
139. By Chris Goss. The Do 217 was intended as a replacement bomber
for the Do 17 and Do 215. Entering service in 1941, the Do 217 was the
Luffwaffe’s workhorse bomber over Britain from 1941 through to 1944.
The Do 217 saw action on all fronts in a number of roles, including as a
nightfighter, strategic bomber, torpedo-bomber and day/night
reconnaissance platform. Fully illus. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.00  $13.95

1922289 FOCKE-WULF FW 200: Air War
Archive. By Chris Goss. Presents the history of
the Focke-Wulf Fw 200 Condor, which was
originally built as an airliner that could carry
passengers across the Atlantic, and after the
outbreak of war soon became the Luftwaffe’s
principal long-range maritime reconnaissance
aircraft. Fully illus. 156 pages. Frontline.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

1922211 DORNIER DO 17: The Luftwaffe’s ‘Flying Pencil’. By Chris
Goss. In this compilation of unrivaled images collected over many years,
the widespread deployment of the Luftwaffe’s principal light bomber, the
Dornier Do 17, is portrayed and brought to life in this comprehensive
volume. 136 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

1972847 LUFTWAFFE TRAINING AIRCRAFT:
Air War Archive. By Chris Goss. Presents the
often unseen and unrecognized element in aerial
warfare, the training of pilots and crews. In this
fundamental role, a wide variety of aircraft were
used by the Luftwaffe for training pilots. Gradually
they would be introduced to newer and faster
models that enabled them to experience the type of 
aircraft they would be flying in combat. Fully illus.

180 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  $5.95

1922491 MESSERSCHMITT BF 109: Air
War Archive. By Chris Goss. In this selection of 
unrivaled images collected over many years, the 
operations of this famous aircraft in the last four
years of the Second World War are portrayed
and brought to life, all of the pictures being
described through comprehensive captions.
178  pages.  F ron t l ine .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $22.95  $7.95

1980084 LUFTWAFFE VERSUS USAAF 8TH AIR FORCE,
VOLUME I: Air Battles 19. By Marek J. Murawski. Offers readers
the chance to follow the history of relentless combat fought
between Luftwaffe and USAF in the skies over Europe. Precise air
clash descriptions are complemented by pilots’ personal stories,
plus 109 archival photos and eight color profiles of described
aircrafts. Kagero. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95
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1972758 GERMAN NIGHT FIGHTER FORCE,
1917-1945. By Gebhard Aders. The Luftwaffe
developed sophisticated nightfighting techniques
including basic cooperation and coordination and the 
increased use of electronic systems. Aders’ study of
the history of the German Night Fighter Force is a
highly detailed analysis with numerous appendices
which provides a comprehensive account of the
Luftwaffe’s thoroughness right up until the hunter

became the hunted. Photos. 283 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $62.95  $11.95
*7750021 F6F HELLCAT–PHILIPPINES 1944: Dogfight 5. By
Edward M. Young. Details the key role played by units flying the
Hellcat during the Fast Carrier Task Force’s strikes against the
Philippines in September-October 1944. The author analyzes the
highly effective tactics used by Naval Aviators, and reveals the
training that underpinned their success during this campaign. Well
illus. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

*769444X F-86A SABRE: Dogfight 4. By
Peter E. Davies. Within a year of entering service
in 1949, F-86As were involved in lethal duels
with MiG-15s over the Yalu Valley in Korea. The
Sabre proved to be a formidable dogfighter, and
its pilots were pitted against the best Soviet
aviators in 1950-51. By July 1953 Sabre pilots
had destroyed at least 560 MiG-15s in dogfights
for the loss of 92 F-86s. Photos, some in color.

80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95
*1910817 B-36 ‘PEACEMAKER’ UNITS OF
THE COLD WAR: Combat Aircraft 144. By Peter E. 
Davies. Perhaps no other aircraft represents the
popular American “bigger and better” theme than the
extraordinary Convair B-36 “Peacemaker.” While it
lacked the revolutionary features of many
experimental aircraft of the 1950s, it combined
considerable technical innovation with an
evolutionary design that begin in the 1930s with the

B-17 Flying Fortress. Fully illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*4839978   FLYING CATALINAS:  The
Consolidated PBY Catalina in World War II. By
Andrew Hendrie. Tells the whole amazing story of
the “Flying Cats,” their exploits and achievements,
the heroism of their crews, and the problems they
had to endure. With numerous photographs as well
as appendices listing technical data and individual
aircraft histories, this is the definitive history of the
Catalina and its operations world wide. 240 pages.

Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95
*1987062   MCDONNELL DOUGLAS F-4 PHANTOM:
FlightCraft 28. By Geoff Coughlin. The most-produced American
supersonic military jet with 3,195 aircraft being made. The F-4 was
designed as a long-range fighter interceptor and fighter-bomber, and
proved excellent in all roles assigned to it. Photos, most in color.
96 pages. Air World. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

*7688911 FAIREY SWORDFISH: Fleet Air
Arm Legends. By Matthew Willis. Few aircraft
encompass as many contradictions as the Fairey
Swordfish. The legendary ‘Stringbag’ naval
torpedo bomber was approaching antiquation at
the start of WWII yet struck mortal blows against
some of the most powerful battleships in the Axis
fleets. Photos. 130 pages. Tempest. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $24.50  $17.95

*4816544 NORWAY 1940: Air Campaign 22. By James S.
Corum. Researched from primary sources, this engaging history
skillfully analyzes the German air campaign that ensured victory in
Norway, and explores the influence it had on the coming months and
years of WWII. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $11.95

*1974467 THE 25 MOST INFLUENTIAL
AIRCRAFT OF ALL TIME. By W.J. Boyne & P.
Handleman. Aviation’s most historically relevant
and arguably most influential aircraft, planes like
the elliptical-winged Spitfire, the blisteringly-fast
X-15, and the ubiquitous Learjet, are dramatically
showcased in individual chapters, and more. 16
pages of color photos. 365 pages. Lyons.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $14.95

4986148 CHAMPIONS OF FLIGHT. By S. Fiegel & T. Hamady.
Celebrates the work of Knight and Heaslip, the two preeminent
aviation artists of their time, as they chronicled the golden age of
aviation, from Lindbergh’s epochal transatlantic flight through the
most devastating war in world history. This volume richly illustrates
Knight’s and Heaslip’s love of flight through their artistic mastery of
illustration. 294 pages. Casemate. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $49.95  $14.95

*1949217 MACCHI C.202/C.205V UNITS IN
COMBAT: Combat Aircraft 145. By Marco
Mattioli. Packed with first-hand accounts, archival
photographs, specially commissioned profile
artworks and scrap views, this compelling volume
charts the service history of the inline-engined
Macchi fighters through the exploits of the pilots
who flew them into action over the Western Desert
and in the Defense of Sicily and Italy. 96 pages.

Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*4978331 THE FIRST JET PILOT: The Story of German Test
Pilot Erich Warsitz. By Lutz Warsitz. Erich Warsitz’s legendary flying 
skills enabled him to assist the pioneering German aircraft and
engine designs. This work was made from Erich’s copious notes and
diaries written at the time and it vividly captures the then halcyon
days of German aviation history. Well illus. 176 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

4863410 STAR-SPANGLED SPITFIRES:
Images of War. By Tony Holmes. Only a
handful of British combat aircraft wore the stars
and bars of the USAAF during WWII. The
Spitfire was, by some margin, the most widely
used, and the Yanks that flew it in combat rated
the fighter very highly. The photos capture
some unique aspects of the Spitfire’s career.
Well illus., some in color. 100 pages. Pen &

Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $4.95

*4966406 FOCKE-WULF FW 190 A, F AND G: Eagles of the
Luftwaffe. By Dan Sharp. Explores the origins of the Fw 190 A, F and
G types, explaining their developmental and operational histories.
When it appeared in the skies over Europe in 1941, Fw 190 A was the
best fighter in the world. It was more than a match for the most
advanced Spitfires the RAF could field and began shooting them
down in ever-increasing numbers. Photos, some in color. 104 pages.
Tempest. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

*7792573 US ATTACK AVIATION: Air
Force/Navy Light Attack, 1916 to the Present.
By R.G. Head. Provides an overview history of
American attack aviation from its inception to
present, including both the U.S. Navy and Air Force.
The pillars of the narrative are several case studies
that characterize the evolution of technology and
tactics over time: SBD Dauntless, AD Skyraider, A-4
Skyhawk, A-7 Corsair II, and more. 32 pages of

photos, some in color. 264 pages. Schiffer.  $29.95

*1963686 GHOSTRIDERS 1976-1995. By William Walter. The
AC-130 was crude, ugly, ad hoc, and detested by many within the USAF,
but it worked, and it worked well. Likewise, AC-130 crews were deemed
unruly “biker gangs,” but performed magnificently in every major U.S.
military operation from 1976 to 1995. Most of these combat operations
were cloaked in secrecy, but records have now been opened. Photos.
491 pages. Permuted Press. Pub. at $38.00  $28.95

*1911791 P-51 MUSTANG: Images of War.
By Martin W. Bowman. Today, the Mustang is a
living legend and is remembered as probably the
finest long-range single-seat piston-engined
fighter ever built. Here, in words and images,
Bowman tells the story of an aircraft that continues
to provoke enthusiastic praise. Looks at the
Mustang’s involvement in WWII and the Korean
War, as well as other conflicts and engagements.

140 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

1922181 D-DAY DAKOTAS 6TH JUNE, 1944.
By Martin W. Bowman. This amplified account of
events as they unfolded in the skies above France
on D-Day reveals the invaluable contribution
these workhorses of WWII made to the overall
success in Normandy. This versatile aircraft
played a significant part in airborne operations
around the world. 32 pages of photos. 335 pages.
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $9.95

*7729472 THE ALLIED AIR CAMPAIGN
AGAINST HITLER’S U-BOATS: Victory in the
Battle of the Atlantic. By Timothy S. Good. No
weapon platform sank more U-boats in WWII than
the Allied aircraft. The most comprehensive study
ever undertaken of this most crucial battle which
helped turn the Battle of the Atlantic irrevocably in
favor of the Allies. 16 pages of photos. 275 pages.
Frontline. Pub. at $42.95  $32.95

*7792557 TURBULENT JOURNEY: The Jumo Engine, Operation
Paperclip, and the American Dream. By Reiner Decher. Germany built
the first operational jet aircraft during WWII, the Messerschmitt Me 262,
Siegfried Decher was part of the engineering team that designed the
engines that powered the 262. At the end of the war he was nearly stranded
in the Soviet Occupation Zone, but the U.S. military made contact and
offered a way out. Illus. 192 pages. Schiffer.  $25.95
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*7786948 CRAZYHORSE: Flying Appache
Attack Helicopters with the 1st Cavalry Division 
in Iraq, 2006-2007. By Daniel M. McClinton.
Witness aerial combat at the controls of an AH-64
Apache attack helicopter during the Operation Iraqi
Freedom “Surge.” In addition to the author’s
experiences as a pilot, he also reveals the selfless
acts of sacrifice he witnessed, and the absurdities
that occur within a massive bureaucracy like the U.S.

military. Color photos. 304 pages. Schiffer.  $29.95

*7694474  GOTHIC LINE 1944-45: Air Campaign 31. By
Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. The story of how the Germans in Italy were 
defeated by American air power, in one of the most pivotal but
least-known air campaigns of WWII. By late 1944, the Wehrmacht
had retreated to the fortifications of the Gothic Line. Rail lines through
the Alps linked them with the German Reich. Photos, some in color.
96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*1942182 GOING DOWNTOWN: The U.S.
Air Force over Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia,
1961-75. By Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. The U.S.
Air Force’s involvement in the Southeast Asian
Wars began in 1962 when its crews were sent to
train Vietnamese pilots to operate over the Ho Chi
Minh Trail in Laos, and officially ended in 1972 with
the B-52 bombing of Hanoi, though there were Air
Force pilots unofficially flying combat missions

over Laos right through to the end of the war in 1975. 16 pages of photos,
some in color. 352 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7749759 BOMB GROUP: The Eighth Air
Force’s 381st and the Allied Air Offensive over
Europe. By P. Bingley & M. Peters. Arriving at RAF
Ridgewell on the Essex-Suffolk border, the American
airmen of the 381st “Bomb Group” quickly found
themselves thrown into the hazardous and attritional air 
battle over Europe. The 381st’s path led from its
formation in the Texan desert, to its 297th and final
bombing mission deep into the heart of Hitler’s Third

Reich. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $37.95  $27.95

*1974238 AIRCRAFT CARRIERS: The
World’s Greatest Carriers of the Last 100
Years. By David Ross. Provides an accessible,
authoritative guide to 52 of the world’s most
important aircraft carriers, from the World War
1-era converted battleship HMS Eagle to the
USS Gerald R. Ford class supercarrier of today.
Photos with color illus. 224 pages. Amber.
8¼x10¾. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

4979974 THE ZEPPELIN. By Michael Belafi.
The Zeppelin was first flown commercially by
Deutsch Luftschiffahrts (DELAG), the world’s
first airline in revenue service. Then, when war
hit in 1914, it wreaked carnage upon Britain’s
towns and cities. This volume explores each
facet of its history, and concludes by assessing 
the legacy of rigid airship development, still
felt to this day. Fully illus. 211 pages. Pen &

Sword. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $50.00  $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7758332 YAKOVLEV: Yak-3. By Dariusz Paduch. 
The Yakovlev Yak-3 is considered one of the best WWII fighters,
invariably praised by those who flew it in combat for its remarkable
performance. Its story is revealed here. Includes scale renderings of
the fighter. Fully illus., many in color. 80 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

4876148 BRITISH SINGLE-SEATER
FIGHTER SQUADRONS ON THE
WESTERN FRONT IN WORLD WAR I. By
Alex Revell. Tells the story of the single-seater
fighter operations flown by the fighter pilots of
Great Britain and her Commonwealth. Along
with their opposite numbers from Germany
and her allies, these were the world’s first
fighter pilots. The planes started out doing

reconnaissance missions, which led to fighters on both sides.
Photos. 366 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $69.95  $21.95

197999X BULGARIAN FIGHTER COLOURS
1919-1948, VOLUME 1. By Denes Bernad.
Describes and illustrates all the fighter and
fighter trainer aircraft used by the Bulgarian
armed forces before, during, and shortly after
WWII. Emphasis is placed on the most potent
German fighter types, the Messerschmitt Bf 109E
and G, as well as the Dewoitine D.520. However,
rare, and exotic models, are also included.

296 pages. MMP.  8½x12. Pub. at $65.00  $11.95

*1906534 GUNSLINGERS: Allied Fighter
Boys of WWII. By James P. Busha. This volume
focuses on the young men who answered the call to
duty and were transformed from “farm boys to
fighter pilots.” It offers a rare glimpse of what it was
like to fly a variety of frontline fighters in WWII, from
Army Air Force P-39 Airacobras, P-40 Warhawks,
P-38 Lightnings, P-47 Thunderbolts, and P-51
Mustangs to U.S. Navy F4F Wildcats, F4U Corsairs,

and F6F Hellcats. Photos. 322 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $29.95  $22.95

4986377 IL-2 SHTURMOVIK: Red Avenger. By 
Jason Nicholas Moore. A comprehensive reference
work on the Soviet Ilushin IL-2 Sthturmovic.
Combines minute detail on the Soviet aircraft’s
design and technical development with a thrilling
account of its service history on the Eastern Front
and in other theaters, enhanced by fascinating
testimonies of former pilots. 256 pages. Fonthill.
Pub. at $70.00  $24.95

*4895568 A-6 INTRUDER: Legends of 
Warfare. By David F. Brown. Covers the A-6
from concept, design, and construction in the 
late 1950s, through its fleet service
beginning in 1963, up to its retirement and
display status in museums. Every A-6 USN
and USMC squadron is covered through
photography, including aircraft markings and
unit insignias. 128 pages. Schiffer.  $16.95

*4976398 FLY BOY HEROES: The Stories of the Medal of Honor
Recipients of the Air War Against Japan. By James H. Hallas. Chief
Aviation Ordnanceman John W. Finn, though suffering multiple wounds,
continued to man his machine gun against waves of Japanese aircraft
attacking the Kaneohe Bay Naval Air Station during the Pearl Harbor raid.
Just over three years later a B-59 radioman named Red Erwin lingered near
death after suffering horrific burns to save his air crew in the skies off Japan.
They were the first and last of thirty personnel awarded the Metal of Honor
for their actions against the Japanese. 16 pages of photos. 407 pages.
Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $22.95

*493640X AMERICA’S FEW: Marine Aces of
the South Pacific. By Bill Yenne. Delves into the
history of U.S. Marine Corps aviation in World War
II, following the feats of the Corps’ top-scoring aces
in the skies over Guadalcanal. In the South Pacific,
the aviators of the U.S. Marine Corps came out of
the shadows to establish themselves as an air force
second to none. Yenne examines the development
of U.S. Marine corps aviation in the South Pacific.

32 pages of photos. 352 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  $21.95

*7694458 F2H BANSHEE UNITS: Combat
Aircraft 141. By Richard R. Burgess. The
Banshee served as a frontline aircraft for more
than a decade in an era when jet fighters came
and went with relatively short service careers. It
served with 27 U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps
squadrons and three Royal Canadian Navy units.
Photos, some in color. 96 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*483996X FIAT G.55 CENTAURO. By Eduardo Manuel Gil Martinez.
The Fiat G.55 Centauro was a single engine single seat World War II
fighter aircraft. It was a fighter whose merits were greater than those that
can be deduced from the numbers of aircraft produced or from its use in
war time combat. After WWII Fiat resumed the manufacturing of the plane 
which developed into the G.55A and G.55B. Well illus., some in color. 84
pages. Kagero. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

*7729545 MITSUBISHI BABS, VOL. 1: The
World’s  First High-Speed Strategic
Reconnaissance Aircraft. By S. Abe & G.
Picarella. The true story behind the development
and operational deployment of the world’s first
high-speed strategic reconnaissance aircraft,
which began 6,000 miles further east and four
years prior to the momentous events in Europe,
under the guidance of the Imperial Japanese

Army and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Co Ltd. Photos with color illus. 
192 pages. MMP.  8½x11¾. Pub. at $62.00  $44.95

*1988573 BF 109D/E: Dogfight 3. By Malcolm V. Lowe. Arguably
one of the finest piston-engined fighters ever built, the Bf 109 was a potent
aeroplane from the start of its development in the 1930s. It was a match for
anything in the skies over Poland, the Low countries and France. Photos,
with color illus. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

*4931572 F3D/EF-10 SKYKNIGHT UNITS OF THE KOREAN AND
VIETNAM WARS: Combat Aircraft 143. By Joe Copalman. The
Skyknights would accompany bomber planes. Draws upon interviews and
surviving Skyknight pilots and aircrew, as well as official histories, and
memoirs from both the Korean and Vietnam wars to tell the full story of the
aircraft’s operational career. Illustrated with more than 50 photographs and
profile artwork. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $14.95
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7786441 GOVERNING FROM THE SKIES: A
Global History of Aerial Bombing. By Thomas
Hippler. Brings together all the major themes of the
past century: nationalism, democracy, totalitarianism, 
colonialism, globalization, the welfare state and its
decline, and the rise of neoliberalism. Air power is the 
defining characteristic of modern warfare and it is also 
ingrained in the nature of modern politics. 218 pages. 
Verso. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

*4863992 PACIFIC CARRIER WAR: Carrier 
Combat from Pearl Harbor to Okinawa. By
Mark E. Stille. Carrier warfare was the defining
feature of the Pacific Theater of World War II. Stille
examines these operations from deployment of the 
Japanese First Air Fleet at Pearl Harbor in
December 1941. Over the 18 months that
followed, the Americans were able to harness new
technologies and their industrial might to create a

stong carrier force. Fully illus., some in color. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub.
at $35.00  $21.95

*7708149 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME
EIGHT: IJN Floatplanes in the South Pacific
1942-1944. By Michael John Claringbould. Presents
the most accurate profiles and histories of Imperial
Japanese Navy floatplanes which served in the South
Pacific. Examples of the varied types of markings,
camouflage and tail code systems which appeared on
floatplanes assigned to seaplane tenders, shore, ship
and submarine-based units. Photos, some in color.

124 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $42.95  $32.95

*4897463 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME FIVE: Japanese
Navy Zero Fighters (Land-Based).  By Michael John
Claringbould. Illustrated by unit are abundant examples of the
varied markings, tail codes, leadership hallmarks and camouflage
schemes which appeared on the thirteen Air Groups operating in
the the theater from February 1942 to February 1944. Illus., many
i n  c o l o r.  1 2 0  p a g e s .  A v on m o re  B o o ks .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $27.95

*4897455 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME
FOUR: Allied Fighters. By Michael John
Claringbould. Focuses on the U.S. Navy, U.S.
Marine Corps and RNZAF squadrons which operated 
land-based F4U series Corsair fighters through the
Solomons theater from February 1943 onwards.
Illustrating the precise markings of each Corsair
squadron with a brief history of each unit. Illus.,
many in color. 120 pages. Avonmore Books.

Paperbound. Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $27.95

*4896025 GRUMMAN TBF AVENGER: Kit Build 7. By A. Grzywa 
& R.  Kovalcik.  American three-seater  torpedo-bomber,
single-engine, metal structure, designed for the U.S. Navy to replace
the TDB Devastator. The authors go step by step into the model kit
assembly. Text in English and Polish. Fully illus. in color. 58 pages.
Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95  $14.95

*4938216 THE BERLIN RAIDS: The Bomber
Battle, Winter 1943-1944. By Martin Middlebrook.
The controversial story of the RAF Bomber Command’s
most prolonged campaign in WWII. Their Commander
in Chief, Sir Arthur “Bomber” Harris, set out to “wreck
Berlin from end to end” and “produce a state of
devastation in which German surrender is inevitable”.
To these ends more than 10,000 aircraft dropped over
30,000 tons of bombs during 19 major raids between

August 1943 and March 1944. But Berlin was not destroyed and the RAF
lost more than 600 aircraft and their crews. 16 pages of photos. 407 pages.
Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $17.95

4722159 MATTERHORN: The Operational 
History of the US XX Bomber Command
from India and China, 1944-1945. By Terry
M. Mays. This operational history of the XX
(20th) Bomber Command and its combat
missions from India and China in 1944 and
1945 traces the development of the Boeing
B-29 Superfortress program and the Allied
plans to stage long-range bombers through

China for strikes against Japan’s strategic industries. Fully illus.
304 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $69.99  $24.95

*4842405 U.S. AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 1939-45. By Ingo
Bauernfeind. This fully illustrated volume gives a clear overview of
each ship’s career, its fate and highlights its significance in U.S. naval 
history. It also examines the technical evolution of U.S. carriers
throughout the war, and the various aircraft launched from these
vessels to engage their Japanese or German foes. 240 pages.
Casemate. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.95  $37.95

DVD 4820428 WARBIRDS OVER THE
TRENCHES. Fullscreen. Presents a compelling
5-part look at air combat in the First World War.
Includes captivating final interviews with some
of the men who flew in the Great War, incredible
archival film footage, and video of restored
aircraft still flying 100 years later. In Color and
B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek.
Pub. at $9.98  $3.95

*4896319 WARSAW PACT, VOL. I: Camouflage & Decals 7. Ed.
by Damian Majsak. This guide contains color profiles of the MiG-15,
MiG-17, MiG-19 and Mig-21 aircraft belonging to the Warsaw pact
country. Includes machines from the U.S.S.R. and Poland. 40 pages.
Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4927176   A HISTORY OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN AIR WAR 1940-1945,
VOLUME FIVE: From the Fall of Rome to
the End of the War 1944-1945. By
Christopher Shores et al. During the final year
of World War II, the defending Axis forces were
steadily driven from southern skies by
burgeoning Anglo American power. In this fifth
volume in the series, the activities of the Allied

tactical air forces are described in detail. Well illus. 526 pages. Grub
Street. Pub. at $75.95  $44.95

4877322 OPERATION VENGEANCE: The
Astonishing Aerial Ambush That Changed
Wor ld  War  I I .  By  Dan  Hamp ton .  The
electrifying, definitive account of the top-secret 
U.S. mission to kill the Japanese mastermind of
Pearl Harbor. Hampton, an experienced U.S. Air
Force fighter pilot, recreates the moment by
moment drama the pilots experienced in the air,
and answers the long-standing mystery of

which pilot shot down Yamamoto’s plane, and what exactly
transpired that day. 16 pages of photos. 430 pages. Morrow.
Pub. at $28.99  $7.95

1938495 DOGFIGHT OVER TOKYO: The Final Air Battle of the
Pacific and the Last Four Men to Die in World War II. By John
Wukovits. When Billy Hobbs and his fellow Hellcat aviators from Air
Group 88 lifted off from the venerable Navy carrier USS Yorktown early on
the morning of August 15, 1945, they had no idea they were about to
carry out the final air mission of WWII. Four American pilots never
returned, men who had lifted off from the carrier in wartime but were shot
down during peacetime. 16 pages of photos. 322 pages. Hachette.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

1922343 HAWKER HUNTER IN BRITISH
SERVICE: FlightCraft 16. By M. Derry & N.
Robinson. Scores of photos with informative
cap t i ons  cove r  t he  deve lopmen t  and
operational history of this iconic British plane.
Illustrations include detailed profiles of all the
variants in the color scheme and markings
carried in the RAF and RN service. Includes a
Hunter Model Gallery of various sub types

made by well known modelers. 96 pages. Pen & Sword. 8¼x11½.
Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*1963511 FROM THE GROUND UP: Stories
from the Men and Women Who Bui l t ,
Serviced and Flew Aircraft in WWII. By
Edward Smithies. This remarkable work tells the
moving stories of the real men and women,
loving, living and working in dangerous and
frightening conditions and of those who fought in
the war, on the ground and in the air. 16 pages of
photos. 306 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

1980092 MESSERSCHMITT ME 163 KOMET. By Krzysztof
Wolowski. Offers 40 color profiles of the famous Messerschmitt Me
163, a German WWII rocket fighter aircraft. German and foreign users’ 
camouflages are also shown. 41 pages. MMP Books. 8½x12.
Pub. at $29.00  PRICE CUT to $5.95

498630X HEAVEN HIGH, OCEAN DEEP: Naval 
Fighter Wing at War. By Tim Hillier-Graves. With 
their American-built Hellcats, the 5th Wing was in
the thick of the action, providing a hard,
professional core to this fighting fleet that few
would equal. The wing was in continuous action,
the the Indian and Pacific Oceans, until the last
days of the war. Photos, some in color. 212 pages. 
Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7758324 WIDOWMAKER: Living and Dying
with the Corsair. By Tim Hillier-Graves. With over 200 images,
many previously unpublished, the author describes the life of the
aircraft’s chief designer, the Corsair’s development and the sad, but
inspiring story of the young men who flew this potent but difficult
aircraft. 202 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95
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Air Combat & Aircraft
*4952138 P-51B/C MUSTANG: Dogfight 2.
By Chris Bucholtz. The Merlin-engined P-51B/C
Mustang was far more than just a bomber escort–it
was a deadly hunter that could out-perform nearly
every Egerman fighter when it was introduced into
combat in late 1943. Through first-hand accounts,
ribbon diagrams, artwork, and photographs,
Bucholtz chronicles what it was like to fly this aircraft
in combat in the deadly skies over the Third Reich.

80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*4822757 PACIFIC ADVERSARIES, VOLUME
FOUR: Imperial Japanese Navy vs the
Allies/the Solomons 1943-1944. By Michael
John Claringbould. Features detailed stories of aerial 
warfare in the Solomons theater, chosen because
both Japanese and Allied records can be matched for 
an accurate accounting. For each chosen story
photographic or other evidence enables accurate
depictions of the aircraft involved. 108 pages.

Avonmore Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  $24.95
*4876849 SBD DAUNTLESS VS A6M ZERO-SEN: Duel 115.
By Donald Nijboer. In this fascinating volume, the exploits of these 
aircraft are detailed through first hand accounts and revealing
action reports from both sides. Photos. 80 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7709560 THE MIGHTY EIGHTH: Masters
of the Air over Europe 1942-45. By Donald
Nijboer. The U.S. Eighth Air Force–known as the

“Mighty Eighth”–was a combat air force activated
in Georgia, U.S.A. on January 28, 1942. Its
bomber command soon moved to Northern
Europe to conduct strategic bombing missions
against Hitler’s Reich. Photos, some in color.
320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95
*4876830 THE RUHR 1943: Air Campaign 
24. By Richard Worrall. Examining how the
campaign was conceived and fought, and
how Bomber Command’s relentless pursuit
of its objective drew it into raids beyond the
Ruhr, from the nearby city of Cologne to the
Skoda works in Czechoslovakia. Photos.
9 6  p a g e s .  O s p re y .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*1969668 THE OIL CAMPAIGN 1944-45: Air Campaign 30. By 
Steven J. Zaloga. In this work Zaloga explains why the Oil Campaign
was the most decisive air campaign of the war, and how the USAAF
and Bomber Command achieved this remarkable victory. 96 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4923464 TRUK 1944-45: Air Campaign
26. By Mark Lardas. How history’s greatest air
wars were planned and fought, and why they
were won and lost. This work examines the rise
and fall of Truk as a Japanese bastion, and
explains the ir resistible combinat ion of
late-war airpower that destroyed it. Photos,
some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*1949195 THE KAMIKAZE CAMPAIGN
1944-45: Air Campaign 29. By Mark Lardas.
This fully illustrated history examines not just the 
horrific missions themselves, but the decisions
behind the kamikaze campaigns, how it
developed, and how it became a key part of
Japanese strategy, consuming most of Japan’s
remaining aircraft and resources, and the lives of
thousands o f  men .  96  pages .  Osprey.

Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*4926641 B-25 MITCHELL VS JAPANESE
DESTROYER: Duel 116. By Mark Lardas.
Development of the “gun” bomber, armed with
eight fixed forward-firing heavy machine guns,
and skip-bombing by the Fifth Air Force in the
Southwest Pacific Area flipped the momentum of
the war in the Pacific in 1943. This volume
reveals the strengths and weaknesses of the
combatants, the results of the attacks, and the

reason why these USAAF tactics were so successful. Well illus.
80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95
4876342 IMPERIAL JAPANESE ARMY FLYING SCHOOLS,
1912-1945. By D. Marsh & P. Starkings. Details the history of Japanese
Army Flying Schools from 1912 to 1945, covering the evolution of the
training aircraft and the training of pilots and other crew. Includes
numerous photographs and depicts, in some 400 color art profiles, the
variety of aircraft used and their markings. 248 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼.
Pub. at $79.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7708130 MIKOYAN GUREVICH MIG-15 AND 
LICENCE BUILD VERSIONS: Polish Wings 34.
By Lechoslaw Musialkowski. The famous jet fighter
Mikoyan Gurevich MiG-15 and its variants in the
Polish Air Force are described in unparalleled detail.
The color schemes and markings are described in a
series of specially commissioned color profiles.
Photos. 104 pages. MMP.  8¼x11¾. Paperbound.
Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1987135 SILENT INVADERS: Combat
Gliders of the Second World War. By Gary A.
Best. A work that is dedicated to those brave men
under impossible odds from the British and
American servicemen on D-Day, the doomed
Operation Market Garden in Holland, and Hitler’s
radical commando raid to rescue Mussolini.
Photos. 247 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Pub.
at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1967959 FLASHPOINTS: Air Warfare in the Cold War. By
Michael Napier. This work describes eight Cold War conflicts: the
Suez Crisis of 1956, the Congo Crisis of 1960 to 1965, the
Indo-Pakistan Wars of 1965 and 1971, the Arab-Israel Wars of 1967
and 1973, the Falklands War of 1982 and the Iran-Iraq War of 1980 to
1988. In all of them both sides had a credible air force equipped with
modern types, and air power shaped the final outcome. Photos, many 
in color. 368 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $45.00  PRICE CUT to $29.95

*1969625 JUNKERS JU 188 UNITS OF WORLD WAR 2:
Combat Aircraft 146. By Robert Forsyth. In this volume, aviation
historian Forsyth explores the history of the ultimate Junkers
piston-engined bomber, from its development to its deployment in
both reconnaissance and bomber roles. Photos. 96 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4952103 FW 190D-9: Defence of the Reich
1944-45. By Robert Forsyth. One of the finest
piston-engined fighters ever built, the Focke-Wulf
Fw 190D-9 raised the bar in terms of aircraft design
and operational capability during World War II.
Through first-hand accounts from fighter pilots who
flew the plane, diagrams, artwork, and photographs,
Forsyth examines what it was like to fly the aircraft
into combat against Allied fighters. 80 pages.

Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

7707223 WINGS FOR THE FLEET: A Narrative of Naval
Aviation’s Early Development, 1910-1916. By George van Deurs. 
Covers the fascinating details of those pioneering days from 1910
until the U.S.’s entry into WWI. All of the heroic “early birds” are here,
with full accounts of their exploits. Photos. 175 pages. Naval Institute. 
8x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $42.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*4938240 FALLSCHIRM-
PANZER-DIVISION ‘HERMANN GORING:’ A
History of the Luftwaffe’s Only Armoured
Division 1933-1945. By Lawrence Paterson. In
the early years of the Third Reich, Hermann Goring
worked to establish his own personal army to rival
Himmler’s SS and Wehrmacht. The result: a small
Prussian police unit which grew into one of the
most powerful armored formations in Nazi

Germany’s armed forces. 32 pages of photos. 302 pages. Greenhill.
Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $24.95

*7703546 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME
SEVEN: Allied Transports. By Michael John
Claringbould. Covers the Douglas C-47, including
numerous derivatives such as the C-53, R4D and
DC-3. This was the most universal aircraft type to
appear in the South Pacific and was deployed from day 
one until the end of the war. Never before have such
meticulous color profiles of the C-47 series been
illustrated with such detailed and accurate markings.

160 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $42.95  $32.95

*1915959 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME SIX: Allied
Fighters. By Michael John Claringbould. Covers a dozen USAAF
Fifth and Thirteenth Air Force squadrons which operated the Bell
P-39 and P-400 Airacobra from April 1942 until March 1944. Until
now, there has been a paucity of information about the markings of 
Thirteenth Air Force Airacobras, which this volume seeks to
amend. Well illus., many in color. 120 pages. Avonmore Books.
Paperbound. Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $27.95

*1906488 F4U CORSAIR VS A6M
ZERO-SEN: Rabaul and the Solomons
1943-44. By Michael John Claringbould. This is 
the account of machines of war pitted against
each other and the combatants who operated
them. Closely examines these two very different
fighters in the Solomons/Rabaul theater, and the
unique geographic conditions that shaped their
deployment and effectiveness. Photos, some in

color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95
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Air Combat & Aircraft
*770819X WIMPY: A Detailed History of
the Vickers Wel l ington in  Service,
1938-1953. By Steve Bond. A study of this
remarkable aircraft by drawing on official
documentation as well as the personal accounts
and anecdotes from veteran air and ground crew
who were there. Bond’s coverage of operations
includes inter alia, the early bombing campaigns,
the switch to main force activity, the use of OTU

aircraft and crews on operations, and more. Photos. 256 pages. Grub
Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*4966538 MACCHI C.202 FOLGORE: Italy’s
Best Fighter of the Second World War. By
Davide F. Jabes et al. The Macchi C.202 was
probably the most successful Italian fighter during
WWII. With all of its successes, at the same time
the M.C.202 is a symbol of the dysfunction in the
Italian military-industrial complex: the lack of
sound industrial planning resulting in orders from
the Regia Aeronautica for an exaggerated number

of different aircraft. 32 pages of photos. 212 pages. Fonthill.
Pub. at $45.00  PRICE CUT to $29.95

*194939X U.S. NAVY ATTACK AIRCRAFT
1920-2020. By Norman Friedman. Uniquely told 
from the point of view of the Navy, as understood
through its previously-classified documents.
Friedman is the first to take the requirements and
the available technology into account to explain
the choices the Navy made. This is a unique way
to understand the panoply of airplanes the Navy
has relied on through the years, and why some

succeeded but others failed. Well illus. 470 pages. Naval Institute.
8½x11¼. Pub. at $125.00  PRICE CUT to $89.95

*496957X AMERICAN AIRCRAFT
DEVELOPMENT–WORLD WAR TWO LEGACY:
1945-1953 and the Korean War. By Bill Norton.
Focuses on the influence of America’s WW II
aviation development and experience, subsequent
aviation technological advances, and world events
in shaping American choices in military aircraft and
associated weapon development during the few
years following the war. Well illus. 512 pages.

Fonthill. Pub. at $70.00  PRICE CUT to $44.95
7753306 FOCKE-WULF FW 190 A: TopDrawings 64. By Maciej
Noszczak. Filled with rich drawings that provide an unparalleled
display of the fighter, this work is an ideal choice for any modeler
which a penchant for recreating Germany’s most acclaimed aircraft.
Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

DVD 4977831 FIREPOWER: The Complete
Series. Fullscreen. Everything you’ve ever wanted
to know about the latest in defense and aerospace
technology, all in one set. Explores the complexities
of military and aerospace technology through 30
half-hour episodes, including: Battle Tanks; Strike
Fighters; Warship; Assault from the Sea; Dogfight
and Russia’s Air Power. Fourteen hours on 6 DVDs.
MPI. Pub. at $29.98  $7.95

7708750 THE LUFTWAFFE AND THE WAR AT
SEA 1939-1945. Ed. by David Isby. A collection
of fascinating accounts written by German military
officers, both Kriegsmarine and Luftwaffe, as part of 
the All ied debriefing program. Produced
immediately postwar when memories were fresh
and in many cases by those who were directly
caught up in the actions. Photos. 288 pages.
Greenhill. Paperbound.  $7.95
7764251 FIAT C.R. 42: TopDrawings 102. By
A. Cordasco & C. Cordasco. The Fiat CR 42
designed by Ing. Celestino Rosatelli has the
undoubted characteristic of being the last
single-seat fighter biplane to be manufactured
during the Second World War. It represents the
final evolution of the aircraft series made during
the 1935-1938 years in Turin. Fully illus. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $4.95

4919785 MESSERSCHMITT ME
262: Me 262 A Versions. By David
Myhra. The third book of a multi-volume
series covering the complete history of
Germany’s legendary WWII jet fighter,
the Messerschmitt Me 262. Featured
here are the Me 262 A series types from
the A-1a Jabo through the A-5 and

including bomber, recon, night-fighter, and other variants. Well illus.,
some color. 216 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¾. Pub. at $39.95  $12.95

4986660 TORNADO IN PICTURES: The
Multi-Role Legend. By D. Gledhill & D. Willmin. The
Panavia Tornado was designed as a multi-role combat
aircraft to meet the needs of German, Italy, and the
United Kingdom. Gledhill explores the aircraft’s range
of capabilities and, having flown the Tornado F2 and F3
Air Defence Variants extensively, offers an insight into
life in the cockpit. Color photos. 96 pages. Fonthill.
Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  $2.95

1980033 GUERRILLA NIGHTMARE:
Luftwaffe Stukas at War Against Tito’s
Partisans in Yugoslavia 1941-1945. By M.
Raguz & L. Persen. In all major military
operations in Yugoslavia against Tito’s forces,
Stuka was an element which was always
included in Commander’s plans. The authors
offer a fully illustrated history of the STUKA,
includ ing color  profi les and stat ist ics.

149 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Pub. at $39.95  $5.95

4850408 THE FAMOUS B-24 WITCHCRAFT. By Perry Watts. Captures
the story of the “Witchcraft,” a B-24 Liberator, based in Rackheath,
England, toward the end of WWII, that had a unique record in the 8th Army
Air Force of flying 130 credited missions without aborting. Well illus., some 
in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub. at $39.99  $14.95

4863038 FIGHTER AIRCRAFT SINCE 1945. By Frank Schwede.
Offering information on the development and variants of jet engines,
this survey covers the initial jets available at the end of WWII up
through their use and technological prowess today. Fully illus. in
color. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $5.95

4769317 THE LUFTWAFFE GUIDE BOOK TO BASIC SURVIVAL
AT SEA. By Bruno Jaddatz. Translated from the original German.
When first published, this basic guide was presented to Luftwaffe
airmen in verse which was heavily colloquial and illustrated by
colorful cartoons. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $2.95

*4710371 SINKING FORCE Z 1941: Air
Campaign 20. By Angus Konstam. Explores how 
history’s greatest air wars were planned and
fought, and why they were won and lost,
explaining the technology, capabilities and
vulnerabilities of the combatants, and how this
momentous clash of aircraft and battleships
unfolded. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $11.95

1922777 THE SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE:
FlightCraft 15. By Lance Cole. This text examines
recently revealed forgotten aspects of the Spitfire
story; by combining the elements of design, the
story of a weapon of war and a revered scale model,
this account frames an essential chapter in aviation
history. Packed with contemporary images and
information with rare displays of unique Spitfire
model collections. 64 pages. Pen & Sword.

8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $5.95

*4845919 YOKOSUKA D4Y ‘JUDY’ UNITS:
Combat Aircraft 140. By Mark Chambers with
T. Holmes. D4Y Suisei (‘Comet’), cod named
‘Judy’ by the allies, was initially powered by a
licence-built German Daimler-Benz DB 601
inline engine. ‘Judy’ eventually proved to be the
dive-bombing asset for the Imperial Japanese
Naval Air force during battles in the latter years of 
the Pacific War.’Judy’ got the dreaded kamikaze

role. Well illus. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $9.95

1934546 OPERATION VENGEANCE: The
Astonishing Aerial Ambush That Changed World
War II. By Dan Hampton. The definitive account of the
top secret U.S. mission to kill Yamamoto, the Japanese
mastermind of Pearl Harbor. The author recreates the
moment by moment drama these pilots experienced in
the air, and conclusively answers the long standing
mystery of which pilot shot down Yamamoto’s plane,
and what exactly transpired that day. 16 pages of

photos. 430 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

*DVD 4980549 COMBAT AMERICA. A
documentary recounting the experiences of the
351st Bombardment Group of the U.S. Army Air
Forces, based in England during the Second
World War. The group’s air and ground crews are
followed through a number of bombing missions 
over Hitler’s Germany. Narrated by Clark Gable.
62 minutes. Reel Vault.  $7.95

*4974654 GERMAN AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR I, 1914-18:
Technical Guide. By E. Ward & R. Bar. Illustrated throughout with
vivid artworks, this detailed guide includes chapters on fighters,
reconnaissance, ground-attack, bombers and seaplanes of the
German military. 128 pages. Amber. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95
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Air Combat & Aircraft
*4876768 DOUGLAS XB-19: X-Planes No.
16. By William Wolf. Based on original USAAF
aircraft acceptance documents, first hand narratives 
of its maiden flight, and other USAAC and Douglas
Company documents, this edition provides a
superbly illustrated history of the XB-19
intercontinental bomber, with rare photographs and
spectacular new artwork. 80 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $12.95
*4814193 RUSSIAN AIRCRAFT OF WORLD
WAR II, 1939-45: Technical Guide. By Edward
Ward. Charts the development of Soviet military
aircraft from the Winter War in 1939 to the invasion
of Japanese occupied Manchuria in August 1945.
Includes chapters on fighters, bombers and ground
attack aircraft, and maritime types and seaplanes.
Features detailed artwork with accurate markings
and a variety of authentic camouflage and color

schemes. 128 pages. Amber. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95
*4966481 HOWARD HUGHES AND THE
SPRUCE GOOSE: The Story of the HK-1
Hercules. By Graham M. Simons. Hughes’ life
ambition was to make a significant contribution to the
field of aviation development. But the monumental
folly of his endeavors on the H-K1 Hercules meant that 
he came to be known and remembered to a great
extent for all the wrong reasons. Photos. 256 pages.
Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95
*4927133 F-15 EAGLE: Undefeated 4th
Generation Super-Fighter. By Bertie Simmonds. 
Overview of the undisputed king of fighter aircraft,
scoring around 105 kills for zero losses in air to air
combat. Since it entered service in 1976, around
1,600 F-15s have been built, forming the defensive 
tip of the spear for the Free World with their speed
and agility. Well illus. in color. 144 pages.
Tempest. Pub. at $22.99  $17.95

*4895592 VOUGHT A-7 CORSAIR II: 
Legends of Warfare. By Mat “Irish”
Garretson. Tells the story of the A-7 from
design and development to combat
deployment from Vietnam to its last use
in Operation Desert Storm. Its multiple
variants are discussed along with its use
by the U.S. Navy and Air Force, as well as
overseas with the air forces of Greece and

Portugal. Fully illus, most in color. 112 pages. Schiffer.
Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*7711840 TEMPEST: Hawker’s Outstanding Piston-Engined
Fighter. By Tony Buttler. A detailed and fully illustrated account of the 
Hawker Tempest in service, from the prototypes to the last survivors.
Fully illus. with photos. 120 pages. Dalrymple & Verdun. 8½x11.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99  $26.95

*4690672 COLD WAR DELTA PROTOTYPES:
X-Planes, No. 15. By Tony Buttler. Examines
transatlantic delta-wing development, and how
experimental aircraft proved the delta’s potential and 
versatility. Buttler covers the Fairey Delta 1 and Delta 
2, the proposed Delta Rocket Fighter and huge Delta 
3 long-range interceptor and the Avro 707. Well
illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $22.00  $7.95
*1949500 GERMAN NIGHT FIGHTERS
VERSUS BOMBER COMMAND 1943-1945:
The Second World War by Night. By Martin W.
Bowman. Examines the closing years of WWII as
the tide turned against the Germans and Axis
forces. Includes riveting accounts of aerial battles
between German night-fighters and Allied bomber 
crews in some of the most dramatic night time
conflicts of the latter war years. Describes the

experiences of allied bomber crews and profiles the Luftwaffe pilots
who opposed them. 32 pages of photos. 256 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

4984706 ACHTUNG! MOSKITO! RAF and
USAAF Mosquito Fighters, Fighter Bombers,
and Bombers over the Third Reich 1941-1945.
By Martin W. Bowman. The Mosquito was for many
the perfect synthesis of power and beauty, and
arguably the most versatile of all Allied aircraft built
during the Second World War. This exhaustive
volume chronicles the legendary aircraft and the
young pilots and navigators who carried out daring

operations against targets in Europe and Scandinavia. Well illus., many in 
color. 480 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $69.99  $17.95

*4728556 AD AND A-1 SKYRAIDER:
Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle.
Capable of flying low and slow while armed
with a massive array of ordnance, the
Skyraider not only took on the role of attack
aircraft but was also used as air cover for
troops on the ground. Its impressive
payload earned it the nickname of the

“flying dump truck,” while its reliance on a
massive radial engine caused others to refer to the Skyraider as the

“Spad.” Well illus., some in color. 112 pages. Schiffer.  $16.95

198005X IKARUS IK-2: Monographs Special Edition in 3D
No. 13. By A.M. Ognjevic & B.J. Mirkov. Filled with schematics
and color artwork and profiles, this is the history of the twelve
Ikarus series, Yugoslav produced, fighter airplanes. Kagero.
8½x12. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*4897447 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME ONE: Japanese Army
Fighters, New Guinea & the Solomons 1942-1944. By Michael John
Claringbould. Illustrates by unit, Japanese Army Air Force fighter aircraft
operating in New Guinea and the Solomons from December 1942 to April
1944. The profiles based on photos, Japanese documents, Allied
intelligence reports and post-war wreck investigations, are accompanied
by brief histories of each relevant unit and explanations of their role in the
theater. Illus., many in color. 104 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperbound.
Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $21.95

*4876814 P-47 THUNDERBOLT VS
GERMAN FLAK DEFENSES: Duel 114. By
Jonathan Bernstein. Bernstein examines the role
played by the key Allied fighter bomber in
Western Europe between 1943 and 1945, the
P-47 Thunderbolt, as the aircraft wreaked havoc
on German ground forces before, during and after 
the D-Day landings. Photos. 80 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

4906764 A CENTURY OF AIR WARFARE WITH NINE (IX)
SQUADRON RAF. By Gordon Thorburn. It’s the story of the men and
women of the RAF’s senior bomber squadron across a hundred years of
war and peace, and their words fill this volume. We go from those
beginnings in wood, wire and fabric kites over France and a pilot armed
with a service revolver, to the world’s first Tornado squadron in the Gulf
wars, and so to the present, a century on. Photos. 286 pages. Pen &
Sword. Pub. at $50.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*486039X THE BLISTER CLUB:  The
Extraordinary Story of the Downed American 
Airmen Who Escaped to Safety in World War
II. By Michael Lee Lanning. Against the odds,
nearly 3,000 airmen made it to the ground alive,
evaded capture, and escaped to safety during
World War II. These men proudly called
themselves the Blister Club. Photos. 349 pages.
Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  $14.95

*4966430 GOTHA AIRCRAFT 1913-1954:
From the London Bomber to the Flying Wing
Jet Fighter. By Andreas Metzmacher. The
Gothaer Waggonfabrik (GWF), originally a
German rail vehicle manufacturer, entered the
aircraft industry in 1913. The driving force behind 
this major change in production in this small
Thuringian duchy in central Germany was a
member of the British royal family. Gotha aircraft

managed to make a name for themselves internationally. Photos.
159 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

*475607X HOW THE RAF & USAAF BEAT THE 
LUFTWAFFE. By Ken Delve. Looks at the main
campaigns in which the Allied air forces battled and
then beat the Luftwaffe. Delve argues that the
Luftwaffe was remarkably resilient, but it was on a
continuous slide to ultimate destruction. The author
brings together official accounts, high-level memoirs 
and first-hand combat reports to shed new light on
this complex and fascinating story. 16 pages of

photos. 208 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

*4966457 HAWKER’S EARLY JETS: Dawn
of the Hunter. By Christopher Budgen. On
September 2, 1947, Hawker Aircraft Ltd
figuratively and literally took to the air with the
first jet design, the P.1040. Conceived in the
latter days of WWII, and developed in the
straitened times of post-war austerity, the aircraft 
allowed Hawker to explore the new technology
before moving on to more ambitious programs.

Photos. 295 pages. Air World. Pub. at $49.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*4938275 THE MOSQUITO IN THE USAAF: De Havilland’s
Wooden Wonder in American Service. By Tony Fairbairn. The full story
of why the Americans wanted Mosquitoes, how they went about obtaining
them, and their noted success and popularity with USAAF units. Photos.
291 pages. Air World. Pub. at $42.95  $24.95
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Air Combat & Aircraft
*4839285 MACARTHUR’S AIR FORCE:
American Airpower over the Pacific and the Far
East, 1941-51. By Bill Yenne. In the aftermath of the
defeat by the Japanese in the Philippines in 1942,
MacArthur and his air chief General George Kenny
were determined to rebuild the U.S. aerial presence in 
the Pacific. By the end of World War II, the three air
forces under MacArthur’s command possessed a
combined fleet of more than 5,000 aircraft and the

general himself was the highest in the military. 16 pages of photos.
320 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00  $9.95

4853857 MACARTHUR’S AIR FORCE:
American Airpower over the Pacific and the Far
East, 1941-51. By Bill Yenne. An engrossing
account that traces the journey of American air forces
in the Pacific under General MacArthur’s command,
from their lowly beginnings to their eventual triumph
over Imperial Japan, and their revolutionary entry into
the jet age in the skies over Korea. 32 pages of
photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

4909860 ACES: True Stories of Victory and 
Valor in the Skies of World War II. By Bill
Yenne. During World War II, tens of thousands
of aircraft engaged in deadly dog fights in the
skies over Europe, North Africa, and the Pacific.
Take a look at these brave and bold fighter pilots 
who earned the accolade and joined the ranks of 
flying aces during World War II aviation combat. 
Well illus., some in color. 240 pages.

Chartwell. 9x11¼. Pub. at $19.99  $7.95

*4978366 NAVAL AVIATION IN THE KOREAN WAR. By Warren
Thompson. This work covers the role of U.S. aircraft carriers and aircraft in 
stopping the initial communist push into the south, the Inchon Landing
and the Pusan Perimeter Break-out. It goes on to describe the stabilization 
of the front lines after the Chinese had entered the war during 1951. The
War ended on July 27, 1953. Photos, some in color. 175 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4905113 THE NAVIGATION CASE: Training, Flying and
Fighting the 1942 to 1945 New Guinea War. By John E. Happ.
Details never before recorded Pacific War operations such as the

“Madang Fake” and General MacArthur’s “Triple Play,” followed by
an overwhelming natural disaster called “Black Sunday” by the men
who survived. The Battle for New Guinea established the primary goal
in military conflict–air superiority. Illus. 319 pages. Permuted Press.
Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*498370X LOST AIRMEN: The Epic Rescue of WWII U.S.
Bomber Crews Stranded Behind Enemy Lines. By Charles E. Stanley 
Jr. Winter 1944. Yugoslav peasants looked up to the sky to see American
airmen parachuting from crippled bombers. The only trouble was that the
occupying Germans spotted them too. Some landed safety. Others were
slaughtered by German fire. This is the true story of a handful of those
Americans as they tried to escape an enemy-occupied land. 16 pages of
photos. 359 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*4896122 THE MIGHTY EIGHTH:
A Glimpse of the Men, Missions &
Machines of the U.S. Eighth Air
Force 1942-45. By Michael Craig.
For over three long years the Mighty
Eighth of the U.S. Air Force sent a
shudder through the years to the
hearts of the Third Reich and pounded

the enemy war machine. Their incredible story is now told through a
collection of paintings and drawings from the archives of the Military
Gallery. 128 pages. Griffon. 12x9½. Pub. at $39.95  $24.95

*4896165 OVERLORD: D-Day
and the Battle for Normandy. By
Michael Craig. June 6, 1944, the date
that marked the beginning of the end of 
the war in northwest Europe, and the
day on which the liberation of France
began. Their incredible story is now
told through a collection of paintings

and drawings from the archives of the Military Gallery. 128 pages.
Griffon. 12x9½. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95

*4896262 THEIR FINEST HOUR: The Battle of Britain 1940. By
Michael Craig. Relives those historic events through the work of some of
the world’s leading aviation and military artists as the R.A.F., though
impossibly outnumbered, repelled the might of Hitler’s war machine.
Told through a collection of paintings and drawings from the archives of
the Military Gallery. 128 pages. Griffon. 12x9½. Pub. at $39.95  $24.95

*4896033 HU-16A: Albatross. Text by Federico Anselmino. Features
information on the HU-16A in service with the Italian Air Force. Includes
modeling notes and appendices. Text in English and Italian. 64 pages.
Aviation Collectables. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $9.95

*4948386 BOMBER COMMAND: Men,
Machines and Missions 1936-68. By Gordon
A.A. Wilson. A richly illustrated account of the
Royal Air Force organization from its inception
prior to the Second World War in 1936 to its final
years during the Cold War. This volume covers the
reasons for the Bomber Command, the personnel
that guided its formation and the philosophy and
politics of change from strategic bombing to area

bombing. 288 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $32.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*4897404 AVRO LANCASTER I/III: Polish
Wings No. 31. By Grzegorz Korcz. This edition
describes service of the famous Avro Lancaster
I/III bombers used by Polish pilots in Britain
during 1941-1945. Including 200 photographs
and 30 color profiles. 96 pages. MMP.  8¼x11½.
Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00  $17.95
 

*4822781 RESTORATION FORCE: Grass
Roots Preservation of Civilian and Military
Aircraft by Enthusiasts Worldwide. By Gavin
Hoffen. You’ll find complete coverage of 23
projects worldwide with background histories of the 
aircraft and full-color photos of the restoration.
From Spitfire to Chipmunk, this is a fascinating
insight into an obsession with the romance that
aviation once was. 109 pages. Grub Street.

Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*4896157 NAKAJIMA KI-43 HAYABUSA,
VOL. 1: Monographs 77. By Dariusz Paduch. The
Nakajima K-43 Hayabusa, code-named Oscar by the
Allies, was the Imperial Japanese Army’s equivalent
of the Zero fighter in service with the Imperial Navy.
Despite its fragile design, poor armament and no
armored protection, the Ki-43 was well liked by
Japanese pilots. Fully illus. 62 pages. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.95  $14.95

*4896009 FOCKE-WULF FW 190 A, VOL. I: Camouflage &
Decals 6. Ed. by Damian Majsak. The best-known German fighter
from the Second World War. This guide presents color profiles of the
most popular versions of the aircraft. 40 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95  $13.95

*4896114 MESSERSCHMITT BF 109 F-G:
Camouflage & Decals 5. Ed. by Damian
Majsak. The BF 109 F (Friedrich) is the
successor of the E version with the same
engine. The BF 109G (Gustaw) was equipped
with the new DB 606A engine. This guide
presents color profiles of the most popular
versions of the aircrafts. 40 pages. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95  $17.95

*4896106 MB-339A PAN, CD, MLU: Italian Aviation Series. Text
by Marco Tomassoni. Features information on the MB-339A in service with
the Italian Air Force. Includes modeling notes and appendices. Text in
Italian and English. 64 pages. Aviation Collectables. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*480192X    SIAI MARCHETTI
SF-260.  By  Duke  Hawk ins.  A
photographical portrait of the agile and
elegant trainer that was developed back in 
the days. Hawkins covers every aspect of
the little trainer, including the SF.260TP,
equipped with a more powerful turboprop
engine. 90 pages. HMH Publications.
Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

*4895894 BOEING (MCDONNELL DOUGLAS) 
F/A-18 A/B/C/D HORNETS, VOL. 1:
Monographs No. 78. By Salvador Mafe Huertas.
The F/A-18 Hornet is a multi-mission fighter/attack
aircraft that can operate from either aircraft carriers or
land at bases. It fills a variety of roles and has new
versions still being used. This guide tells the story of
how these aircraft were designed, developed, and
deployed. Fully illus. in color. 92 pages. Kagero.

8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.95  $14.95

*4844785 RAF SECOND WORLD
WAR FIGHTERS IN PROFILE. By
Chris Sandham-Bailey. Featuring more 
than 200 highly detailed profiles of 15
different aircraft types flown by the
Royal Air Force between 1939 and
1945. Full specifications and histories

are included for British and Commonwealth fighters operated on all
fronts during the conflict, from the iconic Supermarine Spitfire to U.S. 
lend lease types such as the Bell P-39 Airacobra. Fully illus.
296 pages. Tempest. 12x8½. Pub. at $60.00  $29.95
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Air Combat & Aircraft
*4896068 I-16 RATA: The Fighter That
Saved the USSR. By Oleg Pototskiy. Introduces
the reader to a remarkable fighter aircraft, that
which had a great influence on both the pre-war
developments of Soviet aircraft, and the military
developments that occurred in the first few
months of the war between Germany and the
U.S.S.R. Fully illus. 152 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95  $24.95

*4895975 F-16A: Air Defence Fighter. Text by F. Anselmino &
G. Gastaldi. Features information on the F-16A Air Defence fighter in
service with the Italian Air Force. It was retired in 2007. Includes
modeling notes and appendices. Text in Italian and English.
64 pages. Aviation Collectables. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*4742168 BOMBER COMMAND’S WAR
AGAINST GERMANY: An Official History. By
Noble Frankland. In compiling this official analysis of
the effectiveness of the RAF’s strategic bombing
campaign, unrestricted access was granted to Air
Ministry, Cabinet and other relevant departmental
documents that were maintained for internal
government use. The result is a complete assessment 
of the contribution made by Bomber Command to the

defeat of Germany. Photos. 228 pages. Air World. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95
*4701739  HELPING STOP HITLER’S
LUFTWAFFE. By Arthur McDonald. With bombers
able to fly much faster than fighters, by the time the
incoming aircraft had been detected, it would be too
late to scramble fighters to intercept them. That was
until Watson Watt first demonstrated that radar could
detect an aircraft approaching Britain at a
considerable distance, and was first tried in 1936.
Illus. 286 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

*4767888 FALLEN TIGERS: The Fate of America’s Missing
Airmen in China During World War II. By Daniel Jackson. Recounts the
stories of downed aviators who attempted to evade capture by the Japanese 
in their bid to return to Allied territory. Jackson, himself a combat-tested
pilot, reveals the heroism of these airmen was equaled, and often
exceeded, by the Chinese soldiers and civilians who risked their lives to
return them safely to American bases. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages.
UPKy. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*3996999 AIRPOWER OVER GALLIPOLI
1915-1916. By Sterling Michael Pavelec. Tells the
lost story of the aviators and machines that opened a
new domain for modern joint warfare. The dashing and
adventurous air commanders were misunderstood,
misused, and neglected at the time, but they played an 
important role in the campaign and set the stage for
joint military operations into the future. Photos.
215 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $40.00  $21.95

3811573 JAGDGESCHWADER 53, VOLUME
2–MAY 1942-JANUARY 1944. By Jochen Prien. 
Continuing chronicle begins with the termination of 
the German air offensive against Malta and its split
into three Gruppen–one on the eastern front and
Stalingrad, the second in Sicily and the central
Mediterranean, and the third in North Africa and
Egypt. Volume two of three volumes. Maps &
photos. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $89.95  $19.95

*4895878 AB 205 HUEY: Italian Aviation Series. Text by Giancarlo
Gastaldi. Features information on the AB 205 Huey in service with the Italian 
Air Force. Includes modeling notes and appendices. Text in Italian and
English. 64 pages. Aviation Collectables. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub.
at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

4986679 UNDARKENED SKIES: The American
Aircraft Building Programme of the First World
War. By Paul R. Hare. A comprehensive study of the
American aircraft building program of the First World
War, its promises, its performance, and its failure,
together with a summary of what went wrong and
why. This volume also includes a brief history of
military aviation in America prior to the war. Well
illus. 160 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $28.95  $2.95

7702728 OPERATION VENGEANCE: The
Astonishing Aerial Ambush That Changed World
War II. By Dan Hampton. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
The electrifying, definitive account of the top-secret
U.S. mission to kill the Japanese mastermind of Pearl
Harbor. Hampton, an experienced U.S. Air Force
fighter pilot, recreates the moment by moment drama
the pilots experienced in the air, and answers the
long-standing mystery of which pilot shot down

Yamamoto’s plane, and what exactly transpired that day. 16 pages of
photos. 533 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $7.95

Uniforms, Markings & Insignia
7782926 BY THE EMPEROR’S HAND: Military
Dress and Court Regalia in the Later
Roman-Byzantine Empire. By Timothy Dawson.
Traces the development of court regalia and military
clothing throughout the course of the later Roman
Empire. A must for anyone interested in Roman
history, as well as fashion students, costumers and
re-enactors. 170 pages. Frontline. 8¾x11¼.
Pub. at $60.00  $15.95

*1967525 THE ARMY OF THE KINGDOM OF
ITALY 1805-1814: Uniforms, Organisation,
Campaigns. By Stephen Ede-Borrett. The Army of
the Kingdom of Italy fought alongside that of France
in all of the major campaigns of the Grande Armee
as well as contributing troops to the French army in
Spain. This is the first full-length English language
study of the uniforms, organization, personnel and
campaigns of that army. Fully illus. 230 pages.

Helion & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00  $32.95

*1915878   CAMOUFLAGE: Modern
International Military Patterns. By Eric H.
Larson. A comprehensive, accurate, and
academically supported reference of all the major
military and paramilitary camouflage patterns that
have been in use from the end of World War II to
today. Organized by country, with illustrations of
camouflage patterns as well as photographs of the
uniforms being worn. An essential reference.

482 pages. Pen & Sword. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $75.00  $54.95

1922807 U.S. MARINE CORPS WOMEN’S RESERVE. By Jim
Moran. A comprehensive guide to the uniforms and equipment of
the U.S. Marine Corps Women’s Reserve in WWII, exploring the
role of  the Women Marines and present ing a detai led
photographic study of their uniforms. An essential reference for
the collector, modeler, illustrator and historian. 165 pages.
Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $2.95

4984781 UNITED STATES ARMY
SHOULDER PATCHES AND RELATED
INSIGNIA FROM WORLD WAR I TO KOREA:
41st Division to 106th Division. By William &
Kurt Keller. For more than eighty years, from the
closing days of WWI, the often simple shoulder
patch has been used to distinguish one unit from
another. Presented here are over 700 views of the
original insignia in full color and period

photographs. 219 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $49.95  $14.95

498479X UNITED STATES ARMY SHOULDER PATCHES AND
RELATED INSIGNIA FROM WORLD WAR I TO KOREA: 1st
Division to 40th Division. By William Keller. For more than eighty
years, from the closing days of WWI, the often simple shoulder patch
has been used to distinguish one unit from another. Presented here
are over 800 views of the original insignia and period photographs.
239 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $49.95  $14.95

1925601 INSIDE THE ALLGEMEINE SS,
1925-1945. By Ulric of England. Draws upon the
Ulric of England archive and contributions from
leading military collectors to offer a compelling
examination of the cultural, political, and personal
philosophy behind the little understood
Allgemeine-SS. Filled with historical photos and
authentic SS memorabilia. 427 pages. Andrea
Press. 8½x12. Pub. at $95.00  $39.95

Notable Military Units
1992619 NIGHT FIGHTER: An Insider’s Story of
Special Ops from Korea to SEAL Team 6. By W.H.
Hamilton Jr. & C.W. Sasser. A trove of true adventure
from the history of the late twentieth century, which
Hamilton lived, from fighter pilot in the Korean War to
operative for the CIA in Vietnam, Africa, Latin America,
and Europe, from the Pentagon to Foggy Bottom, and
from the Cuban Missile Crisis to the Reagan White
House’s Star Wars. A life devoted to patriotic service.

332 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7708890 WITH THE GURKHAS IN THE
FALKLANDS: A War Journal. By Mike Seear.
Conveys the Gurkhas’ impressive professionalism
as well as the personal and emotional aspects of
Seear’s deployment on Operation Corporate. A
serious and light-hearted account of the gurkhas’
training for war on land and at sea, transition to
operations, battle preparations, combat and the
aftermath. Photos with illus. 360 pages. Pen &

Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95  $7.95
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Notable Military Units
488728X NAVY SEAL SNIPER: An Intimate
Look at the Sniper of the 21st Century. By G.
Doherty & B. Webb. The authors reveal not just the
fundamentals of marksmanship but also the science
of shooting, stalking, and camouflage and how
technological advances have changed the training
and increased the effectiveness of the modern sniper. 
Webb and Doherty cover the critical elements that
comprise the twenty first century sniper. Well illus.,

many in color. 238 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95
*7694504 THE RED ARMY 1922-41: Men-at-Arms 546. By
Philip Jowett. This detailed account traces the Red Army’s
campaigns and evolving appearance over 19 years. Photos.
48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95

1922831 UNITED STATES AIRBORNE
DIVISIONS 1942-2018: Images of War. By
Michael Green. As this superbly illustrated
volume describes, both the 82nd and 101st
Airborne Division earned their reputations as

“crack” divisions at the forefront of U.S.
operations and military interventions from WWII
onward–Grenada, Panama, the Gulf Wars and
most recently Afghanistan. 216 pages. Pen &

Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95  $7.95
*7747004 BROTHERS IN ARMS: One
Legendary Tank Regiment’s Bloody War from
D-Day to VE-Day. By James Holland. Chronicles the
experiences in World War II of the legendary tank unit
the Sherwood Rangers. Informed by never before seen
documents, letters, photographs, and other artifacts
from the Sherwood Rangers’ families–an ongoing
fraternity–and by Holland’s own deep knowledge of the 
war and tank warfare. Photos, some in color.

524 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00  $15.95
7708734 IT HAPPENS WITH GURKHAS:
Tales from an English Nepali, 1944-2015. By 
J.P. Cross. This anthology covers much of the
past 60 years of the Gurkhas history, taking in the
las t  days o f  WWI I  and the  Indonesian
Confrontation in the 1960s, and also gives an
insight into the everyday life, culture and beliefs
of these renowned soldiers. 16 pages of photos.
224 pages. History Press.  $6.95

1980270 GREY WARS: A Contemporary History of U.S.
Special Operations. By N.W. Collins. This comprehensive,
authoritative analysis of U.S. Special Operations, incorporates
extensive interviews and archival research by a security studies
expert, and delves deeply into the transformation of these forces
since 9/11. 304 pages. Yale. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

*7751869 THE BLACK WATCH: Fighting in the
Front Line 1899-2006. By Victoria Schofield.
Formed into a regiment in 1739 and named for the dark 
tartan of its soldiers’ kilts, The Black Watch has fought
in almost every major conflict between 1745 and the
present, and has a reputation second to none. Drawing
on diaries, letters and interviews, the author weaves the
many strands of the story into an epic narrative of a
heroic body of officers and men. 16 pages of photos.

828 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95
7697198 THE U.S. NAVAL INSTITUTE ON THE 
MARINE CORPS AT WAR. Ed. by Thomas J.
Cutler. From the American Revolution to the
present day, the U.S. Marine Corps has often led
the fight against America’s enemies. The
selections in this anthology offer insights into
Marine operations in Korea in 1871 and again in
the 1950s, the Spanish American War, Vietnam,
the First Gulf War, Iraq, Afghanistan, and more.

176 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $7.95
*1949187 ITALIAN COLONIAL TROOPS
1882-1960: Men-at-Arms 544. By Gabriele
Esposito. Italy’s part in the “scramble for Africa” from
the 1880s saw the steady creation of a large number
of native colonial units. In both of Italy’s wars against
Ethiopia its hardy Eritrean infantry proved to be a
major asset. This work explains the history, battles,
and the organization of these troops, illustrating the
variety of colorful uniforms using new plates and rare

photos. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95
*4952898 LONG RANGE DESERT GROUP. By W.B. Kennedy Shaw.
The classic account of the famous unit was written by its wartime
Intelligence officer–Shaw. With its brilliant descriptions of the harsh beauty
of the desert and its exciting chronicle of the LRDG activities, this guide is
as fascinating today as it was when it was first published in 1945. 16 pages
of photos. 256 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

1972901 SAS ZERO HOUR: The Secret Origins of the Special Air
Service. By Tim Jones. In this illuminating account the author draws on
primary sources, as well as more recent regimental histories and memoirs,
to reveal just how this renowned unit came into being. 16 pages of photos.
240 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95

*194861X SMASHING HITLER’S GUNS: The 
Rangers at Pointe-du-Hoc D-Day, 1944. By
Steven J. Zaloga. Ranger Force A succeeded in
scaling the cliffs of Pointe du Hoc under enemy fire.
But Ranger Force B mission was to destroy the guns
at Pointe et Raz de la Percee, a mission that is often
misunderstood, but here is carefully analyzed.
Similarly, the vital role played by Ranger Force C on
Omaha Beach itself. These events are investigated in 

depth and brought to life with first-hand accounts. 32 pages of photos,
some in color. 368 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*1944150 Z SPECIAL UNIT: The Elite
Allied World War II Guerrilla Force. By
Gavin Mortimer. Drawing on veteran interviews
as well as operational reports and recently
declassified SOE files, Mortimer dramatically
brings to life the incredible history of the Z
Special Unit whose forward-thinking training,
techniques and sheer guile remain a model for
Special Forces operations to this day. Photos.

240 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*7694385 BELGIAN MILITARY FORCES IN
THE CONGO, VOLUME 1: Africa @ War 58. By
Stephen Rookes. A study of the Force Publique, a
paramilitary police force established by King Leopold
II to secure the Congo Free State and to protect a vast
geographical swath of Central Africa that had become
his own personal possession following the Berlin
Conference of 1884-1885. Photos, some in color.
96 pages. Helion & Company. 8¼x11¾.

Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $21.95

*7734786 THEY CALLED US “LUCKY”: The
Life and Afterlife of the Iraq War’s Hardest Hit
Unit. By Ruben Gallego with J. DeFelice. This work
details Gallego’s combat experience for the first
time. It reveals the struggles the men went through
after the war, when they relied on one another as
much as ever–demonstrating the words “semper fi” 
are more than a mere slogan to the brotherhood of
the Corps. 16 pages of color photos. 323 pages.

Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

DVD 7736371 DIRTY WARS. Widescreen. Investigative reporter
Jeremy Scahill traces the rise of the Joint Special Operations Command,
the most secret fighting force in U.S. history, exposing operations carried
out by men who do not exist on paper and never will appear before
Congress. Not Rated. English SDH. Sundance Selects.  $5.95

DVD 192124X BLACK HAWK DOWN: The
Untold Story. Widescreen. In October 1993,
two U.S. Black Hawk helicopters were shot down
in Mogadishu, Somalia. With the special forces
pinned down at the crash sites, the 2nd Battalion
14th Infantry Regiment of the 10th Mountain
Division (2-14) engaged in a ferocious fight to
reach the soldiers and bring them home. English 
SDH. 120 minutes. Mill Creek.  $5.95

1978004 SPECIAL FORCES IN ACTION. By
Alexander Stilwell. This authoritative military
history details major special forces operations
of the last 25 years, including missions by the
U.S. Delta Force, U.S. Navy SEALs, British SAS
and SBS, the Polish GROM, and more.
Accompanied by 180 photographs and
illustrations of special forces soldiers in action.
224 pages. Amber. Pub. at $34.95  $6.95

1913131 THE KILLING SCHOOL: Inside the
World’s Deadliest Sniper Program. By Brandon
Webb with J.D. Mann. Takes readers through every
aspect of the SEAL sniper school training, describing
how Spec Ops snipers are taught each dimension of
their art. Each SEAL’s endurance, stealth, and mental
and physical stamina are tested and pushed to the
breaking point. Webb demonstrates how today’s
sniper is trained to function as an entire military

operation rolled into a single individual. Color photos. 346 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $4.95

*1920294 HELL WEEK AND BEYOND: The Making of a Navy
SEAL. By Scott McEwen. Follow America’s elite warriors as they endure
the military’s most grueling training and learn how they will survive real
special operations. McEwen describes the seven most grueling days of a
Navy SEAL’s training, using each one to teach the reader a lesson about grit
and perseverance in their own personal “hell weeks.” 294 pages. Center
Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95
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Notable Military Units
*4815521 LATE ROMAN INFANTRYMAN
VERSUS GOTHIC WARRIOR: Combat 56. By
Murray Dahm. Examines the origins and roles of
the Roman forces and their Gothic opponents,
and assesses their performance in three key
battles which would determine the fate of the
Roman Empire–Marcianopolis, Ad Salices and
Adrianople. Well illus. in color. 80 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $9.95
*1949225 OPERATION JERICHO: RAID 57. By 
Robert Lyman. Freeing the French Resistance from
Gestapo jail in Amines in 1944. With the aid of
first-hand accounts, explanatory 3D diagrams and
dramatic original art work, Lyman explains how one of
the most difficult and spectacular air raids of World
War II was pulled off, and debunks some of the myths
why the raid was ordered in the first place. 80 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95
*4968557 THE ERAWAN WAR, VOLUME 2:
The CIA Paramilitary Campaign in Laos,
1969-1974. By Ken Conboy. Details how the CIA’s
operation in Laos became its largest paramilitary
operation of the Cold War. Covers the wide range of
CIA supported units, from guerrilla regiments that
faced the North Vietnamese army to top secret
commandos that crossed borders to wage sabotage
attacks. Well illus., many in color. 64 pages. Helion

& Company. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95
*1974335 SOUTHERN VOICES: Biet Dong and the National
Liberation Front. By Michael Robert Dedrick. Presents oral
histories from former members of an elite squad of Viet Cong
operatives, focusing on their experiences during what is known in
Vietnam as the American War. Their voices and experiences
emerge in this bilingual volume. 10 pages of photos. 166 pages.
UPKy. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

Weapons & Military Technology
DVD 7797419 ATOMIC: History of the A-Bomb. Widescreen.
Documenting the discovery that changed everything. The smallest of
sparks can lead to the largest explosions. This documentary follows
this weapon of mass destruction from inception to detonation. Not
Rated. 51 minutes. DocTV.  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY DVD 7764987 WEAPONS
OF WAR: Heavy Armor & Air Power. Presents 
16 revealing historical films with actual wartime
footage. Covers weapons such as tanks, combat
weapons, attack helicopters, and bombers from
WWI, WWII, the Korean War, and Vietnam. Over 7 
hours on five DVDs. Topics Entertainment.
Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7753608 M4 SHERMAN: M4, M4A1, M4A4
Firefly. By Stanislaw Mokwa. The M4 Sherman was the most popular
American tank of WWII. Between February, 1942, and June, 1945, a
total of 49,000 units of all versions were produced. Offers a variety of
period photos, profiles, and meticulous plans that highlight technical
detail. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7753594 M16 HALF-TRACK: TopDrawings
88. By Mariusz Motyka. The M16 Multiple Gun
Motor Carriage was a U.S. self-propelled
antiaircraft gun built during WWII. Offers a variety
of period photos, profiles, and meticulous plans
that highlight technical detail. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
 

LIMITED QUANTITY 7753381 THE GERMAN
ARMOURED INFANTRY SUPPORT GUN
STURMPANZER IV: Brummbar. By Krzysztof
Mucha. Work on this German self-propelled assault
gun design began in 1942 with a goal of creating a
vehicle well suited for the demands of urban warfare.
Offers a variety of period photos, color profiles, and
meticulous plans that highlight technical detail.
Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
7753497 JAGDPANZER IV: L/48 and L/70. By
Krzysztof Mucha. Hard to eliminate foible of the
units equipped with towed guns was its mobility
when the tanks and short-barreled assault guns,
engaged often and often as the antitank artillery,
revealed insufficient firepower. Offers a variety of
period photos, profiles, and meticulous plans that
highlight technical detail. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

4932285 ON KILLING REMOTELY: The
Psychology of Killing with Drones. By Wayne
Phelps. At the heart of this work are the men and
women who control weaponized drones. Among
them are members of every branch of the U.S.
military. Typically, they work at a domestic
military base and spend long shifts stalking a
target and then they kill. Explore the ethics of
remote  mi l i t a ry  engagement  and  the

misconceptions about PTSD among remotely piloted aircraft
operators. 348 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

*775003X FOREIGN PANTHERS: New
Vanguard 313. By M. Robinson & T. Seignon. A
survey of the Panther’s career in foreign hands. Bold
Polish and French resistance soldiers, and British
and Soviet tankers, turned a famous handful of these 
tanks against the Germans, largely with success.
But they were difficult to maintain without spare
parts and trained technicians, so their careers were
brief. Well illus. some in color. 48 pages. Osprey.

Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $13.95

*7694482 THE HAWK AIR DEFENSE MISSILE SYSTEM: New
Vanguard 309. By M. Romanych & J. Scott. The world’s first mobile
air-defense missile system, HAWK became operational in 1959, and for
more than 30 years was one of the most sophisticated medium-range air
defense systems in the world, protecting U.S. forces during the Cold War
the Cuban Missile Crisis, Vietnam War, and the Gulf War. Photos, some in 
color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95

*481410X THE LUGER P.08, VOL. 2: Third
Reich and Post-WWII Models. By L. Guillou &
G. Machtelinkx. This illustrated volume presents
the design, manufacturing, and development of the 
various types of Luger from the late Weimar period
through the Third Reich era of the 1930s and early
1940s, as well as post war models. Details include
close up views of markings, as well as a serial
number list, a visual breakdown of the weapon, and 

much more. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼.  $21.95

7753454 THE GUIDED-MISSILE FRIGATE
ORP KOSCIUSZKO: TopDrawings 65. By
Witold Koszela. Currently one of the more
valuable Polish Navy ships. The ship was built as
USS Wadsworth with a tactical number FFG 9 at
the Todd Pacific. Offers a variety of period photos,
color profiles, and meticulous plans that highlight 
technical detail. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

*1949241 SNIPING RIFLES IN WORLD WAR I: Weapon 83. By
Martin Pegler. In this absorbing study, firearms expert Pegler tells the inside 
story of the sniping rifles carried by all of the major powers during World
War I. Featuring full-color artwork, carefully chosen archive images and rare 
photographs of the sniping rifles and accessories used in the trenches, this
explores their origins, development, combat use and legacy. 80 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

7699697 THE APOCALYPSE FACTORY:
Plutonium and the Making of the Atomic Age.
By Steve Olson. A thrilling narrative of scientific
t r iumph ,  decades  o f  secrecy,  and t he
unimaginable destruction wrought by the Atomic
Bomb. Olson, who grew up just twenty miles from
Hanford’s B Reactor, recounts how a small
Washington town played host to some of the most
influential scientists and engineers in American

history. Illus. 336 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95  $9.95

*7792514 M911 AND M1070 HET: Legends of Warfare. By
David Doyle. Explores the mechanical details and military use of the
M911 C-HET and M1070/M1010A1 HETS and their associated
trailers. These vehicles are tasked with transporting the U.S. Army’s
heaviest weapons–the M1 Abrams tank and other armored vehicles.
Fully illus. most in color. 128 pages. Schiffer.  $21.95

*492469X MAUSER RIFLES, VOL. 2,
1918-1945. By Luc Guillou. This full-color,
i l lust ra ted guide presents the design,
manufacturing, development, and combat use
of the various models from 1918 through WWII.
Presents the various models of this famous rifle, 
as well as the changes made to its manufacture
during the Second World War. Fully illus. in
color. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12.  $21.95

*7749791 THE ORIGINS OF SURFACE-TO-AIR GUIDED
MISSILE TECHNOLOGY: German Flak Rockets and the Onset 
of the Cold War. By James Mills. Presents the first complete
history of Germany’s wartime development of surface to air
missile (SAM) technology, how the Allies acquired this secret
research towards the end of World War II in Europe and in the early
postwar period, and how they then exploited this knowledge.
Photos. 247 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95
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Weapons & Military Technology
*1988689 TANKS AT THE IRON CURTAIN
1960-75: New Vanguard 308. By Steven J.
Zaloga. Armor expert Zaloga surveys how East
and West responded to the challenge. He
explains that while high-tech designs such as the 
T-64 and MBT-70 were technically impressive,
they proved to be too costly and too complicated; 
it was a new generation of more conventional
designs that proved that the tank was still a key

weapon on modern battlefields. Photos, some in color. 48 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95

*7796315 FROM JULIETTS TO YASENS:
Europe @ War No. 22. By Alejandro A. Vilches
Alarcon. A comprehensive history of the design of
the SSG and SSGN submarines, their weapons
systems, and service history from the 1950s
through to the present day, and includes details of
the numerous accidents and incidents. Illustrated
with more than 110 photographs and diagrams,
20 specially-commissioned color profiles and

maps. 88 pages. Helion & Company. 8¼x11½. Paperbound.
Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*7722796 HUNTING THE VIET CONG,
VOLUME 1: Asia @ War No. 34. By Darren Poole.
Presents a new perspective on the early stages of the
Vietnam War and shows how the counterinsurgency
policy of the American-backed Diem government
was effective in separating the Viet Cong from many
of their supporters, forcing many VC into hiding and
created a platform for further government success.
Fully illus., some in color. 86 pages. Helion &

Company. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95
*1949446 SPECIAL FORCES LAND
VEHICLES: MRAPS, Motorcycles, All-Terrain
Vehicles. By Alexander Stilwell. Arranged
thematically by chapter, this work provides a
complete guide to the jeeps, trucks, armored cars,
light AFVs, and motorcycles used by Special
Forces units around the world. A dynamic guide to
both the standard and specialist vehicles deployed 
by Special Forces soldiers over the last 20 years.

Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Amber. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95
4937643 EXTREMELY LOUD: Sound as a
Weapon. By Juliette Volcler. Bringing to light an
insidious merger of technology, military oppression,
and entertainment, this blend of journalism and
military history shows us how “non-lethal” sonic
weapons have become the tools of choice not just as
a form of torture, but also for crowd control at major
political demonstrations. 198 pages. New Press.
Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $2.95

*4966414 FORGOTTEN TANKS AND GUNS OF THE 1920S,
1930S & 1940S. By David Lister. Offering a collection of cutting edge
pieces of historical research detailing some of the most fascinating arms
and armament projects from the 1920s to the end of the 1940s, nearly all of 
which had previously been lost to history. Photos. 130 pages. Pen & Sword. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4973313 US ARMY COMBAT ENGINEER
VEHICLES: 1980 to the Present. By Jeffrey
DeRosa. Combat engineer vehicles spearhead
armored attacks, breach obstacles, and prepare
defenses. Born of necessity, these amazing
vehicles have developed from humble
beginnings to technological and mechanical
marvels. This work provides a rare look at these
amazing machines. Color photos. 144 pages.

Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $39.99  PRICE CUT to $29.95
*489619X RENAISSANCE COMBAT: Jorg Wilhalm’s Fight Book, 
1522-1523. By Dierk Hagedorn et al. Jorg Wilhalm’s teachings feature
fighting techniques with the long sword, in armor and on horseback.
Hagedorn brings the work of one of the most prolific authors of 16th
century fight books to a modern audience for the first time. Beautifully
illustrated throughout with original commentaries. 408 pages. Greenhill.
Pub. at $45.00  PRICE CUT to $29.95

*4952154 SOVIET MACHINE GUNS OF
WORLD WAR II: Weapon 81. By Chris McNab.
In 1939, three machine guns dominated the Red
Army’s front-line infantry firepower–the DShk
1938 heavy machine gun, the PM M1910
medium/heavy machine gun and the Degtyaryov
DP-27, a lighter, biped-mounted support
weapon. This study explains the technology and
the tactical applications for these machine guns.

Fully illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

4876601 WEAPONS OF WARRIORS: Famous Antique Swords of
the Near East. By V. Diehl & H. Hampe. This photographic study
contains many of the most renowned and historical Arabic and Turkish
swords from the 12th through the 19th century. Each weapon is presented 
in multiple angles, many in life size across two pages, to provide the
reader with the most detailed appreciation of the skill in hand crafting
these famous Shamshirs, Kilics, Nimchas, Yatagans, and Saifs.
352 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $99.99  PRICE CUT to $24.95

*4966600 SHOOTING DOWN THE STEALTH
FIGHTER: Eyewitness Accounts from Those
Who Were There. By M. Mihajlovic & D.S. Anicic.
With its futuristic and unmistakable design, the
Lockheed F-117A Nighthawk, the so-called ‘Stealth
Fighter’, was the wonder of the age. But at 20.42
hours on March 27, 1999, the military and aviation
worlds were stunned when the impossible
happened, a virtually obsolete Soviet-built surface to 

air missile system which had first been developed more than 30 years
earlier, detected and shot down an F-117A, callsign ‘Vega 31’. Photos.
364 pages. Air World. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*4966635 T-34 SHOCK: The Soviet Legend in Pictures. By
F. Pulham & W. Kerrs. The Soviet T-34 medium tank is among the
most famous tanks ever built, seeing service across the globe
throughout the 20th century’s most brutal wars. However, despite
this fame, little has been written about its various design changes.
This work includes nearly 600 photographs, mostly taken by
soldiers who both operated and fought against the T-34.
544 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $55.00  PRICE CUT to $34.95

7753500 THE JAPANESE BATTLESHIP KONGO
1944: TopDrawings 110. By Waldemar Goralski.
Laid down on January 1, 1911 at Vickers, Sons & Co.
at Barrow in Furness. The ship’s hull was launched on
May 18, 1912 and on August 16, 1913 the vessel
entered service with the Imperial Japanese Navy.
Offers a variety of photos, profiles, and meticulous
plans that highlight technical detail. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

775339X THE GERMAN HEAVY CRUISER
PRINZ EUGEN: TopDrawings 86. By Waldemar
Goralski. This ship took part in the first mission of the
battleship Bismarck, during which they sank the
British battle cruiser HMS Hood. She also
participated in Operation “Cerberus”–the passage of 
German ships from France to Germany through the
English Channel. Offers a variety of period photos,
color profiles, and meticulous plans that highlight

technical detail. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95SOLD OUT
*1928007 NUCLEAR WEAPONS. By Mark Wolverton. A primer 
on nuclear weapons, from the science of fission and fusion to the
pursuit of mutual assured destruction, the SALT treaties, and the
Bomb in pop cultu res. Photos.  261 pages. MIT  Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*4842863 THE M1 CARBINE: Classic
Guns of the World Series. By Roger Out. First 
appearing in 1942 as a stardard firearm for the
U.S. military during World War II, it was later
used by U.S. forces in the Korean and Vietnam
Wars and continues to see worldwide use to
this day. Produced in several variants by many
manufacturers, it was and is still widely used
not only by military forces, but by paramilitary

and police units worldwide. 80 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼.  $21.95

*4845889 KURDISH ARMOUR AGAINST
ISIS: New Vanguard 299. By E. Nash & A. Searle.
One of the most remarkable mechanized campaigns 
of recent years pitted the brutal and heavily armed
jihadis of the Islamic State against an improvised
force belonging to the Kurdish YPG (later the SDF).
This study details the construction and use of the
Kurdish AFVs in war and examines the vehicles that
took part in the major battles. Fully illus. in color. 48

pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $9.95

*1905880 THE KILL CHAIN: Defending
America in the Future of High-Tech Warfare. By
Christian Brose. This work confronts the existential risks 
on the horizon, charting a way for America’s military to
adapt and succeed with new thinking as well as new
technology. America must build a battle network of
systems that enables people to rapidly understand
threats, make decisions, and take military actions, the
process known as “the kill chain.” 305 pages.

Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*4906217 BRITISH SNIPING RIFLES SINCE 1970: Weapon 80.
By Steve Houghton. Featuring full color artwork and close up photographs,
this absorbing study assesses the development, combat use, impact and
legacy of the L42A1, L96A1 and the L115A3 British sniping weapons.
80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95
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Weapons & Military Technology
*4845250 AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT: Strategy and Tactics from
Gallipoli to Iraq. By I. Speller & C. Tuck. A unique approach of exploring
the different stages of an amphibious campaign sequentially–from
planning and preparation to securing the beach to amphibious withdrawals. 
Each stage is examined through studies of conflicts from across the globe
from the early twentieth century to the present. Featuring more than 150
black and white photographs and campaign plans and maps. 176 pages.
Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95

Fortresses & Castles
*7729510 FORTS AND ROMAN STRATEGY:
A New Approach and Interpretation. By Paul
Coby. A new system for the recording and mapping
of Roman forts and fortifications that integrates all
the data, including size, dating and identification of
occupying units. Application of these methods
allows analysis that brings new insights into the
placement of these forts, the units garrisoning them
and the strategy of conquest and defense they

underpinned. Color photos with maps. 257 pages. Pen & Sword.  $39.95

4919262 CASTRUM TO CASTLE: Classical to Medieval
Fortifications in the Lands of the Western Roman Empire. By J.E. & 
H.W. Kaufmann. This study traces the evolution of fortifications starting
with those of the Romans and their successors, and includes the
defenses erected to resist Islamic invasions and Viking raids, and the
castles that were built during outbreaks of warfare. An essential reference
for understanding a period of history when fixed fortifications shaped
military thinking. Well illus., most in color. 278 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*1975692 FORTRESS EUROPE: From
Stone to Steel Fortifications, 1850-1945.
By J.E. & H.W. Kaufmann. Highly illustrated
history of European fortifications and fortified
lines of the World Wars. Insight into the major
works of Sere De Rivieres, Brialmont and other 
military architects of the time. Describes how
these fortifications were designed, built,
equipped and employed. 445 pages. Pen &

Sword. 7x10. Pub. at $62.95  $47.95

Naval History
7753292 THE FLETCHER-CLASS
DESTROYER USS STEVENS (DD-479): Super 
Drawings in 3D. By Waldemar Goralski. Features 
meticulously detailed, fold-out scale drawings,
offering an extensive portrait of the destroyer’s
design. This helpful reference is filled cover to
cover with color computer-generated 3D
illustrations that showcase the components of this 
U.S. destroyer. 74 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.

Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  $9.95

1978489 THE LAST ARMADA: Queen Elizabeth, 
Juan del Aguila, and Hugh O’Neill–The Story of
the 100-Day Spanish Invasion. By Des Ekin.
Recounts the Christmas Eve of 1601, when three
brilliant commanders–General Juan del Aguila,
Charles Blount, and Hugh O’Neill–line up for a battle 
that will decide the fate of a nation. Ekin chronicles
the last great naval battle between England and
Spain, and the last ditch effort of Hugh O’Neill to

drive the English out of Ireland. Illus., some in color. 413 pages.
Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

7753470 IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY TYPE
B1 SUBMARINE: I-15 (1939) and I-37
(1943). By Anirudh Rao. The construction of
large oceanic submarines in the Empire of Japan
was related to two basic facts. First was the
achievements in the Atlantic and not only by the
German submarines during WWI. The second was 
the concept of “Decisive Battle.” The central
strategic concept of the Imperial Navy considered

the U.S. as the potential enemy. Fully illus. in color. 66 pages.
Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  $9.95

1986198 FLOAT PLANES & FLYING BOATS: The 
U.S. Coast Guard and Early Naval Aviation. By
Robert B. Workman Jr. Presents a comprehensive
picture of naval aviation’s rapid development between 
1911 and 1938. Workman’s balanced account of the
early years of naval aviation credits Coast Guardsmen
with important contributions to the combined efforts
of the sea services, highlighting their creativity, skill,
and determination. Well illus. 322 pages. Naval

Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $6.95

1979981 THE BRANDENBURG-CLASS
BATTLESHIPS 1890-1918: Super Drawings in
3D. By Tassos Katsikas. The Brandenburg class
battleships were the first blue water warships of the
Kaiserliche Marine and can be categorized as the
first German pre-dreadnought ships. The new Kaiser 
Wilhem II the architect of the German Naval
expansion’s first step was establishing in 1888 the
Imperial Naval Office who designed, developed and

financed new fleet units. Fully illus. in color. 82 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  $7.95

4986482 NAPOLEON’S ADMIRALS: Flag
Officers of the Arc de Triomphe, 1789-1815.
By Richard Humble. This completely new study
of the 26 admirals honored on the Arc de
Triomphe in Paris sheds new light on the longest
naval war in modern history, 1793-1815, and the
men who led Napoleon’s navy. Illus. 249 pages.
Casemate. Pub. at $45.00  $5.95

1980122 NAVAL ARCHIVES, VOL. 05. By Witold Koszela et al.
Provides a brief history of The King George V Battleships, The
Sommergibili Under Black Colours, and much more. Includes
detailed line drawings and cutting edge computer generated
imagery. Also features 8 pages of close up 3D renderings of the heavy 
cruiser Lutzow, 3D glasses are included. 80 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

1980114 NAVAL ARCHIVES, VOLUME 10. Ed. 
by Damian Majsak. Details submarines of the AG
type in WWI. Designed by a company belonging
to the well known constructor Holland, they were
built in the USA and then in Britain. Their
assembly was carried out by shipyards in Canada
and Russia. Amply illustrated with photos,
colored ship profiles, and 3D visualizations
complete with 3D glasses. 74 pages. Kagero.

8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $3.95

*7745761 THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CRUISERS. By
Bernard Ireland. An expert account of the evolution of the cruiser, tracing the 
development from ships with muzzle-loading broadside armament,
through casemates and turrets, to the age of guided missiles. Fully illus.
most in color. 256 pages. Lorenz. 9x11¼. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

7696965 HMS VICTORY POCKET MANUAL
1805. By Peter Goodwin. Looks at the commissioning
and building of HMS Victory, including many of the
technical aspects of battle is covered as is the
importance of Admiral Nelson, her legendary
commander. There are also plentiful glimpses of life
and work at sea during the remainder of her working
life in the Georgian navy. Illus. 160 pages. Naval
Institute. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

1980130 OSA-CLASS MISSILE BOAT: Super
Drawings in 3D. By Zdzislaw Kryger. Describes the
progression in the development of the Osa class
missile boats that revolutionized naval warfare. Even
though these ships were considered very small
marine vessels, they constituted one of the most
numerous boat types in the history of shipbuilding.
Fully illus. in color. 65 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95  $7.95

7707118 THE ROYAL NAVY OFFICER’S JUTLAND
POCKET-MANUAL 1916. By W.M. James. This was the ultimate
guide to the command of a modern First World War fighting ship.
Provides a highly revealing insight into life aboard ship, the
expectations placed upon British naval officers, and more. Illus.
155 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $22.95  $7.95

*7742118 UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS:
The South Pacific Air Campaign Against Rabaul.
By Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. Sheds new light on the
Allied campaigns in New Guinea and the Solomons
between August 1942 and February 1944, which were
the most difficult in the history of the U.S. Navy. Cleaver 
draws on extensive and compelling first-hand
accounts and memoirs to tell the story of those who
fought in the attritional battles, as well as in the bitterly

contested actions in the Solomon Sea. 16 pages of photos. 352 pages.
Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7774214 KING GEORGE
V-CLASS BATTLESHIPS. By Daniel Knowles.
Regarded by some as the worst new-generation
battleships in WWII the King George V-class were
Britain’s most modern battleships during the conflict
and saw action in engagements from the sinking of
the Bismarck in 1941 to the surrender of Japan in
1945. Charts the story of the King George V-class
from its conception and design through to the

operational history. Well illus. 384 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $60.00  $44.95
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Naval History
7758138 THE RUSSIAN ASW GUIDED MISSILE
CRUISER PETROPAVLOVSK: TopDrawings 74.
By Witold Koszela. Part of the seven ship unit of the
Nikolaev type (project 1134B Berkut), Petropavlovsk
was a gas turbine alternative design to the units of the
project 1134A. The primary task of these ships was to
search and destroy nuclear submarines, in particular,
strategic missile submarines. Includes scale
renderings of the ship. Fully illus., some in color.

Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
7764006 THE BATTLESHIP USS CALIFORNIA: TopDrawings
107. By Witold Koszela. Includes a historical description, technical
data and professional drawings showing the ship in the years
1944-1945, as well as drawings of superstructures, armaments and
details, together with sectional views and color charts. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

*771050X BRITISH/COMMONWEALTH
CRUISER VS ITALIAN CRUISER: Duel 123.
By Angus Konstam. This illustrated history
explores the cruiser forces of the Italian and
British Royal navies, the jack of all trades
warships of the Mediterranean Naval War.
Compares and contrasts the design, weapon
technologies and combat performance of the
opposing cruiser forces. Also documents several 

major clashes between British, Commonwealth and Italian cruisers.
80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

*7708076 FIGHTING SHIPS OF THE U.S.
NAVY 1883-2019, VOLUME THREE: Cruisers
and Command Ships. By Venner F. Milewski, Jr.
Provides details of all USN warships from 1883 to
2019. Every class and individual ship has an entry
providing details of the procurement, dimensions
and characteristics, and a summary of each ship’s
history and development. Photos. 431 pages. MMP 
Books. 8½x12. Pub. at $52.00  $38.95
*1949179 GERMAN AND ITALIAN AIRCRAFT
CARRIERS OF WORLD WAR II: New Vanguard
306. By D.C. Dildy & R.K. Noppen. Packed with
artwork and archive photos, this work tells the story of
the Graf Zeppelin, the Italian attempts to convert the
liners Roma and Augustus, and other German and
Italian carrier conversion projects which never left the
shipyard or the drawing board. 48 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95

7758154 SKORYI-CLASS DESTROYER:
TopDrawings 82. By Mariusz Motyka. Destroyers of 
Project 30bis, also referred to as the Smelyi-class is
a series of 70 soviet destroyer ships built after the
Second World War in the years 1959-1953. It was
the most extensive postwar series of destroyers in the 
world. Includes scale renderings of the ship. Fully
illus., some in color. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
7753527 THE JAPANESE DESTROYER
SHIMAKAZE: TopDrawings 62. By Mariusz
Motyka. This project was prepared and the
construction of the Japanese destroyer with
number 125 later named Shimakaze) began. It
was launched out on July 18, 1942. Offers a
variety of period photos, profiles, and meticulous
plans that highlight technical detail. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
*4958659 HITLER’S NAVY:  The
Kriegsmarine in World War II. By Gordon
Williamson. An in-depth history of the
operations and fleet of the Kriegsmarine.
Provides detailed portraits of some of the
most famous German vessels of all time: the
capital ships Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, the 
cutting-edge battleships Bismarck and
Tirpitz, and the famous cruisers of the

Deutschland and Admiral Hipper classes including Admiral Scheer,
Admiral Graf Spee and Prinz Eugen. Photos, some in color.
256 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

*7727879 BATTLESHIPS: The World’s
Greatest Battleships from the 16th Century
to the Gulf War. By David Ross. Detailed,
authoritative guide to 52 of the world’s most
important battleships, from the 16th century
Portuguese galleon San Martin to the USS
Missouri, which took part in the 1991 Gulf War.
Each entry is accompanied by detailed
specifications and key features. Photos with color

illus. 224 pages. Amber. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

1980076 THE JAPANESE DESTROYER
FUBUKI: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo
Cestra. Features meticulously detailed, fold-out
scale drawings, offering an extensive portrait of the
destroyer’s design. This helpful reference is filled
cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D
illustrations that showcase the components of this
Japanese destroyer. 93 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95

*7791097 ARMADA: The Spanish Enterprise and England’s
Deliverance in 1588. By C. Martin & G. Parker. Looks beyond the events
of 1588 to the complex politics which made war between England and
Spain inevitable, and at the political and dynastic aftermath. Well illus. in
color. 718 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00  $32.95

*7796331   SEA WOLVES:  Savage
Submarine Commanders of WW2. By Tony
Matthews. From the heart-rendering account of
the sinking of the German liner Wilhelm Gustloff
in 1945 through to a variety of other brutal
actions carried out by numerous submarine
commanders, this work comes from the deep
shadows of a tragic past to reveal the terrible
truth of a secretive war that was responsible for

the deaths of unimaginable numbers of innocent people. Photos.
258 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $32.95

*4855884 USS ALABAMA [BB-60:]:
Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle.
This volume illustrates the modifications
and improvements made to the ship during
her service, and the battles fought by her
men. The battleship today is a floating
museum and veterans memorial moored in
Mobile Bay, Alabama. Photos, many in
color. 128 pages. Schiffer.  $16.95

*4903323 BATTLESHIP MASSACHUSETTS. By Vincent P.
O’Hara. History of the USS Massachusetts, which fought in most
major operations of the Pacific War from mid-1943 on. Accompanied
by photos, many in color, on nearly every page. 112 pages. Naval
Institute. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $15.95

*7683758 THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER HIRYU: Anatomy of the 
Ship. By Stefan Draminski. Illustrated with full-color artwork of
the ship through its career, a complete set of detailed line
drawings, internal reconstructions of deck layouts, and 3D
illustrations of every detail of the ship from its rigging to its aircraft 
to its anchors, this work recreates and dissects one of the most
prominent carriers of the early Pacific War. 336 pages. Osprey.
10x9¾. Pub. at $60.00  $44.95

*4883616 THE UNITED STATES NAVY
IN WORLD WAR II: From Pearl Harbor to
Okinawa. By Mark E. Stille. The foundations
of the eventual victory in World War II were
laid on July 19, 1940 when Congress passed
the Two-Ocean Navy Act. This comprehensive 
history examines the strategy, operations,
ships, and war winning mindset of the U.S.
Navy. Includes illustrations, photographs,

maps, and color artworks. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

*194407X WHO CAN HOLD THE SEA: The
U.S. Navy in the Cold War, 1945-1960. By
James D. Hornfischer. This work combines narrative
history with scenes of stirring adventure on and
under the high seas. Set against the background of
increasing Cold War Hostility this paints the dramatic 
rise of the Navy’s crucial postwar role in a series of
exciting episodes. Ultimately the story of America’s
relentless endeavor to protect the free world. 24

pages of photos. 459 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $36.00  $26.95

*1911651 WITH UTMOST SPIRIT: Allied
Naval Operations in the Mediterranean,
1942-1945. By Barbara Brooks Tomblin. Takes a
fresh look at this crucial naval theater of the Second 
World War. Tomblin chronicles the U.S. Navy’s and
the Royal Navy’s struggle to wrest control of the
Mediterranean Sea from Axis submarines and
aircraft, to lift the siege of Malta, and open a
through convoy rout to Suez. Photos. 578 pages.

UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00  $27.95

*4853644 U.S. DESTROYERS, REVISED
EDITION: An Illustrated Design History. By
Norman Friedman. As the only history of U.S.
destroyers based on internal, formerly
classified papers of the U.S. Navy, this
comprehensive volume is vital reading for all
who have served on board these ships and for
all who would like to understand the origins of
the present destroyer force and its future. Illus.

552 pages. Naval Institute. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $100.00  $74.95
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Naval History
*7801688 WARRIORS AND WARSHIPS:
Conflict on the Great Lakes and the Legacy of 
Point Frederick. By Robert D. Banks. Brings to
life a much neglected part of Canada’s military
history, covering the warships and the people who 
built them at Point Frederick from the late
18th-century to the mid 19th-century. Opposite
Kingston, Point Frederick was the 1789 dockyard
home of the Provincial Marine on Lake Ontario and 

the headquarters of Britain’s Royal Navy from 1813 to 1853. Well illus.
most in color. 340 pages. Dundurn. Pub. at $59.99  $44.95

*4935365 FRENCH WARSHIPS IN
THE AGE OF STEAM 1859-1914. By
Stephen S. Roberts. Beginning with the first
armored battleship, this is a comprehensive 
listing of around 1,400 warships that were
added to the official French navy fleet list
between 1859 and the First World War.
Arranged chronologically, then by ship type
and class, this in depth survey of each

vessel is a treat for naval history enthusiasts. Well illus. 512 pages.
Seaforth. 10x11¾. Pub. at $90.00  $59.95
*4853628 RUSSIAN AND SOVIET BATTLESHIPS. By Stephen
McLaughlin. This work describes and illustrates the design histories,
technical details, characteristics, and service histories of the forty seagoing
battleships that served in the Russian and Soviet navies. Photos.
496 pages. Naval Institute. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $120.00  $79.95

*4954696 JAPANESE CARRIERS AND
VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC: The Yamamoto
Option. By Martin Stansfeld. Focuses on the
pre-war debate between building a new generation
of super-battleships or adopting aircraft carriers as
the “capital ships” of the future. Stansfeld examines
the much overlooked genesis of Japan’s so-called
shadow fleet that was a secret attempt to bring about
parity with the U.S. in carriers. 16 pages of photos.

227 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $52.95  $42.95
NEW! *7775385 HMS LONDON: From
Fighting Sail to the Arctic Convoys &
Tomorrow’s Wars. By Iain Ballantyne. Warships
named HMS London have been associated with
some of the most controversial episodes in
British naval history, from the bungled sea battle
that lost King George III his American colonies, to
the shambles of Gallipoli in WWI, and the
notorious decision by the Admiralty to abandon

convoy PQ17 in WWII. Well illus. 269 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

198019X THE SOVIET SKORYI CLASS
DESTROYER: Super Drawings in 3D. By Oleg 
Pomoshnikov. Features meticulously detailed,
fold-out scale drawings, offering an extensive
portrait of the destroyer’s design. This helpful
reference is filled cover to cover with color
computer generated 3D illustrations that
showcase the components of this Soviet
dest royer.  86 pages.  Kagero.  8¼x11¾.

Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95
1980181 THE RUSSIAN DESTROYER SPRAVEDLIVYY 1956: Super 
Drawings in 3D. By O. Pomoshnikov & J. Radziemski. Presents the
destroyer Spravedlivyy constructed in 1954-1956 as one of 27 Project 56
destroyers, also known as the Spokoinyy class. This volume gives her
history as well as a full color tour of the ship. 81 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

1980173 THE RUSSIAN BATTLESHIP
MARAT: Super Drawings in 3D.  By O.
Pomoshnikov & J. Radziemski. In the interwar
period the battleship Marat was considered a
symbol of the naval power of the Soviet Union. In
her 40 year service she survived four wars, but at
the end, she fell victim to the destructive power of
German dive bombers. This volume gives her
history as well as a full color tour of the ship.

69 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95  $7.95
*4931629 USN SUBMARINE VS IJN
ANTISUBMARINE ESCORT: Duel 117. By
Mark Stille. In 1941 and 1942 U.S. Navy
submarine operations in the Pacific were largely
ineffective, hampered by faulty torpedo design,
conservative tactics, and insufficiently aggressive 
submarine captains. This study explores all the
factors, and the role that U.S. submarines played
in supporting the major fleet operations in the

Pacific Theater. Fully illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

7707193 THE U.S. NAVAL INSTITUTE ON THE U.S. NAVAL
ACADEMY: The History. Ed. by Thomas J. Cutler. The U.S. Naval
Institute has been on the grounds of the U.S. Naval Academy since its
inception in 1873. Over the decades, many articles have been written
discussing the unique character and history of this venerable
institution while also challenging it to stay on course. 159 pages.
Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

1966375 A SAILOR’S HISTORY OF THE U.S.
NAVY. By Thomas J. Cutler. Today’s sailors have
too little appreciation of their heritage. To counter
this problem, Cutler has compiled a history of our
naval heritage. He blends recent history with more
distant and important events in ways that will
reinforce the timelessness as well as the timeliness
of the U.S. Navy, thereby having a greater appeal to
today’s sailor. 224 pages. Naval Institute.

Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95

*4948904 ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: Engineer of Power.
By Marc Wortman. Known as the “Father of the Nuclear Navy”,
Admiral Rickover remains an almost mythical figure in naval history.
A brilliant engineer with a combative personality, he rose from his
childhood years as a Jew in a Polish shetl to oversee the invention of
the world’s first practical nuclear power reactor. 310 pages. Yale.
Pub. at $26.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7686692 ATLANTIC ESCORTS: Ships,
Weapons & Tactics in World War II. By
David K. Brown. The ships, technology and
tactics employed by the Allies in the Battle of
the Atlantic form the subject of this work.
While the characteristics of the ships are well
known, this was the first to look at their
cost-effectiveness in terms of anti-submarine
warfare. Fully illus. 176 pages. Seaforth.

8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $24.95

*1969676 THE POLISH NAVY 1918-45: New Vanguard 307. By
Przemyslaw Budzbon. Polish naval expert Budzbon explains how the
Polish Navy was developed and surveys its contribution in exile to the war
effort using Poland’s surviving warships as well as British-built
destroyers, submarines, MTBs and a cruiser. He recounts how the Polish
destroyer Piorun took on the fleeing Bismarck in a lone gun duel. Photos.
48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*194035X THE BATTLECRUISER
HOOD: Anatomy of the Ship. By John
Roberts. Early on in the career of Hood, she
was employed on several international
assignments as a representative of the
British Empire, and thus she became one of 
the most recognizable symbols of the Royal 
Navy; her destruction by Bismarck in 1941
was received with shocked disbelief

throughout the country. Well illus. 127 pages. Osprey. 10x9½.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1930605 INNOVATING VICTORY: Naval
Technology in Three Wars. By V.P. O’Hara & L.R. 
Heinz. This work looks at how the world’s navies
incorporated new technologies into their ships,
practices, and doctrine. It examines six core
technologies fundamental to 20th century naval
warfare: two platforms, two weapons, and two
tools. Each chapter considers the state of a subject 
technology when it was first used in war and what

navies expected of it. Photos. 301 pages. Naval Institute.
Pub. at $36.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*1911430 KNIGHT OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC: Baron Siegfried
von Forstner and the War Patrols of U-402, 1941-1943. By Aaron
S. Hamilton. The story of Baron Siegfried von Forstner and U-402
parallels the rise and fall of the Wolfpack, and reflects the ebb and flow of
the Battle of the Atlantic from early operations. This is a truly gripping
account of the Atlantic conflict, and the large selection of photographs
adds a realism and authenticity found very few accounts of the U-boat
war. 224 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $55.95  PRICE CUT to $27.95

*4972996 SECRET PROJECTS OF THE
KRIEGSMARINE: Unseen Designs of Nazi
Germany’s Navy. By Nico & Alessio Sgarlato. A
comprehensive overview of advanced German
naval building projects. Coverage of Germany’s
major warship plans for battleships, aircraft carriers
and submarines. Studies the innovative designs
and technologies used in hydrofoils, midget
submarines, landing craft and more. Photos.

182 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $63.00  PRICE CUT to $44.95

1980068 THE JAPANESE BATTLESHIP NAGATO: Super Drawings
in 3D. By Dmitry Mironov. Includes detailed information and operational
history of the Nagato. A wealth of computer generated 3D illustrations show 
various components of the battleship in meticulous detail. White fold out
scale drawings offers an extensive view of its design. 82 pages. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95  $9.95
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*4923642 THE INFLUENCE OF SEA POWER UPON HISTORY.
By Alfred T. Mahan. Published at the height of Western imperialism,
this highly influential work of naval history and strategy sought to
prove that the major powers of prior centuries used control of the sea
as their primary source of political and military influence. 463 pages.
Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

*1941089 HITLER’S ATTACK U-BOATS: The
Kriegsmarine’s Submarine Strike Force. By Jak 
P. Mallmann Showell. In this work attack U-boats are 
explored at length. This includes details of their
armament, capabilities, crew facilities, and just
what it was like to operate such a vessel, and of
course the story of their development and
operational history. Photos. 263 pages. Frontline.
Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95
*4828488 GERMAN HEAVY CRUISERS VS
ROYAL NAVY HEAVY CRUISERS 1939-42:
Duel 113. By Mark Lardas. Examines the design, 
development and technical performance of the
Deutschland-class Panzerschiffe and Admiral
Hipper-class cruisers, and the Royal Navy
County and York class heavy cruisers, and also
assesses the impact of the key clashes between
these opposing warships. Well illus., some in

color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95
*4815548 US NAVY FRIGATES OF THE
COLD WAR: New Vanguard 297. By Mark
Stille. Explains how the technology and design of 
these frigates changed during the Cold War, and
how the classes were modified to keep up to date. 
This fully illustrated volume offers a fresh new
study of the ships that formed the backbone of
the Cold War U.S. Navy. 48 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $9.95
*4853652 U.S. SUBMARINES THROUGH
1945: An Illustrated Design History. By
Norman Friedman. The first full account of how
U.S. submarines have developed over nearly a
century, from a minor adjunct of the surface fleet to 
a central element of modern naval power. Detailed
inboard profiles of every distinct type of submarine 
show how the submarines changed. The
accompanying text and extensive captions tell why.

Illus. 379 pages. Naval Institute. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $70.00  $54.95
*DVD 4690044 RESCUE:  Disaster
Response.  Fo l lows a  Canadian nava l
commander, two pilots, and a volunteer rescue
technician as they train for action. When an
earthquake strikes Haiti, the audience is swept
along, joining with the massive effort that brings
military and civilian responders and hardware
from around the world. 46 minutes. Dreamscape
Media. Pub. at $24.95  $4.95

*1929534 WARSHIPS IN THE BALTIC CAMPAIGN 1918-20: New
Vanguard 305. By Angus Konstam. Following the Russian Revolution, the 
Baltic states became a battleground between Russian Reds and Whites,
German troops and emerging Baltic independence forces. In November
1918, the British decided to intervene in support of Baltic independence.
Includes archive photos and illustrations of warships involved and is a
concise account of this campaign. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at
$19.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*194925X WARSHIP 2022. Ed. by John Jordan. Devoted to the 
design, development and service history of the world’s combat
ships. The contributors are respected authorities, so detailed and
accurate information is the keynote of all the articles, which are
fully supported by plans, data tables and photographs. 224 pages. 
Osprey. 8x10¾. Pub. at $60.00  $44.95

*4935381 TRIBALS, BATTLES AND
DARINGS: The Genesis of the Modern
Destroyer. By Alexander Clarke. The first
analysis of three classes of British destroyers:

“Tribal”, “Battle” and “Daring”. Spanning the
interwar period to the 1950s, these classes
represent a lineage of ship design that would
later be realized in the form of the modern
general purpose destroyer. From design

history to heroic operational stories, this volume gives these
overlooked ship classes the attention they deserve. Well illus. 176
pages. Seaforth. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $52.95  $29.95
*4895991 FIRST U-BOAT FLOTILLA. By Lawrence Paterson.
This account goes right to the heart of U-Boat warfare and gives a
detailed insight into the men, equipment, strengths and weaknesses,
successes and failures of an elite force which–while feared by its
enemies–was also grudgingly respected. 16 pages of photos.
300 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

*4896076 THE JAPANESE CRUISER ASAMA:  Super
Drawings in 3D. By Aliaksandr Sukhanevich. This meticulous
reference is filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D
illustrations that showcase the components of this Japanese Cruiser.
Includes fold-out scale drawings. 66 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*4927206 THE JAPANESE LIGHT CRUISER OYODO: Super
Drawings in 3D. By Aliaksandr Sukhanevich. Japanese cruiser of the 
Second World War and the only ship of her type, Oyodo was designed 
in response to the need for long range cruisers. Fully illus. in color.
66 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  $14.95

*4896092 THE MAS-15 ITALIAN NAVY
TORPEDO-ARMED MOTORBOAT: Super
Drawings in 3D. By Oleg Pomoshnikov. This
meticulous reference is filled cover to cover with
color computer-generated 3D illustrations that
showcase the components of this Italian Navy
Torpedo-armed motorboat. 50 pages. Kagero.
8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95  $17.95

*4935373 THE KAISER’S CRUISERS
1871-1918. By A. Dodson & D. Nottelmann.
Explores the often overlooked cruisers of the
Second Reich, from wooden hulled corvettes,
through the fusion of “overseas” and “home”
vessels into the modern small cruisers that
fought in the First World War. The companion
volume to the much-lauded The Kaiser’s
Battlefleet, this in depth volume uses rare

archival material to examine the German Navy’s smaller vessels. Well 
illus. 320 pages. Naval Institute. 9x11¼. Pub. at $65.95  $49.95

*1967835 TO RISK IT ALL: Nine Conflicts and
the Crucible of Depression. By James Stavridis.
This work is filled with thrilling and heroic exploits,
but it is anything but a shallow exercise in myth
burnishing. Every leader in the world has real flaws,
as all humans do, and the stories of failure, or at least
the decisions that have been defined as such, are as
crucial as the stories of success. Photos. 323 pages.
Penguin. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*1949381 AIRBORNE ANTI-SUBMARINE
WARFARE: From the First World War to the
Present Day. By Michael E. Glynn. In this work,
Glynn explores a journey through the history of more 
than one hundred years of aerial sub hunting. From
the Great War, through the Battle of the Atlantic in
World War II and on to the secret confrontations of
the Cold War, the reader will witness the parallel
evolution of both aircraft and submarine as each

side tries to gain supremacy over the other. Illus., some in color.
258 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $52.95  PRICE CUT to $34.95

History of Warfare
4883799 DECLASSIFIED: 50 Top-Secret
Documents That Changed History. By Thomas
B. Allen. Features 50 documents reproduced and
chronicled, whose impact on wars, civilizations,
and history were all carefully guarded from the
public eye for years after their creation. They speak
to remarkable tales of stealth and ingenuity, to
stories of courage that saved scores of lives, and
chilling accounts of deception that cost just as

many. 320 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7761961 FALLOUT: Conspiracy, Cover-Up, and the Deceitful Case
for the Atom Bomb. By Peter Watson. Vividly reveals the story of the
unnecessary building of the atomic bomb, the most destructive weapon in
the world, and the long term consequences that are still playing out to this
day. Photos. 423 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00  $5.95

1971557 WAR: How Conflict Shaped Us. By
Marga re t  MacMil l an .  Exp lo res  such
much-debated and controversial questions as:
When did war first start? Does human nature doom 
us to fight one another? Is war ever within our
control? Drawing on lessons from wars throughout
the past, MacMillan reveals the many faces of war.
Photos, some in color. 312 pages. Random.
Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
7788835 THE SHAPE OF BATTLE: The Art of
War–From the Battle of Hastings to D-Day
and Beyond. By Allan Mallinson. Every battle is
different. Each takes place in a different context,
the war, the campaign, the weapons. In exploring
six defining battles in history, Mallinson describes 
the war and campaign in which they each
occurred, and the factors that determined their
precise form and course. 16 pages of photos,

some in color. 388 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95  $9.95
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History of Warfare
7751664 HUMANE: How the United States
Abandoned Peace and Reinvented War. By
Samuel Moyn. The story of how America went off to 
fight and never came back, and how armed combat 
was transformed from an imperfect tool for
resolving disputes into an integral component of
the modern condition. As American wars have
become more humane, they have also become
endless. Argues that this development might not

represent progress at all. 400 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
*7778961 HISTORY OF WAR IN MAPS. By Philip Parker. Almost
from the start, maps have been an essential part of planning and waging
war. Spanning more than 3,000 years, from ancient and medieval warfare to 
modern-day global conflicts, these maps tell the fascinating story of war.
Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Collins. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95
*768147X GREEK FIRE, POISON ARROWS, AND SCORPION
BOMBS: Unconventional Warfare in the Ancient World. By Adrienne
Mayor. A history of how ancient cultures developed and used biological,
chemical, and other unconventional weapons of war. Photos, some in
color. 383 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $15.95

*4951123 HOW CIVIL WARS START: And
How to Stop Them. By Barbara F. Walter. Walter 
reveals the warning signs, where wars tend to
start, who initiates them, what triggers them, and
why some countries tip over into conflict while
other remain stable. It will begin with sporadic
acts of violence and terror, accelerated by social
media. It will sneak up on us and leave us
wondering how we could have been so blind.

294 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95
*1941143 THE SELEUCID ARMY OF
ANTIOCHUS THE GREAT: Weapons, Armour
and Tactics. By Jean Charl Du Plessis. This work
covers the regular, Hellenistic-style core of the army,
the auxiliaries from across the Empire and
mercenaries, as well as the terror weapons of
elephants and scythed chariots. Weapons and armor
are considered in great detail, including, useful data
on the performance of slings and the wounds they

could inflict. Photos. 340 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $27.95
1922270 FAMOUS BATTLES AND HOW THEY SHAPED THE
MODERN WORLD, 1588-1943: From the Armada to Stalingrad.
By B. Heuser & A.S. Leoussi. Going beyond military history, the authors
explore the transformation of battles into sites of memory and meaning.
Cast into epic myths of the fight of Good against Evil, of punishment for
decadence or reward for virtue, particular battles have acquired fame
beyond their immediate contemporaneous relevance, and are described
in context here. 16 pages of illus., some color. 184 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*DVD 1920332 AMERICAN VETERAN.
Widescreen. From WWII to Afghanistan and Iraq,
with a moving range of voices from today and across
the arc of American history this explores the
present-day divide between civilian and veteran
communities. From the citizen-soldiers returning
from the Revolution to today’s warrior class. Narrated 
by veterans Drew Carey, Senator Tammy Duckworth,
Wes Studi and J.R. Martinez. Collects all four

episodes on two DVDs. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. PBS.
Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

4937678 I AIN’T MARCHING ANYMORE:
Dissenters, Deserters & Objectors to
America’s Wars. By Chris Lombardi. This work
carefully traces soldier dissent from the early
days of the republic through the wars that
followed. A soaring history valorising the brave
men and women who spoke up, spoke out, and
talked back to national power. 298 pages. New
Press. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95
4983963 SOLDIERS: A Global History of the
Fighting Man, 1800-1945. By John A.
Haymond. Highlights the common threads that
run through every soldier no matter the war, no
matter the army, no matter the nationality.
Haymond explores the experiences that connect
soldiers across time and space, drawing heavily
from firsthand accounts. 16 pages of photos.
481 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $34.95  $3.95

*4979184 SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE: Elite 244. By Anthony
Rogers. While mercenaries have been used throughout history, the
1960s saw the rise of white freelance soldiers, employed by leaders
of newly independent black African states. Later groups of
mercenaries hired themselves out not only to train Third World
armies, but even to spearhead anti-government coups. Color photos.
64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

Wartime Journalism
1925210 THE WAR TO END ALL
WARS. By Gunnar & Florian Dedio.
Brutal and cataclysmic, the First World
War irrevocably changed the face of
Europe. On the centenary of its onset, this 
volume gives a startling and intimate
view of life during wartime through never
before seen color photographs that
chronicle each year of the conflict. 320

pages. Lyons. Pub. at $39.95  $6.95
DVD 4860209 WORLD WAR I: America and
the Great War. This is one of the most accurate
interpretations of World War I available. This
collection of archival footage describes the
events, causes, trench warfare and the final drive
by the American and Allied forces that ended it
all on the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th
month of 1918. Over 2 hours. Questar.  $5.95

1922734 SALERNO TO THE GUSTAV LINE
1943-1944: Images of War. By Jon Diamond.
A photographic history of the savage Nazi
counterattacks at the beachheads at Salerno,
Italy, September 1943. After Salerno, the Allied
Fifth and Eighth Armies continued their advance
north initially to the ports of Naples and Bari
before struggling through Italian massifs, held
up by a determined enemy. 208 pages. Pen &

Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $4.95
4983785 FIRST BLOOD IN NORTH AFRICA:
Operation Torch and the U.S. Campaign in
Africa in World War II. By Jon Diamond. A
photographic documentation of Operation Torch, 
a geographically vast and operationally
widespread campaign in which nine objectives
along the 1,000-mile coast of Northwest Africa
were to be seized amphibiously, along with
simultaneous overland assaults on Nazi held

Tunisia, and against Rommel’s forces. Fully illus., some in color.
202 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  $6.95

*1915932 LIFE & DEATH ON THE EASTERN
FRONT. By A. Tucker-Jones & I.S. Spring. This is
World War II as it’s never been seen before, depicted 
through original color photographs from Ian
Spring’s PIXPAST archive. Dating between 1936
and 1946, the photographs in this work are
separated into three sections: the ground war, the
war in the skies, and behind the lines. 288 pages.
Greenhill. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*7755783     E .J .  HUGHES:
Canadian War Artist. By Robert
Amos. The narrative begins with
Hughes’s cadet days with the Seaforth
Highlanders in Vancouver, followed by
his enlistment at the Work Point
Barracks in Esquimalt in 1939. His
paintings of camp life and convoys
reflect his keen attention to the details

of vehicles, artillery, and uniforms. Hughes was Canada’s first, last,
and longest-serving War Artist of WWII. Fully illus., some in color.
206 pages. Touchwood. 10¼x9¼. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95

*772960X GREAT ESCAPE FORGER: The
Work of Carl Holmstrom–POW #221 an Artist
in Stalag Luft III. By Susan Holmstrom
Kohnowich. As one of many artists confined in
Stalag Luft III, Holmstrom’s superb artwork depicts
life as a Kriegie created with the perspective only a
prisoner of war could draw upon as an eyewitness to 
history. Photos, some in color. 170 pages. Pen &
Sword. 7x10. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

1922742 THE SECOND WORLD WAR ILLUSTRATED: The First
Year. By Jack Holroyd. The first volume in this series featuring photographs 
from each year of the Second World War covers the contributory factors that 
led up to the outbreak of hostilities. 280 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound.
Pub. at $32.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

1972782 HERMANN GOERING: From Secret
Luftwaffe to Hossbach War Conference
1935-37. By Blaine Taylor. Assembles into one
volume an array of chronologically arranged
personal photographs of Hermann Goering,
architect of the Luf twaffe  and economic
d ic t a to r  o f  t he  Th i rd  Re ich .  I nc lu de s
informat ive capt ions, a  comprehensive
in t roduc t ion ,  and  a  de t a i l ed  t ime l i ne .

272 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $40.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95
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Wartime Journalism
4986326 HERMANN GOERING IN THE FIRST 
WORLD WAR: The Personal Photograph
Albums of Hermann Goering. By Blaine Taylor. 
In a personal collection of rarely seen images,
this intimate photographic diary offers a new
perspective of notorious WWII Luftwaffe pilot
Hermann Goering: a slim, dashing fighter pilot
and combat ace fighting the French Army in the
Great War. Fonthill. Pub. at $40.00  $7.95

*1944118 THE DUTCH RESISTANCE 1940-45: Elite 245. By M.
Wenting & K. Castelein. This work provides an in-depth analysis of armed
Resistance movements. In addition to telling their sometimes tragic but
inspiring stories, it explores various overlooked fascist groups and armed
collaborationist organizations, providing reconstructions of their hitherto
unknown uniforms. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound.
Pub. at $20.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*4864743 RED ARMY INTO THE REICH. By
Simon Forty et al. The battles in Eastern Europe in
1944-45 overshadowed the fighting in the west in
size and scope. With over 600 illustrations,
including fifty maps and diagrams, covering the
fighting in Finland, Norway, the Baltic states, Poland, 
Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, the Balkans,
Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Germany over the last
months of WWII in Europe. 256 pages. Casemate.

8½x12. Pub. at $37.95  PRICE CUT to $24.95
*4979486 THE NEWSPAPER AXIS: Six Press Barons Who
Enabled Hitler. By Kathryn S. Olmsted. Shows how these media titans
worked in concert, including sharing editorial pieces and coordinating their
responses to events to influence public opinion in a right-wing populist
direction, how they echoed fascist and anti-Semitic propaganda, and how
they weakened and delayed both Britain’s and America’s response to Nazi
aggression. 314 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

4987314  1000 YARD STARE: A Marine’s Eye 
View of the Vietnam War. By Marc C.
Waszkiewicz et al. Waszkiewicz served three tours
(1967, 1968, 1969) as an artillery forward observer 
with the U.S. Marine Corps in Vietnam, where he
took thousands of photos capturing the beauty,
drudgery, hilarity, and horror of the war. This
volume collects the best of them in a book that
presents an unvarnished Marine’s-eye-view of the

Vietnam War. 312 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95SOLD OUT
7708653 ANIMALS IN THE GREAT WAR:
Images of War. By Lucinda Moore. Throws a
spotlight on the experience of creatures great and
small during WWI, vividly telling their stories
through incredible archival images. We’ve all heard 
the tale of the war horse, but what of the untold
stories of the war dog, the trench rat, or even the
ship’s pig? 160 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound.
Pub. at $24.95  $6.95
4781341 HITLER’S SKY WARRIORS: Images
of War. By Christopher Ailsby. Rare historical
photographs and compelling accounts combine to
provide a detailed examination of all the battles and
campaigns waged by the Third Reich’s airborne
forces. Includes information on specialist weapons
and equipment, plus biographical details on all the
main parachute commanders. 248 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $4.95
4784308 US MARINE CORPS IN THE SECOND 
WORLD WAR: Images of War. By Michael Green. 
Presents a graphic overview of the U.S. Marine
Corps’ legendary campaign in text and
contemporary images. Green expertly describes the
full range of Marine Corps weaponry and explains
their organization, tactics, and fighting doctrine.
217 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at
$22.95  $6.95

4863119 THE GERMAN ARMY ON CAMPAIGN 1914-1918:
Images of War. By Bob Carruthers. A photographic chronicle of the
human cost to the German army from 1914 to 1918, by which time
over two million men had lost their lives. 128 pages. Pen & Sword.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $2.95

4850327 CHINA HORSE MARINE. By E.
Richard Bonham. The Horse Marines were
considered to be the elite of all China Marines.
Illustrated with over 420 rare and previously
unpubl ished Horse Mar ine i tems and
photographs,  including drawings and
watercolors, this volume offers a unique
perspective into the life of John R. Angstadt,
one China Horse Marine. 192 pages. Schiffer.

8¾x11¼. Pub. at $59.99  $19.95

4960009 VICTORY: World War II in Real Time. Ed. by Alan
Axelrod. A timeless commemoration of the 75th Anniversary of the
Allied victory in World War II through “Breaking News” stories and
photographs from The Associated Press. 140 pages. Sterling.
9½x11. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95

*4845242 THE AIR FORCE. By
Jason C. Engle. Features a visual
history of the Air Force from its
o r ig ins  in  1907 and  i t s
independence from the Army in
1947 to its involvement in major
conflicts up to the present. This is a
pictorial celebration of the world’s

most powerful aerial force. Illustrated with more than 220
photographs. 224 pages. Amber. 11¾x8¾. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95
4979796 PIONEERS OF ARMOUR IN THE GREAT WAR. By
D.A. Finlayson & M.K. Cecil. Tells the story of the only
Australian mechanized units of the Great War. The 1st
Australian Armored Car Section, later the 1st Australian Light
Car Patrol, and the Special Tank Section were among the
trailblazers of mechanization and represented the cutting edge
of technology on the Great War battlefield. Photos. 376 pages.
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*4845269 THE ARMY. By Jeremy P. Maxwell. See Army warriors
undergo basic training; take part in live fire exercises; carry out search 
and rescue operations; develop combat skills; administer
humanitarian relief; and train with the best military technology.
Featuring more than 230 images, providing a graphic pictorial
celebration of every branch of America’s ground forces. 224 pages.
Amber. 11¾x8¾. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*4845382 THE NAVY. By Andrew 
Wiest. See F/A-18 Super Hornet
fighter aircraft preparing for a
mission; watch sailors carry out
anti-piracy searches in rigid-hull
in f la t ab le  boa ts;  l ea rn  how
explosives disposal technicians
train underwater; and discover how

SEALs conduct special operations. Includes more than 240
photographs of the pictorial celebration of the world’s finest maritime 
force. 224 pages. Amber. 11¾x8¾. Pub. at $29.95  $17.95

*4899954 TOTAL WAR: A People’s History 
of World War II. By Kate Clements et al. The
events of World War II are related in this volume
not only through compelling photographs, maps
and infographics, but also through personal
stories from journalists and resistance fighters to
aircrew and ordinary citizens, whose lives were
changed forever. 287 pages. Thames & Hudson.
8¾x11. Pub. at $50.00  $29.95

Spies & Espionage
7797931 A SPY NAMED ORPHAN: The Enigma
of Donald Maclean. By Roland Philipps. In a
gripping tale of blind faith and fierce loyalty, alongside 
dangerous duplicity and human vulnerability, Philipps 
meticulously documents Maclean’s extraordinary
story–one of the most treacherous spies of the Cold
War era and a key member of the infamous

“Cambridge Five” spy ring. 16 pages of photos.
440 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95  $5.95

7719744 BASELESS: My Search for Secrets in
the Ruins of the Freedom of Information Act. By
Nicholson Baker. A mesmerizing hybrid of history,
journalism, and memoir about the modern Freedom of
Information Act and the decades-old government
misdeeds that it is unable to demystify. The result is an
utterly disarming story about waiting, bureaucracy, the
horrors of war, and, above all, the cruel secrets that the
U.S. government seems determined to keep forever

from its citizens. 450 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $5.95
1955497 AGENT SONYA. By Ben Macintyre.
This true life spy story is a masterpiece about the
woman code named “Sonya.” Macintyre has
conjured a page turning history of a legendary
secret agent, a woman who influenced the course
of the Cold War and helped plunge the world into
a decades lone standoff between nuclear
superpowers. 16 pages of photos, some in color.
377 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7782969 CODEBREAKERS: Images of the
National Archives. By Stephen Twigge. Reveals the story of British
codebreakers from the reign of Elizabeth I to the Cold War. Explores the use
of ciphers during the Napoleonic wars, the role of the Royal Mail’s Secret
Office and the activities of the Admiralty’s ‘Room 40’ leading to the creation
of the Government’s Code and Cypher School. Fully illus. 132 pages. Pen
& Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95  $7.95
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Spies & Espionage
7764103 THE COLD WAR WILDERNESS OF
MIRRORS: Counterintelligence and the U.S.
and Soviet Military Liaison Missions
1947-1990. By Aden C. Magee. Discusses the
Soviet Military Liaison Mission (SMLM) in West
Germany and the U.S. Military Liaison Mission
(USMLM) in East Germany as microcosms of the
Cold War strategic intelligence and
counterintelligence landscape. Provides a broad

historical perspective and details the intelligence/counterintelligence
dynamic that was among the most emblematic of the Cold War. 322 pages. 
Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95
7692811 ATOMIC SPY: The Dark Lives of Klaus Fuchs. By Nancy
Thorndike Greenspan. German by birth, British by naturalization,
communist by conviction, Fuchs was a fearless Nazi resister, a brilliant
scientist, and an infamous spy who betrayed his colleagues and adopted
country by handing the Soviets the information needed to build an atomic
bomb. Greenspan tells the story of his extraordinary life. 16 pages of
photos. 400 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

1913425 THE QUIET AMERICANS: Four CIA
Spies at the Dawn of the Cold War–A Tragedy in 
Three Acts. By Scott Anderson. Chronicles the
exploits of four spies–Michael Burke, Frank Wisner,
Peter Sichel, and Edward Lansdale. The four ran
covert operations across the globe, trying to outwit
the ruthless KGB in Berlin, and plotting coups and
directing wars against Communist insurgents in Asia. 
It’s also the story of how the U.S. managed to

permanently damage its moral standing in the world. 24 pages of photos.
562 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
7772475 THIS IS HOW THEY TELL ME THE WORLD ENDS. By
Nicole Perlroth. Zero day: a software bug that allows a hacker to break into
your devices and move around undetected. For decades the U.S.
government became the world’s dominant hoarder of zero days, but then
the U.S. lost control. Now those zero days are in the hands of hostile nations 
and mercenaries who do not care if your vote goes missing, your clean
water is contaminated, or our nuclear plants melt down. 491 pages.
Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

4813421 THE HORNET’S STING: The Amazing
Untold Story of World War II Spy Thomas
Sneum. By Mark Ryan. The exploits of Danish born
spy Tommy Sneum made him a legend in espionage
circles, including assassination by crossbow,
refueling battered planes in midair, and mother and
daughter seduction. Now, finally, the full story of his
extraordinary career is brought to light. 386 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $6.95

7777078 SPIES: The Secret Showdown
Between America and Russia. By Marc Favreau. 
These are the weapons of the Cold War. The
microdots and wiretaps were the height of
espionage technology, when nuclear missiles
threatened the end of the world, and where the
ability to break a code could mean a difference
between stopping a war and starting one. But in this 
very different war, the most valuable weapons were

people. Well illus. 306 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95
*4953029 THE TRUE STORY OF THE
BILDERBERG GROUP. By Daniel Estulin. Using
methods that resemble the spy tactics of the Cold
War, and in several instances putting his own life on
the line, the author takes us into a world of intrigue
and secrecy, where the powerful elite of Europe and
the U.S. come together to discuss the economic and
political future of humanity. 398 pages. Trine Day.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95
*1956965 THE FOURTH MAN: The Hunt for
a KGB Spy at the Top of the CIA and the Rise
of Putin’s Russia. By Robert Baer. In this work
Baer tells the gripping story of one of the Cold
War’s greatest unsolved mysteries. In the wake of
the  Ames ar res t ,  the  CIA launched an
investigation to make sure there wasn’t another
double agent in its ranks. Led by three of the CIA’s 
best spy hunters, women who devoted their lives

to counterintelligence, its existence was known only to a few. 295
pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95
*7749775 HITLER’S NEST OF VIPERS: The Rise of the Abwehr.
By Nigel West. Modern historians have consistently condemned the
Abwehr, Germany’s military intelligence service, and its SS equivalent, the
Sicherheitsdienst (SD), as incompetent and even corrupt organizations.
However, newly declassified MI5, CIA and US Counterintelligence Corps
files shed a very different light on the structure, control and capabilities of
the German intelligence machine. 16 pages of photos. 327 pages.
Frontline. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4930487 THE WOMAN WHO SMASHED
CODES: A True Story of Love, Spies, and the
Unlikely Heroine Who Outwitted America’s
Enemies. By Jason Fagone. Chronicles the life of
Elizebeth Smith, who played an integral role in our
nation’s history–from the Great War to the Cold War.
Fagone traces her developing career through WWI,
Prohibition, and the struggle against fascism. She
helped catch gangsters, exposed a Nazi spy ring, and

fought a clandestine battle of wits against Hitler’s Reich, by cracking
codes. Illus. 444 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $9.95

*4985362 SECRET AGENT 666: Aleister Crowley, British
Intelligence and the Occult. By Richard B. Spence. Using
documents gleaned from British, American, French and Italian
archives, this narrative sensationally reveals that Crowley played a
major role in the sinking of the Lusitania, a plot to overthrow the
government of Spain, the thwarting of Irish and Indian nationalist
conspiracies, and the 1914 flight of Rudolf Hess. 16 pages of photos.
288 pages. Feral House. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $17.95

*7769911 HITLER’S SPY PRINCESS: The
Extraord inary Li fe  of  Stephanie von
Hohenlohe. By Martha Schad. Born the illegitimate 
daughter of Jewish parents, Princess Stephanie von
Hohenlohe would rise to dizzying heights in
international politics. She was the unofficial
go-between for some of the most important people
of the era, conveying secret messages and
organizing meetings. This is a tale of lovers and

manipulation, and cleverness and deceit. 16 pages of photos.
276 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $18.95

*7787448 THE GREY MEN: Pursuing the Stasi
into the Present. By Ralph Hope. Former FBI agent
Ralph Hope exposes ex-officers working everywhere
from the Russian energy sector to the police and even
the government department tasked with prosecuting
Stasi crimes. He examines why the key players have
never been called to account and asks what, if anything,
we have learned from the past. Photos. 308 pages.
Oneworld. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $13.95

4982614 THE ANATOMY OF A SPY: A History of Espionage and 
Betrayal. By Michael Smith. Drawing on interviews with active and
former British, American, Russian, European, and Asian intelligence
officers and agents, Smith creates a layered potrait of why spies spy,
what motivates them, and what makes them effective. 326 pages.
Arcade. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

1927108 NINE LIVES: My Time as the West’s Top Spy Inside
al-Qaeda. By Aimen Dean et al. The story of how a young Muslim,
determined to defend his faith, found himself fighting on the wrong
side–and his fateful decision to work undercover for his sworn
enemy. From the killing fields of Bosnia to the training camps of
Afghanistan, we discover what life is like inside the global jihad, and
what it will take to stop it once and for all. 467 pages. One World.
Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

1907298 BUREAU OF SPIES: The Secret
Connections Between Espionage and
Journalism in Washington. By Steven T. Usdin.
Reveals the history of espionage conducted by
both U.S. and foreign intelligence operatives just
blocks from the White House–in Washington’s
National Press Building. Usdin details how spies
for Nazi Germany, imperial Japan, the Soviet
Union, and the CIA have operated from the offices,

corridors, and bars of this well-known press center to gather secrets.
Illus. 360 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

1987941 LINCOLN’S SPIES: Their Secret War to Save a Nation. By
Douglas Waller. In the shadows of the Civil War a conflict raged out of sight,
the war of dangerous espionage, covert operations, and tangled intrigue.
From the tense days before Lincoln’s inauguration in 1861 to Lee’s
surrender at Appomattox in 1865, the author delivers a riveting account of
the heroes and the scoundrels who fought in secret to save the Union. 16
pages of photos. 595 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $5.95

195766X MI9: Escape and Evasion. By M.R.D.
Foot & J.M. Langley. A small, dedicated and
endlessly inventive team, MI9 gave hope to the men 
who had fallen into enemy hands and aid to
resistance firghter in occupied terr itories.
Understaffed and under-resourced, MI9 battled the
odds to make a vital contribution ot the Allied war
effort. First published in 1979. 404 pages.
Biteback. Paperbound.  PRICE CUT to $2.95

196612X FROM WARSAW WITH LOVE: Polish Spies, the CIA,
and the Forging of an Unlikely Alliance. By John Pomfret. The epic
story of how Polish intelligence officers forged an alliance with the CIA in
the twilight of the Cold War. In the tradition of the most memorable works
on espionage, Pomfret’s work tells a disquieting tale of moral ambiguity
in which right and wrong, black and white, are not conveniently
distinguishable. 274 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
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Spies & Espionage
4801296 DEAD DOUBLES: The Extraordinary Worldwide Hunt for
One of the Cold War’s Most Notorious Spy Rings. By Trevor Barnes.
Based on secret MI5 and FBI files, private family archives, and original
interviews, Barnes recounts the astonishing true story of one of the most
notorious Cold War spy cases and the international manhunt that exposed
the shadowy world of deep-cover KGB operatives. 16 pages of photos,
some in color. 327 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

1958119 DEAD DOUBLES: The Extraordinary
Worldwide Hunt for One of the Cold War’s
Most Notorious Spy Rings. By Trevor Barnes.
Based on secret MI5 and FBI files, private family
archives, and original interviews, Barnes recounts
the astonishing true story of one of the most
notorious Cold War spy cases and the international
manhunt that exposed the shadowy world of
deep-cover KGB operatives. 16 pages of color

photos. 329 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $3.95
1972944 TOTAL ESPIONAGE: Germany’s Information and
Disinformation Apparatus 1932-41. By Curt Riess. The account of 
how the whole apparatus of the Nazi state was geared towards war by
its systematic gathering of information and dissemination of
disinformation. 32 pages of photos. 288 pages. Fonthill.
Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

1905295 THE GREAT GAME IN CUBA: CIA and
the Cuban Revolution. By Joan Mellen. The author
uses the backdrop of the Cuban Revolution to examine
the CIA’s inner workings during the ‘50s and ‘60s.
From James Bond-like CIA plants to the agency’s
shady dealings with a major U.S. publisher, Mellen
utilizes a wealth of previously classified material to
reveal this intriguing history. Photos. 407 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7688407 AGENT SNIPER: The Cold War
Superagent and the Ruthless Head of the
CIA. By Tim Tate. The never before told story
of Michal Goleniewski, “Agent Sniper,” one of
the Cold War’s most effective counter agents.
This thrilling account brings together love and 
loyalty, courage and treachery, betrayal,
greed, and, ultimately insanity. The author
takes readers back to the postwar world and a

time when no one was what they seemed. Photos. 398 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99  $7.95

4869419 HOLLYWOOD DOUBLE AGENT: The
True Tale of Boris Morros, Film Producer
Turned Cold War Spy. By Jonathan Gill. The cold
war and the golden age of Hollywood meet in this
remarkable career of Boris Morros, film producer
and Russian double agent. Boris was a major figure
in Hollywood, and his career provided cover for his
assignments. He provided the KGB with the highest
level Intel. But in 1947 Boris flipped. Photos, many

in color. 323 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
*7739796 THE GREATEST SPY: The True
Story of the Secret Agent Who Inspired
James Bond 007. By John Harte. An espionage
mystery about the real life hero of Britain’s Secret
Service. Born a Ukranian from Odessa and code
named Sidney Reilly, readers are taken on a
thrilling ride across Germany, Russia, Mongolia,
and Japan, where Reilly is sent by his controller in
London. After vanishing in Soviet Russia in 1925,

readers wonder was Reilly a British hero or double agent? 271 pages.
Cune Press. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

*4731573 FREEDOM’S DETECTIVE: The
Secret Service, the Ku Klux Klan and the
Man Who Masterminded America’s First
War on Terror. By Charles Lane. As the
controversial new chief of the Secret Service,
Hiram C. Whitley led a covert war against the
KKK and became the first to use undercover
operatives to investigate a violent extremist
conspiracy, which today we call terrorism. But

his penchant for skulduggery and dirty tricks led him to a
conspiracy that would end his career. Illus. 348 pages. Hanover
Square Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

*4873203 AGENT SONYA. By Ben Macintyre.
This true life spy story is a masterpiece about the
woman code named “Sonya.” Macintyre has
conjured a page turning history of a legendary
secret agent, a woman who influenced the course of 
the Cold War and helped plunge the world into a
decades  lone  s tando f f  be tween  nuc lea r
superpowers. Photos. 397 pages. Crown.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95

*4810767 SPIES, LIES, AND EXILE: The
Extraordinary Story of Russian Double Agent 
George Blake. By Simon Kuper. After fighting in
the Dutch resistance during WWII, Blake joined
the British spy agency MI6, and was stationed in
Seoul. Taken prisoner after the North Korean army 
overran his post in 1950, Blake later returned to
England to a hero’s welcome–carrying a dark
secret. An unprecedented account of Cold War

espionage. Illus. 278 pages. New Press. Pub. at $27.99  $9.95
4979508 AGENTE: Female Secret Agents in World Wars, Cold
Wars and Civil Wars. By Douglas Boyd. This revealing history
explores the lives and the motivations of the women of many races
and social classes who have risked their lives as secret agents, and
celebrates their intelligence, strength and courage. Photos.
256 pages. History Press. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7712766 THE LIAR: How a Double Agent in the CIA Became
the Cold War’s Last Honest Man. By Benjamin Cunningham. In
the mid-1970s, the CIA and KGB watched Karel Koecher closely.
They were both convinced he was working for the enemy. And they
were both right. Traveling with his wife, Hana, he posed as a
Czechoslovak asylum seeker and arrived in the U.S. as a Communist
sleeper agent. After getting a job at the CIA, he proceeded to operate
as a double agent at the height of the Cold War. Photos. 268 pages.
PublicAffairs. Pub. at $29.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

1913476 RUSSIANS AMONG US: Sleeper
Cells, Ghost Stories, and the Hunt for Putin’s
Spies. By Gordon Corera. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Describes for the first time the story of
deep-cover spies in America and the FBI agents
who tracked them. In intimate and riveting detail,
Corera reveals new information about today’s
spies–as well as those trying to catch them and
those trying to kill them. 16 pages of photos.

622 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.50  $6.95

Cold War
DVD 1961780 COLD WAR STALEMATE. Fullscreen. On the 25th
anniversary of the Cold War’s end, this series examines the origins of this
conflict and takes a closer look at what motivated each side. Six episodes.
In Color and B&W. Includes player cards and an illustrated booklet. Over 5
hours. RLJ Entertainment.  $5.95

7798032 THE WAR OF NERVES: Inside the
Cold War Mind. By Martin Sixsmith. Vividly
recreates the tensions and paranoia of the Cold War,
framing it for the first time from a psychological
perspective. Revisit ing towering, unique
personalities like Khrushchev, Kennedy, and Nixon,
as well as the lives of the unknown millions who
were caught up in the conflict. Photos. 577 pages.
Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95

486896X BETRAYAL IN BERLIN: The True
Story of the Cold War’s Most Audacious
Espionage Operation. By Steve Vogel. Drawing
upon years of archival research, secret documents, 
and interviews, Vogel reveals the full story of
Operation Gold, a daring plan to dig a clandestine
tunnel beneath patrolling East German troops,
stretching from the city’s American sector to the
Soviet one. But at the same time, the most

damaging mole of the Cold War was also burrowing into the operation. 16
pages of photos. 530 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $29.99  $7.95
1986023 THE SPY IN MOSCOW STATION: A Counterspy’s Hunt for
a Deadly Cold War Threat. By Eric Haseltine. A former director at NSA
shows how Russian spycraft and technology, along with American
arrogance and shortsightedness, enabled our Cold War enemy to pull off
the most devastating penetration of our national security in history and
emboldened them to pursue even greater attacks in the future. 264 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

4910753 BERLIN ON THE BRINK: The
Blockade, the Airlift, and the Early Cold
War. By Daniel F. Harrington. Demonstrates
how the airlift’s success owed more to the
ingenuity and hard work of the people at the
bottom, pilots, mechanics, and Berliners, than
decisions from the top. Harrington investigates
not only decision-making at the national level,
but the operational and logistical details of the

airlift. Photos. 414 pages. UPKy.  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*4967720 GAMBLING WITH ARMAGEDDON: Nuclear Roulette
from Hiroshima to the Cuban Missile Crisis. By Martin J. Sherwin. A
dramatic new view of how luck and leadership avoided a nuclear holocaust
during the October 1962 Cuban missile crisis. Set within the sweep of the
Cold War and its nuclear history, every chapter of this gripping narrative of
the origins and resolution of history’s most dangerous 13 days offers
lessons and a warning for our time. 16 pages of photos. 604 pages.
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95
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Cold War
7714130 SPIES AND TRAITORS: Kim Philby,
James Angelton and the Friendship and
Betrayal That Would Shape MI6, the CIA, and 
the Cold War. By Michael Holzman. A brilliant
expose of how Kim Philby–the master spy and
notorious double agent–became the mentor, and
later, mortal enemy, of James Angleton, who
would eventually lead the CIA. Holzman gets to
the heart of one of the most important and flawed

personal relationships in modern history. 342 pages. Pegasus. Pub.
at $27.95  $7.95

4777123 JUDGMENT IN BERLIN. By Herbert J.
Stern. In August 1978, an East German couple,
hijacked a Polish airliner and diverted it to the
American sector of West Berlin. They were
welcomed by U.S. Officials until Communist
officials reminded the West of the anti-hijacking
agreements in the Warsaw Pact, and thus the
fugitives were arrested. What followed was a trial
full of strategies that would put Perry Mason to

shame. 384 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99  $2.95

*DVD 7683278 THE MAN WHO SAVED THE WORLD.
Widescreen. The story of Stanislav Petrov, a man who single-handedly
averted a full scale nuclear world war, but now struggles to get his life back
on track–before it’s too late. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English 
subtitles. 113 minutes. Syndicado. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

*7731523 NUCLEAR FOLLY: A History of the
Cuban Missile Crisis. By Serhii Plokhy. A
harrowing account of the Cuban missile crisis and
how the U.S. and USSR came to the brink of nuclear
apocalypse. The author masterfully illustrates the
drama and anxiety of those tense days, and provides 
a way for us to grapple with the problems posed in
our present day. Photos. 444 pages. Norton.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00  $17.95

War on Terror
7778465 BLINDFOLD: A Memoir of Capture,
Torture, and Enlightenment. By Theo Padnos.
Recounts Padnos’ two years in captivity in Syria,
where he was frequently tortured at the hands of
the al Qaeda affiliate Jebhat al-Nusra. No other
journalist has lived among terrorists for as
long–and survived. An astonishing portrait of
courage and endurance that combines the
emotional power of a captive’s memoir with a

journalist’s account of a culture and a nation in conflict.
375 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

7717679 HUNTING IN THE SHADOWS: The
Pursuit of al Qa’ida Since 9/11. By Seth G.
Jones. This landmark history chronicles the
dramatic, decade-long war against al Qa’ida and
provides a model for understanding the ebb and
flow of terrorist activity. Tracing intricately
orchestrated terrorist plots and the elaborate,
multiyear investigations to disrupt them, Jones
identifies three distinct “waves” of al Qa’ida

violence. 534 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

4854241 ANOTHER KIND OF WAR: The Nature and History of
Terrorism. By John A. Lynn II. In the years since 9/11, there has been 
a massive surge in interest surrounding the study of terrorism. This
volume applies distinguished military historian John Lynn’s lifetime
of research and teaching experience to this difficult topic. 507 pages.
Yale. Pub. at $40.00  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*1929054 AMERICA’S FORGOTTEN TERRORISTS: The Rise
and Fall of the Galleanists. By Jeffrey D. Simon. Though largely
forgotten today, one of the most destructive terrorist groups in the
U.S. was the Galleanists, a fiery band of Italian anarchists active
during the early 1900s. Simon shows how alienation and frustration
among segments of a community were transformed into a militant
extremist movement. 16 pages of photos. 255 pages. Potomac
Books. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

European Warfare
4863259 KNIGHTS: Chivalry and Violence. By
R. Serdiville & J. Sadler. Offers an accessible,
authoritative and entertaining history of the knights.
This study covers the rise and decline of the
medieval knights, including the extensive training,
specific arms and armor, tournaments, and the
important concept of chivalry. Illus. 160 pages.
Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $2.95

*7755716 THE SOVIET BALTIC OFFENSIVE, 1944-45: Casemate
Illustrated. By Ian Baxter. In the face of overwhelming Soviet offensives in
the summer of 1944, German forces withdrew into the Baltic states.
Ordered to stand and fight to the last, units and divisions would defend
positions in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania to the bitter end. Fully illus.
128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

*7729561 WAR IN UKRAINE, VOLUME 1:
Europe @ War No. 21. By Edward Crowther.
Focuses on the armed formations of the Donetsk
People’s Republic (DPR), the largest of the two
separatist entities in the east of Ukraine. This work aims 
to provide an overview of their formation in 2014, their
status up to the end of February 2022, and combat
equipment, while also exploring issues around identity 
and symbology. Color photos. 78 pages. Helion &

Company. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*4876865 WARSHIPS IN THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR: New
Vanguard 300. By Angus Konstam. This fascinating study examines the
ships of the two rival fleets, the motivation and performance of the crews,
and the little known story of how the Spanish Civil War was fought at sea.
Photos. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $13.95

*4931645 YUGOSLAV ARMIES 1941-45:
Men-at-Arms 542. By N. Thomas & D. Babac. No
other country invaded by the Axis power during WWII
was so disunited as Yugoslavia, nor occupied by so
many different armies. This guide describes the
major Yogoslav belligerent forces involved–the royal
army that resisted and its exile remnants and more.
Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $11.95

*1949535 THE RISE OF PERSIA AND THE FIRST
GRECO-PERSIAN WARS: The Expansion of the Achaemenid
Empire and the Battle of Marathon. By Manousos E. Kambouris.
Describing the invasion in great detail, the author analyzes the king’s
immense army, considering its composition and logistical
constraints. The campaign leading to Marathon and the decisive
battle itself are then clearly narrated. Color photos. 225 pages. Pen &
Sword. Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $27.95

*4895738 ATLANTIC LINCHPIN: The Azores in Two World
Wars. By Guy Warner. The significance of the Azores has been
overlooked in most military histories, but this extensively researched
and copiously illustrated volume provides a detailed but balanced
appraisal. The author has had access to archives in the UK, U.S.A.,
Portugal and the Azores, and consulted with local historians.
160 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $44.95  PRICE CUT to $24.95

*7729499 ARMIES OF THE CRIMEAN WAR
1853-1856: Armies Across History No. 1. By
Gabriele Esposito. One of the largest military
conflicts of the 19th century that saw Russia
fighting against the international coalition that
comprised Great Britain and France in addition to
the Ottoman Empire. Photos with color illus. 107
pages .  MMP.   8¼x11½. Paperbound .
Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7725477 POLISH-LITHUANIAN
REGIMENTS 1717-1794. By Vincent W.
Rospond, illus. by B. Gembrazewski. Provides an
in-depth study of the Polish-Lithuanian Army from
the end of the Great Northern War to the third
Partition of the Commonwealth. The battles,
leaders, uniforms, and accouterments of the army is 
show in detail. Color photos. 240 pages. Winged
Hussar. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*4966422 THE GERMAN ARMY ON THE WESTERN FRONT
1915. By Jack Sheldon. This work provides the clearest and most
comprehensive German perspective on this period of WWI. It covers such
well-known actions as Neuve Chapelle, Ypres, where gas was used on a
large scale for the first time, Aubers Ridge and Loos as well as the appalling
clashes in Champagne and the Argonne Forest. 16 pages of photos.
318 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95  $14.95

*4735048 NAPOLEON’S PENINSULAR WAR:
The French Experience of the War in Spain from 
Vimeiro to Corunna 1808-1809. By Paul L.
Dawson. Memoirs of British soldiers who fought in
the Peninsular War are commonplace and histories of 
the momentous campaigns and battles of Sir John
Moore and Sir Arthur Wellesley, the future Duke of
Wellington, can be numbered by the score. Here,
Dawson writes about their opponents, the French.

Color maps & illus. 319 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $49.95  $27.95

*1957341 THE HIGH PEAK DAMBUSTER: Sergeant Jack
Marriott DFM. By Frank Pleszak. Operation Chastise was the audacious
attack on the damns in the Ruhr Valley. Pleszak explores Jack’s life,
during RAF service prior to joining 617 Squadron, and then the events
leading up to and during Operation Chastise itself. But for Jack, one of the
immortal Dambusters, his story continued on after that historic night.
Well illus. 314 pages. Air World. Pub. at $49.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95
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British Military History
1955306  3 DAYS IN JUNE: 3 PARA’s Battle
for Mt. Longdon. By James O’Connell. When 3
Para began their assault under cover of darkness on
Mount Longdon in June 1982, nobody knew what
to expect. Following an explosion, the fighting
escalated resulting in some of the bloodiest close
hand fighting, injuries and shocking loss of life as
depicted in O’Connell’s extraordinary account of
the bloodiest battle of the Falklands war. 24 pages

of photos. 464 pages. Monoray. Pub. at $29.99  $9.95

*7741251 AFTER THE BOUNTY: A Sailor’s
Account of the Mutiny, and Life in the South
Seas. By James Morrison. In 1787 the Royal Navy
ship HMS Bounty, captained by William Bligh, set
sail for Tahiti in search of breadfruit plants. Soon
after leaving Tahiti, Master’s Mate Fletcher
Christian led a successful revolt, setting Bligh and
18 of his men adrift. In his journal, Boatswain’s
Mate Morrison recounts the Bounty‘s voyage,

placing blame for the mutiny on Bligh’s personality and style of
command. Illus. 253 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound.  $25.95

*1910825 BRITISH GUNBOATS OF VICTORIA’S EMPIRE: New 
Vangard 304. By Angus Konstam. The warship that enforced the rule 
of the British Empire at the height of its power was the modest steam
gunboat. Gunboats were the warships available anywhere in the world 
to advance British interests. Initially these gunboats were designed
for the Crimean War, but they soon proved too useful and versatile to
be scrapped. Fully illus., many in color. 48 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*1941135 RUNNING THE GAUNTLET: Cargo Liners Under Fire
1939-1945. By Bernard Edwards. The common denominations in all
these historic voyages were the courage and skilled seamanship of the
Merchant Navy crews. As this work vividly illustrates, their contribution to
victory, too long overlooked, cannot be overstated. Photos. 208 pages. Pen
& Sword. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $19.95

*1963627 REBELS AT SEA: Privateering in the American
Revolution. By Eric Jay Dolin. Privateers were privately owned vessels,
mostly refitted merchant ships, that were granted permission by the new
government to seize British merchantman and men of war. It was a time
when the young Continental navy numbered no more than about 60 vessels 
all told, privateers rushed to fill the gaps. Photos, some in color. 302 pages. 
Liveright. Pub. at $32.50  PRICE CUT to $19.95

7708793 NELSON’S VICTORY: 250 Years
of War and Peace. By Brian Lavery. HMS
Victory, launched 250 years ago at the Royal
Dockyard at Chatham, was the ship that became
most closely associated with Nelson and with
his great victory at Trafalgar; still extant, she has
today become the embodiment of the great age
of sail, and the ultimate symbol of Britain’s
dominion of the seas. Photos, many in color.

208 pages. Seaforth. 8¾x10½. Pub. at $56.95  $9.95

*4783239 BRITAIN AT WAR WITH THE ASANTE NATION
1823-1900. By Stephen Manning. Britain fought three major
wars, and two minor ones, with the Asante people of West Africa in
the nineteenth century. Manning’s account, which is based on
Asante as well as British sources, offers a fascinating view from
both sides of one of the most remarkable and protracted struggles
of the colonial era. 16 pages of illus. 170 pages. Pen & Sword.
Pub. at $34.95  $19.95

Military Collectibles
1925113    LEST WE FORGET:
Masterpieces of Patriotic Jewelry and
Military Decorations. By Judith Price.
Since ancient times, memorable moments
of military history have been commemorated 
with jewelry, medals, and symbolic
accessories. Here, Price illuminates iconic
military objects, exploring their origins and
documenting their place in history. Color

photos. 157 pages. Taylor. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95  $4.95

Military Modeling
1922157 CENTURION: Armoured Hero of
Post-War Tank Battles. By Robert Jackson. An
excellent source of reference for the modeler, this
volume provides details of available kits,
photographs of award-winning models, and
artworks showing the color schemes applied to
these tanks, as well as tracing the history of the
Centurion. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. 8¼x11¾.
Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  $5.95

*4816617 NAVAL SHIP MODELS OF
WORLD WAR II IN I/I250 AND I/I200
SCALE: Enhancements, Conversions &
Scratch Building. By Robert K. Liu. Focuses on
the models of the ships of the Second World
War, probably the most popular subject for
miniature model collectors, and the author, a
well-known modeler himself, addresses all the
practical issues that might confront those who,

unlike many collectors, like to improve their models, or even
scratch-build models of ships not commercially available. Well illus.
in color. 160 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $44.95  PRICE CUT to $24.95

1922300 GERMAN DESTROYERS: ShipCraft
25. By Robert Brown. This volume covers all of the 
40 or so German destroyers that served in World
War II. They were among the largest destroyers of
their day, were powerfully armed, and driven by
some of the most advanced machinery available.
Fully illus., many in color. 64 pages. Seaforth.
8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

Military Leaders
LIMITED QUANTITY DVD 7754248 WINGS OF A 
WARRIOR: The Jimmy Doolittle Story.
Approved by Doolittle himself, this fascinating
documentary tells the true life story of a
legendary flying pioneer, American hero and
Congressional Medal of Honor winner, from his
joining the Signal Reserve Corps Aviation
Section in 1919, to his military roles in the
Invasion of Normandy and the raid on Tokyo. 84

minutes. Shelter Island. Pub. at $14.98  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7758235 THREE WAR MARINE HERO: General
Raymond G. Davis. By Richard D. Camp. Highlights General Davis’s
leadership and bravery in deadly combat from the first amphibious
offensive in World War II to the frozen mountains of Korea’s Chosin
Reservoir and finally his command of the 3rd Marine Division in Vietnam.
24 pages of photos. 231 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7798369 NAPOLEON: The Decline and Fall of an 
Empire, 1811-1821. By Michael Broers. Traces this story through the
dramatic narrative of the years 1811-1821 and explores the ever-bloodier 
conflicts, the disintegration and re-forging of the bonds among the
Bonaparte family, and the serpentine diplomacy that shaped the fate of
Europe. Color photos. 735 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $39.95  $9.95

7773064 IN COMMAND: Theodore Roosevelt
and the American Military. By Matthew Oyos.
Explores Roosevelt’s efforts to modernize the
American military before, during, and after his
presidency (1901-1909). His drive to promote
new institutions of command: technological
innovations, militia reform and international
military missions. 10 pages of photos. 636 pages. 
Potomac Books. Pub. at $36.95  $6.95

4986644 THUNDERBOLT TO WAR: An
American Fighter Pilot in England. By John
N. Anderson et al. This account follows the
soaring successes and devastating traumas that
Clint Sperry experienced, culminating in a vivid
picture of a fighter pilot’s war. He flew 106
missions in his favored P47 Thunderbolt, and
was credited with destroying or probably
destroying five enemy aircraft, in addition to

destroying many targets on the ground by strafing and bombing.
Photos. 269 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $34.95  $6.95

4986601 SPYING FROM THE SKY: At the Controls of U.S. Cold
War Aerial Intelligence. By Robert L. Richardson. A history of Cold
War reconnaissance in the words of the man who proved the aircraft,
commanded the units, and flew the missions. Well illus. 301 pages.
Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  $6.95

4868102 MY STORY: Frontier Classics Series. By Anson Mills. A 
firsthand account of a soldier on the frontlines of many battles with
the Cheyenne and Apache peoples. He spent his life after military
service inventing and improving items for servicemen. Photos.
412 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

4971116 WOLFE & MONTCALM: Their
Lives, Their Times, and the Fate of a
Continent. By Joy Carroll. In 1759, after the
battle on the Plains of Abraham, the English
general, James Wolfe, and the French general,
Louis-Joseph Montcalm, lay mortally wounded. 
Neither could know that this battle would decide 
the fate of a continent and shape the history of
both Canada and the United States. Here is a

compelling account of the lives and times of these two generals.
302 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95
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Military Leaders
4910737 BASIL WILSON DUKE, CSA: The
Right Man in the Right Place. By Gary Robert
Matthews. Insight into the challenges Duke faced 
before, during, and after the strife of the Civil
War. Promoted to brigadier general and
appointed commander of Morgan’s men, Duke
helped convince Jefferson Davis of the futility of
continued resistance at the close of the war and
was assigned to the force escorting Davis in his

escape. Photos. 358 pages. UPKy. Pub. at $39.95  $9.95

1974424 GEORGE MARSHALL: A Biography. By
Debi Unger et al. Based on exhausting research and
filled with rich detail, this biography is sure to be
hailed as the definitive work of one of the most
influential figures in American history–the general
who ran the U.S. campaign during WWII and the
secretary of the state who oversaw the rebuilding of
Europe. Photos. 552 pages. HarperPerennial.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $6.95

4869354 GEORGE MARSHALL: Defender of the Republic. By David
L. Roll. Set against the backdrop of five major conflicts–two world wars,
Palestine, Korea, and the Cold War– Marshall’s education in military,
diplomatic, and political power, replete with their nuances and ambiguities, 
runs parallel with America’s emergence as a global superpower. The result
is a defining account of one of our most consequential leaders. 16 pages of
photos. 694 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $34.00  $9.95

4979915 U-BOAT ACE: The Story of Wolfgang
Luth. By Jordan Vause. Luth was one of the most
successful German U-boat aces in WWII. In total, he 
was responsible for sinking more than 220,000 tons 
of merchant shipping. Vause has tracked down
some of Luth’s crewmen and fellow U-boat
commanders and written an entertaining and
definitive biography. Photos. 233 pages. Greenhill.
Paperbound.  $7.95

7753616 MAJOR GENERAL JAMES A. ULIO: How the Adjutant
General of the U.S. Army Enabled Allied Victory. By Alan E.
Mesches. Despite his lengthy career and success in two major wars,
General Ulio remains a little-known figure in military history. This
extensive biography sets Ulio’s achievements in context and explores the
magnitude of his part in facilitating an Allied victory in World War II. Illus.
202 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $37.95  $7.95

7681887 THE KITCHENER ENIGMA: The Life
and Death of Lord Kitchener of Khartoum,
1850-1916. By Trevor Royle. In this critically
acclaimed biography, Royle revises Kitchener’s
latter-day image as a stern taskmaster, the
ultimate war lord, to reveal a caring man capable
of displaying great loyalty and love to those close
to him. 32 pages of photos. 416 pages. History
Press. Pub. at $44.95  $9.95

4686039 THE RIGHT KIND OF CRAZY: My Life as a Navy SEAL,
Covert Operative, and Boy Scout from Hell. By Clint Emerson.
Presents an explosive, darkly funny, and often twisted account of being part
of an elite team of operatives whose mission was to keep America safe by
whatever means necessary. Illus. 294 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7722206 GEORGE WASHINGTON: The
Political Rise of America’s Founding Father.
By David O. Stewart. An award-winning historian
unveils the practical political education that made
Washington a preeminent polit ician–and
America’s most essential leader. The lessons in
leadership he absorbed along the way from
Virginia’s House of Burgesses to the grueling
generalship in the American Revolution would

prove to be invaluable during the early years of the republic. 16 pages 
of color illus. 552 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $32.00  $7.95

4983025 LIEUTENANT SCHREIBER’S
COUNTRY: The Story of a Forgotten Hero. By
Andrei Makine. Servan-Schreiber enlisted in the
French army at the outset of WWII and quickly
rose to the rank of lieutenant. Despite his
patriotism and courage in defending his country,
he suffered the bigotry of his fellow soldiers until
he was expelled from the army for being Jewish.
He sought exile in Spain and was deported and

interned in a concentration camp before he managed to join the Allied 
Army in North Africa. 166 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.99  $3.95

1922637 ROMAN EMPEROR ZENO: The Perils of Power Politics in
Fifth-Century Constantinople. By Peter Crawford. Emperor Zeno’s life
and reign is littered with conflict and politicking amongst various groups. As 
a result, his reign was an eventful and significant one that deserves this
long-overdue examination of his seventeen years of rule. Illus., some color.
357 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $9.95

*3889963 THE WHITE SNIPER: Simo Hayha.
By Tapio A.M. Saarelainen. During the Winter War
fought between Russia and Finland in 1939-1940,
Simo Hayha had 542 confirmed kills, a record that
still stands today. Even more remarkable, as a
sniper he only ever used his own M/28-30 rifle,
equipped with iron sights. The author explores
Simo’s life, his exploits in the war, the secrets
behind his success, and his legacy. Well illus.

190 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

197288X NAPOLEON IN DEFEAT AND CAPTIVITY 1815-1821. By
Phil Carradice. Based on the first-hand accounts of the faithful followers
who accompanies the Emperor to St. Helena and of those whom he met
there, this is a compelling and insightful portrayal of the man after the
legend. Photos. 159 pages. Fonthill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $4.95

4964268 STOLEN HONOR: Falsely Accused, Imprisoned, and My
Long Road to Freedom. By Clint Lorance. The gripping account of how
Lorance, a soldier who became a scapegoat for a corrupt military hierarchy,
was falsely charged with war crimes, imprisoned and eventually pardoned
by President Trump. 278 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95

1972839 LORD MOUNTCASHEL: Irish General.
By D.P. Graham. Born into a notable family of Irish
Jacobites, Justin MacCarthy (Lord Mountcashel)
joined an Irish regiment in French service. He was
defeated at the Battle of Newtownbutler (1689),
wounded and captured. He escaped and went into
exile in France, where he was the first commander of
the Irish Brigade until his death. Photos. 238 pages.
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95  $7.95

*7741278 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BUTLER: A
Noisy, Fearless Life. By Elizabeth D. Leonard. Butler
was one of the most important and controversial
military and political leaders of the Civil War and
Reconstruction eras. Remembered most often for his
uncompromising administration of the Federal
occupation of New Orleans during the war, he claimed
he was “always with the underdog in the fight.” Illus.
365 pages. UNCP.  Pub. at $36.00  $28.95

*4774272 RANGER RAID: The Legendary
Robert Rogers and His Most Famous Frontier
Battle. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. A figure of
legendary, almost mythic proportions, Robert
Rogers is widely considered the father of the U.S.
Army Rangers. Tucker digs deep into Rogers’s
most controversial battle: the raid on St. Francis in
Canada during the French and Indian War in this
combination biography and history. 545 pages.

Stackpole. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*4858883 COMMANDING THE PACIFIC:
Marine Corps Generals in World War II. By
Stephen R. Taaffe. Taaffe analyzes the fifteen high
level Marine generals who led the Corps’ six
combat divisions and two corps in the conflict. He
concludes that these leaders played an
indispensable and unheralded role in organizing,
training, and leading their men to victory.
232 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $34.95  $27.95

*7740190 DEMETRIUS: Sacker of Cities. By James Romm.
Capitalizing on good looks, youth, and sexual prowess, Demetrius sought
to weld the five pieces of Alexander the Great’s empire and recover the
dream of a single world state, with a new Alexander–himself–at its head.
210 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00  $19.95

*7726317 TO RESCUE THE REPUBLIC:
Ulysses S. Grant, the Fragile Union, and the
Crisis of 1876. By Bret Baier with C. Whitney.
Dramatically reveals Grant’s essential yet under
appreciated role in preserving the U.S. during an
unprecedented period of division. Shows Grant, for all
his complexity, to be among the first rank of American
heroes. 16 pages of photos. 375 pages. Mariner
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $14.95

195847X TO RESCUE THE REPUBLIC: Ulysses S. Grant, the
Fragile Union, and the Crisis of 1876. By Bret Baier with C.
Whitney. Brimming with contemporary resonance and fresh detail
revealing Ulysses S. Grant, for all his complexity, to be among the
first rank of American heroes. 16 pages of photos. 375 pages.
Custom House. Pub. at $28.99  $9.95

*4903617 THE LAST KING OF AMERICA:
The Misunderstood Reign of George III. By
Andrew Roberts. Roberts paints a deft and nuanced 
portrait of the much-maligned monarch and
outlines his accomplishments, which have been
almost universally forgotten. It is time for
Americans to look back on their last king with
greater understanding: to see him as he was and to
come to terms with the last time they were ruled by

a monarch. Well illus. 758 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95
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Military Leaders
*7747012 THE COMMANDERS:  The
Leadership Journeys of George Patton,
Bernard Montgomery and Erwin Rommel.
By Lloyd Clark. Born in the two decades prior to
WWI, George Patton, Bernard Montgomery and
Erwin Rommel became among the most
recognized and successful military leaders of the 
20th-century. However, as Clark reveals, they
charted very different, often interrupted, paths to

their ultimate leadership positions commanding hundreds of
thousands of troops during WWII. 16 pages of photos. 413 pages.
Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*1986880 BRANDENBURGER: Wartime
Photographs of Wilhelm Walther. By Anthony
Rogers. More than 200 images, together with the
original German captions and English translations,
portray the life and times of this career officer, from
the German annexation of the Sudetenland in
1938, to operations in Russia, Greece and the
Balkans during 1941-1944. 159 pages. Greenhill.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95  $14.95
1925571 G.A. CUSTER TO THE LITTLE BIG
HORN. By Steve Alexander. This military
biography by renowned Living Historian Steve
Alexander traces the life and deeds of George
Armstrong Custer from his beginnings to his
famous Last Stand and death on June 25, 1876,
near the Little Big Horn River in southeastern
Montana Territory. Includes a fold-out with a
clear and detailed map of the famous Battle. 175 

pages. Andrea Press. 8½x12. Pub. at $49.95  $25.95
*1952757 FIERCE VALOR: The True Story of Ronald Speirs
and His Band of Brothers. By J. Frederick & E. Dorr. Packed with
groundbreaking research, this work is a compelling account of the
boldness on the battlefield and demands of war. This is a
well-rounded depiction of one of Easy Company’s most colorful and
controversial figures, a soldier whose ferocious courage in three
foreign conflicts was matched by his devotion to duty. Color photos.
346 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95

*4839447 ALPHA: Eddie Gallagher and the
War for the Soul of the Navy SEALs. By David
Philipps. By official accounts, the Navy SEALs of
Alpha platoon returned as heroes after their 2017
deployment to Mosul. But within the platoon a
different war raged. Even as Alpha’s chief, Eddie
Gallagher was being honored by the Navy for his
leadership, several of his men were preparing to
report him for war crimes. Philipps reveals the tale of 

battle honor and betrayal. 443 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.99  $17.95
1907344 DISARMED: Unconvent ional
Lessons from the World’s Only One-Armed
Special Forces Sharpshooter. By Izzy Ezagui.
On January 8, 2008, Izzy Ezagui, a 19 year old
American who had enlisted in the Israel Defense
Forces, lost his arm in a mortar attack on the
border of the Gaza Strip. In this work, Izzy recounts
his tortuous trek through rehabilitation to re-enlist
as a squad commander in the IDF. He became the

only one-armed Special Forces sharpshooter. Color photos.
286 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
1908553 WARRIOR’S CREED: A Life of Preparing for and
Facing the Impossible. By Roger Sparks with D. Rearden. This
powerful and inspirational story is as much of a self-help guide as
it is an “edge of your seat” military memoir. Sparks reveals a
motivating and mindful approach to overcoming the odds, facing
the impossible, and finding mercy and grace in the aftermath. 16
pages of photos, some color. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at
$28.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

1921991 WITNESS TO WAR CRIMES: The
Memoirs of a Peacekeeper in Bosnia. By Colm 
Doyle. The early 1990’s saw Europe’s first conflict
for almost 40 years when bitter fighting broke out
in the former Yugoslav republic. In this long
overdue memoir, Doyle describes his role
mediating, negotiating and persuading political
and military leaders of all sides to halt the
seemingly inexorable path to all-out war. Photos.

273 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  PRICE CUT to $2.95
4910818 EXPOSING THE THIRD REICH: Colonel Truman Smith 
in Hitler’s Germany. By Henry G. Cole. Cole demonstrates that, far
from condoning Hitler, Smith was among the first to raise the alarm:
he predicted many of the Nazi’s moves years in advanced and feared
that the international community would not act quick enough. An
indispensable look both at a fascinating figure and at the nuances of
the interwar years. 415 pages. UPKy.  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*4945352 OLD BREED GENERAL. By A.R.
Peacock & D. Brown. Marine general William H.
Rupertus is best known today for writing the Corps’

“Rifleman’s Creed”. A veteran of both World Wars,
Rupertus was known as the Patton of the Pacific:
ruthless in war and undefeated in battle, even as he
proved himself to be suavely diplomatic. His story
has never been told, until now. Photos. 426 pages.
Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1968548 THE CONFIDENCE MEN: How Two Prisoners of War
Engineered the Most Remarkable Escape in History. By Margalit Fox.
This work is the true tale of a desperate escape plot and the profound,
unlikely friendship required to pull it off. Harry Jones and Cedric Hill never
would have met but imprisoned together in a remote Turkish POW camp,
these two British officers use a homemade Ouija board, and their
understanding of the psychology of deception, to build a trap for their
captors that led them to freedom. Photos. 329 pages. Random.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7718012 IN THE COMPANY OF HEROES: The
Inspiring Stories of Medal of Honor Recipients
from America’s Longest Wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq. By James Kitfield. Features in-depth narrative
profiles of the twenty-five post-9/11 Medal of Honor
recipients who served in Afghanistan and Iraq. It focuses 
on the stories of these extraordinary people, expressed
in their own voices and through interviews with their
brothers in arms and their families. 281 pages. Center

Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

1951297 IN THE COMPANY OF HEROES. By
James Kitfield. This work features in-depth
narrative profiles of the twenty-five post-9/11
Medal of Honor recipients who served in
Afghanistan and Iraq. It focuses on the stories of
these extraordinary people, expressed in their
own voices and through interviews with their
brothers in arms and their families. 281 pages.
Center Street. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

*1956647 TEAM AMERICA: Patton,
MacArthur, Marshall, Eisenhower, and the
World They Forged. By Robert L. O’Connell. The
author captures these men’s unique charisma as
he chronicles the paths they forged, from their
upbringings to their educations to their storied
military careers, experiences that shaped them
into majestic leaders who would play major roles
in saving the free world and preserving the security 

of the U.S. in times of unparalleled danger. 16 pages of photos.
542 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*1979825 LEADING LIKE THE SWAMP FOX: The Leadership
Lessons of Francis Marion. By K. Dougherty & S.D. Smith. Presents the
historical background and context necessary to appreciate Marion’s
situation. Examines his leadership across eight categories and then
captures some conclusions about how leadership impacted the American
Revolution in the South Carolina Lowcountry. Photos, many in color.
240 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $21.95

*7688946 THE SOVIET ARMY’S HIGH
COMMANDS IN WAR AND PEACE, 1941-1992.
By Richard W. Harrison. The first full treatment of the
unique phenomenon of High Commands in the
Soviet Army during WWII and the Cold War. The vast 
distances involved in fighting Nazi German in WWII
forced the Soviet political-military leadership to
resort to new organizational expedients in order to
control operations along the extended front. Photos.

452 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $45.00  PRICE CUT to $27.95

*486235X ROBERT E. LEE: A Life. By Allen C. Guelzo. The
definitive biography of the general, following him from boyhood, to
his performance as a cadet at West Point through his rise to fame
during the Mexican War and the years of Army service that followed.
All through his postwar presidency of Washington College. Photos.
588 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $21.95

*7708564 ROBERT E. LEE: A Life. By Allen C.
Guelzo. The definitive biography of the general,
following him from boyhood, to his performance as 
a cadet at West Point through his rise to fame
during the Mexican War and the years of Army
service that followed. Concludes with his postwar
presidency of Washington College. 16 pages of
photos .  588 pages.  Knopf.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*1957376 THE LION OF ROUND TOP: The Life and Military
Service of Brigadier General Strong Vincent in the American Civil
War. By H.G. Myers. Using never before published documents and
records, this is the first modern biography for the man who truly saved Little
Round Top for the Federal Forces. Vincent has faded into relative obscurity.
This restores Vincent to his rightful place among the heroes of Gettysburg.
Photos. 204 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  PRICE CUT to $21.95
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Military Leaders
*7710860 MASTERING THE ART OF COMMAND: Admiral
Chester W. Nimitz and Victory in the Pacific. By Trent Hone. A detailed
examination of Admiral Nimitz’s leadership during WWII. Demonstrates
how he maintained coherence within his organization, established the
conditions for his subordinates to succeed, and fostered collaborative
sense-making to pursue options more rapidly. 14 pages of photos with
maps. 430 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $24.95

4986369 I AM SOLDIER OF FORTUNE: Dancing
with Devils. By Robert K. Brown with V. Spencer.
Almost 40 years ago, former Green Beret Robert K.
Brown launched an upstart magazine called Soldier of
Fortune, which pushed the bounds of journalism to its
limits with its untamed brand of reporting–a camera in
one hand, a gun in the other. Here Brown tells his own
story, taking readers into combat zones where he and
fellow combat journalists risked their lives. 30 pages of

photos. 408 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $2.95
7680708 CHIEF SEATTLE AND THE TOWN
THAT TOOK HIS NAME. By David M. Buerge.
Threading together disparate accounts of the time
from the 1780s to the 1860s–including oral
histories, Hudson’s Bay Company records,
pioneer d iaries and histor ic newspaper
reporting–Buerge presents a complete historical
account of Chief Seattle and his times. Photos.
325 pages. Sasquatch. Pub. at $25.95  $9.95
4958926 NO ORDINARY DOG: My Partner
from the SEAL Teams to the Bin Laden Raid. By
Will Chesney with J. Layden. The story of heroic
sacrifice and loving friendship between a decorated
member of the SEAL Team and his famous military
working dog, Cairo. When Chesney was severely
wounded by a grenade during a mission, it would fall
to Cairo to become his caretaker. Only Cairo’s
companionship, love, and loyalty would remind Will

of his self-worth, give him a purpose, and help him to heal. 16 pages of
color photos. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

1992791 ANDREW JACKSON AND THE
MIRACLE OF NEW ORLEANS: The Battle That
Shaped America’s Destiny. By B. Kilmeade & D.
Yaeger. Into the dire situation of the War of 1812,
stepped Major General Andrew Jackson to defend
New Orleans. If the British conquered New Orleans,
they would control the mouth of the Mississippi River,
cutting Americans off from that essential trade route.
The authors reinvigorate our knowledge of one of

America’s greatest generals in this engaging volume. 16 pages of illus.,
some color. 278 pages. Sentinel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
4986261 DEVERON TO DEVASTATION: Brother Officers of
the 7th Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers in the First World War. By
James Fraser Bourhill. A biography of two Scottish-born brothers
in an Irish battalion on the Western Front, this work is unique in
that it reaches to the corners of the Empire and tells of conflicts
from German South-West Africa to the Rand Rebellion of 1922.
157 pages. Fonthill Media. Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $1.95

*1967762 LINCOLN IN PRIVATE: What His
Most Personal Reflections Tell Us About Our
Greatest President. By Ronald C. White. In this
work White walks readers through twelve of
Lincoln’s most important private notes, showcasing
our greatest president’s brilliance and empathy, but
also his very human anxieties and ambitions. We
look over his shoulder as he grapples with the
problem of slavery, attempting to find convincing

rebuttals to those who supported the evil institution; and more.
Photos. 328 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $11.95

*7724306 ALPHA: Eddie Gallagher and the
War for the Soul of the Navy SEALs. By David
Philipps. By official accounts, the Navy SEALs of Alpha
platoon returned as heroes after their 2017 deployment
to Mosul. But within the platoon a different war raged.
Even as Alpha’s chief, Eddie Gallagher was being
honored by the Navy for his leadership, several of his
men were preparing to report him for war crimes.
Reveals the tale of battle, honor and betrayal.

443 pages. Crown. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95
*1905821 THE RED BARON: A History in
Pictures. By Norman Franks. Manfred, the iconic Red
Baron, has constantly remained at the forefront of First
World War studies and, in commemorating the one
hundred years that have elapsed since the beginning
of hostilities, it seems like a good time to introduce a
new arrangement of photographs covering the entire
span of von Richthofen’s war. 192 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $14.95

1908448 SEARCHING FOR STONEWALL
JACKSON: A Quest for Legacy in a Divided
America. By Ben Cleary. Combining nuanced,
authoritative research with deeply personal stories of 
life in the modern American South, Cleary examines
not only Jackson’s life but his own, contemplating
what it means to be a white Southerner in the
twenty-first century. Photos. 375 pages. Twelve.
Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*4822641 AURELIAN AND PROBUS: The
Soldier Emperors Who Saved Rome. By Ilkka
Syvanne. A narrative military history of the emperors
Luciaus Domitius Aurelianus and Marcus Aurelius
Probus. Syvanne shows how these two remarkable
emperors were chiefly responsible for the Empire
surviving and emerging largely intact from a period of 
intense crisis. Maps & illus. 282 pages. Pen &
Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $19.95

*484419X HERO OF TWO WORLDS: The
Marquis de Lafayette in the Age of
Revolution. By Mike Duncan. Over fifty incredible 
years at the heart of the Age of Revolution,
Lafayette fought courageously on both sides of the 
Atlantic. He was a soldier, statesman, idealist,
philanthropist, and abolitionist. From the pinnacle
of glory to the depths of despair, he never stopped
fighting for the rights of all mankind. 502 pages.

PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00  $13.95

*1987119 PRINCE EUGENE OF SAVOY: A
Genius for War Against Louis XIV and the
Ottoman Empire. By James Falkner. Entering the
service of the Habsburg Emperor Leopold I in 1683
and rising rapidly to become one of the greatest
military commanders of the age, playing a leading
role in the wars against both the Ottoman Turks and
the French. Falkner reconstructs his military
campaigns in detail and describes his career as a

politician and statesman. 16 pages of photos, some in color.
214 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95  $32.95

*4969235 GENERAL GORDON GRANGER: The
Savior of Chickamauga and the Man Behind

“Juneteenth”. By Robert C. Conner. Granger’s first
fame came at Chickamauga, where the Rebel Army of
Tennessee came within a hair’s breadth of destroying
the Union Army of the Cumberland. Without order,
Granger marched his Reserve Corps to the scene of the 
hottest action. Conner sheds a new light on a colorful
commander who fought through the war in the West

from its first major battles to its last. Photos. 239 pages. Casemate.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  $11.95

*4952847 BADER’S BIG WING
CONTROVERSY: Duxford 1940. By Dilip Sarkar.
Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader remains of the the
most famous RAF fighter pilots to date. Bader, a
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